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To: The Honourable Jean-Luc Pepin, P.C., M.P., 
Minister of Induatry, Trade and Commerce: 

The Committee on Shipbuilding in Canada has completed its n 

studies in accordance with the terms of reference and now submits its 
report on the Canadian Shipbuilding Industry. 

The purpose -of the report  is to provide the . basiS for 
future gOvernment : pOlicY toward the shipbuilding  and ship repairing 
industry as a major coffiponent of Canada's overall maritime interests, 
recognizing that the industry - itself has an important role to play. 

The, report  reflects some eight months of enquiry. antr in-
vestigation.  Briefs were .received from nineteen interested organizations; . 
responses to the Committee questionnaire wéré received from twenty-three 
shipyards and visits were made to twenty-four yards; interviews were held 
with over one hundred-and'fifty.individuals. 

• All those in the industry, in labour unions, and in com-
mercial and government fields who were approached for information and 
assistance were generous with their —time and knoWledge. Major sources 
of information were your awn Department.and the Canadiali.Shipbuilding. 
and Ship Repairing Association. 	• 	 • 

,The Committee wishes to Mention' particularly the services 
of the Vice-Chairman, whO acted also  as  Technical Consultant-, and of 
Woods, Gordon & Co. in their capacity as Ecônomic.ConSultants. 

It is the pleasant task'of-the Chairman to acknaWledge the 
very major contribution made by the Committee members, who brought -their . 

,diverse experience and points of view to bear, gave unstintingly of their 
time and knowledge, and whose  efforts  resulted in the recommendations 
made for the Canadian.shipbuilding industry for the 1970 1 s. It is the 
Chairman's conviction that the Committee's endeavours are peorly-reflected 
in the report unless it is succeeded by• policy and action. 



FOREWORD 

The terms of reference for the Committee on Shipbuilding 

in Canada'were as follows:.. 

"To  examine, and  report on the rationale for a Canadian• 
Shipbuilding Industry and, without restricting the , 
generality of thé foregoing, teenquire into  and  report. 
upon the - following matters: 	• ' - 

.(a) Canadian shiphiiilding and ship repair requirements, 

(b) The costs and benefits of present measures of 
government assistance to the shipbuilding and 
ship repairing industries, 

(c) The necessity, if any of modifying existing measures 
or introducing new measures of government assistance." 

These broad terms of reference required consideration of 

many matters relating to the building, repairing, owning, and operation 

of ships. It was thus desirable that members of the Committee have 

appropriate knowledge and experience, and this was accomplished by 

appointing to it four senior shipbuilding industry representatives and 

a Vice-Chairman who also was thoroughly familiar with Canadian marine 

matters. 

. 	In erder that the COmmittee could reach sound" conclusions .  

and recommendation.s, .itwas decessary te bring together a.  great deal 

of existing information and to develop new  information for aspects 

which published knowledge was limited. The Committee established a . 

Working.Greup made up of the Chairman; the Vice-Chairmanand Technical 

Consultant; the Executive Assistant from the-Department of Industry, 

Trade and Commerce; the Vice-President:and Executive Directer of the 

Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing  Association,, and Personnel 

from Woods, Gordon & Co., the EConomip Consultants to the Committee- 



four main sources: 

The Working Croup obtained data and information from 

- questionnaires to:shipyards. 

- visits- to yards, labour unions and others in shipbuilding 
and Shipping activities.and in government departmentà. 

1 

iI  

• 

- submissions and briefs.from interested parties. 	• 

.- official and unofficial  publications. 	" 

Thenamès of the individuals, organizàtions  and, sources • 

consulted are given in - théAppendices and in Table C-33. ViSits were 

notinade to foreign Shipyards but information regarding:them was 

obtained from extensive published data and from the knowledge of 

individual Committeé.members who have visited numerous foreign yards. 

. The Working Group Proposed, and the Coàmittee agreed, 

that a ten-year period . be'adopted for assessing future prospects and . 

developments.. 'This  is long enough to.give perspective but not unduly 

removed from the current situation.:. 

The results of the Workind.trOup's activities arepre-

sented in the Summary and in Parts II to -V of the report. , These 

constitute a detailed, factual - consideration pft.he market, technolo-

gical', economic, policy, and competitive aspects Of shipbuilding and 	- 

shipping in Canada and In the Atlantic,St. Lawrence, Great takes and 

Pacific Regiona, together with recognition of new developments 

'off-shore and in the Arctic. . 

In - arriving at its recoMmendationa, the Cogmittee had.. 

the benefit of the information,from the Working Group, together with 

its own knowledge of the-shipbuilding industry,'nf shipping circumstanceS 



in Canada and elsewhere, and the nnmerous helpful representations 

that were made to it, formally or informally, by interested parties. 

While being aWare of varying points of view, however, 

the Committee was also conscious of the duty imposed on it by the 

terms of reference and has sought to - make recommendations that would 

'provide à sound basis for a shipbuilding and ship repairing induàtry 

appropriate to Canada's requirement-for such an industry. Also,. 

althotigh it was aware of regional and individual yard situations, the 

Committee endeavoured to take a .  national viewpoint, in line.with its 

conviction that effective performance by the Industry Is more likely 

to be realized within the play of competitive market forces, rather 

than through complex special provisions and administi.ative 'decisions. 

For these reasons the Committee has made its recommend- 

ations as simple and as .straightforward'as'possible. There .  is little . 

 that is new or startling in them; -one or another of the worldis ship-

building countries has considered . or implemented virtually every • 

possible policy device with regard to shipbuilding and ship operating, 

and the Committee has not been able to uncover any magic formula for 

• the Canadian situation... 

The.  Committee does consider; however, that the recommend- . 

ations it makes.are those that are most appropriate to Canadian,. 

circumstances. At the same time,,it wishes tostress that in its  view 

they are the minimum required  for the Canadian shipbuilding and ship 

repairing industry to survive and to develop effectively. As such, 



the recommenddtions if imPleMented will constitute a severe challenge 

to the ihdustry to improve its own Operationà. 
n 	. 

The Committee hopes.that thesovernmeht will  translaté 

the recoMmendatiOns into,policy.  and programmeS.at. an early  date ii 

recognition of their importance and urgency. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

This  Section presentS a brief summary Of the principal 

aspécts . that have been developed in the body of the report and thé 

,conclusions drawn by the CoMmittee-Which formed the,basis.for its 

recommendations. 

' More complete information is tiven in the Canada ,section, 

and further detail is available . in  the sections for the Atlantic', 

Great Lakes and St. Lawrence, and Pacific regionS„ 	. 

The Canadian Shipbuilding and 	 - , 	• 
Ship Repairing Industry'  

- 	 The building of ships is the principal activity in the 

Canadiàn shipbuilding and Ship repairing industry.- In recent years 

new building has been  more  than one4ialf of the industry's total 

activity  and has been an even greater -proportion in some . regions and 

yards. 

Repairs to Canadian and foreign ships engaged in 

domestic and exPort trades have been  about  one-fifth of industry 

activity, these being carried out both in conjunction with and 

separate . from shipbuilding operations and.again:constituting a More 

significant part of total activity in certain regions and yards. ; 

The balance of activity in the .canadiaà industry as 

• a whole  haS been manufacture- of industrial productsi.a . very large • 

part of this work being carried out by .. a. few companies  in the  

Lawrence region using facilities that are essentially Separate from 

their shipbuilding and ship repairing operations, 
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Within'new construction; some one-third of the value .  

of work in 1958-69 lias  been for govérnment . naval and civilian -

vessels,.these latter inclUding .a wide range.  of'vesSel types for a 

number of.government departMents... Another ode-third-of new . con- 

struction has been in dry cargo ships, particularly in'vessels that  

were specially designed.for the new trading.conditionÀ• that fol.1.2wecL 

the Opening of the st. Lawrence Seaway in 1959._ Thé balance' of new • 

building was in a wide  range Of other ships inClUding  tankers, ferries, . 

fishing vesselà barges and tugs, and -- most redently -- drill 

platforms. 

The Shipbuilding industry in Canada exhibits certain. 

characteristics that  are  common, to shipbuilding industries.elsewhere, 

including a high unit value and a correspondingly long prodtiction 

period for.its.main product, and instability of operations because the 

.timing and flow of . orders inhibits reasonably stable Yard Work loadà 

- and results in sizeable fluctuations.in  employment. 

SoweVer, the Canadian industry haS had specific features 

that derive from its particular circumstances. The main influences ' on  

the industry's operations have been the limited size of its market and  

the wide variety of , ships it has had to build. Cost differentials 

have generally precluded it from selling abroad; its  commercial market 

has thus been in ships for Canadian coastal trades (in competition . 

with Commonwealth built ships)  and for  trades with  the United  States: 

through the Seaway and Lakes and on the PaCifiC Coast '(in competition 

with ships built in any foreign country) .  Under these circumstances 



government orders have been very important for the industry and have 

been keenly sought after. The result has been the Presence of very 

active competition among  yards for commercial and government new 

construction business, and a iaillingness to contract for-this work. 

."below normal" margins in order to have a basis for Continuing. 

'operations and being.able to Carry out other, more profitable ;  repair, 

conversion, and industrial  business. 

- Accompanying this càmpetition  in  price and delivery 

terms has been the need_for yards to be able to design  and shpply'any . 

one of à wide variety of ships. The nature of demand has been suCh, 

that mobt Canadian building has beèn one of a kind and the industry 

has thua notbeen able  to  realiZe benefits arising from:Series.prod-

uction (eXcept to a certaid.extent in the construction of fairly : 

• standard lake and, seaway ships in-some yards). 	• 

' These partiCular characteristicsof-Canadiarushipbuilding 

havé had a significant effect on the operating -  practices in the yards. - 

Yard managements have ccintintially had to take a balanced course of 

a....1.29_11,e_tué...en_specialization for maximum efficienc and flexibility 

for adaptation'to the varied market  conditions. 

Other effecta on operatioha have arisen from the strong 

trade demarcation  provisions in the labour contracts or traditions 

at  many Canadian yards. .,These limit flexibility in labour skilla and • 

contrast with reported moVeMents;in Japan; Sweden ,and thé United.- - 

Kingdom - toward lessening of demarcation and introduction of:fléxibility 

agreements. 	 • 



' The limited market for Canadian ships and the 

relatively àmallnlimbet of Canadian shipowners has had an effect - 
. 

on the marketing and selling function within the shipbuildinà 

industry. Captive business has been  important and cnatomet contact 

has generally been maintained by senior company executives.- A . 

consequence- of the.wide mix ofship types has been the . employment 

by  the larger yards of -their'own naval architeèts, engineers and' • 

siipport staffs who also take . part in sales.add  promotion  activities. 

There is•alao extensive use of marine consnitants by  smiller  yards. 

Industry and government professionalà . in Canada have made  substantial 

Contributions to-research and deVelopment_in marine fields, which 

have  been internationally recognized; in turn, they .have  had 'àcces,s 

th  and made use of research and. development_firidings in other. 

countries. 

The general range. and standard of building facilities ' 

(launchways, docks, cranes, etc.) in major Canadian shipyards are 

comparable to the facilities in similar siZed shipyards in the United 

States, United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan and other.countrips; and corres-

pond broadly to the domesticship 'requirements that haveprevaged. 

Canadian yards cannot, of course; be compared with foreign yards 	. 

built to snpply giant bulk carriers. Generally speaking;imethods in 

most major and intermediate yards in.canada compare favourably with 

those used in similarly sized yards elsewhere. ' 

All major Canadian building yards also engage in ship 

repair operations. Subatantial combined ship tepair and industrial 

operations (without shipbuilding) are'carried ont at two locations, 



; 

and there are a number of purely,repair operations on both coasts 

and in the Lakes and St.  Lawrence  that provide repair services 

. 	. afloat. 

With regard to economic aspects; the Canadian ship-

building : and Ship repair industry is among the less  capital intensive  

and More labour intensive Canadian manufacturing industries. New 

capital expenditures  in the industry*have been relatively'less than 

in manufacturing  industries  generally, but thé level of maintenance 

expenditures has been higher because of the nature of the assets and 

• of activity in shipbuilding.  Thé  age of major assets in the:industry 

is greater than in all manufacturing because 'shipyards require 
i 	• 

relatively more investment in basic "plant" with an extra long life, 

although there have been sizeable investments by individual yards in 

recent years. Further-major. 	investments would be encouraged,by,market 

and policy conditions that would enable yards to take a longer  view 

than they  have been.able to in the past.. 	' 

As Weuld bé expected in a labour intensive  industry, 

value.added per dollar of labour.coat has been below the average for : 

all manufacturing industries. Wages paid per Man-hour have been'spme-

what above average, reflecting in part the higher than average degree 

of skill required in the industry. Growth  in wageà per Man-hour ln 

1961-66 was similar to that in manufacturing industries ,generally. 

Value added per man-hour in shipbuilding and repairing 

is lower than in all manufacturing but-has been increasing more 

rapidly. In'1961-66,oUtput per man-11611r assessed on this baSis 
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increased one,third faster in the industry than in ail  manufacturing,- 

measured in cùrrent dollars, and mere than twice-as fast when . 

expressed in terms of constant dollarà. 

From the data examined, it appears that shipbuilding. - : 

and repair prices have declined in relative terms while . these of most 

other industries have risen, and thus part of the  industry's Improved 

'productivity has been reflected - in prices to shipownets. . ' 

Many factors underlie thiS - inCrease in productivity, 

but undoubtedly the greatly increased scale of . oPerations that became 

possible for the industry in the 1960.'s was most significant. This ' 

fact has important implications relative tà the industry's future-, 

prospects and viability.- 

It would have been desirable to assess the economic 

performance of the Canadian shipbuilding'and repair industry in com 

parison- with that in a number  of othèr countries,.but comparable data 

exists only for the United States industry. In relation to that 

country, the CanadianinduStry inVested relatively more capital in 

1961-66 and increased its wages paid per man-hour at a faster rate. - 

 Value added per man-hour in constant dollars; i.e. productivityi grew 

more than thtee times as fast in the:Canadian industry than  in the 

United States industry. 	• • 

It would also have been desirable to have an asSessMent 

of the relative competitiveness of the  Canadian induStry.by comparing 

prices and coats for actual similar ships built in Canada and in 

other. countries. Many efforts have_been made,in other studies-of 

national shipbuilding to makefsuch compariseqs, but-with limited 
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success. The Committee apPlied considerable effort to this  matte'  

. and concluded that, desPite. average Productivity,  in Canadian ship- 

yards being some 10-1,5% higher than in U.K. yards, the.diffèrentials 
\- 

in wage rates and material Costs result, under presènt conditions, -  

in average prices of U.K. built vessels being some 25% to 30% less 

than average prices for vessels built in Canada.-  While recognizing — 

the difficulties and limitations.in  such an assessment, including 

regional cost and price differences within Canada, the Committee 

considers that this reaSonably portrays the broad magnitude of the / 

differentials that exist vis-a-vis Canada 's most important competitor, 

in shipbuilding. 

The Effects of Government  Polices  

Policies of the Canadian and of foreign governments have 

been important influences on the operations of the Canadian shipbuilding 

and ship repair industry in the past and will undoubtedly have sign- 

ificant effects in the future. 

Canadian government policy toward the' industry has been 

evident in three main aspects , : -  • 

- procurement 	. 

protection . 

- fiscal and other .arrangements. 

Procurement 

In regard to ship requirements,.the policy has been to 

build evernment-nàval and. civilian ships  in Canada and this,has 

generally béen done. Meeting  these requirementS has constituted One-third 

of all new construction activity in the industry  in. 1958-69, 	this 
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proportion has Eluctuated betwoeh •22% and 52% and . the annnal Value  

between $20 million and $55 million. Both thé size and variability 

in Government procurement have been significant in thé industry% ' 

operations. A firmer indication of the size, nature and timing of , 

II future government ship requirements would be useful to the industry 

for its pwri long range Planning. Moreover,  placement  of -orders so as 

to lessen fluctuations in demands on the'industry would also be of 

benefit. 

	

Quality assurance programmes are being Put into effect 	• 
. 	. 

for naval  work, and the tesuit .Oould be to further concentrate  the 

 ability to meet naval requirements into fewer yards - a process that 

began with the introduction of national competitive tendering in 1965. ' 

An.assessment is being made by an interdepartmental committee of thé 	• 

desirability of placing all government civilian shipping,under ône.- 	• 

operating authority; this presuMably could have the effect-of lessening ' 

government new ship requirements and of adoption of Procurement 

Practices that would enable shipbuilders and marine . stippliers to 	. 

perform more effectively.., The Committee understands that.polidy 

regarding navaI . dockyards is:alsb - being examined by an inter-departmental 

groin); the significance for the shipbuilding industry is thé extent 

to which such dockyards are Used and should be used for tepair, refit, 

or conversion of naval and non-naval government Ships, over and above 

some level associated with . basic dockyard functions  in support of the 

navy possibly restricted'by a ceiling on numbers of dockyard ciyiiian 

personnel. 
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As is evident, goverment business and government 

conduct regarding its requirements for new ships results in very 

close  association  between government and the industry. The • 

important matters in this situation are the areas in which . Such 

close association should be exercised, and the way in which it 

can be most effectively carried . out in the Market, coMpetitiVe . 

 and technological  conditions  foreseen in the future. Ihdustry - 

evernment relations.haVe nôt always.been fully satisfactory in 

the past; modification in attitudes is désirable in:the  future. 

Protection .  

The Canadian shipbuilding.industry has-not benefited 

from effective tariff protection, since Conmonwealth_(principally  

U.K.) built ships have been. able to enter Canada duty free although 

there is a 25% tariff on the import of other foreign built ships). 

Moreover, Canadian shipbuilders have been gt-a_Jii advantage camPared 

to U.K. shipbuilders in  respect of duty free entry  of compon_ehts--- 

Since,May 1966, when-the general Canadian drawb_ackgula.tions-we-re- . 

withdrawn (althangh duty free entry  of  certain products is permitted 

under particular provisions). 

, 	This tariff practice for Ships - duty on components, 

no duty on the end product - is at variance with Canada's regular 

tariff structure. In light of the Most Favoured Nation rate of 25%: 

that prevails on import of ships, an appropriate British Preferential 

rate Might be 20%. 

In the absence of effective tariff protection and in. 

view of changes in ship requirements folloWing the opening of the ' 
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Seaway in 1959, construction subsidies to encourage thé building of 

ships in Canada were intreduced in 1961. The Initial-underlying 

purpose of the subsidy was to equalize averaàe costs between Canadia 

and United Kingdom Shipyards. Revised policy announced in 1966 

changed the function of the subsidy toward a protective device. 

Under the new policy  •of a declining subsidy rate, the 17% level 

(Which would be reached in 1973) webuld be ap2r2lsimetety_équimalent 

to a 2O% tariff. Protection by subsidY n rather'than by tariff has 

the effect of - keeping the prices of Canadian shipping services below 

what they would Otherwise be. It also spotlights the costs of  pro-

tection,  since subsidies  are  readily visible whereas the effects Of 

tariffs are not. 	. 

It might be noted at this point that reservation of 

coastal trades in certain'areas to Canadian flag vessel's doeà not have 

any direct protective benefit to Canadian shipbuilders, sinCe Common-

wealth built vessels readily qua1ify for Canadian registry and sail. 

in Mais coasting trade. 

Fiscal.and Other Arrangements  

Certain  government fiscalHmeasures for shipowners have . 

operated to benefit shipbuilding in Canada. These include  capital  

cost allowances at 33-1/3% straight line per annum - for canadian 

vessels and exemption from taxation of recaptùred -depreciation .on 	. 

disposal  of a qualified Ship provided the preceeds of disposition were 

to be used for construction or conversion in canada of another Canadian 

ship under conditions satisfactory to the goVernment. The cOMbined 

effect of these provisions has been to provide funds for a substantial in\ 
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part of canadian commercial shipbuilding in post-war years, Con-

ventional mortgage financing has not been 1 .equired to any major . 

• extent. 

However, the profit position of shipowners h. _not-. 

always allowed theM to take full advantage  of fast writeoffs. Present . --- 	  

high interest rates and scarcity of commercial financing could aCt as 

barriers to the building of new ships.l. Another factor concerning the 

financing of new building is that .the.present relilacement provisions 

terMinate after 1973. 'There will probably be need for review of the 

 financing arrangements for the:purchase of.Canadian-built ships. 

- General government  programmes  and pOlicies relating to • 

research and development have not benefited shipbuilding to.  the  same . 

extent as other industries; e.g, aerospace, ...because these programmes. 

have not been particularly applicable to the industry's circumstances. 

It would :seem that, for  the  general run of ship, neither the design nor 

production stages proyide-significant scopè for qualifying scientific • 

or technological innovation, anci.that the most:promising areas for 

change in Canadian shipyards  are in facilities,- . 1aYout, planning and 

'organization  of basic production flow and-processes. To impreve its 

facilities and operations; thé industry needs assistance that is 	, 

production oriented; what is required is,not adequately provided for 

in existing programmes. 	. 	• 

It should be noted that almost all countries . assist . 

their shipping'and shipbuilding industries in some manner ànd to. 	' 

greater er lesser degrees: The list of types of ,direct and indirect 

• subsidies, aids and grants that are used in diffetent.countrips,is 
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long, and a nimber of other social, economic and political types of 

 assistance have had an impact on the. competitive  factors  involving 

maritime actiVities. tovernmélit  assistance  and:intervention being 	- 

the rule rather than the exception has tended to encourage retaliation 

in assistance measures.. Recently a nuffiber of - shipbuilding countries 

have agreed on the maximum terMs to be extendedl)y.governments in 

• export credits. 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 
. 	. . . 	The magnitude and prevalence of government aid - abroad 

*-------- 	 . 

should be fully recognized when framing Canadian olie ; . The  situation 

in the United Kingdom is particularly relevant because of its position . 

as - themajor competitbr to Canadian shipbuilders. In that  country, 	• 

qualifying shipowners are paid a Subsidy of . 20% of the cost of new - 

vessels, with depreciation up.to .  the capital cost of thé ship to  the'  

owner to be taken at ady time. Shipyards are paid investment grants 

toward-the cost of new-productive equipment; the rate.  is 40% in the 
H - 

areas where most of the Major yardS are located (45% in one area): 

Loans are made for ship purchases from qualifying yards; such loans 

are up to 80% of ship value for eight years at an effective interest 	. 

rate of 67.  (compared with commercial rates of s'orne.9%). Shipyards. are 

paid by the government-2% of thé Value, Of new building (both for . export 

and domestic) in compensation for indirect taxes. There is duty free 	. 

import of all components used in ship construction. Grants and loans 

toward industry modernization have been Made  by thé U.K. Shipbuilding- __ 

Industry Board. Taken together, theae measureaconstitute a pewerful 

package of assistance  to shipping and shipbuilding.in the United Kingdom... 
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The Potential of the Canadian .Shipbuildig Industry  

The estimated current.  potential output of the Canadian • 

shipbuilding industry is 370,000 gross registered -tons per:.year. 

This estimate is baSed upon the industry producing a mix of vessels 

as in the  past rather . thag sPeciallzing in particular types of. ships. 

Average *output during.the 195869 period was 151,000 

GRT per year. In the more recent 1965-69 period, average Output Was 

189;000 tons a year but when it is recalled that:Several yards were 

• ! 	. 
in Operation:then that have since: cèased building, the. industry,was • 

evidently operating at about 50% of its capacity in recent years. 

A detailed Projection has been:made  of the prospective 

demand for shipPing services and ships, including ceMmercial require-. 

ments for coastal and inland.fleets, together with fishing . vessels 

and government naval and non-naval requirements insofar as these • 

• are known at the present time. The commercial.forecasts are considered 

reasonable as a basis fer assessment. Any projection of ship demand • 

from the fishing industry is very difficult because  of underlying 

uncertainties regarding the development of this ..iudustry's -future 	- 

operations. The forecast for government requirements ;- for naval 

vésSels in partichlar . - is alse uncertain and amounts to only .6 7e of . 

total tonnage projected for the 1970's compared . ,with 1.1% during 1958-69. 

Given these circumstanceà, the indicated overall require-

ments are in the  range of 175,000 to 180,000 GRT per annum duri.ng the • . 

1970's, but not all  of. these ships Will necessarily be built in Canada. 
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n the Pacific region where the indiCated commercial 

requirement ia 53,500 CRT per annum, mainly in tugs And barges, the 

increased size of these vessels and the zero duty on imports ftoM 

- Commonwealth sources, e.g. Singapore, indicate that-Pacific yards may 

not necessarily retain all of what so far has been a traditional 

market for them. Moreover., it may be noted that:production of barges 

requires fewer labour skills-and has a lower total value - than work on 

self-propelled ships. 

The Major portion of the projected commercial demand 

of 96,000 GRT per  year for the Great Lakes and -St. 'Lawrence regions . 

is expected.tà be in bulk carriers. It appears likely that there 

will be relatively little demand for new ships during the next 2-3 

years, with a heavier demand in the later years of the 1970's. Again, 

there are a number of factor s .  that may reduce business for Canadian . 
1 -  

yards. The present . reducing subsidy rate in Canada and the high cost 

of money compared to the credit terma available in the United Kingdom 

could result in orders for new ships being placed there. Further. 

amalgamation inCanadian, inland shipping companies may have the - 

effect of . somewhat lessening the demand for.new ships,.  The intro-

duction inthe.near future Of 1,000 foot U.S. tipper lakers could  have 

an adverse effect on the marketIer the services of the Canadian 

inland fleet, as might , Changes in U S. government pàlicy toward its 

lakes fleet. 

• The forecast commercial new ship requirement Of 12,800 

GRT per annum for the Atlantic region i,s iikely, to be.mainIST in tug 

and barges, and these also.could be Commonwealth rather than-Canadian 
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built in future years: 

The total 176,400 GRT annual potential demand.for new 

construction during the next ten years:Would represent an estimated 

operating rate of 48% of eapacityfor ; all  yards in Canada.  -If'alt. 

government new construction . requirements were to-be placed in.the 

Great Lakes, St. Lawrence and Atlantic region yards during the 1970.' 

the potential demand for Pacific region yards would be 53,500 GRT per- 

yealr or aPproximately 42% of the  total estimated capacity in that 
q 	- 

region. The other regions might-have a potential demand of. 122,900 

GRT per year. Or approximately 51% of their total estimated.capacity. 

Both calculations presume-that all the vessals required would be 

• • built. in Canadian shipyardà. 	 „ 

Theestimated•current potential...capacity-for shipyards 

in all regions is based on current productivity,  and  does not take ihto 

account.possible increases in preductivity'over the next ten.Years even 

without major changesin existing.facilities. Ady such  increases  in 

 productivity would have the affect of loWering theoperating  rates in 

the yards. 

All the above factors suggest that the yards in the 

Pacific region, if all federal government new constructiOn'is carried 

out elsewhere in Canada,. may have an operating  rate of  something less 

than 42% during the next teh years. For the Great Lakes and St. 

Lawrenee yards the position would appear —to be sémewhat more favourable 

since they cohld achieve a 51% operating rate by building 78% Of the, 

commercial demand projected for'their regions .  and 60%.  of' the.gOvernment 
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and fishing vessel demand; here also, however, comPetitive developments 

and productivity increases would act to lessen .operating rates and  

there . is  the possibility of-particularly lOw demand in the early 1970's. 

In the Atlantic region the yards would need to build22% of the Great•

Lakes/St. Lawrence region requirements, 40% Of the government and 

fishing vesSel demand,-aud . - all  of the Atlantic region demand to achieve 

-a 51% operating rate which, again, could well  • e lower, 

While.a consistent average operating rate of the order of 

75% would be considered satisfactory in the industry, rates of operation 

at the indicated levelà are muCh too loW .forsattainment Of a high degree 

of-productivity. 

It is necessary to èonsider means of increasing operating 

rates in the industry as a whole. Essentially, the :options are:to , 

increase volume or to reduce capacity (or a combination of these). 	. 

Increased volume could be available from fiye principal 	- 

sources; exports, liew develoPments,off-shore  'andin the Arctic, reserving 

of the coast to Canadian bùilt vessels, establishment of a Canadian•

built, Canadian flag, deep sea fleet, and further involvement by the 

• induatry in non-marine, heavy industrial murk. 	. 

Possibilities for exportà appear to exist in sPecialized 

naval, oceauographic and research vesSels .: in the, design  and construction 

of which the.Canadian industry has considerable knowledge and expertise. 

Measures by the industry and government to improve.  the prospects.for 

- exports could weli be directed to these SPecialized types of ships and • 

markets, including provision of such vessels in foreign aid  programmes. 
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There may well also be opportunitids fbr Canadian yards . 

to take advantage of special export situations arising from long -

delivery times in . foreign  yards  for commercial ships of the type and • 

• . 	. 
Size that Canadian yards produce. • Major'daill .a.1.2.2EfilLtIres:ginmàà._ 

_ 
• • 

facilities for series  production of such ships - for ..1a.r1,dmarkets 

would  not appear,to be juStified.....withomt....addifienal-assistande-s.inee  

• . 	• 
even with the increases in produetivity that would be réalized,LLabour 

• • 
and material cest differences would_liUlyjredlude Canadiyards_ 

being fully competitive on a permanent basis. Nor wetild it be feasibl!e 

te undertake the even greater capital eXpenditarés that would be needed 

to establish new, fully automated facilities of the kind in operation 

èlsewhere to produce giant tankers and bUik carriers.: Such  a  yard 

in Canada would be competing with established-yards that already have. 

more than enough capacity to supply world requirements for ships of 

these types, and would still be Subjedt to-adversé wage - and material- -  

• 
differentials. These large vessels will, howeVer, be entering Canadian' 

waters te an iàcreasing extent, and repair facilities to service•them 

will be necessary. Provision of required drydocking facilities.in ,  

conjunction with changes to eXisting  building,  facilities, could increase 

- substantially the size range of vessels that dan be built in Canada 

that.may be . exported under favourable ,  demand  conditions.  

Perhaps the principal possibility for, increased  volume 

arises from new off-shore and Arctic developmenta. The Canadian 

industry already has, or:could readily adquire,. the production and: 

technical capabilities te meet requirements for marine eqUipMent 

and vessels in these areas Government policy regarding sovereignty 

and  
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and the terms and'conditionsunder which non-Canadian suppliera and 

operators rilay.be permitted to participate in these developmenta 

are Most significant in light of the relatively limited deàand that 

will likely exist  for :the shipbuilding.industry in ita.traditional 

markets.' 

A third possibility would be réservation of the coasts 

to Canadian built.ships.. This would have à limited immediate effect 

On shipbuilding since most.ships in ekisting trades have been built 

in Canada in the:last ten years. Such reservation would, however, - 

ensure that all new vesaeis were built in Canada rather than in the 

Commonwealth, and this could be particularly significant in 

to ships for Arctic and other new trades. 

The fourth possibility for increasing volume would be 

the supply of Canadian built vessels to a Canadian flag deep-sea 

fleet. The benefits and costs of operating such a fleet are being 

studied by the Canadian Transportation Commission, assuming that 

ships for the fleet are aVailable at world market prices, 

'justification is found  for  such operations; the conditiona . needed 

for the ships to be built in Canada require consideration since  the 

 potential volume would be significant for the Canadian shipbuilding-

industry. 

Finally, Increased volume for the shipbuilding induatry 1 

1 

. non-marine  products. To do this on a Sizeable.scale; however, and 	i 

relation 

If 



1 

1 
majority of yards are not . lodated in areas with extensiVe ineustrial !  

operations. A few yards do operatein this Manner— However, thè operations. A few yards do operatein this Manner— However, thè 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
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to be competitive with large. Well established heavy industrial firms, 

the shipbuilding inchistry wOuld have to invest in special fadilitiés - 

that would bè, td a large extent, separate from their shipbUilding 

bases where there  are broad markets for  semi-finished and_finished 
------------ 

products. While yards will undoubtedly attempt to increase their

•  industrial work, this is unlikely to be more than a supplement, 

generally, to their main activity of shipbuilding and ship repairing 

and would make use of common rather than special facilities. 

Turning now to consideration of decreasing capacity by 

closing down Some yards, the effect would be to concentrate new 

construction in fewer yards, thus increasing their operating rates'• 

and achieving higher productivity. This would improve the situation 

in new construction but there could be problems in maintaining adequate 

ship repair capabilities• in some areas because of the gebgraphic' 

extensivenessdf Canadian shiPping services;  the distances hétween 

shipyards, and the variety of demands for repair services. 

In light of the prospective SuPply/demand balance for 

the Canadian induàtry, it appearsthat some fùtther contraction in the 

number of yards is inévitable in addition to what has'occUrred• in the 

last few years.  Major shipbuilding facilities at strategic locations 

on the coasts and inland waterways could conéentrate on the efficient 

production of larger sizèd vessels for the , domestic market and 

 possibly: for export, and could supply ship:repairing  services 

denjunction with independent ship repairers. A.limited nimber  of  

1 
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I .  

smaller shipbuilding yards could supply'smaller-.Sized vesselS to 

the domestic market- (and abroad', if possible) and would meet . local 

requiremunts. These deyeloPmerits are likely to occur through 

natural attrition without need for intervention., 

The Costs and . Benefità'of Present Measures of 
Government Assistance,to the CanadianAhipbuilding Industry  

Precise . assesàment of costs  and  benefits is neVer an 

easy matter,  and in .respect of the Canadian shipbuilding industry 

is complicated by the multiple objectives underlying government 

assistance policY, by the nuMber of means throughWhich assistance 

has.been provided, and hY the difficulty of asseSsirig related 

benefits 

Thus one aspect of government assistance is its policy 

of procurement in canada. It is to be noted, however, that this appears 

to be related to national policy considerations of,independence and 

sovereignty as well as to considerations of industry support, and 

these benefits are  difficult to quantify.  Moreover, in order to assess ----- 

the cost of such support, it. would be necessary to attempt to measure 

the price premium which government might have had eo pay for Canadian 

built ships over.foréign bnilt Ships-in wet years.- Thisis'a hypo- 

thetical exercise which would require a substantial number of asSUmptions 

of questionable validity, and no meaningftil compariSon 'of benefits and 

costs can be made in respect of this aspect of government assistance, 

Again, it is not possible to assess the cos,ts te the 	- 

government.of the sPecial fiscal measures which .  have been and are 

available to shipowners for purchase of àhips. Essentially, stich cbsts 
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.arise from deferment.of taxes. . The Committee concurs with the 

government,interdepartmentareammittee.that concluded in 1965 that 

such effects could not be calculated with any degree of confidence. 

In thèse CircuMstances, thé costs to the government . 

are generally considered to be the subsidy disbursements that have 

been made, totalling $255 million during the - fiscal years 1961-62 - 

to 1968-69. However, given that there isno tariff protection on .  

U.K. built ships but thata. 20% B.P. rate would be appropriate, 

follows that the first 17 points of subSidy are protectien rather than 

subsidization as such. On this basis, it is calculated that $116 : 

million or virtually onerhalf of the.silbsidies that have been  paid 

have constituted protection for the industry to a Similar ektent as 

that afforded other Canadian industries. In more récent  years, when 

subsidy rates for both commercial and fishing Vessels have been .: 

declining, the average protectiVe component in Sesidies paid would 

be higher, although evidence on 

construction activity and by an 

disposition rather than.subsidy 

this is obscured by declining 

increasing use of proceeds 

in financing new ships., 

It may be noted, too, that subsidies as such 

significant aspect of general government pOlicy. Thus in recent - 

years total government subsidy and capital assistance payments have 

been close to $600 million per annum, including payments of $100 . 

million per annum to railways in respect of reduced freight.rates 
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On the side  Of benefitS, difficulties in assessment also 

prevail., Determination Of incidence of benefit can be important for 

measurement but Cannot alWays be specified. For instance; during 

1961-65 when there were tanadianeentent requirements-,. part of the  
• i— t 

benefit was received by 'Canadian -suppliers of materials,  and écinipment.. 

• As a further example, the intense .comPetition that laÈ prevailed 

• 
among yards for new construction has led to Price . quotationà that,. 

have yielded .  Hbelow.normal" margins for overhead and profit; in effect' 

part of the benefit went'te private•ShipOwners and - - it may,be noted - . 	. 

to the government in respect of its orders. 'As a final example, - the . 

effectof a zero,tariff on U.K. - ships and of the Canadian construction 

•subsidy evidently was to provide shipping services in tanadian - waters 

at prices  les S than.they otherwise would have been. The ultiàate 

beneficiaries were the users of services, but  measurement of- benefit 

is virtually impossible at this level of diffusion. 

• Turning to.  expressions  of benefit in terms of resources 

used in shipbuilding, the labOur intensive nature of the industry has 

resulted in it providing more employment directly and less emploVment 

indirectly (through purchase of materials) than the average for all 

manufacturing.industries. During 1962-67 the industry .had'-a' reason-

ably,stable level:of employment,at about 1.257e of all employMent : in 

manufacturing industries. "ingé then, however, a decline.ià new 

construction orders has resulted in a level of employment at the end 

• of 1969 that was the:lowest since the early 1950's. 	. 

The amount of subsidies paid pet Man-year  of emploYment 

has averaged spme $2,400 and, recalling,that .  One-half of this..is: 
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• 

properly protection, the amount of actual.subsidy per ,  man-year has 

been about $1,200. The employment considered is that in new 

 construction, repair and conversion work, since sùbsidy not only 

resulted in jobs  •in new construction but provided  a baSe for all 

the  marine operations of many yards. -  The average cost of subsidy 

;in relation to employffient in particular 'localities and regions has 

depended, pf course,.on the relative importance of subsidizedi 

vessels in the mix of total work carried on, having been'above 

average in .seme cases and lower in others. 

The industry ls a significant Provider of work.in 

certain areas. Thus in the Atlantic Region,-the:St; .  Lawrence, and 

the Upper Lakes, nhipbuilding and repair employment  comprises  a 

substantial portion of Manufacturing employment in Yard locations 

and Offers virtually the only'local opportunities for à wide : range 

of tradesmen and skills. 

' 	Were shipbuilding employment notsVailable in these 

locations, and since many of the yards are in regions of slow 

economic . growth, it.might be necessary to use the provisions of 

programmes being followed by the Department'of 'Regional Economic' 

Expansion -Lc provide alternative manufacturing OCcupations. : :Under 

these programmes, fora new plant or new Product expansion, 'the' 

incentive is up to 25% of capital Costs plus up to'$5,000 for each 

job created.in Che operation, provided the total benefit does not 

exceed $12 million, or $30,000 for'each job created, or one-half_ 

of the capital ,to be employed in the operation. 	: 
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While  the shipbuilding_industry is not  as large a 

purchaser of materials as manufacturing industries generally, it 

is important as a mart to marine Suppliers of  the  wide range of 

its requirements. However, the limited scale of shipbuilding 

activity in Canada has resulted.in a requirement for individual 

components or items  - of equipment that has often been too smal l .  

to warrant  manufacture in Canada, and in recent years it is  

estimated that 407 of the industry's material purchases have been 

of foreign origin. The extent of such purchaSes outside Canada 

evidently increased after .the Canadian  content  regulations that 

accompanied the earlier subsidy were suspended in 1966. 

With regard to other balance of payments.implications, 

there has been relatively little exPort and import trade in ships 

as such in recent yearà, apart from movements connected,with 

transfer of flag. Whether imports of ships will becoMe more 

significant  in future  depends on circùmstances yet to be seen. The 

subsidy rate, after being 25 7, for three years,'began to decline at 

1/27, per quarter after May 1969; but the . effect of this has not yét 

been experienced because few ships have' been ordered during the - 

recent depressed conditions in the market for . shipping services: Nor 

will the effect likely be evident.soon, since resumption of orders on 

a sizeable scale is not eXpected for some time. When orders resume, 

"and should business be.placed in U.K. rather than in Canadian yards, 

the balance of payments effect will be an indication of the value of 

the economic activity -  in'  termà of employment, material purchases 
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from danestic Sources, profita, and taxes - lost to.the.Canadian 

.edononly. 

Information  on the balance of'payménts . for shipping 

services, though not related eo the coàts and'bénefits Of meaaures 

for shipbuilding,-is of interest becauSe ship operations constittite 

the market for the shipbuilding indu .strY. . 

For waterborne inland trade (Lakes  and  St.  Lawrence) 

between Canada and the United States, a balance of payments deficit: 

of $3 million à year in the late '50s was Changed to a.Surpliis Of 

.almost . $20 million in the late '60s as a result of the changed 	. 

trading conditions and the growth and modernization  of the  Canadian 

fieet. 

• 	As regards deep-sea shipping, the Canadian flag.ocean7, 

going fleet:is now of negligible-size, althoughCanadian operators 

own or charter a substantial number of ships that engage in.deep-sea 

trades .  under foreign. flags; The balance  of, payments surplus oh 	, 

ocean shipping in the late '40s became a deficit during the 1950s, 

and this fluctuated around a level just over $100 million during 

the '60s. 
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CObil, fENTARY AND RECOMMENDAT IONS 

Shipbuilding and Ship repairing  are significant  corn-

ponents of,Canadian maritime activities and it is desirable that the 

range of these activities should fully satisfy Canada's maritime 

. interests. 

The Committee statts . from the positiOn that à Statement 

of maritime «policy is necessaty and that this statement should-  clearly 

speCify thoàe interests•andestablish the basic tationale - for a. 

Canadian shipbuilding and ship repairing industrY in relation to them. 

It is unquestionable that Canada hasvery extensive 

maritime interests. Even before Canada was founded, fishing rights 

and regulations were an important aspect of the country's sovereignty.  

They continue to be so today as is illustrated by recent legisiatiOn 

extending the coastal fishing limits. 	. 	- • 

Early in the present century, Canada decided to have 

its own naval capability. Initially this,was eatisfied with ships 

bdilt abroad; for the last thirty yeara Canadian  natal  vessels have 

; 
been built within the country às a.matter of

. 
 policy. 

• 	Over the years, Canada has:progressively extended its 

scale of  opérations inAxctic seas. -Current develOpments,indicate-

that Canada is on the point of establishing pqlicies relative to the 

Arctic which will accord with the extent of its jurisdiction and 

sovereignty,end which will undoubtedly involve Significant maritime 

'aspects, with corresponding maritime responsibilities, 	• 	• 
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The  offshore continental shelves adjoining Canada - 

always important from their fishing aspects - have  recently become 

sfgnificant as possible sources of oil and gas, with attendant 

serious  dangers of pollution if exploration-and deveIdpffient in • 

these areaS-is not carried out undet proper contrôl, including 

• inspection, by Canada. 

The significance of the offshore area's has been 

comMented  on tecently as follows:le' 

The continental shelves (adjoining . Canada's coastline) are 
nearly 40 percent as large as the total atea Of the country.  
Since the sea is biologically as productive per unit surface 
area  as the, land at . similar latitudes, and the continental - 

• shelves are•geologically of the same 'composition as the land,- 
. • this suggests that Canada as a . nation.cannot avoid an interest 
in marine.activitiesi indeed,'it CannOt afford to neglect them. 
At ele present state'of world political development,-to fail 
to asaert its  full  sovereign prerogatives with respect to the 
use and development of thià potentially important part of the , 
country,  would be to fail in Our responsibilities to give 
future Canadians maximum possible opportunities for - self 
determination. 

The manifestation of past maritime interests is 

illustrated by the Canadian government naval and non-naval fleets 

that exist to pursue ;  support,reelate and enforce Canada's-national 

interests in the maritime field. • 

The commercial aspects of these interests are equally 

evident. Thus Canadian fisheries have been protected by restriction 

of coastal fishing to.national vessels except for certain rights of 

foreign vessels linder'early treaties. . _ . 

* Paper on the Marine Sciences in Canada, prepared by the Study Group 
of the Science Council of Canada and presented in a seminar at 
the University of New Brunswick in August 1969. 	. 
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• 

• 
• 

• • 

Cabotage is a common international practice. whereby 

the carriage of goods add passengers from point to point on domestic 
• • 

coasts is restricted to'ships registered under the national. flat, . 

(and, • in some case..§._, 	 built 

nationally). In Canada, Commonwealth registration was sufficient: 

for : operation in all coastal trades up to 1966; in that year coastal 

trade on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence was re‘tricted to Canadian - 

flag vessels without restriction on the country of building.  

Many nations take considerable interest in the shipping 

that is available to serVicé .their foreign trade  but  Which may be . 

outside their . imMediate jurisdiction. This has partiCear application 

to Canada, since over one-third of its exports areto offshore -

destinations. The availability under 'sùitable terms and conditions 

of efficient international shipping services - is thus of-great sig- - 

 nificance to Canada, as is  thé  presence in Canada of repair and 

maintenance facilities of appropriate Size and location to 'service 

both international and'domestic shipping: 	' 

The public policy  and commercial aspects of  Canada's . 

maritime interests  have, - in the Committee's view, been inadequately 

articulated;in thé past. This has'created diffictilty for the  ship-

building, ship repairing, ship owning and other ,  maritime industries, 

' since there has not been a stated maritime policy nor a focal point 

within government which_would translate that policy into programmes 

and would be available for - consultation by the varionus segments of - • 
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the maritime inchistries. The àpeed and extensiveness of ,çurrent 

developments in-maritime fields makeà the need for policy . 

declaration very.iMmediate. 	. 	• 

• Accordingly the Committee recoMmends as folloWs: 

• • Recommendation No. 1  
• 

That the government develop, formulate and state . a 

maritime policy which will ènsure fùlfillment of 

Canada's maritime Interests, and that it establish 
appropriate organizational arrangements for con-

tinuous implementation of that pàlicy. 

While Canada's demonstrable maritime interests reqùire 

ships, floating equipment and watercraft of one kind Or another, an 

ensuing question is the extent.to Which theseshould be provided.by  

the building and repair of ships Within Canada itself. 

The Committee, in extensively reviewing this matter, 

has given consideration to the costs and benefits  of the  shipbuilding 

and ship repairing industry in Canada.. It has Concluded that the 

,market and operating circtimstances for the Canadian induStry in past 

years have nedessitated a . degree of assistance for the industry in • 

excess of the protection afforded Canadian industries generally -. . 

There have been economiè benefits - for example,•in terms  of: balance 

 of payments effects and ofemployment in regions  of, Canada where 

shipbuilding and repairing is a major source .  ofwork. The technical 
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1111 
skills of the industry considered in its wideSt Sense . (including 

yards, suppliers, designers and  -consultants) have been enhanced, 

and the industry'has been sUcceSsful in designing and building 

shipà specifically for Canadian conditions and requirements. ' 

Additionally, the industry has provided needed repair.  services 

Which, in certain locations, require that there be a combined 

shipbtalding and ship repairing facility. 

However, the  prime justification for the special . 

 assistance given  the indilstry (beyond a normal level'of protection) 

would appear to have been in Ehe sovereignty and national inde 7  

pendence aspects already referred - to, together with an evident 

desire that Canadian coastal trade . be carried in Canadian'shipà. 

In post-war.yearà, it has'been policy to - place almost all govern-

ment requirements for shipà (both  naval and civilian) in Canadian 

yards and thiS has represented over-one-ithird of all new construction 

activity during.1958-6 (the period examined in detail by the ComMittee). 

Government requirements,›together with assistance toward  building of 

commercial 4nd fishing vessels in Canadian yards ;  has demonstrated 

goVernment recognition of the desirability of maintaining a Canadian 

commercial shipbuilding and'ShiP repairing capability. 

:However, in the Committee!s view, the expression of ' 

this recognitiOn up tà now has fallen short of .a full statement of 	• 

policy which would provide a framework for the, industry itself to 

plan for the future. . Thus the Committee makes the following . 

recommendation: 	• 	• 	 • 
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- RedoMmendationSo. 2  

That Canadian maritime policy recOgnize the signi-
fieance of the ‘Shipipuilding and ship repairing • 
industry . in  relation to Canada's maritime interests, 
and that it establish and:state pOlicies, practiées, 
and programmes -that are appropriate for the incrustry 
to discharge its functions. and Meètits responsibilities 
with respect:to thoSemaritime interests. 

The effect Of government procurement and assistance 

measures during the 1960's was to increase substantially ,  the scale 

o , 	operations, and this contributed to the advancement .of 

the indilstry's technical caPabilities and to increaàes in its 

prOductiVity.. The point was reached at -which the heed of the 	. 

industry for  special assistance (over and'above  protection). came 

under examination and, following review during 1965, substantial. 

changes were made at the beginning of 1966. 

Whereas the underlying phrpose of the shipbuilding 
	_— 

subsidy for commercial  vessels (other than fishing Vessels) had 

earlier been to balance the differential between Canadian  and U.K. 

shipbuilding costs, the new arrangements contemplated a staged 

reduction in the subsidy to a level that, would correspond—to—the- 

protection afforded other industries through tariffs. (The duty 

rate is zero for import into Canada of ships built in the United 

Kingdom or other Commonwealth countries, so the industry has had 



The Committee conSiders,  however, that the:timetable•- 

developed i 1965 for the implementation of the  changed policy with 
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noreffective tariff protection. Review-of the information available 

indicates that about 50% of past subsidy .paym'ents have been in the 

nature of protection rather than Subsidy as suCh)'. 

The level of subsidy was set at 25% for vessels 

delivered dùring 1966-69 with à subSequent, staged decline to 17% 

by 1973 (this latter rate being approximately thé equivalent of a 

20% tariff). At the dame time, duty drawback on imported materials- . 

..and components used in the, construction,  cc:inversion and repair Of, 

ships in Canada was removed. 	: 

*These provisions were apparently intended to put thé 

Canadian shipbuildiug industry on nntice .that it could not expect an 

indefinite continùation of special assistance and that it was expected 

to achieve, principally by improved efficiency, a level of comparative 

costs such that special assistance (over and above  protection)  would 

eventually be • no  longer needed.' 	• - 

The Committee Considersthat the general intent - of this 

revised . policy  was; and'continues.to be, 

shipbuilding and ship repairing industry. During the 1960's, the 

industry has been able to substantially increase its effectiveness. 

The Committee is confident that, provided there is a reasonable wrk 

load, further indreases in productivity Will be achieVed . during the 

1970's. 

appropriate for the Canadian 



appropriate for some ; time . .ahead and that the rate  of   decline should 

be slower-than was originally contemplated. 
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regard to subsidy is inappropriate to the cireumstances that prevail 

in the indus try,  some of which-could not have been foreseen, and that 

. 	. 

Lhe removal of duty drawback lias  had an adverse effect on the industry. 

	

-• ' 	Thus, devaluation of sterling at the end of 1967.:created 

a considerable chang e .  in the basic external cdmpetitive situatien. 

According to the best estimates- of the Committee,  thé  differential- 
. 

in Cariadian.- . U.K. shipbuilding costs is now of the order Of 25% to 

30%, and had it not been fer sterling devaluation the differential -• 

would be 20% or less, This  reflects the'progress achieved sinee 1961 

when the original subsidy was established and:indicates.that  the  policy 

of declining subsidyintrodiiced in 1966 was sognd in principle; 	, 

	

• 	. A fur ther  unforeseen development is that  the demand 

for ships in the traditional domestic markets for the Canadian indlistry 

began to decline at-about the end of 1967 and has progressively•deter- 

iorated since in terms of tonnages on order and employment providee 

in the shipyards. There.is no indication of a reversal in thèse 	. 

tendencies in the immediate future. 	 • 

The Committee cannot statecategorically that the 
. 	• 

industry's  position  has been daMaged by  the  decline in subSidy-rate' 

from 25% to 23% during 1969-70, because few breers for new ceMmercial 

ships for Canadian trades have been placed recently. However, it . is  

. the Committee's best judgment that  no further decline in subsidy is 
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• The prospective low ievel of operationS will make it 

very difficult for yards to achieve the productivity improvements' 

that are imperative With declining siffisidy 	productivity•improve- 

ments, be it noted, that must. he.relatively greater than those that 

competing - yards abroad will Undoubtedly be achieving. Moreover, 

giyen that the industry ià starting the 1970's from a low base o 

operations, more time will be needed to effect the produCtivity 

improvements and . to  make flecessary adjuStments. 
• ------- 

• The Committee is also of the view  that the drawback 
...„• 	• 	, 	, 

of 997e of duty paid on import of components for ship  construction,  

conversion, or repair that was withdrawn at the beginning of 1966, 

should be reinstated. Presumably the removal  of drawback was_in- 

tended to recompense to some extent Canadian supPliers  of equipMent 

to the shipbuilding and repairing industry, following suspension Of 

Canadian content requirementa thatprèVailed sinde May 1961. 

-While the.Committee is sensitive to the position of 

such suppliers, it is also aware that thé range of types and sizes -

of vessels built in Canada has not produced.a demand for individual 

components on a - scale generally large .enoUgh to support manufacture 

in Canada. Requirements have therefore been supplied primarily . 

through imports, and the removal  of drawback  has increased ship 

prices and has acted to lessen the range of sources of  slipply since 

the lower tariff on products of U.K. origin has.  favoured placing 

business there. 

Virtually all shipbuilding countries allow duty free 

import of components used in shipbuilding, including the U.K. which 

o  
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il 

is the principal potential supplier of ships, to traditional Canadian 

markets. In light of this, the.CoMmittee cOnsiders that reinstate-
, 

ment  of  duty drawback is desirable  for an  efficient and coMpetitiVe. 

Canadian industry. 

Accordingly the CoMmittee'S basic recommendation. 

relative to the level and timing of protection  and special assistance 

for the Canadian shipbuildineand ship repair industry- is  as follows 
. 	, 

RecbMmendation No. 3.  . 	• 

• 
That ,  the level of Subsidy On Commercial vessels 
(other than.fishing vessels) as-defined.in the- 	. 
present subsidy regulations, be maintained.at 23% 

for deliveries Prior to June 30, 19/3, ,and thèn 	• 
• decline at the fats of,one-half percent very'six 

- months until- a level of l77  is reached by 1979; 	• 	• 

That duty drawback of 99% in respect Of components 	' 
imported for the construction, conversion,  or repair ' 

•of ships in Canada be reinstated forthwith, and in -  the . 
'absence of such  'action the rate of subsidy be increased- . 

 by two'percentage - points -:' 

,Protection for the Canadian Shipbuilding industry is. 

in the form of subsidy rather  than  tariff.  •$ubsidies are highly 	. 

visible whereas the effects of tariffs are diffused throughout prices 

in the  economy.- This has led to past Misunderstandings Of the 

position of the industry and of the degree of special  assistance 

afforded to it. 	 - 	• 
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- Under. these.circumstaoces it might-haveseemed 

appropriate fer the:Committee, in recommending à level:of assis, 

• tance, to suggest that this be : achieved throtigh a:20.% tariff  plus  

an appropriate:special subsidY - rather tha» entirely  in the form'o 

subsidy. 

The Committee has refrained from doing so for 

several reasons. A 20% tariff:on the import of Cemmonwealth- built. 

ships would presumably:require  extensive  neetiations. with CoMmen- :  

wealth conntries. It would also resnit in a rise  in the prices 
. 	, 

of ships built  in Canada  for domestie shipping  services,  cempared 

to their y sUbsidized level now, with,possibleeffeets on Shipping. 

service. rateS., Moreover:, replacement of the  -subSidy.by tariff:on ; 

Commonwealth built vesSelà would reduce  effective  protection Vis!7. 

a-vis shipbuilderS in nonCommonweàlthforeign countries, which.noW 

is comprised of the,25% - tariff and the.silbsidy;.:in these conditions :  

the possibility of supply_by'low cost, -  heaVily subsidized, fereign 

builders to the Canadian.market could become:very real . ï 

. A matter which has been strongly' advocated by.the 

Canadian shipbuilding inàustry and considered by the dommittee'relates :  

to the possible TeserVation  of  Canadian coastal trade to . vesSelà built 

The whole matter of Canada's policy in respect to coasting . in Canada. 
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regulations is Under study by the Water Transport Committee of the 

Canadian transportation Commission. Should these deliberatiOns • 

result in a recommendation that Canadian coastal tradebe reserVed ' 

for Canadian-built ships, then the traditional Canadian matketà.for 

such ships wbuld be totally teserved to Canadian shipbuilders. This 

action  would rénder  thé preCeding recommendatiOn regarding  assistance' 

and duty drawback inapplicable to such vessels,  and • to the extent 

that the proteCtion•would•be definite rath6r than conditional Would 

be - preferable frome shipbuilding indtietry point  of view. The effect 

would be to increase the cost of ships  and, of domestic shipping 

• services from presentlévels.. 	 . 

An important aspect of the Canadian industry's ability 

to improve its  performance relative to shipbuilding industries in 

other countries lies in the introduction of new facilitiesï machinery, 

equipment, operating practices, methods etc. The Committee has 

assessed the present technological :capability of Canadian shipyards 

in comparison with Yards of a similar nature and size in other 

countries and has found that some Canadian yards have introduced 

technical improvements to a considerable extent in recent yearS and 

are on.a par with comparable foreign yards. - . • • , • 
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At the same time, the. CoMmittee sees  no grounds for 

complacency on . the p.ar t of the Canadian industry if it is.to  effee. 

tivelY compete in traditional domestic markets  and in new developments 

that are in prOspect. In addition  to ékerting .,ità.oWn energies; the 

industry.will need.to:ha 	ce sUgovernMent measures for upgrading„. 

• and modernizing operations  to the greatest extent  possible. 

, 
In this . connectibn, the.ComMittee'S assessment is,that 

changes in prOductiori prOceS'ses ànd.methods that- are ParticUlarly 

significant for the operaEionS Of the shipbuilding industry are not 

adequately provided.for in existing governmènt programmes which àppear 

to be oriented more.towàrd scientific research and defence export. 	• 

At the same time the Committee-is reluCtant to suggest any, special_ 

programmes for the shipbtalding Industry as sch .„and would:prefer 

that means be found  for. the  industry to take advantage of:existing , 

• . programmes., 

' Accordingly the Committee recoMmends as follows: 

Recommendation No. 4 

That the provisions of existing government industry 
assistance programmes bé modified, and the inter. 
pretation of their regulations be such, .that the ship., 
building industry wil.1 have àccess to provisions . aiding 
thé upgrading  of performance and technology: 

• 
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The Committee accepts the pblicy principles of . in-

creasing efficiency and nf.a declining-subsidy level. .The - previous 

two recommendations, taken together, constitute the:Committée's 

view that since prOductivitY improvements by  the  Canadian indùstry, 

Must be additional to the ains that will be achieved in other 	. 

countries more time must:be proYided for the Canadian industry- to 

reaçh the eventual objective. 

The Committee recogniZes.that calculatiOnS of levels 

,coat differentials and of , special assistance needed can only be 

approximate because of variations in ship.types built and-of. regional 

variations in costa and conditions, '1\levertheless.the ComMittée:is 

of'the view that its . recommendations  for  Special.assiStance, duty 

. drawback on imported components, and access to government Modern-i 

ization  programmes,  are realistic', minimum requirements .-for a 

national Canadian industry to survive and  develop,: 	- 

It shoùld be stressed, however, : that à presuMption 

underlying the prOposals is that relative conditions in the future 

willmot differ.greatly,froM those that prevail now: Major .new 

deyelopments which would create substantial  changes in competitive. 

conditions (e.g. - substantial variation in exchange levels> would. 

require reassessment of the details of assistance provisions. 

-AccOrdingly, the Committee recommenda as ;  follows: 
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RecomMendation No- 5 

That, if there are major developments materially 	. 
'affecting the international competitivestanding  of  

the Canadian shipbuilding  and  ship repaiting:industty 
and its position relative to Canada's maritime 

. interests there be early joint review by government 
and the induStry of the neW factors to determine 
whether amendmehts to assistance provisions May be 
aPproPriate. - 

One  example of the need fôr such future' review is 

With regard to financial  aspects of ship oWning  and  shipbuilding. 

Thuà income tax deferment throttgh aecelerated depreciation .  haà'been 

a significant factor for shipowners in Canada as a source  of funds. 

for the ordering of new . vessels. , but the attractiveness of this 

provision may be reduced if thé tax credit - proPoSals in the White 

Paper  on Taxation are put  into effect. Also -, use of . proceéds'of 	. 

disposition for replacement purposes have i been . significant, but such 

use will cease by 1974- Chi-rent high intereàt rates in Canada will 

have an effect on financing-and thus the ôrdering of new Ships,:in 

a similar manner, to their effect on - other!major:capital.inveatmente. 

There is, however, an 'added competitive feature in the case of  ship 

building since the easier credit conditions available to shipowners 

placing orders:in the United Kingdom could well result"-in 

business for  C • anadian yards.' 	 . 	. 
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The Commit .tee• gave consideration to,numerous 

. 	. 
Suggestions that had been made regarding the need for and  the- 

:means by which special financing  arrangements  might he extended 

for purchase of ships from Canadian  yards fOr . dbMestic operation. - 

It concluded that while there is a problem, it does hot.appear to 

be of the proportion.that requires - a recommendation for government • 

action in this regard at the present time. However,'the Commit.tee 

stresses that continued financial stringency in Canada,,allied with 

changes in the other aspects of ship . financing,:could produce a• •  

considerable deterioratibn  in the compatitive . pdsitiOn of ship-

huilding In Canada. 

- :_Accordingly.,the Committee makesthefoilowing  

recommendation. 

RecoMmendation No. 6  

That the industry and government jointly keep under 
review factors affecting the financing of ship pur-
chases in Canada for domestic operation, and ensure 
that these are appropriate in the future conditions 
that prevail. 

Thus far the'Committee's recommendations have been 

concerned with industry operations . in relation to traditional market s . 

for the building of: commercial  (other than fiahing) vessels and for 

government  naval and non-naval ships, which provided.a level  of 
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operations for the industry as a,whole that averaged some50% of 

capacity in the latter half Of the 1960's. 

• Detailed assessments indicate that the demand on 

the industry from these Sources-during the 1970'S iS likely toi)e 

much the same as during the 1960's. Despite . curtailment in recent . 

years of the capacity of. the industry thribugh closure of yards or 

withdrawal from Shipbuilding operations,  prospective  supply from 

existing yards indicates - an average level of operationa. that appears 

to be too low for realization of productivity gains' to the extent 

• required. 

, The Committee, while recOgnizing that average industry 

operating rates.are a compààite of higher rates in some yards and 

lower in others, gave considerable attention to ways in whieh demand 

on the-industry might be expanded or industry dapaoity could be. 

contracted.. 	 • 

New developments in the coastal and offshore waters 

of Canada constitute what in the Committee's view are  the:Most 

significant potential for'additional demand for Canadian shipbuilding 

yards. ,The Water Transport Committee of the Canadian TranSpôrtation 

Commission iainvestigating the  dimensions of theSe possibilities. , - 

as part of its review of coasting regulations. The Committee on 

Shipbuildi g_oons-idera_ehat  all memels_and  watercraft engaging ln 

these neW develOpments should be under Canadian flag, subject to the 

rights of present non-Canadian operators in_their existing Operations 

onit.)o )apropriate grandfather provisions. 
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• • 	The effect of the measures the COmmittee has in mind 

would be:to establish the Canadian preaence and Canadian control 

in all types of watercraft being uSed in Canadian waters to the 

outer edge of the continental shelf and_enCompassing the Arctic 

areas. Operation under Canadian flag would qualIfy suCh classes 

of vessels for the protection  and special assistance measures already 

outlined. .It seems entirely reasonable to-the Committee that all 

forms of waterborne activity in the contiguous . waters of Canada be 

regarded as a natural market for thé Canadian shipbuilding and-ship 

repairing . industry. 	 - 

Accordingly the CoMmittee makea the folloWing 

recommendation: 

Recommendation No. 7  

That all vessels and watercraft, including  exploration 
and service vessels:engaging in trade or other oper- 

. ations in the coaatal- waters of Canada to the . outer 
edge Of the continental shelf and encoMpassing Arctic A 
areas, be registered in Canada. 

The Committee recognizes that it may be necessary èo 

bring in, on a temporary basis, non-Canadian vessels or watercraft 

for particular purposea in situatiOns where Canadian flag capability 

does not exist. However, the permanent importation of foreign built 

vessels to operate under Canadian registry is a matter for ministerial 
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discretion and the application of this discretipn - has•caused 

dissatisfaction in the past. 	 • 

Thus thé CoMmittee makes -  the following recommendation:' 

• •RecomMèndation No. 8' 

That all  applications  received ly the MiniSter Of >, 
• • Transport for approval to import a vesseLor other 
• , 	. 

waterdraft into Canada'and place it on Canadian 

	

registry be published in the Canada Gazette, so that •> 	• 
interested parties may make representations tà . the . 
Minister-yithin.a specified periOd. 

Taking advahtage of the potential demands that are 

likely to develop in offshore and Arctic areas will rèquire . major 	• 

efforts by the industry, With'yardS acting individually or in groups; 

• and in some .éitcumstances jointly with government: 

The expertise of  Canadian yards and of the:ship-

building•industry has been particularly related to the conditions. 

within which it has been operating. 'Thé.baSic capability exists to • 

build, the new vessels or watercraft required in these new .develop-

ments and, td the . extent that particular design or construction 

expertise  may be lacking, this can be readily adquired. 	. 

There is need to bring together 'information  relating 
• . 	. 

to operations In offshore .  and. Arctic areas so that ability to design 

and donstruct vessels fully appropriate to thè conditions will lead 

to achievement of the.market potential. In this respect information 
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ire 
from government and other sources, partiCularly with regard to the 

Arctic- , Could be most important for the success of the Inchistry's 

efforts. 

It is Imperative that individual yards, the industry 

and government work together to . obtain maximum benefit from these 

new developments. 

Without being specific on the détails of how this 

might be done, the Committee recommends' as follows: 

Recommendation No. 9  
• 

That, in the fields of offshore exploration and 
Arctic development, every effort be made by industry 
ana government to fully explore the market potential 
for vessels and watercraft and that the industry in 
particular, acting as individual yards or jCintly as 
a group, take the necessary steps to obtain full 
knowledge of design and construction requirements 
for such craft in order to develop this market for 
Canadian yards- 

Another possible source of new deMand  for the Canadian 

shipbuilding and ship repairing industry would be the provision of 

ships to the export'Market. This possibility haS been advocated to • 

 the Committee and has been given careful consideration. 

In light  of the general situation of: the - Canadian - , 

shipbuilding industry, -  including relatively high labour rates and 

material 'costs, it is . èvident that building of.ships for eXport would 
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require substantiaLassistance to.bring Canadian ship prlces into. 

line with world levels: 

• 	Such assistance would be justified if the effect - on 

the scale of operations•of the industry were srufficient to sig-- 

nificantly reduce unit coats and, eventitally, the level of assistance 

needed for both domestic and - export markets. The Committee has 

concluded, however, that this is unrealistic. The amount.of 

tance 'and the  scale of operation needed to eatablish,Canadian 

shipbuilding On siich a-new planeyould be eXtrèMely large. The 

world market for ships is a very competitive one and a very expensive 

undertaking for the industries and governments which are now engaged 

in it: 	:• 	 • 

, . 	Given, then, that an attempt by Canadian shipyards. to , 
, 

break into the world market in a major-way would_be extremely costly 

there remains the possibility,  of'  selective participation in certain 

carefully chosen segments of that market. 

In this connection, the alility ofCanadian yards to - 

offer fast delivery of ships of conventional type and-size àppears 

to.offer potential for export in periods of tight world supply. 

It is desirable therefore that  promotion and finanding arrangements 

for•such business be as effective as possible: Even in respect to 

this situation, however, the Committee conaiders that ability to, . 

of fer  competitive prices would•be a major determining factor and 

that assistance of thé order . of the leVei afforded to àhipbuilding.. 

for the domestic market would also be necessary for supply to export 

markets. 
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Another possibility is the export of special typés of 

ships which are within the'Canadian industry's immediate range of 

production capabilities and expérience but which, ly virtue of their 

sophistication or qUalitieS,:WOuld appear:to provide a particular 

oppOrtunity of obtaining  business internationally SuCh suggestions 

are most commonly made in respect of  naval  warships, Oceanographic 

vessels; and other specialized vessels'. While the Committee 

assoèiates itself with this gênerai  expression of'view; . - it is 

obliged to state that such export opportunities are by  no  means 

unique to Canadian. shipbuilding . . Technical knowledge is freely 

available in the shipping world and, although particular  yards or 

ceuntries.may have some greater experience than Others in certain 

particular  fields, expertise.  is readily.aVailableand.is  easily 

obtained Thus,. while relatively specialized. vessels may indeed offer- 

Canadian sh
I
ipbuilding a - good Oppertunity of participating in - world 

markets, such possibilities are not neCessarily continuàus or major, 

nor could they be achieved withoutan extra degree of assistance. 	• 

A further source of foreign.demand may be the provision 

. 	. 
of vessela by Canada under its foreign aid programmes, these vessels • 

being either new for particular trades in foreign countries, or 	' 

oceanographic and other scientific veasels that were originally . : - 

built for Canada, are due for replacement in.Canadian operations, 

but - wOuld be entirely satisfactory in operations_in other-conntries.. • 
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All of the foregeing indicates that export of ships H 

by the Canadian .shiPbuilding indUstry, while Possible under appro'-• - 

priate  market and assistance conditions, will be difficult to develop. 

In theae circumstances it  is  desirable that all-steps be taken te make 

exploitation of thé oppertunities as effective as possible, 

Accordingly,:the Committee recommendà as follows: 

Recommendation No. 10 

That the industry and government take steps to ensure 
a better flow of information regarding export potential 
and, in particular, that Canadian Trade Commissioners 
be fully informed of the capabilities of the Canadian 
industry with regard to ship types, delivery ,  times, 
prices etc. 

That the financial terms offered by the Export Develop- .  
ment Corporation in support of exPorts of ships be , 
equal in all  respects  to those offered by other countries, 
and that the mechanism for arranging such.credits be .  . 
geared to prompt approval as quick delivery will always 

. be a major factor in Canadian yards securing:an export 
order. 

>That the government consider the provision of oceano- .  
graphic or . othér aPecialized vessels in Canadian aid 
programmes to other'eountries, and Of other comffiercial .  
vessels to the extent that these may be required by 
such - countries. 

A further Means of expanding demand  for the  Canadian ; 

shipbuilding And ship repairing industry would be the provision of 

Canadian bunt ships to.a Canadian flag deep-seà fleet:, The Canadian 

Transportation Commission is studying the benefits and . cests that May 
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derive froM the operation of a Canadian flag flèet,.assuming that 

vessels for the fleet were available at world market prices. Should 

its study record that Operating benefits favour a Canadian flag 

fleet under .these conditions, then it would be desirable tà inves-

tigate in•detail the cost and benefit conditions for supply of the 

vessels  from  Canadian shipyards:to Such a fleet.' This would in 

effect constitute an extension of the.domestic Market and could be - 

an important new Sour:be ...Of demand on the Canadian shipbuilding 

 induStry. Accordingly recomMendation is made aa'follews: 

Recommendation No. 11'  ' 

That a careful eudy of the costs and benèfits for 
supply of Canadian built ships to a Canadian flag 
deep-sea fleet be 'carried out, Should the Operation 
of such a fleet be found to be justified by the 
Canadian Transportation Commission. -  

Finally, increased volume for the shipbuilding industry 

may be,possible through expanded Manufacture of heaVy - industrial, 

non-marine products. To do this on a sizeable scale, however, and 

to be competitive with large, well established, heavy industrial firms, 

the shipbuilding industry wbuld have to invest'In special facilities 

that would be, to a large extent, separate . from their shipbuilding . 

operations. A few yards do operate' in this . manner.- 'However, the - 

majority of yards are not located in areaè with extensive industrial 
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bases where there are broad Markets for semi-finished and finished 

products. -  Whilcyards will .ùndoubtedly attempt to increase their 

industrial work, this:is unlikely to be  more  than a supplement,. 

generally, to their Main activity of shipbuilding - and ship repairing 

and would make Use of dommon rather than sPecial . facilities. 

' Saving.  diàcussed poSsibilities for increaSing the 

level 6f demand and thé scale of operations  for the industry in Canada, 

it is necessary also to:ConSider the possibility ofreducing the - • 

industry's capacity, since the Committee's investigations have re-

vealed thàt a considerable degree of - excess èapacity exists . in relation 

to the foreseeable demand  for  ships. RedUCtion in capacity by con-

solidation orClosure.  of shipyards; allied perhaps with  conversion of 

some  of  them to industrial operations, could lead in any :given set of 

demand conditions to a higher sCale of operatiorià for.the remaining .  

• yards and therefore to iMproved efficiency and lower Costs. 

. This woUld represent a continuation of what has already . 

beèn occuring. The Committee considers that thesè changes will best 

be accomplished by the operation of competitive market forces rather 

than as part of any planned programme of reduction in capacity'. 

The process will not be easy for individual.companies, 

for the employees of such companies, and possibly  for the local  
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economies in which .yards are situated since these are often the 

major source. of industrial employment in the area. Bearing in mind 

•the difficulties, companies should endeavour to indicatè their . 

intentions as eatIY as possible, so'that government departments cari 

arrange to give•all appropriate assistance to displaced labour .  . 

through retraining and relocation programmes, and to  use the pro-

visions of the Regional Development IncentiVes  Act  to develop new - 

activities for the employees and the facilities that eXist in ' 

particular areas. 	' 

• - 	In the light - of the outlook for the industry,-tlé 

Committee wishes to register its conviction that there shoùld be no  

further encouragement;  direetly or indirectly.by  the  gOverriment 

toward the opening of new yards as'hs'Occurred in recent years.. 

1 

In Making this statement_the Committe&is not attempting ,  to restrict 

the forces of competition within the industry; .  these have been active 

and will continue to be so: lt.ather the Committee is stating that 

it is highly inappropriate - to create new-caPacity-when over-caPacity 

already exists. 	• 

The Committee considers - lit important that thé process 

of consolidation or yard closure be watched to ensure that it does• 

not go so far as'to impair the presence of needed ship repair. 

facilities. The CoMmittee reçognizes that provision of ship 

repairing services need not invariably be accompanied by shipbùïlding 

operations; indeed there are several instances in Canada where this 

ià so. However, the.Committee considers it essential that there be 
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large dbmbined shipbuildinÈ and ship repair facilitiesHoà both coasts 

and in inland waters. it wôuld. be unfortunate if a point was reached 

where it became necessary for special , assistance to be extended to 

• • maintain ship repairing  services. 

In light  of the foregoing coMments the ',Committee makes 

• the following recoMmendation: 

. 	Recommendation No .. 12 

That consolidation and phasing out of individual 
Canadian shipbuilding and-ship repairing operations 
be a matter for cometitive market forces, with - 
appropriate action.by-industry, labour.  unions and 
the governmènt to minimize the sciai  :dislocations 
of such developments, and that the opening of new  
yards be discouraged in the interests of,achieving 
a stronger and more 'concentrated : Canadian ship-. 
'building induStry.' 

A further comment regarding repair facilities is 

appropriate, in view of the giant bulk-carriers which will be uàing 

Canadian coastal ports in numbers in the.very•near future. InCreased 

repair capabilities will be required on the Atlantic and 'Pacific 

coasts and this : will necessitate the provision ofdry-docking 

facilities of capacities considerably greater than now exiet. -  

Recommendation No. 13 

That the government study  thé  need for larger dry - 
docking facilites  on both coasts and establish its 
policy in the near - future regarding :the  financial  and 

 other means by which these might be tirovided. 

• 
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Another matterof considerable  importance tà achieve-

rdent of iffiproved productivity and efficiency-in- Canadian shipYards' 

relates to trade Classification and demarcation praeticea.. The 

Committee has noted in other countries movement teward a less rigid 

demarcation of trades, and its discussions with  labour  and* management 

in Canada have brought t6 light recognition Of thé.need to change. 

• Recognition  of  fewer trades with increased flexibility 

wotild contribute greatly to improved stability in employment, both 

in individual yards and in the industry as a:Whole. The Committee 

therefore considers it heceSsary that.there be a complete review of 

the trade and craft  provisions  in Canadian Yards. 

While this matter is important for each yard and each 

union local, the significance is so great that the Committee considers 

it ià best àpprbached initially on provincial or regional' levels,.with 

subsequent  more  detailed diseuàsion in accord with locarsituationà. 

Accordingly the'ComMittee'récommends as follows: 	. 

• Recommendation No. 14  ' 

That the industry promote the formation of joint 
labour/management study gronps to investigate the 

,.opportunities for reduction in demarcation and - 
increased flexibility betweentrades, to  accord 	• 
with-the - technological and economic conditions of' 
the 1970's and  with full recognition  of, the  importance: 
of stable empldyment. 

• 
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There are sôme aspects of government action:or polièy 

vis-a-vis the industry where changes are desirable. Since govern-

meta orders are a substantial'part ofindustr• new construction 

actiVity and.since governMent regulation and programmes are so - 

significant to the industry, it is inevitable that government 	• 

• actions are of major importance to it. The CoMMittee ha.s several . 

recommendatiOns to make in this respect. 	• 

'The first relates to the matter of ,government procure-, , 

ment. This originates in a number.of government departments -, is for 

a variety of_types and sizeà of vessels, amd . is. of màjor significance 

in the - Industry's new construction operations. The Committee 

recognizes that It is difficult :for government, no less than•for 

private Indhstry, to specify precisely in advance the nature'.of its 

requirements.-  Nevertheless a . preliminary'inditation  of intentions 

would be valuabl e .  to the industry.in eStab 

range plans for the future. Such an indication ià available to an 

extent now, but the fact that the Committee had to spend considerable 

time and effort in obtaining a reasonably comprehensive picture of 

future departmental intentions regarding ship .  procurement, illustrates 

that the existing mechanism is not satisfactory if the industry and • 

.individual companies in it are to be informed to a worthWhile extent 

regarding overall government purchasing.intentions. It.ià desirable 

that this awareness relate not only to the Seale of goVernment.' 

requirements  but  to changing • emphasis on types  of vessels; design, 

materials and technology, so that preparations . may be made to modify 

building praotices, procedures or facilities. 

hing 
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Arranging to accumulate this infOrmatien and to 

provide it through one source could,'in addition, assist the govern-

ment in ordering its ships and conversions to accord with the 

conditions prevailing  in the  industry at any particular time, thus 

helping to avoid major -fluctuations in total activity  in the  industry. 

The need for the government to undertake major.capital ekpenditures 

for ships could be lessened >  under Special eirctinstances, by time 

chartering of shiPs.built in Canada to'meet the speéifid needs.of 

individual departments. ,  

The Committee makes the following recommendation: 

Recommendation No. 15 

That the government as à Major customer- of the-

industry Make knownits long term intentions re-
garding construction and  conversion of ships 	. 
periodically> but not less than once a year, and 
that it afford the industry the opportnnity of 
being aware  of advanced design, research and   tech- 
nical.projects relating to  future  goVernment needs -: 

Goverilment . policy regarding repair, refit and conversion 

of its naval and non-naval  vessels is also of major importance to the 

shipbuilding industry, particularly in respect to the functions and 

operations of the navardockyards on beth coasts . . The Committee fully 

recognizes thé need fer a government operational capability on loth 

coasts in support of the fleet. lioWever there las been a tendency 

( 
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for the dockyard on the West Coast in particular to.inerease  the  

range of services being provided to naval Vessels', including - 

services formerly provided by the private shipbuilding industty. 

The Committee appreciates that it. is not possible. - 

to determine costs in government establishments in.a manner" com-

parable to that in a  commercial  operation, but is confident that if 

such a comparison were possible it would nôt bè unfaVourable to the . 

commercial operation, The ComMittee is aware, too, of the incentive 

to InCrease the rate of'utilization of a. facility that is already 

in place.. However, this, applies equally to,a, commercial fadility -

already in existence, particularly where such a facility for the 

building and repairing.of àhips 	necesSary to. meet and serve 

Canada's maritime interests. 	, 

• 	Thé.Committee thereforerecommends as follow's: 

. 	. 
Recommendation  No.  16  

- That the government thoroughly assess the functions: 
. of the Ship Repair divisions Of naval doCkyards 
with respect to  refit, conversion and repair of its 
naval and ,  non-naval vessels, and:establish a maximum 
level'of operations related tà a basic civilian work 
force which would be appropriate to the dockyards' 
prime function as fleet support facilities, 

A further area in which there appears to the Committee 

to he the need for re-eXamination of government policy.is - in the field' 
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of fishing operations and sUbsidies for fishing vessels. In recent 

• 
years - supply of ships to the fishing.industry has  been:Important .  

business for the shipbnilding industry; indeed it has been 

mainstay for the operations of some smaller,..local  yards. 

The circumstances under which the fishing indlistry 

has developed in Canada, including assistance meaàureàlor fishing 

and for the provision of vessels, are particular to that Inchistry 

and differ from,those applicable  to otber commercial markets for 

the shipbuilding indUstrY. The deMand for fishing vesàels has been 

widely Varied as to type and size;' besides sten'trawlers, there' 

haà been continuingnse Of wooden fishing boatà and there is de-' 

'veloping interest in:Vesselà made of other materials, -. including 

reinforced plastic and ferro -concrete. SuPply of Vesselà has been 

,from steel shipyards and commercial  wooden boat Yards; the.federel 

and some provincial governments have assisted the establishment of 

shipyards for trawlers in recent years, and this has aggravated the 

existing over-capacity situation. Different subsidy rates apply to 

wood and steel vessels and are administered by different government 

departments. Financial and policy provisions vary from province 

to province. 

The fishing industry is an important component of 

demand for the shipbuilding industry and shipbuilders are therefore 

interested in the orderly development of this market for ships. In 

light of this, it appears desirable to the Committee that consideration 

of all aspects of the fishing industry in Canada, including provision 
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or vessels under assistance measures, he integrated for policy  and  - 

operational-purposes Within one depàrtment . at the - federal 

Civen the complexity ofthe'issues'and the detailed -  knowledge -which 

would bè required to formulate and implement sound policy throughout 

.this whole field, it Would appear logical that these responéibilitiès 

• be focated'in the DepartMent of Fisheries. 

• • 	While the Committee does  nt  consider it appropriate : 
i 	 . . 	 . . 	. 

that it make . specific recomMendations or suggest any change in the - 

présent level  of subsidy - for the construction of steel and wOod fishing 

vessels, it does consider that it is within its çompetence•to recommend 

• the.  following: 

' Recommendation No. 17 

That the government thoroughly study and assess its - 

policy  and  practices with regard tO the provision  

and extent of assistance for construction of  fishing 

vesselS, and for . this to be relevant it should probably 
be carried out in conjiinction with a broad réviewàf 
the fishing industry in Canada. 	• • 

The Committee is aware of expressions of opinion 

regarding certain other aspects of government practices which by , 

their nature are significant to the industrY and on occasion have.  

- caused côncern and problems: These relate to-matters such as 

tendering procedures, specifications, .cohtractual_conditions, etc. 

and unquestionably it.is- desirable . that'arrangements . for such 
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Matters be Straightiorward  and  mutually acceptable. A,Matter of 	_ 

considerable concern relates to the contractual conditions'betWeen 

government and shipbuilders, under which there is nô right  of 

 appeal nor flexibility In negotiation of governing provisions. In 

contractilal matters governMent departments in effectare.functioning 

as purchaser, contractor, administrator  and sole  judge. Accordingly 

the Committee recommends  as  follows: - 	. 

• àeçomMendation No. 18.. 	• 

Ii 

I I 
I  
1 

That  the. form of government contracts with  the ship-, 
building industry be exa.Mined with a vlew to bringing 
governmental -côntractual conditions More into line 
with commercial practice. 

• A further matter relates to inspection or surveY of 

shipS under- construction, répair.or Conversion by both government 

and classification societies, resulting in . dupliéation of effort 

and cost. .Governments-in most. other,conntries atithorize recognized 

classification sàcieties to undertake such• inspections on their . 

 behalf. This results in a single surVey authority in each yard in 

respect to •classed ships and in resulting economies tosovernment 

and industry. The Committee therefore,makes:the folloWing 

. recommendation: . 
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Recommendation.  No. 19 = • 

That, in the interests of economy .and efficiency; 
the governffient authorize recognized classification 
societies• to carry out inspections  on its behalf 

 .in  respect of the hull, machinery, safety equipment 
Survey and tonnage measUrement on ali nexAiconstruction, 
'conversion or repairôf ships.in Canada. 

The  importance of government to the Canadian. ship-- 

building and.:ship repairing industry as a source of business, and the 

requirement that government policies be adopted for'that, industry 

within'overall.policies relating to Canadian maritime intereSts, - 

combine to create a situàtionùf close and continuing assàciation 

between:the induàtry and gbvernment and between individual companies 

in the indùstry and indiVidual goVernment departments. _Under these' 

circumstances it is imperative, In the Committee's' view, that the 

,channels of communication,  both:ways, between theindustry and 

government be open, clear and . harmonious. 

. .The CoMmittee has considered recàmmending various 

formal ways in which such close communication and a godd Wàrking 	• 

arrangement could be fostered, bearing in mind  thefl 	that the : 

shipbuilding industry and the shipping industry respond to two 

different government departments. 'The Committee concluded that 

establishment of some  form of industry advisory Committee or 
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shipbuilding industry board would serve no useful purpose, since . 

existing channels and 'arrangements are adequate (with minor adjust-

ment) if they aré properly used. Moreover-the Committeeconcluded -

that mere establishment of a new mechanism would not accomplish the 

result desired - unlesa the,Underlying attitudes were such as to make 

it work... 

. This being. the prerequisite, the Committee has re-
. 

stricted its recommendation to the following, with the hope that it 

is interpreted broadly: . • 	, 
• 

Recommendation No. 20- 	. • 

That those in ,industry and government, individually 
and collectively, wcirk continuously toward fostering 
.co-operation, communication, :and effective operating* . 
relationships.- 

The Committee has called-for statements of maritime  

policy; for further:studY in certain respects, and for.àctions . to  be 

taken on completion of studies now underway. It wishes to emphasize 

that this does.not imply a need for delay before its recommendatiC)ns 

are implemented. . 

The ComMittee -considers that.these recomffiendatiOnS are 

sound, necessary and urgent. The  shipbuilding and ship repairing 

industry  in Canada  has good potential in the future provided action 

is taken now to do what needs to be done. 
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Accôrd.ingly the Committee's CinaI recommendation ia: 

Recommendation No. 21 

That the government express its intentions regarding 
-. these recommendations at the earliest possible date, 

. and that government departments conéerned, the Ship-
- bUilding and ship repairing industry  as .a  whole; and 
- individual shipyards, move individually and jointly 
to .accept and iMplement the recommendations with all-

. :speed thereafter. 	• -. 

1 
rib 
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CANADA  

CHAPTER- I  

- DEMAND FOR-SHIPPING SERVICES  

. Commercial Cargoe's  

This chat)ter•examines Canada's lAiaterborne trade - 	- 

patterns and voluMes for both coastal and international' trades, and 

-makes forecasts of future trade volumes to 1980 ihich are used as à 

basis for establishing future shipping requirements. The forecasts 

included in this section consists of suMmarizatiOns-and consolidations 

of'the More detailed forecasts included in thè section's covering the: 

Atlantic, Great  Lakes and St. Lawrence, and PaCific Regiôns. These 

do not purport to be detailed analyses, but ràther broad indications 

of waterborne tyade  volume  and its main coMponents for the purpose of 

establishing future ship needs, with soMe indication of. the  ship types. 

For thé purpoSe of this summary, Canadian waterborn e . 

trade-has been divided into the 'following movements: 

Coastal:  Trade between Canadian ports on the Atlantic and Pacific 

coasts; 

Inland:  Trade using the Great LakeS or St. Lawrence Seaway system, 
including "coastal" trade between Canadian Ports  and  "international" 
trade between Canadian and U,S. ports, but excluding Off-shore cargoes; 

Canada-U.S. Continental:  Trade bètween Canada and the Continental -U.S.' 
on the Pacific and Atlantic 'coasts; 

Off-shore:  International trade between Canadian and foreign ports, 
except with the Continental U.S. 

Table C - 1 summarizes the Canadian - coastal and 

international  waterbOrne trade for the.period 1953-1967 by the main 

trades as defined above and in the footnotes to the table. (Statiatics 



TABLE C-2 CANADA 

e«, _ TVDC • 

MI MI 

EXPORTS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION  

1963 - 1967  

$ 	millions 
1963 	'1964 	1565 	1966 	1967 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

(9 moS-.) 	 (9 mo.) 
To U.S.A. 

Water 	642 	838 	853 	950 	889 	22.0 	18.9 	17.6 	15.2 	12.6 

Road 	592 	1,076 	1,313 	2,075 	2,402 	20.2 	24.3 	27.1 	33.3 	33.9 

Rail 	1,368 	1,894 	2,069 	2,554 	3,080 	46.8 	42.8 	42.8 	41.0 	43.5 

Air 	56 	184 	151 	152 	124 	1.9 	4.1 	3.1 	2.4 	1.8 

Pipeline 	254 	407 	415 ) 	504 	584 	8.7 	9.1 	8.6 ) 	8.1 	8.2 

Other 	13 	38 	- 39 ) 	0.4 	0.8 	0.8 ) 	 _____ 

Total 	2,925. 	4 437 	4,840 	6,235 	7,079 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 

To West Europe 

Water 	1,259 	1,838 	1,911 	1,885 	1,942 	94.1 	92.5 	93.7 	91.4 	93.1 

Road ) Via U.S.A. 	15 	32 	25 	32 	' 	30 	1.1 	1.6 	1.2 	1.6 	1.4 

Rail ) 	8 	13 	20 	27 	12 	0.6 	0.7 	1.0 	1.3 	0.6 

Air 	54 	99 	-80 	113 	101 	4.0 	5.0 	3.9 	5.5 	4.8 

Other Via U.S.A. 	2 	3 	2 	4 	2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.1 

• 	• 	Total 

All  Exports  

1 , 338 	l;986 	2,039 	2,061 	2,087 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0  ---- 	__-- 

Water 	2,862 	4,324 	4,189 	4,565 	4,493 	53.5 	52.0 	49.1 	44.2 	40.4 

Road 	654 	1,190 	1,422_ 	2,225 	2,545 	12.2 	14.3 	16.7 	21.5 	22.9 

Rail 	1,445 	2,011 	2,191 	2,724 	3,218 	27.0 	24.2 	25.8 	26.4 	29.0 

Air 	124 	325 	216 	298 	265 	2.3 	3.9 	3.1 	2.9 	2.4 

Pipeline 	254 	407 	415 	) 	514 	591 	4.7 	4.9 	4.9 ) 	5.0 	5.3 

Other 	18 	47 	47 	)  	3.3 	5.7 	5.5 ) 

Total 5,357. 	8,304 	8,525 	10,325 	11 , 112 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 
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TABLE C-1 

SUMMARY OF CANADIAN WATERBORNE TRADE 
COASTAL,. INLAND & INTERNATIONAL  

1953 - 1967  
(million tons) 

Coastal Trade 	Inland Trade 
Atlantic 	 Total 	Total 

' & 	 Canada-U.S. 	International Waterborne 
Year 	Pacific Inland Total Coastal  International Total Continental Offshore 	Trade 	Trade  

(1) 	(2) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 

1967 	32.1 	22 0 6 	54.7 	22.6 	44.5 	67.1 	23.0 	62.7 	130.2 	184.9 
1966 	32.9 	27.8 	60.7 	27.8 	47.6 	75.4 	24.1 	65.2 	136.9 	197.6 
1965 	29.8 	23.3 	53.1 	23.3 	• 46.9 	70.0 	23.9 	64.9 	135.7 	188.8 	1 
1964 	28.0 	23.8 	51.8 	23.8 	47.1 	70.9 	23.7 	60.2 	131.0 	182.8 
1963 	26.1 	19.9 	46.0 	19.9 	41.9 	61.8 	20.8 	51.9 	114.6 	160.6 
1962 	26.1 	17.5 	43.6 	17.5 	35.6 	53.1 	20.8 	45.8 	102.2 	145.8 
1961 	25.9 	20.5 	46.4 	20.5 	30.6 	51.1 	14.7 	47.4 	92.7 	139.1 
1960 	24.1 	16.4 	40.5 	16.4 	31.3 	47.7 	14.8 	43.5 	89.6 	130.1 
1959 	21.3 	18.3 	39.6 	18.3 	31.1 	49.4 	16.9 	36.7 	84.9 	124.5 
1958 	20.1 	18.2 	38.3 	18.2 	24.6 	42.8 	13.7 	33.0 	71.3 	109.6 	' 
1957 	20.3 	16.6 	36.9 	16.6 	34.4 	51.0 	19.1 	34.4 	87.9 	124.8 
1956 	18.9 	20.1 	39.0 	20.1 	35.5 	55.6 	18.7 	35.9 	90.1 	129.1 
1955 	17.3 	15.6 	32.9 	15.6 	30 .1 	45 • 7 	15.1 	30.3 	75.5 	108.4 
1954 	14.6 	15.3 	29.9 	15.3 	24.2 	39.5 	11.8 	26.9 	62.9 	92.8 
1953 	14.5 	18.0 	32.5 	18.0 	31.6 	49.6 	11.3 	27.9 	70.8 	103.3 

(1) Cargoes between Canadian ports within each Region, with the Atlantic Region including 
the St. Lawrence River, Montreal and below 

(2) Cargoes between Canadian ports on the Great Lakes and cargoes between the Atlantic Region 
and Canadian ports on the Great Lakes 

(3) Cargoes between Canadian and U.S. ports on the Great Lakes and between Canadian ports in 
the Atlantic Region and U.S. ports on the Great Lakes 

(4) Cargoes between Canadian and U.S. ports on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 

MI BM RIM 
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are not vet available loi-  the years since 1967 .in the,  detail necessary 

ror  rAwir inclusion). Chart C-I•illustrates the trends for each or. the 

trades in Table C-1 -  and  shows .the forecasts to 1980. In 1966, off-shore 

trade Constituted 33.3 7,  Of total' waterborne trade having recorded the • • 

largest growth (1307e)«since 1953. (1966 is used .for comparative purposes • • 

because - 1961 volume was-adversely affected,by the inland seamen's strike). 

Trade in and around  the North  American cOntinent therefore.  accounted-  for • • 

2/3 of the Canadian waterborné trade tonhage in 1966, amounting to 13.2.1 

million tons. Of this, 60.7 million tons (30.6% of total trade) was 
. 	 . 

' 	

. 	 . . 	. 	. 	. . 	. . 	• 	' 
coastal, and 71.4 million 'ton's .  (36...37•oftotal trade) was with the U.S. 

including both ocean-going and inland traffic. Canadian coastal trade 

. has grown 87% between 1953  and. 1966, and the Canada-U.S. trade somewhat 

less, 67%. In 1966, 75.5 million tons (37.17 of  all waterborne trade) 

was, inland traffic - (bothccoastal  and  international) in which Canadian flag 

Vessels had.a. major participation, but whieh had a growth' of only 527 	_ 

, since 1953.. 

Table C..2 shows-the significance of waterborne earriage .  

Ln Canada' -s export trade during 1963-67. The Value of exports carried 

by water increased only slightly in the period, and the position of 

 waterborne movement thus declined from 53.5% of the value of all exports 

in 1961to.40.4% in 1967. Almost all of Canada's off-shore exports • 

continue to be carried by water, but the proportion going to the U.S. 

by water declined.  as road transportation. increased. in relative  importance. 

Greatly oxpanded trade in autos and parts, shipped mainly by rbad and : 

rail, was a major factor during 'the period, but even apart fràm these 
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products there was a fall in•the share of waterborne  transportation • 

from M•to .16 	although the absolute value of prodUcts shippedb3i ••• 

water to the U.S. increased to some extent; Similar data are not . . 

available, for imports,  and in  interpreting the expôrt information it 

should be noted that waterborne trade accounts for a substantially 

• greater portionof export tonnage than of export values'becauSe it- - 

 is made up largely of relatively low valued bulk cargoes. 
. 	. 

The sections following review briefly waterborne trade 

by 'its major components for each of the major trades including cciastal 

(except inland), inland (both coastal and international),  U.S.-Canada

Continental, and off-shore. As indicated previoualy, the forecasts.: 	• 

in this section consist of a consolidation  and  summarization of 

forecasts contained:in the Regional sections.. In the Regiortal sections 

the trade in each region was divided into.its main cargo:movements 	. 

(coastal,.Ù.S. and off-shore trades). •Eaeh of the . movements was further 

divided into main componenta, mainly by commodity groups. Each of these 

.components was forecast by projecting the 1958.-4967 trend by Computer 

analysis,:with this Projection modified in accordance with any develop-

ments indicated by a more general assessMérit. The forecastszlôrthé 

components were then totalled to provide forecasts for each trade and 

the combination of these  gave the  forecast for the,region; 	• 

Coastal - Atlantic and Pacific 	• 

• 

 

The  coastal trade inclodeS all cargO•mciveMent betweén 

Canadian ports within.theregions. The Atlantic Region .includes 

Atlantic coast and lower St. Lawrence area up to and including Montreal, 



13.2 
1.3 
1.4 
2.9 
1.4 

17.5 
1.6 
1.7 
3.3 
1.5 

23.5 
2.2 
2.1 
4.3 
1.5 

28.5 
2.7 
2.6 
5.2 
1.5 

Total Atlantic 	- 	13.2 	14.2 	13.0 	11.9 14.1 	15.4 12:8 

CANADA 

SUMMARY.OF ATLANTIC & PACIFIC COASTAL TRADE 

. 1958-1967 and FORECASTS .  FOR 1970, 1975, & 1980 
(million tons) 

Forecast 

. 1958 	1961 	1964 	1967 	. 1970 	1975 	1980 

Pacific Region  (1) 

Raw wood 	3.4 	6.7 
Pulp, paper & lumber 	0.4 . 	0.6 
Petroleum 	0.6 	1.0 
Non-metallic minerals 	1.0 	1.7 
Other 	 1.5 	1.7 

9.4 
1.0 
1.2 
2.1 
1.3 

25.6 Total Pacific 6.9 	11.7 15.0 	20.2 33.6 	40.7 

Atlantic Region  (2) 

Petroleum 	3.3 	5.0 
Ores & Minerals 	3.1 	1.6 
Forest Products 	• 	2.8 	3.3 
Coal 	 1.9 	1.8 
Other 	 2.1 	2.5. 

5.6 
1.6 
2.3 
0.6 
2.9 

5.8 
2.8 
1.8 
0.3 
1.2 

6.2 
3.0 
1.7 
0.3 
1.6 

6.8 
3.7 
1.7 
0.3 
1.6 

7.3 
4.5 
1.7 
0.3 
1.6 

28.0 	32.1 38.4 	47.7 56.1 Total Coasting 20.1 	25.9 

(1) Pacific Region includes the Pacific Coast of Canada. 
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in accordance with the definition . uSed by D.B.S.. in crimpiling 

statistics. 

• 	The Coastal -  trade in both the•PaCific and Atlantic 

Regions is Shown  on Table C-3 for  the - years 1958, 1961; 1964 and 

' 1967, together .  with . the fOrecasts for 1970; 1975 and 1980. 

„While' total CoaStal trade has Increased.from 20.1 

million tons in 11958 to 32,1 million tons in 1967, the growth h -as 

occurred Sntirely On the Pecific coaat which has offset a decline 

in the Atlantic areà. 

Pacific 'Region: .  rue:movement of.wood, including logs, pulplogs.and 
chips by barge constitutes_thsmajor Portion of the Pacific cOastal 
trede. The growth sinde 1958 - hes resulted from  major changes in 

the structure of the British Columbia forest industry - and from cost 
advantages provided by increasingly specialized  barges. The  growth 
of these wood'cargoeS is prOjected to continue at the high growth , 

rate established since 1960, althOugh this mey make'the forecast 

somewhat optimlitic for .̀. 1980. 	 • 

The growthin other Commodity movements including pulp, paper and 

lumber, petroleum (refined), non-metallic minerals (meinly limestone) 

and general cargoes has beeri-steady  and  reflects the area's econoMic 

develcipment. The forecestéalls for a doubling - of the Pacifié region 

,coasting trade between 1967, and 1980, from 20.2 to 40.7 million tons. 

Atlantic Région:  The declining commodities in Atlantic area movement 

have:been forest products . , coal and general #argoes. Forest products 

(consisting very largely of pepwood) hecis been affected by new pulp 

mills locating closer to their  source of wciod but the - decline is 

forecast to have ended and  -a levelling off and possib1Y - srowth of 

shipments is expected: COal shiPments  have  declined due to e-  loss 

of markets to petràleum, but are now considered-to be at their 

minimum levels. Petroleum, conèisting mainly of regional distribution 

of refined productà, has grown es - it toolç ov'er.coalls Màrkets-but 

future growth will probablY be slower depending largely on normal 

sconomic development. Ores and minerals, consisting Mainly of titanium 

and gypsum, have shown growthsincé 1964 and-this is fflepected to . 

continue. Other éommodities - and general cargoeS, flUctuated due to • 

the supPly requirements for major minirig• developments'and may- 

continue to do So as 'a result  of  Arctic mlning . developmènts in the: 

1970's. 	• • , 	. 



TABLE C-4 

CANADA  

SUMMARY OF INLAND COASTAL TRADE 1959-1966 AND FORECASTS FOR 1970, 1975 and 1980  
(million tons cargo) 

Forecast 

1959 	1962 	1964 	1966 	. 1970 	1975 	1980 

Coastal  

Lakes:  (1) 
Iron Ore 	0.7 	0.5 	0.7 	0.7 	3.0 	3.7 	4.5 

Grain 	5..5 	3.2 	3.9 	3.6 	3.3 	3.3 	3.3 

Petroleum 	2.3 	2.5 	2.6 	3.0 	3.0 	3.4 	3.8 

Non-metallic 
Minerals 	1.4 	2.3 	2.3 	1.9 	1.9 	1.8 	1.7 

Other 	1.2 	1.4 	2.0 	1.6 	1.5 	1.6 	1.7 

Total 	11.1 	9.9 	11.5 	10.8 	12.7 	13.8 	15.0 

Sa.r..,,Lay: (2) 
Grain 	3.5 	4.3 	8.9 	10.3 	6.4 	6.4 	6.4 

Iron Ore 	1.2 	0.1 	0.1 	2.0 	3.2 	4.4 	5.5 
Petroleum 	1.0 	0.8 	1.2 	1.6 	1.8 	2.3 	2.8 
Coal 	0.5 _ 	0.7 	0 .4 	0.8 	 - 
Other 	1.0 	1.7 	1.7 	2.1 	1.8 	1.8 	1.8 

Total 	7.2 	7.6 	12.3 	17.0 	13.2 	14.9 	16.5 

Total Coastal 	18.3 	17.5 	23.8 	27.8 	25.9 	28.7 	31.5 

(1) 'Cargoes between Canadian Great Lakes ports 

(2) cargoes between Canadian ports on the Great Lakes and the Atlantic Region (including 
the Lower St. Lawrence, Montreal and below) 
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Total coastal trade is forecast to increase sharply 

during the 1970's through a combinat ion  of rapid growth in the  Pacific 

and slow growth in the AtlanticL llowever, one-coMmodity•gro 

• sawtogs, pulplogs and chipson the Pacific coast, accounts for mcire than 

60% of the total-  forecast growth of.24.0,million tons between 1967  and  

1980. 	and any,.adverse developMents in this  area could sharply reduce the 

forecast of coastal trade. 

Inland - Trade (Coastal and-,International) . 	' * 

• Inland trade is defined as-cargo movement In the Great 

Lakes, St. Lawrence Seaway and Lower  St. Lawrence. river area as far as . 

 Anticosti Island. Table C-4 opposite and-C-5  following, show the 

inland coastal and international tradès respectively.from thè completion 

of the seaway in 1959 to 1966. Trsde-fôr. 1967 is not included as 	. 

shipping was interrupted.by  a lengthy seelen'a strike and the cargo 

totals for.that year are not considered representative of the lônger 

term trend. The tables.àlso show the projections to 1980. 	• 

The growth in Seaway trade.during the 1959-1966 period 

covers the initial development  phase of new traffic made possible by . the 

completion of the St. Lawrence Seaway, particularly for iron-ore. The 

traffic growth rate has therefore probably been much greater than can 

be expected in future years-. The forecasts take this factor into 

consideration. The sections following comment on the main.components 

of the inland trade and the.forecasts. 

Coastal: 	 • 

*Table. C-4 shows the lakes. trade between Cariadian,Great 

Lakes ports and Seaway trade (between Canadiaruporta on the Great 

1 P, 
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Lakes and ports on the Lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area, Montreal 

and below). 

) 

- 

•1 

• 

• 
• Lakes:  The  lakes trade tonnages have remained virtually unchanged 

between 1959 and 1966 but showed year-to-Year-fluetuatiOns. 
Petroleum  consiSting of regional distribution of refined:products 
shOwed a steady inérease due to regional edOnomic growth-and this 
is expected to continue; Grain shipments have fluctuated mainly: 
due tO Variations in foreign demand. While substantial*year-to-year 
fluctuations  will eontinu e . to be experienced, there are indications 
of some levelling off in lakes-grain movement at the 3.3 million  
tons  per.annum level forecast for the 1970's. Iron ore  which has • 
been steady to 1966 is expected to show a substantial inCrease by 
1970, due to the availability of additional  production in the Lake 
Superior area.: Further moderate incrèases can be'expected through 
the 1970 1 s from the development of a- number of known irOn ore bàdies 

'in the area.' Non-metallic minetals'(mainly'limestone and salt) and 
other cargoes  have shown a âlowly declining trend' through —the 1960's, 
largely because of competition fromrail transportation, and thià 
slow  decline is forecast to continue. 	 • 

The forecast calls for a resumption in the growth . of 
lake coastal cargo tonnage.through the 1970'sto-15.0 million tons 
per annum•by .1980 after à ,lông period of stagnation through-the 
1955-1967 periàd at the,10-11 million ton per annum level. This 
growth will be mainly ccincentrated in iron ore movement which is - 
reasonably .  assured. :However, the foreéast could be conservative if 
the new 1000' upper-lakes ore carrieracoming into service rechice 
the coat of transporting ore in the upper lakes  and  thereby accelerate 
the development of Canadian Lake SuPerior iron Ore resources.. 

Seaway:  Total  coastal seaway àhipments increased:from  7.2 million tons 
in 1959 to 17.0 million tons in 1966. The main factor in this growth 
was grain  MOvement from  the Lakehèad to Gulf of St. Lawrence' elevators. 
The 7.0 million ton per annum - -grOwth in grain was  the  result. of both 
the increasing availability of chéap bulk carrying capacity as the , 
Canadian Seaway fleet was built-up.  in- 'the early:1960 1 s'and strong' 
foreign Markets. While some:recovery of these markets-from the 

- present low levels is expected,,consistent shipments at  the  peak 1966 
volume of 10.5 million tons per annum is not foreseen. The forecast 
calls for an average  annual  volume of 6.4 million tons throUgh the 
1970's but•With the expectation of sharp year-to-year fluctuationa. . 
The possibility exists that by the late 1970's  unit-trains  may be - 	' 
competitive with ships in carrying grain from:the prairies to tide-
water ports. Iron ore  shipments from the  Gulf of St.  Lawrence :  to 
Ontario did not commence in any volume until 1965. The forecast • 
growth of iron ore shipments from:2.0 million'tons,in 1966 to 5.5. 

. million tons in 1980 is based on the very substantial increase in 
Ontario Steel production, which is expected to-almost double during 
the. 1970's. The Lower  St.. Lawrence  area will bé  an' important  source  
of additional Ore requiremens. .Fetroleum  shipments up the Seaway 



SUMMARY OF INLAND 'INTERNATIONAL TRADE 1959-1966 & FORECASTS FOR 1970 1975 & 1980  
(million tons cargo - loaded & unloaded) 

Forecast 

1959 	1962 	1964 	1966 	1970 	1975 	1980 

International: 

Lakes: (1) 

Iron Ore 	 6.8 	9.4 	10.6 	8.5 	7.5 	7.5 	7.5 

Coal 	 10.3 	10.2 	13.1 	14.6 _ 	20.7 	27.3 	34.5 

Non-Metallic Minerals 	3.2 	3.6 	3.8 	3.8 	3.9 	4.4 	4.8 

Forest Products 	0 .4 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 	0.4 	0.4. 	0.4 

Grain 	 0.3 	0.5 	0.3 	0.3 	0.4 	0.4 	0.4 

Other 	 2.8 	2.1 . 	2.0 	2.0 	1.8 	1.6 	1.3  

Total 	23.8 	26.3 	30.2 	29.7 	34.7 	41.6 	48.9 

Seaway:  (2) 
Iron Ore 	 5.1 	5.7 	12.3 	13.6 	15.7 	19.0 	22.0 

Grain 	 0..6 	1 	1.8 	2.2 	2.3 	2.8 	3.7 	5.5 

Coal and Coke 	0.7 	0.7 	0.7 	0.6 	.5 	.5 	.5 

Other 	 0.9  _ 	1.1 	1.7 	1.5 	2.2 	2.8 	3.4 

Total 	7.3 	9.3 	16.9 	18.0 	21.2 	26.0 	31.4 

Total: International 	31.1 	35.6 	47.1 	47.7 	55.9 	67.6 	80.3 

Total: Coastal (from Table C-4) 	18.3 	17.5 	23.8 	27.8 	25.9 	28.7 	31.5 

Total: Inland Trade 	49.4 	53.1 	70.9 	75.5 	81.8 	96.3 	111.8 

(1) Cargo movement between Canadian and U.S. Great Lakes ports 

(2) Car2o movement between U.S. Great Lakes ports and Canadian ports in the Atlantic and  Lower 
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consists or rot- tried products for which insufficient refinery capacity - 
exists in the  Region. .A continued  slow  growth of petroleum is 
xpected consistent with the increased demand, in Ontario, but  any. 	: - 

major increase is unlikely in view  of the  National_ Oil Policy which - 
is assumed not - to ',change daringthe .1970's. COaL  su  ipments from 
Nova Scotialto Ontario will virtually  end,  by  1970 as  the main buyeri -  . 
Ontario Hydro, is turning to other sources. Shipments of other cargoes-. 
are forecaat to leVol off at  th è 1967 volume of. 1 -.7 	million tons- 
Whilethese have shown a growth trend .  since 1959, it is exPected that 
the transportation of ccintainerized géneralcargo by unit-trains will • 

- have:sufficient impact -fto limitthogrowth of'general cargo volume:. 
The  forecast indicateS that tOtal$eaWày cOastal trade -

will show virtually  no  Change at thè1_6.5 - 17,0 million ton level 
between 1966:and 1980. Grain movemerit is expeeted to . be  of leas 
importance in seaway trade - as1966 was an àbnorffially heavY year.  for  
grain movement, which Should level off at lower levels:during:the • 
1970's. Iron  ore andpettoietim àhoUld Contribute to the overall . 
growth of tonnage to offset termination of - coal shipments and a 
lèVelling off of general cargo  volume. 	 . . 

In terna t ional  

Table C-5 shows the international Lake and Seawaytrade. 

The Lakes trade consists of cargo moVemént between Canadian and U.S:' 

Great Lakes ports. The Seaway trade ConsiSts - of cargo mOvements between: 

U.S. Lakes Torts and the Atlantic and Lower  St Lawrence area,.Montreal 

and below, 	 • 	• 

Lakes:  Total Canada-.U.S. lakes trade showed a 25% increase from 
23.8 to: 29.7 million tons betWeen 1959' and1966. Coal, moving entirely 
from U.S. ports to' Ontario, waS the major component accounting for 
almost one-half the 1966 cargoes. Coal tonnages are expected to' 
increase sharply during the 1970's due to the increased requirements 
of Ontario Hydro and the Ontario steel industry. The projections  are 
based on forecasts of-Hydro and steel reqnirements but do not provide ' 
for any increase in coal consuMption by other industrial users from 
the 1967 level .. The total maY therefore be conservative. Iron ore  
traffic: consisted in1966 of 4- .1 mill ion tons eXported by Canada and 
4,4 million tons imported from-  the 	The exporta are forecast to 
level off during the 1.970's at 4.5 million tons per - annum due mainly 
to Ontario Government ore export  restrictions. 'Iron'ore importà.are 
forecast at onlY  3.0 Million tons per annum•(the 1967 andA968 levelà), 
with the Ontario Steel industry turning largely to domestic. soUrces. 
This could be Upset by transportation Cost reddctions for U.S Lake' 	' 
Superior ores made possible by the advent of the 1000' upper-leers in • 
the early 1970's . Nou4lietallic mineral  tonnage consists of a relatively 
well balanced, largely local, export end import of limestone, crushed 

. stone,•gravel, etc. - The Projection to 1980 indicatea•a• continuation of 



• 

à wtll defined upward trend:in shipmentshetween 1959 and 1967. 
Forest products (pulp and paper) exports and grain (feedgrain) 

imports haVe shewn : a steady patternsinee 1959, with aôme year-to- " 
. year flUctuation. No Significant  change is,foreseen. - .General cargo  • 
volume, consisting of.a -balance of exports and  imports made up ofa 	. 

wide range of Manufactured and.semi-manufactured products, has been 
declining steadily since - 1959, probably due to competition from eàll. 
and truck transportatien. This slow decline - is . foreeast to continue.-•' 

The  substantial growth-fOrecast for the Canada-U.S. . • 	- 
lakes trade from 29.7 million tons in 1966 to 48.9 million tons in 
1980 is Largely a.result:  of increaSed coal impôrts. With the exception  
of slow  growth in tionMetallic Mineralà,.only MinOr :change s are 

 expected in the movement  of  other commodities. 

Seaway:  Total Canada.7U:S...Seaway:traffic increased aharply frbm 7.3 . 
million tons in.1959to.18.0 million tons in 1966.. The .increaseWas , 	• 
mainly (80%) in iron.  ore  Movement freffi the.Guif  of  St.  Lawrence  to • 
U.S. Lake ports  Up to:1964 the increaae resulted fromnW -Capacity.  
at  the Minéi. Since.,1965, U.S. eonsuMPtion oe-Quebed-Labrador  ore • 

. bas levelled eff - and.the continuing incréaSe . in seaway shipments .  
. largely represents diversion to . the'Seaway route .of  ore preViously . 
delivered via.the.Atlantic coast . . The .increase in SeawaV iron-ere. 
shipments forecastforthe 1970's is based on increased U,S; reqdire-
ments and some further  diversion of Atlantic ceadt deliVeries. The 
forecast growth, while mederate, could be reduced from the forecast 
levels by any acceleration - in the developMent of U.S. Lake Superior -

orea due to cost advantages created by . thanew. .I000' "uptter-lakerS" . .. 
The grain  movement consista of wheat .and feed grains particuIarlY .  

- corn, meVed.from the U.S. Mid-West te Gulf of St Lawrencefor trans- :  

. shipment:to Europe. The increase forecast for the 1970'S is largely 
in feed .grains for which a strông European market is expected. Coal 

and coke  traffic to the Atlantic region . haS been steadvand iafore- • 
Cast to remain at 1967 levels. The general  cargo  traffic is a . 
balanced two way trade consisting - mainly:of up-bound pulp and paper, 

and down-bound bulk chemicals  and industrial materials. .As these 
eargoeS are  not  readily containerizable, the foreeast is for 

.continuation of the upward trend in shipMents displayed aince.1959., 
The forecast for total inland international seaway, - 

 shipmènts is for a moderate rate of increase from 18.0 million to 
31.4 million tons per annum in the 1966-1980 period. The increaae 
will be mainly in iron ore althoUgh grain and general cargoes .  are 	: 

• also expected to make mederate gains. 

The forecasts ÈDY Seaway traffic, both coastal and 	:. 

international are based on the assumptionthat there will not be any . 

increase in the size of the SeawaV loCks, and that. if'  there is any 	, 

toll increase, it will be'moderate so as not to give alternative 	- - 

shipping routes or transportation  modes a major adVaotage. 



Total: 	Pacific 3.7 	4.8 	5.6 	8.0 11.2 	13.5 9.0 

-TABLE  C-6 

-CANADA  • 

SUMMARY OF U.S.-CANADA CONTINENTAL TRADE (›EXCLUDING INLAND) 1968-1967 AND FORECASTS  FOR  

1970, 1975 and 1980  
• • 

.(million tons cargo - loàded and unloaded) ' 	• 
. 	• 

FOrecast 

1958 	1961 	1964 	1967 	. 1970 	1975 	1980 

Pacific  Région: (1) 

Forest Products 	2.2 	3.2 	2.9 	3.8 	4.3 	5.1 	5.9 
Non-Metallic Minerals 	- 	0.3 	0.7 	1.9 	2.4 	3.4 	4.4 
Petroleum 	0.4 	0.4 	0,5 	0.8 	1.0 	1.3 	1.6 

Other 	 1.1 	0.9 	1.5 	1.5 

	

1.3 	1.4 	1.6 

Atlantic Region:  (2) 

Ores & Concentrates 	4.9 	4.2 	10.7 	7.8 	6.0 	6.0 	6.0 
Non-Metallic Minerals 	2.7 	3.9 	5.0 	3.9 	5.0 	5.4 	5.9 

Forest Products 	0.9 	0.9 	1.0 	1.0 	1.2 	1.3 	1.4 
Coal 	 - 	0.2 	0.1 	0.5 	0.5 	0.5 	0.5 
Other 	 1.5 	O., 	1.8  

	

2.8 	3.5 	4.1 

Total: 	Atlantic 	10.0 	9.9 	18.1 	15.0 	15.5 	16.7 	17.9 

Total: U.S.-Canada Coastal 	13.7 •14.7 	23.7 	23.0 	24.5 	27.9 	31.4 

.(1) Mainly cargoes up and down the Canada-U.S. Pacific coast, but also including 
. some shipmehts to the-U.S-.  Atlantic Coast 

(2) Carzoes between the Atlantic and  Lower St.  Lawrence  area (Montreal and beIow)' 
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The forecasts.  for total inland trade including both 

coastal and international seaway and lakes cargoes are shown on the 

bottom of Table C-5. The 'fOrecast*increase, from 75.5 million tons 

in 1966 to 111.8 million tons in 1980, totals a 48% increase over . 

1966, or an average of about 3.5% per.annum (not compounded). 

Canada-U.S. Continental Trade  

• Table C-6 oppbsite summarizes thé main components.of 

the Continental trade in the Atlantic and Pacific Regions.- This 

trade consists  of cargo  Movements up and down the Atlantic and Pacific 

. Coasts. There is relatively little.trade between.the Atlantic and 

, 
Pacific Regions, With the exception of lumber moved from the Pacific 

.Region to the U.S. Atlantic Seaboar4-(1.5 million tons'in.:1967)-. 	. 

Pacific Region::,  The Pacific Region Canada-U.S. trade has shown strong 
: growth, more .thandoubling from  3.7 million tons in 1958 to 8.0 

million tons in1967., The main areas of growth have been.forest . 

pràducts and non-metallic Minerals, mostly limestone.  Imports of 
refined petroleum products to meet shortages in domestic supplies 

for Certain .products  have  also grown sloWly- General cargo growth 

has been slow with *  wide fluctuations from year-to-year .. The .total 

cargo forecasts of 9.0, 11.2 and  13.5 million tons per annum in ' 

.1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively are dependent on continued growth 

of forest products and minerals. There is some.doubt as tO the 

availability of coastal timber resourcea required to meet such * 
continued growth, so that the total forecaSt for the late 1970's 

may be 	- 

Atlantic Reglon: The overall growth in . this area from 10.0 million 

tons in 1958 to 15.0 million tons in 1967,has been provided almost 

. entirely by mine products. Iron ore  shipments from the  Gulf' of  St. 

'Lawrence to the U.S. Atlantic Seaboard 1ncreased sharply in the 	, 

early 1960's with the expansion of the Quebec-Labrador iron mines. ,  

However, these.shipments  have  declined since 1964, mainly because . 

of coMpetition.from the Seaway route. The .  deCline is forecaat, to 

level.off.at  6.0 million tons' per annum dùring.the 1970's particul-

arly if increasea in Seaway tolls narrow .the seaway route's' Cost 

advantage. The non-metallic mineral  trade consists mainly of gypaum 

exports. While year-to-year fluctuations in shipments have occurred 

• 



TABLE C-7 CANADA  

SUMMARY OF OFFSHORE TRADE  (1) 

5.9 
2.7 
3.9 
0.9 
0.4 
2.6 

4.9 
1.7 
2.5 
0.7 
0.1 
1.6 

4.8 
3.3 
4.6 
1.1 
1.1 
3.1 

6.1 
4.0 
5 • 3 
7.0 
1.2 
3.7 

8.0 
6.0 
8.5 
12.0 
2.3 
6.4 

Pacific Region 

Grain 
Ores & minerals 
Forest products 
Coal 
Fertilizer 
Other 

4.0 
1.0 
1.3 

0.1 
1.6 

7.1 
• 	5.0 

6.9 
11.5 
1.8 
5.1 

1958-1967 & FORECASTS  FOR 1970, 1975 & 1980  
(million tons cargo - loaded & unloaded) 

Forecast 
1958 	1961 	1964 	1967 	1970 	1975 	1980 

Total - Pacific  s 	8.0 

Atlantic  Region 

11.5 	16.4 18-0 	27.3 37.4 	43.2 

Grain 	 5.0 	6.9 	10.9 	6.7 	9.2 	10.1 	11.9 
Ores & concentrates 	 6.5 	8.0 	8.1 	11.4 	13.0 	15.6 	18.3 
Petroleum 	 5.9 	10.4 	11.7 	14.6 	15.8 	17.8 	19.8 
Forest products 	 1.2 	1.9 	2.6 	2.2 	3.2 	3.9 	4.7 
Other 	 5.6 	6.7 	8.0 	6.4 	8.2 	8.8 	9.4 

Total - Atlantic 

Great Lakes Region 

Grain 
Petroleum 
Other 

Total - Great Lakes Region 

TOTAL Off-Shore 

24.4 	33.9 	41.3 	41.3 	49.4 	56.2 	64.1 

- 	0.5 	0 . 4 	0 . 8 	0.5 	0.5 	0.5 

	

0.1 	• 	0.2 	0.3 	0.5 	0.5 	0.6 • 	0.7 

	

0. 5 	1.3 	1.8 	2.1 	2.7 	2.7 	2.7 

	

0.6 	2.0 	2.5 	3.4 	3.7 	3.8 	3.9 

33.0 	47.4 	60.2 	62 ./ 	80.4 	97.4 	_111.2 

(1) Cargo movement between Canadian ports and all foreign ports except those in the Continental U.S. 
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due to variations in building  activity, the longer teriMprospects 
are highly FaVourable. Forest product  exports, mainly.pulp and 
paper are forecast te grOW in ac.cordance with the demancl-of the U.S. 
Atlantic Seaboard market... The new productive capacity' being planned 
for the Atlantic-region s.hould be Sufficient to meet the growth 
projection.. The coal imports are mainly metallurgical Ceal and  
'have some potential for growth -  above the 0.5 million  tons per annum 

. level if . there is any substantial growth  in the  primary steel 
çapacity in the region. The general cargo çonsiSts of a-wide range 
of food and raW Materials; ineluding bglk impôrts of phosPhates. 
Shipmenta havé varied sharply from year-to-year  and the  -Projection 
indicates only  a slow growth:trend. 

The growth in total Canada-U.S. Continental traffic' is 

expected to be relatiely slow. , the forecaat Calling fôr total growth: 

of onlY,327 between 1967:and 1980. -  Most of this traffic is well 

established, and barring àny major unforeseen development -, the growth 

• of tonnage will depend on norMaleConomid growth..'. 

• Off-Shore-Trade  

• Table C-7 sgmmarizes by its Major componenta . thertotal 

Canadiali,off-shore trade Ietween Canadian ports and:foreign portàexcept 

those in the Continental:U.S. The total off-shore trade haa shown rapid 

growth, almoat doubling from 33.0  million  tons to 62.7  million tons

between 1958 and 1967. 

Pacific Region:  The Pacific Region has shown rapid trade groWh from 
8.0 Million tons  in i958'to 18.0 million  tons in1967, and a 
continuation of this trend is expected to 1980.  The main - factor in 
this growth -will be the export of metallurgical coal to Japan, in 
which annual volume of 11 million tons'Is assured by 1973, by - Contracts 
on hand. The forecast that àhipments will grow by only 1  million: tons 

 per.annum between 1973 and 1980 is very conservative.in_view. of the 
prospects'for increased japanese demands. The ores and  minerals  trade 
consista of imports of bauxite,  salt and sypsgm in relatively small 
quantities„and the export of irôn  ore and base metal concentrates. 
The forecast trade tônnages may be optimistic in the face of a highly 
competitive iron ore supply situation in - the Pacific Rim - area. Also 
a domestic base metalàffielter will probably be in ôperation after' 
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H‘U'i, and wilt redUce concentrate exports: Grain shiPments are also - 
forecast Co,grow slowly since export prospects to the heavily populated 
Asian,markets are gener'ally Much more Favourable than Atlan 'tic exports 
Lo Europe. Despite optiMism às .  to Asian grain Self-sufficiency, 
population pressures and periodic Weather problems should create a 

. growing grain market for some time to come. Forest products  are 	' 
forecast to growas a continuation of the 1958-19.67 trend. In the 
late 1970's limitations in the availability of coastal-wood resources 
may  cause a levelling of growth from that area  but  this may le offset 
by expanding interior production. Fertilizer exports to 1967, 	do not 
reflect the full impact of the Saskatchewan pOtash production which- , 

. despite Present probleMs, is en,ected to contribute to future  tonnage.
General cargo, tradetends-to fluctuate from year-to-year. The main 
threat is containerization and shipment via Seattle which iaat 
present better . equipped thanPort.of Vancouver. ' 

As indicated, there are Major Uncertainties in the 
forecast of the Pacifié -  Region offshore trade. However, in total, . 
conservative . forecasts for coal and fertilizer'probably more than 	. 
offset any optimism in minerals, forest products and general-cargo: 

Atlantic Region:  Total Atlantic Region off-shore trade has increased 
70% from 24.4  million tons in 1958 to 41.3 million tons in 19,67. -  The 
forecast calls for a . continuing but slower rate of - growth to a total 
Of 64.1 million tons'by 1980. The main factor in this projected 
growth is iron ore, asthe expansion of shipments from QUebec 7Labràdor 
and probable new developments in the Arctic are expected to add 7 - 
million tons to shipments between.1967  and 1980. 'This output is 
expected to go to  Europe. . Grain  shipments (including both Canadian 
and U.S. grains -  loaded at Atlantic and  Gulf  Of St. Lawrence :porta): 
should show moderate growth deapite the current depressed market - Which 
makes the 1970 trend forecast high. The 2212.1.1111  trade copsista of 
imports of crude  and  refined products to the area east of Montreal , . 
The forecast, based on 'a well defined trend dePendent on local 
markets, is probably conservetive because. the build-up of . refining 
capacity east of Montreal will require . that a greater portion of the 
Regional requirements arrive by water. In addition,  some of the new 
refined' products will be exPorted,Which .  together with the 'additional- 
crude oil requireMent, Will increase Oil cargoea. The forecast increases 
in forest products  are in  line with the established growth trend. The 
general cargo volume.growth may be conservative, as containerization 
is expected to divert  volume  from both U.S.and Canadian Great Lakes 
ports to the Atlantic Region. 

The Atlantic Region growth forecast iamainly dependent, ' 
on ore and petroleum growth. . Despite norMal uncertainties,  the  pros-
pects for meeting the forecast volume of 64-.1 million . tons per annum - 

by  1980 are  consfdered to be good. 	. 	- 
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Great lakes Region:  The Great Lakes off-shore-.trade . constitutes only•

5.5% of the total.  Canadian off-Shore cargoes.. Grain is exported in 
the  general absenée of other Outbound Cargoes. The 1967 tonnage was 

probably increased by the lake shipping. strike. The forecast shows 
.noincresse because  the impact  Of containers is expected to reduce -
the availabi1ity e grain capacity, as fewer ocean-going ships will 
be present on the lakes. The petroleum cargoes consist of imports- - 

 of-special crude".feedstoCkS and refined products for Which there is 
insufficient local refining capacity. The growth of this  volume 1s . 
expected to be slow. The general cargo tonnages are forecast to remain 
at  the 1970 lèVel. Containerization of Cargoes and its movement to 
Atlantic ports  by unit-trains-is expected to - limit general  cargo  

tonnage growth and, in fact, may even cause a decline. 

The total 77 7e  growth forecast for off-shore cargoes 

between 1967 and 1980 is mainly made uP.of increases in coal, iron Ore 

and Petroleum tonnages which  are  reasonably  assure. .HoWevr, off-shore 

trade is at present of significance to the : Canadian shipbuilding:industry 

only in respect to. ship repairs as"cargoes are almost entirely carried 

by foreign flag, foreign built-  ships. 
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• : 	 CHAPTER II 	- 

• SUPPLY  OF  SHIPPIÈIG  SERVICES • 

•Participation in Canadian Waterborne:Trade  

Coastal Trade  

- Vessels of Commonwealth-flag registry-are permitted' 

to.engage 	Canadian cbasting trade exCluding the "inland" area 2  

west of  Anticosti. Island  except in special circumstances. Immediately 

prior to the exclusion of these vessels in inland_gdasting trade In . 

1966, they accounted for 9.57. of'inland  coaating_tonnage..  

- The participation  by Commonwealth flag vessels in 

Pacific Region coasting traffic has been minimal in recent years. 

Pacific Region traffic consistS largely af specialized tug and barge 

systems. The relatively:small cargo market for self-propelled vessels 

is handled by Canadian.flag operations with extensive supporting land 

pick-up, delivery and marketing .organizations.  The opportunities for 

foreign.flag involvement are limited. 

• The Atlantic Region coasting trade has the largest 

Commonwealth flag participation. The extent of this partiCipation 

between 1963 and 1967 haà been ..as folloWs: 

Participation of Commonwealth 
Flag Vessels in Coastal Trade  
Atlantic Region 	Canada. 

Year 	Million Tons Cargo 	%  

1963 	2.9 	24.2 	10.7 
1964 	2.2 	17.0 	8.7 
1965 	2.2 	18.5 	8.5 
1966 	1.7 	• 14.5 	2.8 
1967 	1.0 	8.5 	1.8 



TABLE C- 8 

REGISTRY OF VESSELS CARRYING CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

1963 - 1967 

(million tons cargo) 

	

REGION & TRADE 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

	

tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 
Pacific: 

Canadian Flag 	2.5 	13.3 	2.4 	10.9 	2.9 	12.6 	3.4 	14.0 	3.9 	15.0 
U.S. Flag 	1.2 	6.4 	1.2 	5.5 	1.5 	6.5 	1.4 	5.8 	1.4 	5.4 
Other Foreign Flag 	15.1 	80.3 	18.3 	83.6 ' 	18.6 	80.9 	19.4 	80.2 	20.7 	79.6  

	

Total 	18.8 	100.0 	21.9 	100.0 	23.0 	100.0 	24.2 	100,0 	26.0 	100,0 

Atlantic: 
Canadian Flag 	0.8 	1.4 	1.3 	2.2 	1.5 	2.4 	1.2 	1.9 	1.5 	2.7 
Other Foreign Flag 	50.7 	98.6 	58.2 	97.8 	61.0 	97.6 	60.9 	98.1 	54.8 	97.3  

Total 	51.5 	100.0 	59.5 	100,0 	62.5 	100.0 	62.1 	100.0 	56.3 	100.0  

Inland: 
Lakes & Seaway - 

Canadian Flag 	. 27.1 	64.6 	27.9 	59.3 	30.5 	65.0 	37.3 	78.2 	35;3 	75.1 
U.S. Flag 	7.2 	17.2 	8.8 	18.7 	6.0 	12.8 	5.3 	11.2 	7.8 	16.4 
Other Foreign Flag 	7.6 	18.2 	10.4 	22.0 	10.4 	22.2 	_5.1 	10.6 	4.0 	8.5  

Total 	41.9 	100.0 	47.1 	100.0 	46.9 	100.0 	47.7 	100.0 	47.1 	100.0  

Offshore: 
Foreign Flag 	. 	3.4 	100.0 	3,7 	100.0 	3.4 	100.0 	3.0 	100.0 	3.5 	100.0 

Total International Trade: 
Canadian Flag 	30.4 	26.4 	31.6 	23.8 	34.9 	25.7 	41.9 	30.6 	40.7 	30.6 
Other Foreign Flag 

	

(including U.S.)  85.2 	73.6 	100.6 	76.2 	100.9 	74.3 	95.1 	69.4 	92.2 	69.4 

115.6 	100.0 	132.2 	100.0 	135.8 	100.0 	137.0 	100.0 	132.9 	100.0  

nnc 
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The laSt Column of the table shows the percentages ' 

of canadian coastal cargoes in all regions that were Carried by 

Commonwealth flag vessels, including commonwealth participation in 

1.'inland". trade of 1.9, 2.3, and 2.2 million • tons in 1963, 1964 and 

1965 respectively, until prohibited.in.1966. 	• 	- 

'While Commonwealth flag participation remained sub-; 

stantial in 1967, it, had been declining since 1963. Most of the 

cargoes-carried in Commonwealth  flag ships'in 1966 and 1967 was 

bulk .dargoes including petroleum and . minetals  as  regular trades. 

International Trade  - 

• 	Table  C-8' shows the share of international cargo- 	. 

markets held by Canadian, U.S. and other.foreign flag véssels in the 

Pacific, Atlantic and.Inland régions, froin 1963 to 1967. 

, 

 

In the Pacific. Region, the Canadian flag participation 

in international trade consists alMost entirely of tug and barge • 

systems carrying-cargoes along the Pacific coast; there is little 	' 

participation in off-shore trade. The Canadian flag share of•the - 

Canada-U.S. Pacific.coast cargo market was 507 in 1967 and has leen . 

increasing graduallY since 1963. The highly spphisticated and 

'frequently specialized barges are competitive with fereign- self- 

propelled vessels in this coastal traffic. 	• 

In the Atlantic Region, Canadian participation consists 

of ,  both small vessel coastal trade with the U.S. Atlantic seaboard', 

and bulk petroleum and ore traffic with  off-shore  areas ly - the : small 

Canadian flag ocean-Soing fleet, supplémented.in  the off 7 season by 

inland vessels with ocean-going capability. 



TABLE C-9 
SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF CANADIAN-FLAG 

COMMERCIAL FLEET 

DECEMBER 31, 1967 

Coastal: 
Atlantic  

No. 	GRT 

Cargo  - (1,000 GRT & over) 

Pacific 	Inland 	Total  
No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 

Dry cargo/passenger 	29 	53,700 	5 	16,000 	168 	1,484,000 	202 	1,553,700 

Tankers 	 12 	53,200 	3 	4,500 	34 	83,900 	49 	141,600  

Total - cargo 	41 	106,900 	8 	20,500 	202 	1,567,900 	251 	1,695,300  

Other: 

Passenger 	 5 	18,100 	- 	- 	5 	18,100 

Ferries 	 17 	84,800 	21 	73,400 	2 	3,000 	40 	161,200  

Total self-propelled 	58 	191,700 	34 	112,000 	204 	1,570,900 	296 	1,874,600  

Tugs (100 GRT & over) 	39 	6,100. 	70 	18,400 	27 	8,000 	136--. 	32,500 

Barges, scows ( ") 	. 326 	85,200 	1,026 	549 400 	23 	47,000 	1,375 	681 , 600  

Total-Coastal and 
Inland 	423 	283 000 	1,130 	679,800 	254 	1,625,900 	1,807 	2,588,700 

Ocean-going: 	 4 	65,000 	 4 	65,000 

TOTAL 427 	248,000 	1.130 	679.800 	254 	1,625,900 	1,811 	2,653.700  

Source: Water Transport Committee, 
Canadian Transportation Commission 

fflfflinlIMIllnifflilinlfflfflfflfflnninliffla 11111 
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The Canadian flag share,of the.rn-land Lakes and Seaway 

international trade, while -fluctuating from year-to-year, has 

increased'from 65% in 1963 to 75% in 1967. Iheré was a aharp 

deeline , in foreign flag vessels trading permanently on the  lakes in 

1966, when thesn vessels were withdrawn (and many transferred to. 

Canadian registry) due tO their excluSion from the-inland coasting . 

trade. 	To a great extent, the curreht participation of foreign 

(non-U.S.) vessels in the inland international trade arises from - 

their presence'on the lakes tci take on or discharge off-shore 
• . . 	. 	 . 

cargoes. Canadian flag doMinançe of the inland . trade arisea ,  from- 

• 
the specialized nature : of'the vasselà, and - advantages over the U.S. 

in bothnapital and operating costs.. 

. 	The  Canadian Commercial Fleet 

. Size  and Composition  

- Table C-9 shOws the size and -composition of.the, 

Canadian flag  commercial  fleet as at December 31, 1967. ..(Data  on the 

fleet in later years is available, but 1967'fleet figures are used 

because trade data is available only to that year). The fleet:. 

consisted of 1;811 vessels totalling 2.65 million GRT, .but this doeà 

not include approximately 270:small self-propelled vessels of under 

1;000 GRT totalling 85,000 GRT. 	 • 

The largest segment of the - -fleet is the inland vessels, 

nonsisting mainly of -  bulk dry cargo ships. Despite a very.substantial 

increasnin the inland fleet from 1 million GRT in 1959 to 1.6 million 

in 1967, approximately 257e  of the gross tonnage was. over 50 years old 

in 1967. _ 	- 	• 	- 	• 
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Barges 1n the Pacific Region constitute the second 

1argest sement or Lire  rleet,,totalling 550,000 cRT in 1967. Tug-

barge systems dominate the Pacific cbastal trade  situation, but are 

relatively minor in other areas. Of the Atlantic Region:barge and 

'other vessel fleet of»85,000 GRT; only an estimated 30,000 GRT is• in 	• 

cargo - carrying -service, the test being dredges and sùpporting scews. 

The total Canadian coastal Self-Propelled cargo fleet 

over 1,000 GRT'consisted of 49 vessels totalling 127,400 GRT, 85% of 	. 

which was located in the Atlantic Region. In addition, Most of the 

269 cargo vessels of under 1,000 GRT,, .totalling 85,000 GRT, Were 

located on the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Atlantic çoaSt. 

The commercial, non- cargo:carrying portion of the 

total Canadian fleet consisted of,5 passenger vessels (18,000 GRT) 

and 40 ferries (161;000 GRT). The passenger vessels were all located 	. 

on the Pacific coast, being -used mainly for seasonal-erilise service: The 

ferries are  mainly engaged in government operated àr directed services 

between the -mainland and islands' and isolated coastal communities, 

on bothcoasts. 	• 

In 1967, the Canadian flag ocean-going fleet:consisted 	' 

of 4 vessels totalling 65,000 

ore carriers - tankers, .1 dry cargo ship and 1 tanker. All of these 

were primarily  in Atlantic service. In addition;. there were a number 

of coastal and inland vessels which.had ocean-going capability, 

consisting of 11 cciastal vessels (50,000 GRT) and 7 inland vessels - 

(77,000 GRT). With one exceptj.on, all of . these were involved in - 

Atlantic Region trade. 

GRT. These consisted.of 2 combination 



TABLE C-10 

COUNTRY OF BUILDING OF CANADIAN REGISTERED 
SELF-PROPELLED VESSELS OF 1,000 GRT AND OVER 

(as at December 31, 1968) 

Coastal Fleet 

Atlantic 	Pacific 	Total 	Inland 	Deep Sea 	Total  

No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 	No. 	GRT 

Canadian built 	37 	153,159 	24 	72,804 	61 	225,963 	119 	1,181,938 	4 	64,915 	184 	1,472,816 

Foreign built: 
U.S.A. 	6 	20,736 	5 	17,781 	11 	38,517 	48 	320,102 	- 	- 	59 	358,619 

U.K. 	18 	34,044 	5 	21,195 	23 	55,239 	16 	52,027 	- 	- 	39 	107,266 

Germany 	1 	6,066 	1 	2,599 	2 	8,665 	- 	- 	- 	- 	2 	8,665 

Norway 	- 	_ 	1 	1,791 	1 	1,791 	- 	- 	- 	- 	1 	1,791 

Swed,en 	1 	2,356 	- 	- 	1 	2,356 	- , 	- 	- 	- 	1 	2,356 

Eire 	- 	- 	- 	_ 	- 	1 	18,127 	- 	- 	1 	18,127 

	

2663 202 	12 	43,366 	38 	106,568 	65 

	

- -.--2.-- - _.-.z.-- - ----e- - 	390,256 - 	- 	103 	486,824  

TOTAL 	63 	216,361 	«3..Q 	116,170 	.22 	332,531 	184 	1,572.194 	A 	64,925 	287 	1,969.640  

Source: Water  Transport  Committee 
Canadian Transportation Commission 

as me OW or am am am am um um ma ma am am am am am 
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Source of Ships for tho- CanadianFleet. 	' 

Table C-10 ShoWs  the. source Of vessels for the 

Canadian self,propelled fleet as at December 31,.1968. 'The totals 

include dry cargo vessels, tankers,.ferries and Passenger ships of : 

1,000 GRT•and over. 

-The table shows that about 75% of the vessels were 

Canadian built, including all of the:  small deep-sea fleet, 75% of 

the inland fleet and 68% Of the coaatal fleet. The-majcir foreign: 

source  was the U.S. with 18% of the fleet (more than one-haif the 

foreign built total).and the U.K. (5%), 

Thel.I.S. built vessels in the Inland fleet consist 

almost entirely of Old bulk carriers (average age oVer 50'years) 

tranaferred from  Commonwealth registry'in 1965 and 1966 when the 

inland càasting trade -was closed to non-Canadian vessels. Since 

1959, there have been onlYtwo new. foreign built vessels totalling 

36,500 GRT added to the inland fleet as compared with 47 new Canadian 

built vessels totalling 624,000 GRT. Foreign yards have not been a 

significant  source of vessels for the inland fleet in recent years. • 

In case of the self-propelled coastal fleets, 29%  of 

the Atlantic fleet and 37% of the Facifid fleet.Were foreign built. 

The latter includes al1.5.  passenger ships totalling 18,000 GRT. In 

the case of the Atlantic fleet, there is a history of . frequent . 

tranafers of.registry particularly for smaller.coastal.vessels. 

. 	There are no readily available statistics on .the 

source of tuga and barges. However, a.saMpling of addition s .  to the 
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Pacific Region barge  fle t  from 1965-to 1967 indicates imports 

only 1,600 GRT of a total of 165,500 GRT added to bring the fleet 

. up to 550,000 GRT. .There is ào  question  that in recent year- 

Canadian - yards have been almost the total  source of barges for the 

 area, 	• 	. 
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. 	. 
CRAPTER -III' 

SUP AND TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOOY 

Waterborne  Transportation  DeveloejerILS  

Developments  in  water transportation as far as this 

Study - is concerned are discussed in terms of ship develepments, cargo 

handling developments  and changes in vessel environment, 

Ship Developments  

Ship  develoPments in the 1970 's  will probably not match - 

the great, almost revolutionary, developments of the 1960'S,  as.  is , 

discussed more fully in Appendix VI..  :Thère *Will, however, be continued - 

increases in speed, size, specialization and automation. 'Theée factors 

will be combined to the greatest extent in the contàinerships which will 

go into operation in the earlyA_970's.' Although the average siZe of 

véssel.will continue to grow for a.number of years as the tonnage now 

under construction or planned conies into service, there" will probably . 

be some levelling off in the increase in size of vessels after the mid 

1970's..: While larger vessels are technically possible, limitations in 

'the form of shore facilities, insurance and pollution risks will be 

• enceuntered. 

Developments in ship technology do not have any startling 

application to Canada's present fleet which is almost exclusively inland 

and coastal in character. Increases in the efficiency of inland vessels 

through Improved propulsion machinery (e.g. gas turbines) and increased 

engine room automation are possible although the effectiveness may be 

limited by government and union regulations. 
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The 1970's will see the advent of 1000' upper iakers in U.S. and 

these may be appropriate for the.growing Canadian ore trades. : 

" 	The 1970's.will probably see  •a large number  of barges'  

in deep-sea service,' and the development of new or improved design 

features . Such as adequate surge toWing gear or pusher-link devices. 

Such developmentsaxe most.likely on the Pacific coast.- The smaller 

crews which tug-barge system's use would act to narrow the wage céest 

penalty which Canadian flag vessels face in comparison With most 

foreign ships. ,The pusher-link wouldalso , makè feasible the use 

of tug-barge sYstems  in the  .1akes and,seaway bùlk cargo trades. 

The  impact in the 1970's of these.dèvelopments is . 

generally expected to be gradital, although acceierdting toward 

1980. In partiedlar,, the lakes" and seaWày sYstems  have  very ,  large 

investments inconventional equipment and, historically, new 	. 

developments have - been incorporated gradually on a replacement basis; . 

: hOweVer,:a trend toward self-mnloaders appears to be develciping. 

Another"ship development of particular.Canadian 

interest is the ice strengthening of ships to 1.engthen navigation 

Seasons particularly in the Arctic and Gulf of St.  Lawrence  and lower 

St. Lawrence River regions. Continuing Studies of ice and-accumulating - 

experience have provided much of the information necessary -to : make. 

" year round navigation feasible in Many areas. The main benefit wOuld 

be longer navigationseasons and possible higher Utilization of veasela. 
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Against this advantage must be weighed the higher capital. cost'of. 

 the veSsel, and the penalty to its'cargo carrying capacity and 

operating cost of its greater weight. The coot penalty of ice 

strengthening must therefore be assessed in .the light of the trades: 

in which the vessel will.be  employed. 

The 1970s will alsO see-broader  application  of new 

developments such  as  ACV's, hydrofoils and catamaran hulls. However; 

in Most cases these will:be in relatiVely small scale spacialized 

serviée so that they:are no,è likely:to cause any significant'displace-. 

ment of conventional shipPing services.. 

Cargo Handling  

The  most publiciied development in cargo handling has 

been the-advent  of th  container,,although . thete . have also-been major 
• 

improvements in bulk date handling. The ,trend is that new-ships-

will be self-contained and independent of shore based unloading 

facilitieà, other than for wharfage., -- 

The matter of containers and their - economics have - been 

widely reported - and:it is not intended to repeat the fundamentals of 

their use here. The full impact which Containers will have is not 

yet diScernible, but a number of effects to the Canadian trade 

situation can now be foreseen. 

A wider range of goods may be cpntainerizable than is-now 
• generally considerèd feasible. A large portion of 

Canadian imports are well suited for containers .. .In 
general the exports are not as well suited,  but  they • 
become econdmiCally containerizable if the :container is - 
otherwise 'returning empty. The advent -of an eConomical 
"knock-down" container could alter this factor. 

(a) 
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,(h) The economics of Containershipsrequire large  one-stop 
service so that inland consolidation of.shipments for 
>movement: to  a deep-water port is-necessary. The Canadian 
volume will onlyisupPort a limited number.of such large - 
scale port operation's. The main losers in this develoPment 
will  be the.Seaway and the - inland and secendary ports which 
will lose general cargo volumes. On the Pacific coast . , the • 
position of Vancouver as a Container port is not clear, but 
it will face severe competition frem Seattle*by reason of . 

• • 	the latter's early start, 

(c)'• There may , be  some restructuring of secondary transportation 
netWorks to  support the main container portoperatiOns. 
This would apply mainly on the Atlantic coast . where• a 

• 'feeder netwerk would develop from . ports losing their 
.direct overseas shipping operations. 

The container  carried  on a unittrain has also created 

thé possibility of a "land-bridge across North Affierica to carry .  

Europe toAsia cargoes, avoiding the Panama Canal.' In this concept, 

Canada would have to compete with the U.S. as to the location Of the 

"bridge". While the develcipment of thé land-bri .dge.ib possible, it 
, 	- 	-- 	- 

is - not Considered.likely.' At present, its - economic .(mainly time) 

advantage is narrow and this advantage is likely to be further eroded 

by advances in ship speeds and reductions in their operating costs 

through automation. Since railWay operatiàns tend  • o be more labour 

intensive than those•of ships, the present "land- bridge." . feasibility 

• may eventually disappear  due  to cost increaseS. 

Other methods of cargo handling, puch as the LASH 	' 

system are also.in  operation. - .The LASH system operates to best 

advantage where it can be directly connected.to .  inland waterways, the 

U.S. Gulf to Northern Europe trade being the beàt exaMple. - No broad 

application .of the LASH. system to Canadian .trades is expected. 

Canadian trade  tends  to be concentrated in low  value  bulk:cargoes 

which cannot  be  economically .  handled in this way. 
• 
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Vesse  l. Environment: 	. 

The larger ocean-going vessels :coming into service have 

placed increased emphaàis on harbour depths - . As a result, existing 

harbours .are being deepened (Sept. Iles), new fadilities are being 

built . (Roberts Bank & Saint John) - and new.developments are being. 

located where deep-water is available (refineries at Pt. Tupper and 

Come-by-Chance). In the•Canadian situation, this will tend - to 	. 

segregate,Ocean-going and inland shipping, as economical large deep-

sea vessels (including Containerships) will be too.large to use the 

 St. Lawrence above Quebec City and the Seaway systems. NO enlargement 

of the Seaway is expected within the next 10 yeara because  of the  high 

capital cost-and the alternative offered by unit-trains..› While thé 

construction of the Chignecto Canal is,a possibility which would change. 

traffic patterns in Eastern Canada, its potential effects have not been 

covered in this Study. 

It has been sùggested that.  the navigation Season on the 

entire seaway system could - be lengthened by as much as 8 weeks by a 

combination of ice reduction measures, including thermal deviceS • 

(heating or bubbling), ice breaking and iée diversion (lyy booms, canals, 

etc.). The economics•of such action are uncertain in the face of the 

considerable capital, expenditure required. If undertaken it would 

reduce inland ship requirements by increasing utilization of existing 

vessels. However -, no major development  in  this direction has been 

assumed to occur in the 1970's. 

In the matter of the economic, rather than the physical 

environment for Ships )  it is possible that seaway tolls Will be increased-. 
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ccupetitive  pressures  will however - tend to Limit the increase to a 

moderate one .  In the other direction, no abolition of Seawey tolls 

• has been asSumed. 	 . . 

,• ; • : In the international shipping situation, the only .• 

major vessel.environMent change which Would.affect Canada would be 

a sea-level replacement for the Panama Canal.- While still discussed, 

- the  prospects for such a development . appears to be fading. , 

. 	Competitive .  TransportationDeveloPments 

The main coMpetitive transportation development which . 

-Will have an: effect on . weterborne trade is the unit-train, which • - . 

enables rail:ways to substantially' reduCe the cost of carrying bulk , 

cargoes without seasonal  interruptions and  miich faster than by water 

transport. The most immediate example  of unit-train utilizatien is 

the • carriage of containers from inland centres to tide-water ports 

which is-an essential• part of the container system. .0thet potential 

applications of unit-trains which thteaten ttade are as follows: .  

(a) Grain can be carriedffrom producing areas directly ,to deep 
water ports.- The Wheat Board is,in the procesS of" 

. establishing a block system of grain collection Which 
would assure consistent aVailability of unit-train lots 
A system of large regional elevators may also be 
established to clean and grade grain, eliminating the 
present bottleneek at Thunder Bay. Unit-trains are 
already in use.between the U.S. mid-west and Gulf of 
Mexicô ports and 'are reported to be highly successful. 

(b) Coal may be carried by unit-trains from U.S. •producing areas 
• .direct to Ontario consumers, avoiding Welland Canal tolls. 

This prospect . is  reduced by a change. in the coal consumption 
pattern which Wil4 tesult in major coal useage above the 
Welland, whichwohld'benefit‘water transport, - and by the 	. 
faCt that existing generating and steel plants . May lack the 
room for unloading iaciiities, 
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West coast lumber - may move to its important U.S. east coast -. 
markets by unittrain, displacing thé present water transport. 
This Prospect is difficult to assess. .Among other factors . 
inVolved, it would probably require that the railway give 
the same service - to interior B.C. producers which, at present, 
are their captive market. 

The container and grain trades represent the most serious 

threats of the unit-train to waterborna,trade. Bàth could cause major . 

diversions of cargo from inland water transport. The unit-train has 

- alse helped water transport by making it feasible to ship inland 

productà such  as coal to overseas markets. 

Solids-pipelines, which.are expected to be in opération 

in the late 1970%,are generally not expected tb compete with -water 	- 

transportation except in seine local situations- . These pipelines are . 

likely to displace  truck, and rail movement,over which they-appear to 

have substantial cost, advantages, rather .than the relatively cheap 

water transportcH 

. 	The deVelopment - of air freight.will eventually divert 

some . overseas cargoes from ships. In the long term, such diversions . 

may - be substantial.as  aviation  technology continues its rapid advance. 

However, during the 1970%, the growth-of air freight Will be Confined 

to high value specialty preducts, and the increasing diversion is not 

likely to be noticed in'the growing general cargo market." 

(e) 
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CHAPTER IV 	 - 

FUTURE DEMAND FOR SHIPS AND SERVICES  

Commercial  Demand 	' 

Commercial  demand is defined here  as  demand arising 

from thé cargo carrying sectài-,  plus ferries,  passenger veSSels, - 

.tUgS and other non- cargo:carrYing ships, nOtWithatanding the fact 

that'they may be being operated or subsidized by  Provincial  or. 

• Federal governments. This does not inclUde naval or gôvernment 	- 

vessels not directly involved in  service tà the  public. -  

The future demand fôr  commercial  vessels.-  will bè 

derived from 'thé following  sources:' 

(a.)' Inéreased demand.for cargo.carrying capacity due to 
'increases in trade. 

Increases in reqUirements.for services, such as ferries, 
tugs for docking assists, etc‘;: 

.(c) Replacement of veSSels scrapped due to agé orobSolesence.- 

Demand from Trade Growth 	: 	' 

The method of forecasting demand due to trade growth - 

is as follows: 

(a) Waterborne trade volumes were forecast (Chapter I). 

(b) 

(b) Past ship traffic  and, cargo  carried were' analysed:to 
determine vesSel movement (in net registered tons) and 

• share.of cargo markets held bY vessels of Canadian:registry. 
- A "tonnage ratio" was calculated-consisting'of'cargo 
:carriéd divided-  by totalivessel movement  in NRT, which . 

 provides,  a relationship between cargo'carried and ship 
movement. Sinée both thé share of market and "tonnage , 
ratio" vary from year-to-year, the pattern was analysed . 
'and future  values for these variables assumed.. 
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(c) 

(d) 

On Lhe basis 
forecasts, 

The increase 
- assumed to 
movement. 

of values assumed in (b) above and the cargo . 
 future ship traffic requirements Were forecast. 

in fleet size frm a selected base - year was 
be Proportional to the increase in vessel 

• This method of forecasting does not purport tô give 

other than a general estimate-  of future fleet growth. While 

uncertainties arising from such  factors as surplus  shipping capacity . 

and major changes in -.trade patterns can be minimized by careful choice 

of a base year and•reviw of , Projected cargo MoVementa, such factors 

as increased vessel Utilization arising from higher Speeds, faster 

Wm-around, etc., have not been- incorporated in the forecast, except 

for replaèement of old vessels. The'additional vessel requireMents 

have been forecast only for the canadian flag fleet. Projections for 

international trade are limited to forecasts of vessel movement'to 

obtain an indication of :repair requirements - and of ship types, should 

it be concluded that deep-sea vessels'he built in Canada. 

The basic ààsumptions with regard to shares  of market 

and  tonnage ratios are outlined in the Régional papers. In general, 

.the assumptions are conservative since they Provide for sôme reduction 

-in the Canadian flag shares of markets:frdm their relatively favourable 

levels of recent years. 	' 	 • 

The base fleet size used are as follows: 	-. • 

Pacific:,  570,000 GRT consisting of all cargo vessels, tankers 
,and  barges as at December 31, 1967. 

.  	1,500,000 GRT consisting of eStimated 1966 vessel - , 
• tonnage.: 

Atlantic:  266,800 GRT 'consisting of - deepr sea fleet and coastal . 
cargo vOssels including an estimated 60,000 -  GRT in 

. 	small (100-999 GRT) véssels,and '35,000 GRT in barges 	- 
estimated t6 be  in  cargo service  as  at December 31, 1967.. 



1975 	1980 1970 

25.6 	33.6 	40.7 
•4.5 	5.6 	, 	6.7 

30.1 	39.2 	47.4 

71.5 	93.3 	111.4

• 745 	970 	1,160 

28.7 
51.1 

79.8 

103.7 . 

1,970 

31.5 
60.7 

92.2 

119.5 

2,260 

12.7 
1.7 

14.4 

92.6 

311 

287.0 

3,251 

13.9 
1.9 

15.8 

101.2 

340 

332.0 

3,760 
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TABLE C-11 
CANADA & REGIONS 

SUMMARY  OF TOTAL TRAFFIC & CANADIAN FLAG FLEET SIZE FORECASTS  

Canadian Participation 	' 	 1967 
. 	(actual) 

• Pacific  

Coastal cargo (million tons) 	 20.2 
International 	 3.9 

Total 	 24.1 

Vessel traffic (million NRT) 	 54.8 

Canadian Flag Fleet:size (000 GRT) 	• 	• 570 

Inland 	. 

Coastal cargo (million tons) 	 27.8* 	25.9 
International 	" 	 29.4 	42.2 

Total 	 57.2 	68.1 
- 

Vessel traffic (million NRT) 	 78.8 	90.8 

Canadian Flag Fleet size (000 GRT) 	1,500 	1,725 

Atlantic  

Coastal cargo (nillion 'tons) 
International 	It 	 il 

, Total  

Vessel traffic (million NRT) 

Canadian Flag Fleet size' (000 GRT) 

.IOIAL: Vessel traffic (million NRT) 

Canadian Flag Fleet size (000 GRT) 

• 10.9 	11.5 

	

1.5 	1.5 

	

12.4 	13.0 

	

79.4 	83.6 

267 	282 

	

193.0 	246.0 

2,337 	2,752 
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The projections baàed on the feregoing assumptions are 

derived from trade grewth.are summarized - on Table C-11 opposite. They 

indicate a . potentiai increase.of 936,000 GRT in the Canadian flag cargo 

fleet between 1970 and 1980, made up as followsi 

Fleet Size - GRT  
1970 	1980 GRT/annum  

Inland 1,725,000 	2;260,000 	53,500 

- Coaatal. 
Pacific 	745,000 	- 1,160,000 	41,500: 
Atlantic 	282,000 	340, 000' 	5,800  

Total 	1,027,000 	1,500,000 	47,300  

Total 	2,752,000 	3,760,000 	100,800  

The fleet increases forecast are those required to handle 

increases in commercial cargo demand only. NC assumptions are made at 

this point as where these ships .will be built, but this is returned to 

in later sections of this rePort. 

• Other  Commercial  Demând  

. The large ferry fleets on the Atlantic and Pacific constitute 

the major portion of the Commercial non-cargo fleet. Additional vessel 

requirements would come from increases in:traffic and/or the establishment 

of new routes. The establishment cf new routes is difficult to forecast 

as the  decis  ions  involve political considerations at least  in part.  

The Pacific ferry fleet is relatively new and only some minor 

route additions are expected.  A total of 10,000 GRT of new:ferry .construction 

is forecast for the 1970's, an average of 1,000 GRT per annum. Additional 

capacity to handle traffic growth is expected to be provided by the length-

ening of ekisting vessels,-Which May involve major conversion work on as 

many as .8 vessels. 	• 
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The 'Atlantic. Region ferry services May be expanded 

the Prince Edward Island area. However, a number Of 

additional veSsels are on order for this regiOn whiCh are not 

included in these'forecasts and this will provide some increase 

in capacity. Additional ferry services Will probably alsoHpe 

established in the Lower St. Lawrence  area, but these cannot'be 

forecast. 

Tugs constitute :the other:major 'categoryof non." 

cargo carrying vessels  in the  fleet. In the Pacific Region an 

increase in the tug fleet, proportional to .  the inCrease in, the, 

barge  fleet, would require  construction of an additional 10,000 

GRT of tuga (hiring the 1970's, or an average  Of 1,000.GRT per annuM,. 

This,mai  be somewhat conservative as the new larger barges . expected 

to be built will require larger tugs.. 

• 	There will aIso be some additional tug requirements 

in the Atlantic:Region. As estimated 5 or 6 larger tugs wil1 be 

required to assist in docking larger . ore :carriers  and tankers. 

In addition, increases in barge-traffic are expècted in the Gulf 

of. St. Lawrence which will require a number of larger,tugs. 

Demand for Replacement Vessels . 

The reason for replacement demand is considered here 

to:be age and/or obsolesence. Losses of tonnage due to collisions 

and grounding  have  historically been relatively low and are not 

Considered. 

1 
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' The various segMents of the Canadian fleet have been 

analysed for replacement ,  requirements whiçh are summarized as follows: 

Inland Fleet:  -In 1967,.68 vessels in the inland fleet ., totalling 
394,000 GRT were more than 50 yeara old. The replacement require*, . 
monts are based on the assumption that all vessels reaching 45. 	. 
years of age during the 1970's will be replaced but that because 
of increaàes in size speed and turn-around capability, replacement 
tonnage  will only average' 85°),, of the tonnage replaced. On the 

- basis of 500,000 GRT reaching the age of 45 years dùring the 1970's 
replacement reeirements are forecast at 425,000 - GRT. 

Pacific•Coastal Fleet:  The self-propelled fleet includes 10 vessels 
tetalling 32,400 GRT which will be 30 years old 'during  the' 1970's. .  

Hewever, this includes 4 passenger vessels totalling 15,500-GRT 
used in cruise service for Which replacement by new  construction 
.is highly uncertain, leaving only 17,000 GRT as replacement' 
potential. The barge fleet is relatively new with approkimately 
one-half of the total. less than 12 years old. As à general 
estimate only, provision . hab been, made for replacement of approx-
inately one-third of the balance, totalling 80, 000  GRT during the 
1970's.' The total replacement  requirements for the Region would 
therefore be 100,000 GRT, an average, of 10,000 GRT per annum.- . 
This replacement has been forecast on a ton for ton basis as no 

. 	specific increases in - efficiency can be estimated. 	' 

Atlantic Coastal Fleet: By 1915, 14 cargo vessels- totalling 36,500 
GRT will be close to Or over 30 years of age': In addition, .117 
.small Ships of betWeen 100 and 999 GRT, totalling 33,000 GRT, will 
be 35 years old or older by 1975. (While this is the 'Canadian 

. total most of these are'assumed to be in 'the Atlantic Region).., 
Total replacement requirements .  are estimated at 70,000 GRT at an 
average rate of 1,000 GRT,per annum inclUding aforementioned older. 
ships. In the case of the small ships; it,is felt that obsolesence 
:as much as age will be a:factor contributing to their scrappage. 
This replacement:has also been forecast on a ton for ton basis, 
as the . vessels involved are relatively-small and no specific increase 
In efficiency can be estimated. 

• 

 

The total Canadian.replaceMent requirements are there-

'fore estimated at 595,000 GRT between 1970 and 1980, an average of 

59,000 GRT per annum. 

Summary: New . Commercial Vessel RecinIrements • 	• 

• The . following.table summarizes thenew ship require-. 

ments between 1970 and 1980, aà-outlined in the préCeeding.sections: 
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Forecast Vessel Construction - CRT , 1970-1979  
: East 	West 	Caààda  

Atlantic 	Inland 	Total 	:Pacific 	- Total  

Trade Demand 	58,000 	535,000 	593,000 	415,000 	1,008,000 •

Other Demand. 	- 	20,000 	20,000 

. .Replacement 	70,000 	425,000. 	495,000 	100,000 	. - 595,000  

Total 	128,000 	960,000  1,088,000 	535,000 	'1,623,000  

Average/Annum 	12,800 	96,000 	108,800 	53,500 	162,300  . 

The foregoing estiMates are divided into "east" and "west" 

only in accordance with the Market areas in which the demand willoccur. 

There is no implication in this as to where the forecast vesSels might 

be built. The only apparent physical limitations' as to the place of 

building are that 1000''upper lakers coUld obviously only be built above 

the .Welland  Canal; and . that vèrY large ocean-oing vesselà could also 

only bè built outside the Great Lakes. 	 • 

Ship Types for New Construction 	' - 

This Section does not'attempt to define indetail the types 

of new ship construction which will be required'. However e  . the trade' • . , 	,  

anàlysis and investigations have provided broad  indications lof the trends 

or demands which are outlined here. 	 • 
• 

In the Pacific Region, the main demand will ,  be for barges. 

Of the total 515,000 GRT of new cargo vessels, possibly no more than 

20,000 to 30,000 GRT will be self-propelled, and sOme of these will . 

probably be self-propelled barges. • 

In 'the Atlantic  Region; a significant increase in the 

barge fleet is expected .  A substantial portion of the forecas-Lsmall 
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Vessel (100,99 9 GRT) replacement of 33,000 CRT may * be by barges. 

The new vessels for ,the self-propelled fleet will probably be. — 

 larger, with more •emphaSis on faster turn-arblind and ice 

itrengthening. 	 • 

The addition à to the inland fleet will primarily 

be bulk carriers of the straight and self-unloading types. A 

levelling off in the demand for package . freighters is foreseen. 

It,is also possible that there may , be a demand from Canadian 

operators for à number of hei;,7 1000' Upper lakerà. The advent of. 

neW pusher tug-barge Systems on the Great Lakes ànd Seaway systems 

is also possible to some. limited extent in the 1970 

.g.È.q.EataL_MIPIED.nents 

The Federal Government is à major purchaser of new 

ships for both naval arid civil requirements.  This  Section -c:lutlines 

the best estiMates of . these  future requirementathat could be 

' arrived at based  on discussions.with government departmentà. 

certain cases, these estimates only extend-to 1975 becausexeviews 

.rif policies and aiternative methods  of  providing services formerly 

provided by ships have . not been completed. 

In addition to the Federal.Government ownership and 

operation of ships, a :number of Provincial Governments operate ferry 

Services. The most notable of these  are the British Columbia Ferries 

and the Ontario Department of Highway. The requirements'of these 

serviceS.have been covered previously in the "Commercial Non-Cargo" 

category. In most cases such  services are an integral part of:the 

1 
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regional shipping  pattern and Must be analysed aà a part of such a .  

pattern. The same  situation applies to the subsidized ferry, . 

passenger - and cargo . operations of the . Canadian National Railway in 

the Atlantic Region. 	• 

Government Naval RequireMents 	• 	. 

The Department of National Defence estimates for'new • 

naval construction cover only the 5'fiscal years -  to March 31, 1975. 

The construction estimates incltide only vessels already on order. . 

*These are s'ummarized as . follows: • • 

1.- Supply Ships (OSS) 	- 	' 	19,70 - • 

2 - Destroyers (DM) 	1971 
- DDE Conversions . 	1971 

2. - . Destroyers (DDH) 	1972 

The limitation of the forecasts tà orders already 

placed reflects the major uncertainties in the rdle of naval veàsels 

in Canada's defence policy, and in the vesSel technology appropriate 

to the defence policy. It is reasonably certain that PurchaseS of 

new naval vessels will continue after 1975, but the type (e.g. hydro- 

foils) number and value of vessels is - uncertain. For theSe reasons, 

there is no provision in the forecasts for naval new vessel construct-

ion beyond the expiry of existing programs in 1972. This makes the 

forecast conservative beyond 1973 because: 

- There will almost certainly be new naval vessel construction 
' 	beyond 1975; 	f' 

The  form of - this construction may inVolve new technology . where 
the shipyards' value Contribution 'in' the  form Of hull const-
ruction and maChineryand equipment  installation  may be 
significantly different from present 'q>iperiehcp. 
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. 	. 
Governinent  Non-Naval Requirements  

. 	The Federal Government departments which own, .operate 

and/or charter ships are: 

Department of Transport - ReSponsible for navigation-, navigation' 
aids including buày tending, icebreaking and weatherships, 
search and rescuei and coaStal patrol via the Canadian Coast: 
Guard. 

Department of Energy, Mines 
()graphic and hydrographie 
etc, 

& Resources 7 Responsible for ocean-
research -  including charting, surveys; 

, 	- 
Department of Public Works - 

for mariné construction.. 
Responsible via its Marine Division 

Department of Justice - Responsiblevia"theS.C.M.P. Marine - 
Division fàr law enforcement'which requires patrol vessels in 
coastal areas and inland waterway's. 

Deparbnent of Fisheries & Forestry = Responsible for fisheries 
patrol and also the.Fisheries Research Board engages in research 
in biology and fishing methoda and in thià. function operates a 
number of:shipà. . 

Deparbnent of Transport: 

The main need of this Department will be for ice-

breakers. The present-estimate is for 3 ,  new icebreakers:being 

built by 1980, as follows; . . „ 

1 	Shallow draft inshore vessel of approximately 12,000 h.p:.  
for St. Lawrence service; 

Approximate size 

- Polar icebreakers of aPproximate 60,0001- h.p. - 
Approximate size each 24,090 GRT 48,000 GRT 

Total. 	-53,000 GRT 

5,000 GRT 
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. Department officials have estimated that a total of 3 . 

"Polar" icebrealcers will be built but in view of the lead times 

required and the present statuS of these plans only 2 such vessels in 

the 1975."1979 period are included in the forecast. 

• The icebreaker•çonstruction makes some prevision for • 

expanded activity in the Arctic but falls short of a major under-

standing associated with . large scale rèsouree development. - 

• . Also under consideration is the'replacement Of 2 large 

Pacific WeathershipS with smaller vessels. While such new ships - 

would be an . interim measure liending.the future asdiimption of weather 

surveillance by buoys and satellites, the expenditure may bejustified 

on the basis of reduced operating çosts If undertaken, the replace-

ment would require two vessels of approximately 1,600 GRT each. 

• The departmental requirements for buoy tending, patrol 

and rescue will be highly selective based on individUal circumStances. 

In particUlar buoy tending is . being taken over by helicopters. In 

most cases the additional requirements will -be for•relatively small 

craft, summarized as folloWs: 

- Buoy tenders: 2 - . 3 small vessels-of 60 to -75 feet. . 

Patrol boats: 3 - 4 mission oriented.small boats of 70-120 
feet for the Côast Guard. 

Lifeboats: Approximately 10 additional 45' sea rescne boats 	' 
required for both coasts. 

The total mnall craft requirements of ghe. Department are 

therefore for 15 to 17 vessels of the 45' to 120' siie, 	• . 
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Department. or  Energy, Mines and  Resources: 

The Present fleet of.this Department cOnsists of 12 

ships, ranging from 460 to 3720 GRT (615 -:4,660 ton displacement) •. • 

hàvinga total tonnage of-14,651.gross tons (19,200 displacement). , 

The Current location Of this tonnage .  is.62% Atlantic, 257e  Pacific - 

and 13%  Great Lakes. The Department's comprehensive program for 

the 1970's - requires 20 new ships but this may be reduced by program' 

stretch-out and - by vesselchartering. The best present estimate 

indicates.potential Departmental procurement'of 11 sbips of varying 

sizes up to 3,800 GRT: There is no indication of the-area of '• 

operation and "mix" of vessel sizes, but assuming a.virtual duplication 

of the present fleet, the total new  construction cotild amount tcYabout' 

13,000 GRT. 	 . 	. 

Department of Public - Works: - 	• 	• - 

Atpresent the marine Division operates a fleet of 

approximatély.110 Vessels-including.dredges, scows, tugs ;  drilLbeats 

and work boats. These are all relatively small Vessels. : 

- • The Department's additional, and replacement require-,' 

ments for the next 10 years have been estimated as follows: 

Type 	Size • 	Cost (est.) . 

1 - tug . 	• 	• 	100 GRT 	$ 3,000,000 - 

4 - tugs 40 GRT 	1,500,000 . 	. 

20 - scows 	. 	36' 	2,000,000 

1 - survey boat 	40' 	 500,000. 

Tenders '(steel) 	 2,000,000 

1 - dredge 	 500,000 

9,500,000 



TYPE AND NUMBER AND ESTIMATED SIZE  NEW VESSEL REQUIREMENTS 
(GRT) 

12,000 
17 , 500 
29 , 500 

5,000 

5 000 

6,000 

- 	130 

48,000 
48 , 000 

7,000 

130 

5,000 
48,000 
53,000 

13,000 

260 

12,000 
17,500 
29,500 

Department of Fisheries & Forestry: 
1 - Offshore survey vessel estimate 1,500 GRT 

TOTAL 

	

1,500 	1,500 

	

.42,130 	55,130 	97,260 

include smaller 

20, 36' scows 
29/33, 45'-120' 
5 , 50' - 90' 

MI MU 

TABLE C-12 
. SUMMARY OF GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENTS  

1970 - 1979  

1970-74 	1975-79 	Total 
Naval: 

4 - DDH at 3,000 GRT each 
1 - OSS at 17,500 GRT 

Department of Transport: 
1 - Shallow draft icebreaker at 5,000 GRT 
2 - Polar icebreakers 	at 24,000 GRT each 

. Energy, Mines and Resources: 
11 - Survey Ships . total estimate 13,000 GRT 

Department of Public Works: 
4 - Tugs, total estimate 260 GRT 

Note: Foregoing does not 

Approximately 
Approximately 
Approximately 

craft for various departments including: 

launches, patrol boats, etc. 
fisheries research boats. 

MI NM MI Ili Ma MI UM MI 	el MI 
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. The-dredge inclUded above has been ordeted. With the 

exception of tue  one large tug the requirements are:for small vessels. 

Department of Justice: 	 • • 

The R.C.M.P. Marine DiviSion.requirement.for patrol 

vessels during the next 10 years is  for  relatively sMall 'craft 

including 10 - boats Of 45' te 75' long and 3 to -  5 boats under 

Ail'new boats under. 75' are expeCted to be of fibreglass  construction.• 

If. the surveillance of off-shore oil drilling activity is•delegated 

to the R.C.M.P. a vessel of the 200' length range woUld be reqUired.. 

However,'Cpast Guard  •facilities might be used instead. 

Department of Fisheries & Forestry: 

The Department of Fisheries and Fisheries Research 

Board estimate their . requirements for the 1970-1975 period as follows: 

1 - 250.1  off-shore vessel:for Atlantic 	Est.. 1,500 GRT 

•Small Craft . :. 

1 - 50' in-shore - 
1 - 50' harbour craft 
1 - 80' 	" 
1 - 90' trawler/seiner 
1 - oceanographic  barge (for Pacific) 

The estimated total cost of the program is $8.3 million, 

including the extensive research  equipment which will be required aboard 

the vessels. 

Summary of Government Procurement  

Table C-12 opposite summarizeà the government precuremént 

of major vessels as reViewed in the preceding sections. In order to 

maintain a common basis of forecasting shipbuilding requirements, the 

naval and service vessels have been converted to a gross registered' ton- 
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basis. While this,converSion has been made on the basis of the best 

available information, it is recognized that it is only approximate. 

Moreover the measure is imperfeCt beeause the labour. ..and material 

requirements involved in government vessel conStruction  are 

 considerably higher than for cargo vessels Of equivalent GRT rating. 

However, the effect of this on the total Canadian shipbùilding • 

forecast is small because total government procurement  on a GRT basis 

during the 1970's as Presently eStimated . would he less than 6 7 of all -

Canaciian Shipbuilding, Projected previously at 1,538,000.GRT. The 

dollar value would. be  considerably higher. • 

• 	- The government procurement forecast is prdbably 

conservative for the 1975-79 period because it does not provide for 

naval procurement. 1à- addition, a number of other projects now 

considered to be only possible, such as two replacement weatherships, 

have not been included. 

Fishing Vessel Demand  

The Atlantic and Pacific Region papers provide details 

as to the situation in the fishing industry in  each ,area. The comments 

following are a summarization only of the main sources of demand, and 

the forecasts. 

Atlantic Region  

. 

 

The Atlantic  Region is emerging from a dèpressed period 

due to world oversupPly'Of fiàh. Limitations as to fish supplies may 

be a longer range.problgm, as'some species . particularly haddock already 

show'signs Of depletion The main  sources  of demand fOr-new steel - 
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fishing vessels are as . follewS: .  

(a) moderate additions to the groundfish fleet size. 

(b) replacement of old and obsolete boats, the obsolete 
boats being older side trawlers. 

the build-up of a herring seining fleet, as this 
segment of the induàtry develops, includes 
replacement of boatà returning to the Pacific 
coast when that aeea is re-opened. 

. The ferecast for additional veSsel requirements has 

been lased on the.estimateà of provincial authorities which; for  

the Atlantic  Region, are aS 	 • 	' • 

. 	. 

Size 	No. 	GRT I  

(e ) 

Steel trawlers & 
trawler/seiners 

	

80-115' : 	40 	14,000 
140-160'. 	55 	' 	30,000  

	

' 	95'. 	• .44•,000  

Steel fishing vessel construction is therefore forecast at an average 

of 9-10 vessels Perannum•tetalling'4,400 GRT per annuM between 1970 

• and 1979. 	• 

This forecast does hot cover wood vessels including 

in-shore  vessels and crab and shrimp draggers' which•range from.45 1 - 

110' in  length.  The major,  portion of this demand is in Newfoundland 

where as many as 600, 45'-80' in-shore boats may be built during the 

1970's. This building depends heavily on continuing subsidization 

and must,  be regarded -  largely as a socio-ecOnomic measure. 	. 

In other Atlantic areas there are indications Of 

potential building of SO,  80'-l10'wooden draggers. All the wooden 

boats Would be built in small local Yards. - 



504,000 
297,500 
10,000 

811,500 
162,300 

1,008,000 
595,000 
20,000 

1,623,000 
162,300 

Government: 
Naval 

• Other 
29,500 
12,600 55,200 

29,500 
67,800 

Total - GRT 
- GRT/annum 

42,100 
8,400 

55,200 
11,000 

97,300 
9,700 

CANADA  

SUMMARY OF SHIPBUILDING FORECASTS  

1970 - 1979 '  

. 1970-74 	- 	1975-79 	Total 

Commercial: 
Fleet increase 	504,000 
Replacement 	297,500 
Other 	 10,000 

Total - GRT 	811,500 
- GRT/annum 	162,300 

Fishing: 

Total - GRT 
- GRT/annum 

Total - CRI 
- GRT/annum  

22,000 
4,400 

875,600 
175,100 

22,000 
4,400 

888,700 
177,700 

44,000 
4,400-  

1,764,300 
176,400 
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Pacific,Region  

While the Pacific Region fisheries enjoy good markets, 

• the growth - is limited  by  a lack of further fish resources,'-particularly' 

salmon andlerring. The herring fishery is now closed to allow.recovery 

of the species. Further uncertainty is createci by the Federal 	
. 

government's attemPt to  upgrade the salmOn fleet to a better equipped 

full time fishing . operation This has involved . more • stringent require-

ments to qualify  for licenses and a -  gradual -Upgrading of performance 

standards.. 	 • • 

The potential market for new steel boats is expected to 

cane from the following sources. 

(a) The upgrading of fishing operations into year-round operations 
using 110-120' boats useable as a combination of halibut 
fishing, herring seining, groundfish trawling and as salmon 
packers. 

; 	• 

(b) .• Construction and re-equipPing of new - salmon boat by-surviving 
1idense holders. 

At present the majority of the Pacific Region fishing' 

.boats are:relatively small:, wooden vessels ,: These will probably be 

continued to be built bY the snail yards. However, there are major 

uncertainties as to when the overall upgrading of the fleet into 

larger steel beatà will àccur, and therefore,no reasonable foredast 

of fishing boat construction can be made for the Region. While 

it is : probable that some boat s .  will be built,the total tonnage in 

 any year will be small in relation to building for commercial demand 

and has been ignored in the fbrecasts. 

Suàmary of Shipbuilding Forecasts . 	. 

, Table C-13 sümmarizes the total forecast 1970-1979 

shipbuilding requirements for the commercial., government and fishing 



66.3 	21.5 	79.3 	64.5 	63.3 109.1 	52.1 150.1 	80.6 	97.2 110.2 	46.5 

7.8 	26.9 	27.0 	6.3 	25.1 	4.9 	8.9 	7.1 

Cargo: 
Dry cargo, 
Tankers 4.7 	- 	34.6 

TABLE C-14 
SUMMARY OF CANADIAN SHIPBUILDING ACTIVITY 

1958 - 1969  

(000 GRT delivered) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 	1968 	1969 	Total 

Federal Government: 
Naval 	3.2 	11.5 	.1 	4.0 	22.8 	7.2 	.5 	- 	0.2 	17.8 

Other 	1.2 	13.1 	9.0 	9.7 	4.2 	6.3 	0.9 	6.8 	8.0 	19.7 	25.9 	22.7 

Total 	4.4 	24.6 	9.0 	9.8 	8.2 	29.1 	8.1 	6.8 	8.5 	19.7 	26.1 	40.5 	194.8 

Total 	74.1 	48.4 106.3 	70.8 	88.4 114.0 	61.0 157.2 	80.6 101.9 110.2 	81.1 	1 113.9 

Other Commercial: 
Ferries 	0.8 	- 	3.9 	0.6 	7.2 	2.0 	2.8 	1.4 	- 	- 	2.8 	2.0 

Barges 	9.4 	8.1 	18.1 	19.2 	28.9 	31.9 	18.6 	48.7 	32.1 	48.0 	28.6 	72.8 

Tugs 	0.3 	0.1 	0.3 	0.4 	1.5 	0.2 	0.6 	1.1 	0.6 	0.3 	3.5 

Misc. (1) 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	- 	2.0 	0.4 	38.7 	0.2 	21.7 	1.3 	0.3 	1.1 

Total 	10.7 	8.5 	22.7 	19.8 	38.5 	35.8 	60.3 	50.9 	54.9 	49.9 	32.0 	79.4 	453.4 

Fishing Vessels 	1.6 	0.1 0.1 	0.4 	2.1 	3.8 	3.4 	7.3 	23.6 	8.5 	2.6 	53.5 

TOTAL 	90.8 	81.6 138.0 100.5 135.5 181.0 133.2 218.3 151.3 195.1 176.8 203.6 	1,815.6  

Source: Questionnaire to yards & DBS. 

(1) Major items consist of océan-going cargo/tankers (1964 & 196 6 ) and floating dock . (1966 

VIII MI MI BM MI MI OM MI IIIIIII al MI 
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'sectors as discussed in .the preceding sections. 

. The table forecasts total construction of 1,764,300 GRT, 

at an averagea.nnual rate of about 176,400' GRT. ' 

Table C-14 shows the deliveries-by Canadian shipyards 

in the period 1958-1969. The following table compares ,the average 

annual-shipbuilding between the 1958-1969 and the fereCast for the 

1970-1979 period. - • 

1958-69 	/1970-79 
GRT 	GRT/annuM 	GRT/annum 

Cargo and other 
Commercial 

Government . 

Fishing 

1,567,300 

194,800 

53,50à 

1,815,600 

130,600 

16,200 -,  

151,400  

162,300 

9,700 

4,400 

176,400 

It shOuld be noted that the forecast iafor total 

Canadian'flag demand. Importsof vessels betWeen 1958 and 1969 would 

have to be added to Canadian production, to arrive at the market 

demand during that period. Imports of-new vessels (including major 

conversions) totalled approximately 120,000 GRT, or an average of 

about 10,000 GRT per year. (1)' 

On this basis the forecast calls for average new vessel 

demand during the 1970 T ato be a little greater than in the 

1960's. There will however be a change in the mix of vessels 

(l ) In addition, 245,000 GRT of used inland ships were transferred 
to Canadian registry in 1965 and 1966. These were, however, 
mainly in Canadian service prior to the transfer, so that 
they are not counted as fleet additions. 



21.9 	31.8 
80.0 

	

43.0 	49.9 

	

108.0 	125.0 
Cargo tons (millions) 
Vessel traffic*(million NRT) 	54.8 

54.8 	60.8 
86.7 

Atlantic Region  

Cargo tons (millions) . 
Vessel traffic * 	NRT) 	78.5 

	

69.4 	79.2 

	

99.2 	113.0 
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TABLE c-15 

SUMMARY OF FORECAST INTERNATIONAL OCEAN-GOING TRAFFIC 

1970, 1975 & 1980 

1967 
(actual) 

Pacific Region 

1970 	1975 	1980 

Great Lakes & St. Lawrence 

Cargo tons (millions) 
- Vessel traffic * 	NRT) 

--TOTAL. 

	

3.4 	3.7 	3.8 	3.9 

	

2.4 	2.6 	2.7 	2.8 

Cargo tons (millions) 	• 80.1 	96.3 
Vessel traffic * 	NRT) 	135.7 	169.3 

	

111.6 	133.0 

	

209.9 	240.8 

* arrivals and departures. 
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produced. -Government procurement acceunted for  111 of a.11 vessel, 

deliverieà between 1958 and 1969 but are frecàstI to total only 6 7  

of deliveries during the 1970's. Barges accounted for approximately 

19% of past output, but are expected to exceed 30% of all tonnage 

delivered during the 1970!s. 

International Trade  

The preceding sections have included forecasts of ship 

demand from the cnnadian flag fleet which will be required to carry 

coastal trade and that portion of international trade which Canadian 

flag vessels can reasonably expect to carry during the 1970 's. For 

off-shore international trades, cargo tonnages have been forecast and 

vessel movement relationships to these cargoes have been established. 

Table C-15 shows the forecasts of ocean-going traffic 

in net registered tons of arrivals and departures, by Regions and for 

Canada. The total traffic is forecast to increase from 135.7 million 

NRT in 1967 to 241 million NRT in 1980. This forecast has value as 

a broad indicator of vessel traffic and potential repair requirements. 

The actual numbers of arrivals and departures is not expected to grow 

proportionately with tonnage, as the average size of vessel will 

increase. 

Other Major Demand Potential 

The preceding forecasts of the demand for ships from 

the Canadian market included only demand from the commercial, govern- 

ment and fishing sectors which could be reasonably forecast from trends 

or developments in the trades, or on the basis of longer term plans as 
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ià the case  of. government requirements 	It did not include areas of 

possible demand which are difficult to forecast with reasonable accuracy 

or which require skills additional to those - involved up to now in 

conventional shipbuilding. The'two areas of major demand potential 

falling within these definitions:arise froM off-Shore oil exploration • 

and production, and Northern and Arctic resource development. 

Off-Shore Oil Exploration ancÉPrOduction  

' The world is now undergoing a boom in off-shore oil 

drilling, made possible by the'development of mobile rigs and promPted' 

by the fact that Many  of. the  potential producing.areas are close to. 

their ultimate  markets.  Canada is sharing in this activity as drilling 

is either planned or underway off the Pacific,Atlantic and Arctic 

coasts and in the inland waters. 

The type of floating equipment required depends On the 

phase of the development, whether- it is exploration or production. 

The, requirements . of the exploration phase include: 

Gepphysical vessels to explore ocean floor geology end determine 

drilling sites. 
• 

Drilling Veàsels orrigs from which the exploration hole is 
drilled. . 

Support vessels including tugs-to . move and position rigs, 
supply boats  for  bringing in materials, crew boats to 
transport personnel.. 

If the exploration is successful, and the well enters 

the production phase, the following vessels are required: 

Production platforms. : (if permanent surface structures are used). 

Construction vessels, including crane and pipe laying barges and 

sùrfate Support vessels for constructing  pipelines, or  storage 

and Mcioring facilities. 
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The fôregoing is only a général indication  of the 

vensel requirements. There are for examplenyariety of drilling 

ctit.from $2 to $15  million  each. 

vessel requirements depeàd on local conditions.. 

The longer terffi demand for exploration and , production 

equipment for Canadian Offshore waters .(including_Pàcific, Arctic 

'and Atlantic) mill dependf largely on the succenn Of the exploration 

effort, in the initial phase which will laâtto 1972 or 1973, about 

12 survey vesselS, 7 drilling rigs and possibly 18 supPort:vessels - may› , . 	. . 	. 	. . 	. 	. 
be employed'in Canadian waters. These could be increaSed:severaktimes , 

if :a significant discovery spurs-increased exploratienactiVity. 

DiscOUraging exploration results cOuld rednce Work to the leVel wh.ere' 

existing equipment:could handle the TeduCed lever  :Of activity. 	. 

The.uncertainties in the clemandfsituation make it:very 

difficult-to be at all precise regarding future requirèments . for ,  

off-shore drilling eqUipment.and support vessels -. .This whole matter 

is being - âsSesSed  in  detail by the Canadian Transport Commission-in:: 

its inquiry respecting  the coastingtrade of Canada and reIntedMarine 

activity, -  and it is anticipated that - the reàults Of its .investigations 

will be a more cdmplete and thorough statement  of possible  demand than . 

has been'availabie hitherto, 

adopted on the.coastinglaWs -forthis cla$0 

of equipment in off-shore activity -, following the ComMiSsion'srePort, 

will be n most  important déterminant  of the:ability of Canadian:yards 

to -compete in these new markets. They have commenced:the:construction- 
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of drilling rigs,.but sincethe supply of:rigs; -. support craft and 

services is open to world. competition, Canadian yards are in an -

unfavourable supply position if présent legislatien is not changed. 

Northern Resource Development  

The Northern and Arctic areas of Canada are generally 

geologiCally favourable to  the  presence of petroleum and mineral 

deposits. Intensive exploration  activity, although receiving wide 

publicity, is only ibeginning. 	Despite the fact that high  exploration, 

operating and transport costs Will require that the discoveries be of 

exceptional quality te bé commercially exploitable, it is reasonable 

toexpect that a number of major developments will be in production 

or under way during thé 100's. The beSt imMediate prospects would appear 

to be eil discoveries in the Mackenzie:Delta and the Arctic islands, and 

the known'iron ore deposits On Baffin Island. Other mineral deposits 

off ci' the Main potential fer later development, the main . possibilities, 

.as..outlined for the Conmitteeiby the Department - of indian-Affairs: 

and Northern Development, being iron ore at  Snake River,  copper at 

Coppermine, lead and zinc atStrathcona'Soundï and sulphur in the Queen 

.Elizabeth Islands. 

The ship requirements for Northern resource devèlopMent 

inclilde the following: 

Supply vessels for' the exploration and development phase,.including. 
lighters, barges and tugs. . 

Bulk cargo Vessels, including large tankers, all ice strengthened 
and speCially powered.  for Arctic operation. , 

Tugs, mainly large powerful types to assist in docking bulk cargo 
vessels and provide local ice breaking services. 
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Not included in the foregoing are additional polar type 

ice breakers which might be *required from the Federal Covernment if 

large scale develOpment occurs. 

Any forecast of ship demand is obviously impossible as 

the rate of mineral and petrOleum discovery and development cannot be 

predicted. The implications of such new shipping demands to the 

Canadian shipbuilding industry will depend in large part on the 

ultimate destination of the resources. At present,it appears that some 

of the oil and most of the iron ore and other minerals would be marketed 

in Europe and the transportation would constitute international shipping. 

However, oil destined for Canada would constitute coastal shipping. 

The status of local support vessels will depend on coastal law policy. 

Summary  

. 	The absence of any firm forecast or estimate of Canadian 

demand for ships and shipping services for off-shore oil exploration and 

development, and Northern resource development, should not be construed 

as implying scepticism regarding the demand potential. There is little 

doubt that this potential is great but the rate of resource discovery 

and development cannot be predicted, particularly within the relatively 

short 10 year forecast period. This potential is additional to the 

commercial and government demand forecasts covered in the preceding 

sections. 

-,Thé effect of this potential demand on the Canadian ship- . 

building industry depends largely on Federal CoVernment policy regarding 

theenforcement of Arctic sovereignty  and the application Of the coasting 
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laws to off-shore activitY. .At the 1east,.the'serVicing and repair of 

Arcticdevelopment vessels should be a Source of activity for the 

. marine industry even if there is no major direct participation in 

the Arctic.by Canadian built and registered ships. The Shipbuilding 

and shipping industries would  have  to ekpand their range of skills 

to take the maximum advantage of the new potential, but there is ne 

.doubt that this çan be accomplished te coVer 4 large Part of such 

• a committment. 

Demand For Repair Services  

In the years 1958 to 1967, repair activity constituted 

between 19% and 337e of the value' of the total activity df.the Canàdian 

shipbuilding and repair. *industry. Repair activity was stable in 

1958-63 at $40-45 million per year, subsequently rose to $64 million 

in 1967, and the preliminary.value reported for 1968 is $59 million. 

In recent years; repairs have accounted for just ever. 20% of 'total 

industry activity. . 
• 

Information as to the composition and regional distri- . 

•bution of the industry's repair activities is limited.• D.B.S. -  publishes 

only a national total for repairs without .any breakdown  of regional. 

activity or nature of work performed. An attgmpt was made to obtain 

more information on repair activity by questionnaire. However, the 

questionnaire yard population was not representative of the industry 

in this respect since questionnaires were sent to yards mainly 

engaged in building and carrying on repairs was a lesser activity. This 

is pointed up by the fact ; that while questionnaire yards acceunted for 



:ABLE C-16 

CANADA & REGIONS  

REPAIR WORK DONE BY'QUESTIONNAIRE YARDS 

(AVERAGE 1958-1969) 

Regions 
Canada 	Atlantic 	St. Lawrence 	Great Lakes 	Pacific 

Value of repairs to 
all work - % 

Value of damage repairs 
to all repair work - % 

Repairs to Canadian flag 
vessels to all repairs - % 

16 	28 	10 	11 	25 

21 	15 	15 	45 	26 

73 	86 	55 	95 	60 

*Source:  Questionnaire  to Yards 
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90-95 7,  or new building activity,  the  total value of. repair 

„ 
reportedby.the . questionnaireyardsmas Only about one-half 

• 
all the repairs . done:by the industry. Air.thermore,.:repairS 

constituted only-about  15°! of  total activity  in questionnaire yards 

as compared with:59% of total.  activity.in  non-questionnaire- 
. 

. 	.• 	• 
:establishments. . 

' 	-Recognizing bOth the limitations of thé questionnaire 

sample  and the  fact_that - some degree Of estimatitin:iinderlies  the 

data, Table-C416'summariZes the basic,characteriàtics of rePeir 

actiVity and the  repair market in Canade.ancUthe Regiens:experienced 

by queStionnaite'yards.he main observations are  siIMMarized  as  

Atlantic : Region:  

RepairS'account fOr . thehighest  proportion  ,r, total  yard  
-.. activity:for any-Region  in Canada,  at 28% being slightly 

higher:,than the 257  experienced-in the Pacific Region. 
very large portion of, the - work," 86%, is On Nesséis i of 

Canadian :registry, and onlY.15% of  all  work is dam4gél': 
. repair. The major portion of the:Atlantic RegiOn repair  
market  is:therefore regular  maintenance on  Canadian 
flag vesSelà. 

_ 
St. Lawrence:  

Repair activity  in  thià kegibn ConstituteS only 107 of  all 
:work, the smallest ,proportion  Of,a11 , .Regions -Damage 
repairsiat  157 of  allrepairs, have:also been. 	' 

:•relatively small, but a:relatively high proportion .of 
all-repair work, 45%, bas been done on foreign.ships.• 

Great Lakes: 

Repair activity at 117  is a relatively small proportion of 
total work. Moreover, almost one-half of this work is 
damage repair, and almost all (95 7 ) of the work is done 
on Canadian vessels. To a greater extent than in other 
Region, the Great Lakes repair facilities exist as an 
emergency repair operation for the Canadian fleet. 
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Pacific  

Nepairs constititte a relatively high proportion of total work 
(257). Damage repairs, at 26 7e  of all work, are exceeded 
only by the Great Lakes. Only 607. of the total repair work 
is done on Canadian vessels so that the foreign Vessel repair 
market is important to the Region. 	. 

The available data shows that a very substantial repair 

capability exists apart from the basic shipbuilding activity which 

provides the skilled labour facilities and flexibility required for 

major repair services. Since the questionnaire yards account fôr 90-95 70 

of Canadian shipbuilding activity, then.50% of all repair work was 

clearly independent of any substantial shipbuilding operation -. 

While it may be Suggested that major repairs were done . and could only 

be done at the larger yards, the practice is that many eneler 

establishments can provide substantial repair  services  afloat. 	• 

Repair Forecasts  

. The demand for repair services derives from the 

• following sources: 	 › 

a) repair on an emergency basis and refit of Canadian flag 
vessels on a regular basis, particularly for the inland 
and coastal fleets 

repair and refit of government naval and service vessels 
on a regular basis (with some of this work captive to 
government facilities): 

c) repair on an emergency basis and some refit of foreign 
flag vesselS recognizing that they usually obtain majo r  
maintenance in home countries. 

Ideally, it would be desirable to forecast total 

repairs as the total of the forecasts for each of the above demand 

sources. In reverse order, repairs for foreign flag vessels would 
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be derived from trade  projection à and the emergency repair 

experience of questionnaire yards. GoVernment and commercial 

repair demands could be related to  the  size, age and composition 

of the fleets. As indicated previously, the lack of data on the 

composition of past repair activitY (lees not allow this type of . 

comprehensive forecast. 	 • 

The Purpose  of the projection in this forecast is 

only .to indicate the approximate magnitude of repair activity that 

wil1 be  additional to basic new construction activitY for Canadian 

yards in future years. For this limited purpose, the forecast is 

made based on the relationship between repair - voluMè and fleet size. 

The fellowing table shows this relationship, including only commercial 

vessels of 1,000 GRT and over. 	 • 

• Canadian Flag 
• Repairs 	Fleet Size (1,000 GRT+)  

$ 	Index 	000 	Index 
Millions 	1958 . 100 	GRT 	1958 . 100  

	

1967 	$ 64 	145 	1,918 	156 

	

1966 	56 	•  127 	1,761 	143 

	

1965 	57 	130 	1,460 	• 119 

	

1964 	47 	• 	107 	• 	1,441 	117
•1963, 	44 	100 	1,372 • 	111 

	

1962 	37 	85 	1,325 	108 

	

1961 	45 	102 	1,307 	106 

	

1960 	45 	• 	102 	•  1, 257 	102 

	

1959 	45 	s 102 	1,227 	100 

	

1958 	44 	 1,229 	100 

Sources:  DBS Shipbuilding 6e'Repair Industry 

A relationship between repair activity and fleet size 

is only approximate, but the estimated future repair activity based on 

this relationship is as follows: 



94 
86 
72 
64 
44 

Fleet Size 	Repairs , . 
000 (CRT) 

1 980 	2,632 
1975 	H 	.- 	.2,403 
1970 	_ 	2,020 

, 1967. 	. . 
1958 	1,229 

* 1,000 GRT:and over  

This is an aggregate forecast:of potential deffiand for 

repairs in Canadian yards'.. Within the total, there Will be an 

increased need for repairs to larger-siZed ships, including bulk - 

carriers of  300,000 DWT or more. The largest eisting.facilities  on 

 the Atlantic and.  the  Pacific coasts arid in the St  TAawrente region 

can now only dry-deck vessels uP to-85,000 - 100,000 DWT. 

Major Conversions 

. Major conver s ion  work is included  as  heW  construction  

: activity in D8S.industry statistics, but in the  statistics obtained 

from questionnaire yards conversions  wereincluded - in "otherP work. 

: 	Potential conversion opportunitieshave mot:been 

'included  in the  forecasts because of uncertainty. as .to size and tiMin 

- - Some major possibilities are: 	, 

- lengthening as many as 8 ferries in the Pacific Region.to 
• 

provide increased capacity'te,  meet traffic growth - 

- Upgrading and modernizing inland bulk carriers, including 

conversions to self7un1oaders 

. The foregoing ezamplea  are  not intended:tb be all 

inclusive - but  represent only the main : foreseeable prospects. 
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CHAPTER V 	- 

THE SUPPLY POSITION OF THE' SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY' 

Introduction 	• 

In asseàsing the supply position of the .Canadian 

shipbuilding and ship repair industry, it is desirable to examine 

the following aspects: 	 • 

- the level, and composition of actiyity 

the . economic reseurces used  

- .the facilities and methods àmployed 

-. the industry's relative competitiVeness 

. These matters are discussed be1oW for Canada as a 

whole and for regions in later 'sections of the report. As a 	. 

preamble ., however; it  is  necessary to refer to certaià.procedureS 

adopted regarding statistibs on the industry. 	• 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics classified 74 -  . 	. 

establishments as being  in the Canadianshipbuilding and repair 

industry in 1967, With a Value of output in that year of $286 

• million.  , 	• • 

The bulk  of  the-activity and output is in the larger 

yards, the D.B.S. datà-being  as  follows for 1967 (although it should 

be noted ehat 2 of the larger yards closer .subsequent to 1967): ' 

-Number.of 	Number of 	'Value of 
Establishments 	ProduCtion Workers 	Output  

No. 	No. 	. $ Million 

Establishments 	 • 

with output: 

Less than $1 million 	41 	i,126 	' • $ 	16 

$  1-  5 million 	' . 21 	. 	2,067 	34 

r.Over $ 5 million 	12 	12,210 	236 

Total 	74 	' 15,403 	' 	$ 286 
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A large number-of the Smaller-yards are builders:and 

.repnirers ot small craft only; and - their operations arenot germane 

to the Committee's terms 4:3f reference. However, a consequent Statistidal 

limitation iS that the number of medium-sized and larger yards ia too 

few fôr D. -B.S. to provide detailed regional break-downs - while maintaining , 

 bonfidentiality.  

Since the Department Of.Industry, Trade'and  Commerce  also 

restricted the detail'of the information It coUld'supply froM its . 

rebords, the Committee was obliged to'approach à sample of the yards in 

- Canada - for detailed  information  by questionnaire and by'personal visit. . 

'The yards selected for survey were those which had rebeived'$100,000  or  

more in construction sUbSidy in recent years,:thiS being taken as evidence 

of substantial building OperationS of larger-sized vessels. 

. 	Excellent' co-operation was extended by the yards that Were 

- 
approached', and questionnaire responses were - received from 22 yards that 

had a total  value of  work performed in .1967 of $233 Million._ The other 

20Z or so of total industry output is made up'of: 	- 

- the 'output Of. the numerous.smaller yards 

7 The output of the .two 1arger yards which have 
' Apartfrom these, all  the yards with output over $5 million 
.réplied to the questionnaire. 	„  

The questionnaire data which is utilized in this report 

thns Tefers to yards thatwere operating at the end of 1969 and that are , 

estimated to have produced in-excess of 90 7 of the industry'stotal output. 

in that year  The  composition of the questionnaire yards indicates that the 

questionnaire data , represent not fat short of 1007 of the .new  construction 

closed since 1967. 



TABLE C-17 
CANADA  

- ACTIVITY IN THE SHIPBUILDING•: 
• AND REPAIR INDUSTRY, BY CATEGORX  

Value of 	Value of New ' . Value of 	Value of' 
All Work 	Construction 	Repair 	Conversions and  
Performed 	Work 	Work 	Industrial Work 
$14illion 	$ Million 	$ Million 	.$ Million ' 

Questionnaire Yards 
Snot the total D-2...oLustry) 

1969 Est. 	$ 233 	$ 132 	$ 32 	$ 	69 
1968 	240 	141 	39 	60 
1967 	233 	146 	32 	55 
1966 	235 	112 	35 	88 

All Yards 	, 
1968 Prelim 	. 	264 	154 	59 	51 
1967 	287 	161 	64 	62 . 
1966 	. 	. 294 	. 139 	•56 	• 	99 
1965 	275. 	130 	.'57 	87 
1964 	234 	. 	126 	47 	61 
1963 	. 209 	130 	44 	35 

. 1962 	172 ' 	103 	- 	37 	- 	33 
1961 , 	138 	' 	63 	. 	45 	31 
1960 	.148 	-. 70 - 	45 	34' 
1959 	' 	144 	72 	' 	45 	, 27 
1958 	, 	- 150 	77 	44 	28 

Per Cent Per Cent 	Per Cent 	Per Cent 
Questionnaire Yards 
Snot the total Industry) 

1969 Est. 
1968 
1967 
1966 

100% 	56% 	14% 	30% 
100 	59 	16 	25 
100 	62 	14 	24 
100 	47 	15 	38 

All Yards 
1968 Prelim 	100% 	58% 	22 7.  , 	20% 
1967 	100 	. 	- 	56 . 	. ' • 22 	. 	22- 
1966 	' 	100 	47 	19 	134  
1965 . 	' 	100 	48 	- 	21 	, 	31. 
1964 	. 	100 	54 	20 	96 

1963 	. 100 	62 	21 	' 17 
1962 	100 	. 	60 .: 	21 	19 . 
1961 	, 	100 	. 	45 	' ' 	33 	- 	- 22 

. 1960 	- 	.100' 	47 	- 	31 	22. 
1959 	100 . 	. 	49 	31 	20 
1958 	. 	100 	52 	29 	19 . 

Sources.: 1.  Questionnaire  to Yards representing 80% of the value of  work 
-performed by all yards. 	. 

2. D.B.S., - Shipbuilding and Repair. industry. 

L. The value of all work'perfonned corresponds to the D:B.S: value 
of shipments of goods of all manufactùre. 	• 

• 
2. D.B.S. data include reconditioning and conversion with new 

construction. The qùestionnaire data group xeconditioning 
and conversion with industrial work. .. 

Notes: 
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activity in 1969 and over.80Z of the combined total of conversions 

and industrial work.. Questionnaire data are less representative, 

however,:of the repair operations by the industry, accounting  for 

perhàps one-half of the total. 

The information  obtained •from analysis of the 

•questionnaires provides.a. most useful supplement to the primary ' 

source data .from D.D.S.. It might be mèntioned that there are other' 

sources of statistics for the shipbuilding.industry in Canada e.g. - 

the, former  Canadian Maritime Commission and the Canadian Shipbuilding 
• 

and Ship Repairing Association. Data from these  sources have  been 

used only to a very limited extent, since several sets of•data.prepared 

on . different bases of definition are more likely to confuse than to 

assist the analysis. All  data are clearly identified-  as  to source. 

The Level  and Composition 
of Activity in the Industry  

Production activity the Shipbuilding and Repair 

industry comprises the construction of.new ships, reconditioning and 

conversion of existing ships, ship repairing; and manufacture of 

fabricated industrial products (including hydro electric and nuclear 

plant equipment, penstocks,.tanks, gates, snbway cars, furnaces, 

freight cars, pulp and paper machinery, pressure vessels, structural 

steel, miscellaneous machinery and items produced under defence sharing 

arrangements). 	• 

All Activities  

Table C-17 shows the level and trend ol the value of work 

performed in total and by category since 1958 . Thisyear was chosen as 
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•the base year since it:predates both the St. Lawrence Seaway 

(dpened in 1959) and the shipbuilding subsidies introdUced in 

1961. Data are shown for all yards until 1968, the last year for 

which D.B.S. provides information. To give a More recent view, 

data are alSo shown for the questionnaire yards which comprised the 

.sample drawn froM snme of the medium and all the larger yards that 

werepperating at  the endof 1969. Such yards gave preliminary 

estiMates of their activity for all of 1969, along with actual data- • 

for prior years. A relatively minor difference  in the D.U.S. and 

questionnaire data for çateeries of activity is described-in the 

footnote to the Table. 

Looking first at the trend in developments,.total 

activity was declining at.the beginning of the 1960's until changed" 

trading conditions and the introduction of Subsidy gave a stimulus 

tomew construction in Canada. Total activity expanded strongly 

through the mid .  1960's under.thé influence of buoYant economic and 

market circumstances and reached a peak  in 1966. There has sub- • 

sequently been a decline-in the value  of  industry activity which is 

not revealed by the 196669 data for the questionnaire yards (this 

data does not include the  opérations of the yards active in 1966 and 

1967 which were subsequently closed). 

• By category of activity, new construction reached its 

peak in 1967 but has fallen off since, the extent of the decline 

being somewhat greater than indicated by the data because  yard à now 

closed were building in earlier years'. The value of repairs was . 
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quite 'stable in 1958-64, increased:substantially,after that, and 

apparently has continued at this higher level recently. The amount' 

of other work (industrial activity In the D.B.S. data; industrial 

. and  conversion  Work in the questionnaire data) grew slowly in - 

1958-63, -  expanded vérY substantially in 1965 and 1966, and then-

declined to .levels which:continùe, - howe)ier,* to be  more than_dOuble,• 

those of the early 1960!s. 

• 	• 	As the information in the bottom half of Table C-17' 

shows, new construction has been between 45 7 ancF62% of total  

activity in all  the yards  during,thé period, the proportions for the 

questionnaire yards being generally . higher.. Although repairs_' 

Increased substantially in dollar ValUe, they declined In importance  
. 	. 

from One-,third of total work at the beginning of the»60 1 s to abOlit 

20%.at the end ( this -proportion being some 15 7. for the questionnaire 

yards)., Other, work. (inclùding conversions and industrial 9:ctLvity) .> 

has been generally been around:20% of :totalactivity in all the yards 

(apart from thè exceptional years 1965 and 1966). The questionnaire  - 

yards accounted for:a,high proportionHof this Lndustrial.activity*, 

Which thus . buiks more heavily in their total activity. (Onequarter to 

one-third). It might be noted that well-over 75 7. of the - industrial 

actiVity in the shipbuilding industry is carried:out bY two companies 

in the St. Lawrence region, using special fadilities that are to.a. 

j 
large extent seParate:Irom their:Shipbuilding andrepairingùperations, ,  

In summary, the pattern  of  activity in recent  years 

haa been about as  follows; 



New Construction for 
Federal Government  
Naval Civilian  Total  

Million Million Million 

All New 
Cônstruction 

Million 

CANADA 

THE IMPORTAME OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT IN NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 

TABLE C-18 

1969 Est. 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 

	

$ 132.1 	$ 21.2 $ 21.9 	$ 43.1 

	

141.4 	24.4 	30.3 	54.7 

	

145.7 	10.6 	26.6 	37.2 

	

111.8 	1.9 	39.0 	40.9 

	

130.4 	2.2 	25.6 	27.8 

	

92.2 	9.8 	12.6 	22.4 

	

91.2 	18.3 	11.4 	29.7 

	

98.8 	, 	29.5 	13.8 	43.3 

	

66.4 	' 	16.4 	10.0 	26.4 

	

61.0 	9.1 	10.9 	20.0 

	

60.3 	11.5 	19.9 	31.4 

	

63.6 	20.3 	9.2 	29.5  

'Federal 
Government as % of Total 
Naval Civilian  Total 
1 

16% 	17% 

	

17 	21 

	

7 	18 

	

2 	35 

	

2 	20 

	

11 	14 

	

20 	13 

	

30 	14 

	

25 	15 

	

15 	18 

	

19 	33 

	

32 	14 

Source: 	Questionnaire to Yards. 

33% 
38 
'25 
37 
22 
25 
33 
44 
40 
33 
52 
46 
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TABLE C-19 

CANADA 

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 
(EXCLUDING-GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT) 

• 

Total 
1.1  Ç  All New 	Dry 	 Fishing 	Non- 

Construction 	Cargo  . Tankers Ferries 	Vessels  Barges Tugs.  Other 	Gove'r 
$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 

. 	. Million 	Million Million Million Million Million Million Million  Mill 

1969 Est. $ 132.1 	$ 15.9 	$ 20.5 	$ 6.7 	$ 6.2 	$ 15.6 $ 10.0 $ 14.1 	$ 89 
1968 	141.4 	47.4 	9.0 	1.5 	14.9 	8.6 	2.0 	3.5 	76 	Il 
1967 	145.7 	48.7 	1.8 ' 	8.4 	38.7 	8.0 	0.7 	2.3 	108 
1966 	111.8 	30.2 	1.8 	3.5 	25.0 	8.2 	1.9 	0.4 	71 
1965 	130.4 	77.6 	4.6 	2.0 	8.7 	7.3 	2.5 	0.2 	102 

Il 1964 	92.2 	38.9 	9.4 	4.2 	6.5 	5.1 	1.1 	4.7 	69 
1963 	91.2 	29.7 	11.8 	1.8 	7.1 	6.6 	2.3 	2.6 	61 
1962 	98.8 	32.8 	7.6 	2.3 	3.1 	6.0 	3.7 	- 	55 Il 1961 	66.4 	26.9 	4.4 	4.7 	0.3 	3.4 	- 	- 	39 
1960 	61.0 	31.6 	3.5 	2.3 	1.1 	2.5 	- 	- 	41 
1959 	60.3 	15.0 	10.0 	1.9 	- 	1.6 	0.3 	- 	28 
1958 	63.6 	21.7 	8.3 	0.5 	1.2 	1.9 	0.5 	- 	34 	

I ' 

Per . 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 
Cent 	CAnt 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent. 	Cent 

1969 Est. 	1007. 	127 	157 	570 	• 	5% - 	12 7 	87 	107 	677 
1968 	100 	34 	6 	1 	. 	11 • 	6 	1 	2 	62 . 
1967 	100 	33 	1 • 	6 	27 	- 5 	--. 	2 	75 
1966 	100 	27 	2 	3. 	22 	7 - 	2 	- 	63 
1965 	100 . 	60 	3 	2 	7 	6 	1 	78 
1964 	. 	100 	42 	• 10 	5 	7 , 	6 	1, 	5 	75 
1963 	100 	33 . 	13 	2 	• 	8 	- 	7. 	- 3 ' 	3 - 	- 	67 
1962 	• 100 	33 	8 	2 	3 	6 	4 	-. 	56 
1961 	100 	. 41 	7 	7 	- 	5- - . 	- 	60 
1960 	100 	52 	. 	6 	4 	' 	2 	4 	- 	.- 	67 
1959 	100 	25 	17 	3 	- 	3 	- . 	48 
1958 	100 	34 	13 	1 	2 	. 	3 	1 	

, 
54 

Source: 	Questionnaire to Yards. 

Note: 	Total may not add due to.  rounding, 
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All yards 

Questionnaire yards 

I .  

I .  

I. 

II 

I. 

New 	'.0ther 
Constrùction 	Repairs 	-Work  

50 	60% 	- 20% . 	25% 

50 - 60% 	15% 	30% 

Clearly, new Construction has been the prime activity 

Of the industry in  Canada, and Since the sources of 'demand for new 

construction' are of pàramount importance to the industry, they are 

examined.next, in detail. 

New Construction . 

- 	• Information has not hitherto been available On the 

composition of the industry's annuarcOnstruction programme by type 

Of vessel or source of work. D.B.S. publishes information on deliveries  

of only certain classes of vessels, and makes.a workin process . 

'adjustment only for total construction. Information on - the size,of 

specific,governMent or non-goVernment contracts is -generally known 

in the trade, but their impact in summary -form in terms of annual 

yard activity is not. 	. 

- 	To improve.on this situation, the questionnaire to yards 

asked specifically for new  construction  activity by type of work and 

the summary of responges is shown in Tables C..18 and C-19- Even 

though the data do not include all smaller yardg ›  nor the larger yards 

which ceased to operate before the end of 1969,: they are still most 

useful for analyzing the varied structure of the work performed by 

the industry: It should be noted that the dollar values refer ,to 

value of work performed during individual years, and not to values 

of deliveries. 

I.  
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• • 	The great significance for the - industry of Federal 	- 

Government procurement programmes may be seen from Table C-le; ' over 

the whole period 1958-69 it averaged just over one-third of total new 

Construction activity, . Activity from  naval  demand sources tailed off 

in thé mid .60's after completion Of earlier programmes; recently it 

increased again with the helicopter destroyer and operational support 

ship contracts, though net.to former levels and in a limited number 

• of yards. 

. Procurement.by civilian:Federal Government departments 

has.been fairly'steady in relatien to.total actiVity (except for the 

years 1959 and 1966), but the effect of fluctuating naval requirements 

has been that total Federal Government procnrement has ranged between 

$55 million and $20 million, in  individual years, and from 527e of . new 

construction activity to 22 7.. Both the size and the variability in 

Government procurement has thus beensignificant.for the industry's 

Operations. 

Table C-19 reveals thatsbout another  one-third of 

activity on the average in 1958-69 Came from construction:of dry cargo 

vesSels. A peak occurred in 1965 with the announcement that subsidy 

would be reconsidered in 1966. Subsequently, dry , cargo building- 

. 
continued at about ità former relative level, although preliminary 

indications for 1969 are that a-sharp fallroff occurred both 

dollar and relative terms. - 

The remaining one-third.or - so of new construction 

activity has come from the other.vessel types as a group. Tanker 

business for coastal and inland waters haà been spotty; had it not 
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been for substantial tanker orders placed in 1968 and 1969 total 

new constrùction activity in the latter  year woad have been 

Substantially lower. Ferries have been a flùctuatingsourde Of 

business that has been relatively sMall'in the national total .  

Construction of fishing. vessels èxpanded markedly in 1966 and 	• 

1967, but subsequent depressed  conditions: in' the  fishing industry 

and reduction.in  the rate Of subsidy from 507  to 35% has lowered 

demand from that Source.  Barge businéss increased steadily in 

1958-68 and then almost doubled In 1969.- Tug'businesS has been » 

fairly steady until 1969, when it increaSed substantially in ' 

association With developments in barges,' Some'other types of 

vessels Wererecorded by yards in the category shown in the table 

as other, including Work being done. on off-shore' drill  rigs. 

.The Resources:used in the Industry. 

Havift&ekamined the level and composition of-the • 

industrY's output, it is . desirable to turn to assessment of the•

economic resources that are used by the industry. - the inputs that 

produce the end-products. 	• . 	. 

I : Such an'assessment is made by examining resontce 

use in the industry and comparing it with resource use in other 

industries'..'  In doing this, however, it should be remembered that 

the shipbuilding and repair industry exhibits characteristics 

that differentiate it to a considerable extent from other 

manufactùring industries. (Indeed, the most comparable industry 

to shipbuilding isa non-manufacturing industry - construction - 
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but unfortunately data are notavailable for construction in a 

form that:allowsa uSeful co4arisonto be Made):. ..The 

products of the shipbuilding industry have a high unit value 

and a long production period compared with the products from 

other industries. This can result in considerable instability 

in shipyard operations, depending on the flow of orders, and 

in siZeablefluctuations in employment. Within the industry, 

alSo, there are a variety of activitieà carried on in yards of 

main 

diffèrent sizes  in  different regions of Canada ,.the building 

of a wide variety  of type ana size of ships, repaits,'refits 

and conversion, and induStrial'work-  Of aifferent . kinds..:,: 

Having noted . thatthereare-sighifieant differenCeS 

and individUal Characteristica in , the'industry, however, it is„ 

• -still possible and useful:to  examine the olierations of the  industry-

throne its use - ofresources,-and tà make coparison'.with Other 

industries in Canad4w 	_ 

- 	' Other industries,-like shiphdilding,  have 

charadteristics that are unique, , and  they also 'engage in varied - 

activities within and outside eieir main fields and have  différent 	
_ 

1 
I 

sized operations,in different regions. 	. 	• 	1 
1 

. 	i . 	 .1 
The basic coMparison that has been-made is  of the ,..- . 

shipbuildingand,ship repair industry_With ,all manufacturing 

industries in Canada, with the purpose of assesaing circumstances 

in this activity in relation to manufacturing activities.as  a Whole. 

There are, of course,' a wide variety,of manufacturing activities 
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carricd . on,• with differing' Production probesses and rebourca use. . 

In'ordèr to obtain a.CoMparison  more closèly related to shipbuilding, 

-certain other industries were delected"from among à number examined 

and data were develoPed for thàm. These industries were: • - 

airctaft and parts 
- boiler and plate works 
- fabriCated Structural metal " 
- motor vehicles 	- 
- steel pipe and tube mills 

The first three.of these industries have"some • 

operationS similar to those in shipbuilding 	working, aSseMbly 

and ereçtion, and installation and fitting of electrical and other .- 	• 

components. The other tWo industries -.  moto  r vehicles and steel pipe - 

also have-features connected with metal working"and asseffibly, but have 

been primarily chosen  for. contrast beèause their operations  are 

assembly or flow processes carried out on a large scale. Although 

none of these industries is exactly similat to the shipbuilding 

industry, there are some common features and as a group they provide 

a basis  for  assessment. 	. 	 • 

. It should be noted that the data üded fOr.the inter- . 

industry comparisons are drawn from the Dominion Bureau 'of ,Statisticà 

Annual CenSus of Manufactures. The treatment of inputs  by D.B.S -. is 

somewhat different from that which is customary in the  shipbuilding 

industry, (1) but.is  çommonly accepted as mopt suitable for .the 

. 	. 
cômparisons being made and is.uniform.for all  industries  even though 

. each may have.its own method of assessment. 

(1) DBS treats purchases of fuel and power as purchases'of material, and 
includes all-hourly paid labour in one total of production and 
related workers. The industry's practice in its internal:assess- 

. ments.is to clabs fuel and power, and indirect labour, as over-' 
head costs. • . 	. 
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• PURCHASED MATERIALS AND UTILITIES, 
WAGES OF PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS, 

, OVERHEAD AND PROFIT, AS PERCENTAGES OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED  

1966  

• Production Overhead:and 
Purchases 	• Wages 	Profit  

•Shipbuilding and Repair 	44% 	30% 	26% 

All Manufacturing  Industries 	57 	' 	28 

Aircraft and Parts 	. 	. 	46 	. 24 	30 
Boiler and Plate . WOrks —  • 	46. 	24 	30 
Fabricated Structural Metal 	48 ' 	22 	'30 

Motor Vehicles 	73 	9 	18 
Steel Pipe and Tube Mills 	71 	11 	• 18 

Sources:  D.B.S. Annual Censug of Manufactures 

Note:  • 	Value of work performed corresponds to value of shipments of. 
goods of own manufacture. 



BeSidés asSessing - shipbuilding in relation,to other 

industries, it would  have Deéri deSirabie also to  compare resource 

use in the shipbuilding inchistry in Canada with that in the industry 

in other countries.' Unfortunately-data - are not available in compar-

able form, even in information brought,together'by the Organiatiôn 

for'Europeah Co-operation and DévelopMent-whicfris active in asàessing 

Shipbuilding in its member countries. One exception iO the United 

States  for  which inforMation dn industrial , actiVity ià adcUMulated 

in a,similar,mannér tb:that, in.  Canada; 'comparative dataoà.the U.S. 

shipbuilding induatry are thus preSented: 

All Resources  

the end of this section. 

• 	The first Comparison mad e .  is of the - use:of all , 	. 

.resources  in the  shipbuilding and repair industry compared:with-use 

in all manufacturihg industries and in the selected indiVidUal 	- 

'industries, 	fable c20  show's, the  proportions  in  total value  of wotk 

Performed that were-made up hy purchabecUplaterialSand Utilities, 

production and relatéd - mages, and Overhead:and , profit in 1966 	This 

year was chosen: becauSe itiP the lateSt -for which data are . avàilable 

for all  industries as.a,gtoup, but ',tbe- relative position . is  not:, 

greatly different in earlier- years. :  

'• Shipbuilding  and repair':useS 

labour ,in. relation  to work-performédthan any..other_industry with-, 

which a comparison is being made.. Ituses relatively tyicé as Much 

labour airalLmariufactuting and over three'timea as  much as the motor 

vehicle industry 1 Production  wages in shiPbhilding and ,répaitare, 

substantially:moré. 



added, Which is defined -- broadly Si)èaking 7, as  total, output  less 
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the Margin's' 

other 

54%. of value added (value of'work - petfotmed:less purchases of 

Materials and utilities) comared - with-proliortions Of less than 45% 

for the other industries in the  tablè; thia indicates - the labour 

intensive nature of the' indtistry. 

The shipbuilding and repair industry is- one of a 

number of industries that use a less than:average àmonnt of:material 

relation to work perfbrmed. 

Overhead and profit data show shipbuilding and repair 

to have margins.eimilar to thOse  of I  all manufaCturing induStrieà'bilé. 

lower than in several other industries such as.aircraft,' ‘ boilers 

and plate wàrks and fabricated structural Metal, HoweVer, 
- 	_ 	. 

in the  industry ate-over One-thircUhigher than , those in thé Motor 

vehicle and steel pipe industries. 

These Variations in reSource,usage indicate thé 

principal ways in whiçh operations in the  shipbuildingjand 

industry differ from:those:of other induàtries, although 

factors, including technology and ,demand, Must alsib bé borne in mind 

when interpreting  the  data  of Table 	instance, the  assembl 

'One technique and high sales volume  of the  motoryehièleindustry 

açcount for.its high Material usage and IOW oVerhead and juofit_margins'. 

Use of .Capital  

The sec4ions that immediatelY follow discuss capital 

labour and other-overhead -utilizations. Comparisons have'been made 

between the shipbililding and repair indnatrY and Other industries , . 

showing-their  use  of theSà,particUlar resources in relation to value 



. TABLE C-21 

CANADA  

NFM CAPITAL EXPENDITURES  

Expenditures per $ 
of Value Added 

Expenditures per 
Production and related Worker  

	

All 	Shipbuilding 	All 	Shipbuilding 
Manufacturing 	and Repair 	Manufacturing . 	and Repair  

	

cents 	• 	cents 	dollars . 	dollars 

1566 	17.8e 	4.6e 	$2,484 	$472 
1965 	15.4 	4.9 	2,097 	498 

1964 	13.5 	7.7 	1,731 	752 
1963 	11.1 	4.3 	1,353 	357 
1962 	11.1 	6.3 	1,304 	456 
1961 	10.4 	8.4 	1,155 	601 
1960 	11.2 	7.8 	1,195 	602 
1959 	11.1 	3.6 	1,148 	271 
1958 	11.1 	5.2 	1,118 	361 

Sources.: 1 - D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
2 -'D.B.S. Public and Private Investment and Business 

Finance Division 	• 

CAPITAL ASSETS 

Gross Book Value of Assets 	Net Book Value of Assets 
Per Production & Related Worker 	Per Production & Related Worke 

	

Ail  . 	Shipbuilding 	All 	Shipbuilding 
Manufacturing 	and Repair 	Manufacturing 	and Repair  
Buildings and 	Land, Buildings 	Buildings and 	Land, Buildin 
Equipment* 	and Equipment 	Equipment lc' 	and Equipmen 

	

dollars 	dollars • 	dollars • . 	' dollars 

1966 	$ 29,860 	$ 9,480 	. 	$ 18,250 	$ 3,560 
1965 	28,270 	9,250 • 	17,200 	3,560. 
1964 	' 	26,650 ' 	10,900 	16,180 	4,200 
1963 	25,600. 	9,050 	15,540 	3,240 
1962 	24,640 	8,250 	15,000 ' 	, 	2,950 
1961 	24,000 	10,250 	14,720 	3,610 
1960 	21,660 	8,920 	13,400 	2,980 
1959 	20,010 	9,200 	' 12,490 	2,970 
1958 	19,210 	7,320 " 	12,050 	' 2,380 

Sources: 1 - D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures. 
2 - D.B.S. Fixed Capital, Flows and Mid-Year  Stocks  
3 - Shipyard Questionnaires 
* 	Not including Land. 

1 

1 



6.7% 

8.4 

7.1% 

4.4 

7.3 
6.4 

5.7 

2.7 
2.9 

15.4 
9.6 

8.1 

4.8 
4.1 

25.9% 

27.8 

29.9 
29.4 

29.9 

17.9 
17.8 

12.1% 

15.0 

7.2 
13.5 

16.1 

10.4 
10.8 

TABLE C-26 

CANADA  

OVERHEAD AND PROFIT AS PERCENT OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED 
IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES, AND CERTAIN ELEMENTS IN THE TOTALS  

1966  

• Fringe 
Benefits, 

Total 	Administrative, 	HoUrlY 	Residual, 
Overhead 	Office, Sales, 	and 	after overhead 
and 	and Distribution 	Salaried 	salaries & all 
Profit 	Salaries 	Staff 	Fringe Benefit  

Shipbuilding & Repair 

All Manufacturing 

Aircraft & Parts 
Boiler & Plate 
Fabricated Structural 
Metal 

Motor Vehicles 
Steel Pipe & Tube 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 

D.B.S./Department of Labour. Survey of Labour Costs in 
Manufacturing, 1967. 
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'maÈgrials and utilines;,ih.other'werds', value added is,a meastire 

of activiLy Within:the industry itself.' Use  of vaine addeddata 

is apprbpriate for . thià comparative analysis since it:•enableS . 	- 	• 

comparisons•of •productivity, tb,be Made'betWeèn industries'. It 

 Shows only the.additional 'Output produCed by labOUrcapital and 

management in an indUstry, 'quite separately from the:.productivity 

in the Industt'ies.that supply Materials  and utilities, 

. Regarding capital i -utilization, Table C.21 giVes' 

information on annual:new'  capital ekpenditdres and  on capital 
• • 

assets in.all manufacturing-industries as a group  and in.ship- 

buildingand rePair. In brder tc, asSess relative levels, Of 

.spending,,capital'expenditure has been:expresSed:in relation to' 

value added and the'nuMber of:workers, while reCognizing that 

docisions to:undertake investffient  are  Made on the basis—of Many 

influences'. Aàsessment of spending  ratios for individual years 

should recognize,that capital.ekpenditures are made oyer a period 

of time  while value added  and  work  forces  Can fluctuate substant- 

• iallyover,shorter periods._ 
. 	• 

In eyery year :since  1958,shipbu4ding and repair has 

spent less On capital itemS,both in relation tiq:value- T,added and its 

work force, than all , Manulactuting industries . Theindustry's- 

expenditure in the early l960''s was higher than id the late'1950's 

but since then it has declined. 

manufacturing industries were roughly' stable'Until 1964 when they 

rose. maricedly. Information for 1967:7 69 is incomeete. However; 

Capital expenditures in all  
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indicates that relative capital spending_by all manufacturin g . 

industries stabilized at a somewhat lower.level than in 1964-66, 

but:that capital investment by the shipbuilding induStry , continued 

-to.decline in relation to Value added. 	• 

The evidence .suggests, therefOre, that the'ship-

building and repair indiistry has generally . invested proportionately 

less in years since 1958 than has manufacturing as a whole, but-

there is an important qualification,to the above conclusion. The . 

shipbuilding and repair industry spends More on repairs(plant 

maintenance) in relation to new capital expenditure than does all 

manufacturing  industries (D.B.S. data differentiates between those 

ekpenditures which are'capitalized and hence are called capital 

expenditures and thoSe which are charged to operations and are 

called repair expendirùrès). Thus, new  capital expenditures are ' 

those whiCh add to or replace existing faCilities while repair 

expenditures.are those Which Maintain existing facilities in gOod 

order. • 

The table below shows expenditure on repairs  (plant 

maintenance) as a percentage of new capital expenditure from 1958- 

69 for the industry and for ail  manufacturing industries. In most 

years since  1958, the industry's repair-expenditure has exceeded 

80% of its new capital expenditure. In three'years it  spent 

considerably more on repairs than new capital items. By contrast, 

all manufacturing industries' repair expenditure was generally 

• about half of its new Capital expenditure.. 	. 
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Canada  

Expenditure on,Sepairs,..as,a % 
of New CapiW1 Expenditure  

All .Shipbuilding. 
Mannfacturing 	& Repair  

47 
52 

38 . 

42- 

, 49 

•5 9.. 
59 

57 ' 

. 58 

(est.') 96 
82 

153 
' 85 

80 
50 
98 
70 
62 
70 

167 
114 

value, of assets.) Unfortunately, similar  information 

1969 
1968 
1967 

- 1966 
1965 
1964' 
1963 
1962 

:-19,61 
1960 
1959 
1- 958 

- Source:"bBS Public'and Private Investment 
.'and Iinsiness Finande' Division 

'. 	This greater expenditure on repairs reflects  the  

nature of the assets-and the a.ctivity in the shipbuilding 'industry. , 

,The basic !'plant" including wharfs, dry docks, graving docks, and 

launchways has a ,long life  but requireà a ccintinuing high level of 

maintenance -expenditurâs. .The cost of dredging, and of,jigs, tools 

and dies for individual contracts, are charged to maintenance 

operations.' - 

Other comparisons can be drawn from the data on capital 

per'worker in the lower ban  of Table 	DBS reports information 

the gross  (acquisition dost) and on thenet (gross less -capitalcoat 

allOwancès) investment in buildings and eqUiPment for allmanufacturing 

industries-: - (This --is described  in the table as -gross and net book 

is,not available  

on 
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from-  DBS for' the shipbuilding and repair, industry, but questionnaire 

yards supplied  information on their book  and net values of invest 

ment in land, buildings and equipment. -Production man-hour data 

• ' from' the yards was conVerted to worker equivalents at, 2,000 'man-hi:juts 

per year. ' 

The gross  book value - .6f:aSsets per wotker in all • 

manùfactuting in 1958-66 has beed at a higher level, and has increased 

faster over the period (55% versus 30%) ' than  the grciss.book Value per 

worker irrshilibililding and i repairing. ConsequentlY, whereas.the gtoss' 

.book Value per worker in shipbuilding Was-just below 40% of the gross 

book value in all manufacturing  in 1958,  this  proportion  had declined 

.to under one-third in 1966. Data:from the yards fôr 1967-69 indicate 

some aubstantial, capital eXpenditures in those yearsJput these would - 

not significantly change the longer term situation vis-à-vis all 

manufacturing. 	• 

It appeats also that.the age.of the major  capital. -( 

assets being used in the shipbuilding:industry is greater than in 

manufacturing generally. .Thus,the  proportion of net to gross book 

Values .of capital per worker-in 1958-66 for the industry was between 

32% and 40%; the same ratio for.all manufactüring industries was 	• 

consistently over 60%.: 	 - 

Again, then, the inferences, from the data Support 

the conclusion that the shipbuilding and repair industry is notably. 

less capital intensive ( and thus more labour intensive) than 

Canadian manufacturing industries  as a whole. 	• 



CANADA . 

AVERAGE WAGES PER MAN-HOUR PAID, 
PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS'  

1961 - 67  

dollars 

Per Cent 
Increase 

1961. 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 	1961 - 67  

Shipbuilding & Repair 

All Manufacturing 

$ 2.04 	$ 2.14 	$ 2.22 	$ 2.35 	$ 2.43 	$ 2.55 	$ 2.74 	34% 

1.78 	1.85 	1.92 	1.99 	2.10 	2.23 	25* 

Aircraft & Parts 	2'...13 	2.16 	2.24 	2.36 	2.45 	2.63 	2.91 	37 
Boiler & Plate 	1.93 	2.05 - ' 	2.03 - 	2.20 	2.35 	2.74 	• 	2.90 	50 
Fabricated Structural Metal 	2.37 	2.41 	2.43 	2.61 	2.69 	2.92 	3.04 	28 

Motor Vehicles 
Steel Pipe and Tube 

	

2.36 	2.53 	2.69 	2.75 	3.00 	3.09 	3.19 	35 

	

2.40 	2.45 	2.58 	2.58 	2.67 	2.85 	2.95 	23 

Sources: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 

' Note: , The 25% groWth for All Manufacturing is . for 1961-66. 
Shipbuilding and Repair was 25%. 

growth for the same period for 



TABLE C-22 

CANADA 

VALUE ADDED PER DOLLAR OF LABOUR›COST  

1961 - 67  
dollars 

1961 1962 1963  1964 1965 1966 1967  

Shipbuilding & Repair 	$1.74 $1.53 $1.70 $1.95 $1.96 $1.85 $1.74 

All Manufacturing 	2.95 2.98 3.00 3.00 2.98 2.93 

Aircraft & Parts 	2.15 2.28 2.35 2.32 2.42 2.31 2.34 
Boiler & Plate 	2.45 2.50 2.07 2.38 2.45 2.23 2.61 
Fabricated Structural Metal 	2.01 2.26 2.29 2.32 2.52 2.36 2.30 

Motor Vehicles 	3.25 3.49 3.67 3.20 3.05 3.02 3.74 
Steel Pipe & Tube 	3.44 2.53 2.63 2.87 2.69 2.69 2.35 

Source: D.B.S. Annual 'Census of Manufactures 
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Use of Labour  

The relatively greater use of labour in the ship 2 

building industry than in other fields of manufacturing activity 

prompts  examination of.measuraments . relating to labour output-and . 

costà. This is further . justified by  the Clôse attention given by  •the 

industry itSelf to labour-related . measures of performance, in 

recognition of labour being a prime variable and also a'major 

controllable.element in yard CostS. -  DBS began compiling its 

industry statistics in a way that makes such detailed analyses 	• 

•possible only from 1961 on. Bence 1961 is the base year for these 

data. Table c-22 shows value added -- i.e. shipments less materials 

and utilities purchased -- in relation to labour costs. As would be•

expected  •in a labour intensive industry, the value added per dollar 

•of labour cost was below the average for all manufacturing and below 

the values for thé selected industries during the period. Value 

added per dollar of labour -cost has changed frcm one year to the next 

as a-result of several factors, including hourly wage rates, 

productivity, the price of the finiShed product and the level of 

actiVity in the industry,. but on the Whole has been at about  the  

same levèl over the period. 	• 	. 	 - 

Table C-23 shows that wages Paid per man-hour of product-. 

ion and related workers in shipbuilding and repair are above average for 

all manufacturing, reflecting in part the higher than average degree of 

skill.required in the industry. Wages in the other industries which were 

selected for comparison becàuse of some comparability.to shipbuilding, - - 



TABLE C-25 - 

CANADA  

,VALUE  ADDED IN CONSTANT 1961. DOLLARS PER MAN-HOUR PAID: 
FOR PRODUCTION AND  RELATED WORKERS  

1961 - 67  

dollars 

Per Cent 
Increase 

1961 1962  1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1961-67  

Shipbuilding & Repair 	$3.55 $3.44 $3.95 $4.54 $4.74 $5.19 $5.03 	42% 

All Manufacturing 	5.30 5.57 5.76 5.95 6.17 6.32 	19* 

Aircraft & Parts 	4.58 4.72 4.87 5.02 5.18 5.02 5.63 	23 
Boiler & Plate 	4.71 4.61 4.24 4.57 4.53 4.65 5.25 	12 
Fabricated Structural Metal 4.77 5.17 5.04 5.65 5.73 6.24 5.56 	17 

	

7.23 ,,8.09 8.87 8.71 8.94 9.79 10.46 	45 

	

8.26 6.13 6.90 7.65 7.45 7.28 7.66 	(8) 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 

D.B.S. Indexes of Real Domestic Product by Industry 

Note: 1 - The 19% growth for All Manufacturing is for 1961-66: The growth for 
the same period  for  Shipbuilding and-  Repair was:46%. 

2 - For these data, the Motor Vehicle industry and the Truck Body and 
Trailer industry are combined. 

3- The prdcedure adopted was td.apply D.B.S .. indexes of Real Domesiic . 
Product by industry to 1961 value added dollars, and td divide the 
resulting dollar series (of value added in constant dollars), by 

manhours for production and related workers. 

Motor Vehicles * 
Steel Pipe and Tube 



TABLE C-24 

CANADA  

VALUE ADDED IN CURRENT DOLLARS PER MAN-HOUR FOR PRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKERS  

1961 - 67  

dollars . 

	

. 	Per Cent 
Increase 

1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 	1961.- 67  

Shipbuilding & Repair 

All Manufacturing 

$ 3.55 	$ 3.27 	$ 3.78 	$ 4.58 	$ 4.75 	$ 4.70 	$ 4.77 	34% 

5.30 	5.52 	5.74 	5.98 	6.26 	6.55 	24% 

-Aircraft & Parts. 	4.58 	4.94 	5.26 	5.69 	-5.•92„6.08 	.6.82 	49% 
-Boiler . & Plate 	4.71 	5.12 	4.20 	5.25 - 	5.75 	6.11 	i7.57 	61% 
-Fabricated Structural Metal 	4,77 	. 5-45 	5.65- ... 6.05 	6.77 	6.90 	6.98 	46% 

Motor Vehicles 
• Steel_ Pipe and Tube .  

	

7.69 	8.83 	9.69 	8.78 	9.14 	9.29 	13.59 	77% 

	

8.26 	6.18 	6.79 	7.40 	7.20 	7.66 	6.92 	(16%) 

Sources: D.B.S. - -Annual Census of Manufactures 

The 24% groWth for All Manufacturing is for 1961766. The growth for the - same period for 
Shipbuilding-and Repair waS 32%. 	. 



have declined in relative terms while those'of most other industries 

have risen. • Thus part of_ theindiastry's improved:productivity-has. 

evidently been passed_on to ship oWners., 

hoWever,,are-genéraily somewhat higher-than - in ',shipbuilding and repair. 

The raté of increase in wages per Man-hold. froM 1961-66 has Ieen much 

the same in shipbuilding and repair'as in,all manufacturing 
- 	. 

industries, being 'faSter than'in someindiVidual . industrieà 

slower than in othe.rs. 

Since shipbuilding Wages have risen over-thePeri0,. 

while Valupadded  per dollar of labour - cOst  (Table  C-22) has been 

maintained, there evidently has been ail:increase in nutputperman- . 

 hour, ; - the data - relating èq'this are given in  Table c- 24  ,vollie added-

in:current dollars per man-hOur  in  ShiPbüilding andrepair-roSe 32% 

in other 

an4 

froM_196166 Compared With 24%. for all manufacturing. 

industries selected  for  compariSon , e4hibitedsübStantially greater 

gaina:With the exception of thé steel pipe an:ttibe indilatry,: which 

reCorded a decline-frail the unnsually.high level  of  1961.. 

HoWever,-analysis of the-same . data in constant dollar  

terms (Table C-25) shows:that the-shipbuilding' and rePairindnstry's 

:productivity has advanced in real terMs faster than that 

industries, "V011ime  of output per'Man-hOUr in shipbuilding 

repair increased  more  than twice as fast as in all manufacturing'forr 

1961-66  and in 1966 and 1967 was 'beginning to apPrnach : the:level-df_ 

-the aircraft, boiler and plate works, and fabricated,Metal industries. 

The data implies:that froM ,1961-67, :shipbuildIng'and -repair prices: 



The Measures of volume of output ii-LTabIe G.25-are 

not preeise since they are composed  of value Series that-are deflatect 

by somewhat crude price indexes Or.by ,déflated cest series;and  the 

 result cannot'fullyf:reflect the:complex•nature. Of many  industries, : 
- 	_ 

e.g. the shipbuilding and 'repair industry, besPite these reserVations, 
:- 

howeVer, such measureffients are useftil at lesat in broad terms ih- 

indicating the performance of an industry:apart from-the effeeta of 

changing Price levels.  

Many'faCtors underlie the increase in prodUctivity  in  

the industry including capital investments and adoption of new:methods 

and  procedures which are referred to In the section on yard  

and  methods. -  :Besides these ; :hOwever; it is highly likely that. - the 

greatly increased scale -of Operation - that became possible for the 

industry in the 1960,'S'was à'most significantfactor.  in the  risc  in  

its-productivity.  Phis ha  implicationsnet-oniy in:this asSesSment 

of past operating charactériatics, but 'also  inrèlatiôn  

for the-indhstry in the future.  

Use of Other .Resoürces 	:H 

p the prospects 

- Table c-4 demenStrated that thé category ofresoUrcea -

,called- !'overhead:and  profit"  represented  the  folloWing  proportions of  

value ofshipments : in  1966 for  different industries.:- 

ShiPbuildingand Repair- 	26% 
'› All Manufacturing 	28 
„ 	Aircraft  and Parts 	- 30: 

„ 	Boiler and Plate Works 	30 
Fabricated Structural Metal , 30 ,  

. 	Motor - Vehicles 	18 
• 	. Steel 'Pipe and Tube  Mills 	18 
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Many elanents are included in the payments for resources 

in this category under the DBS definitions (which differs from the 

inchistry's practice in its internal assessments) such as the following: 

, salary payments to administrative, office, sales and 
distribution staff 	• 

fringe benefits for wage and salaried personne l.  

purchase of corporate  services  like advertising, auditing, 
legal counsel, etc. 

- financing and depreciation charges related to use of capital 

local, provincial and federal taxes 

profits earned on capital.as.a "normal" 'return  or as a reward 
for innovation or risk. 

• 	In this section, comments are made on these eleffientà 

to the extent that.the data available allow. 

Regarding salaries for administrative, office, salés 

and distribution staff, information is available for the industries 

being examined and has been shown as à percent of value of shipments 

in Table C-26 .. 

Such overhead salaries are a lesser proportion of 

shipments in the shipbuilding and repair industry than in all 

manufacturing. .This arises both from lower average salaries being 

paid to such personnel ($6,225 in the industry . compared with $6,600 

in all manufacturing in•1966). and lesser use of salaried staff in 

the industrY per dollar of sales. The somewhat more capital 

intensive industries being:examined have a generally higher proportion 

of ovérhead . salaries, notably the aircraft and parts.induStry. 
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AUsemhly or process industries  like motor vehicles and steel pipe 

and tube Mills have a low  proportion of  overhead salaries in 

relation to sales by virtue of their high throughpnt. 

For fringe benefits,  information  from  questionnaire. 

yards was that such benefits in thé shipbhilding'industry were 

. generally of the order of 20% of wage costé. This corresponds 

closely to the average of 19% for fringe benefits (1) in•relation 

to wages and salaries inManufacturing which was reported for 1967 

in a joint DBS/DePartment of Labour Survey. ' This average leVel of 

19% has been applied:to all-wages and'selaries-in thé industries. 	- 

being examined, and the fringe benefits thus calculated have, in 	• 

turn, been expressed per dollar of sales'. 

The result isshown in the third column of Table C-26, 

and indicates that thé labour intensive character of shipbuilding 

brings with it a Considerably higher level of fringe benefits in 

relation to sales than.in manufacturing generally.• Only one, of the 

selected industries has a.higher lèvel of fringe benefits aircraft 

and parts,probably because of its,high component of'salaried staff. 

Deducting from the overhead  and profit marginsin. 

Table C-26 the salary and,fringe benefit,costs that have been 

identified, the residnal contains payments for certain purChased 

-services, financing and depreciation charges, taxes; and profits 

earned on capital. 

(1) Inclnding holiday pay, Vacation pay, sick- leave, workmen l à -
compensation, unemployment insurance„Canada/Ouebec pension 
plan, private pension, life and healthPlans, and certain 
other miscellaneous payments. 
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• 	It is not,possible to examine > separately these 

remaining components and, in such a situation, the practice is 

often adopted of proceeding directly to an assessment of - 

comparative pràfitability as measured by different profitability : 

ratios. DBS, through the Corporation. and  Labour Unions Seturns 

Act administration,:proVideà.information on profitability for , 

industry groups which Correspondolosely to the group.  classifications 

used in other DBS statistics. UnfOrtunately, siach information ià . 

available for only three Yearà on consistent basis and, for 

shipbuilding and repair, .the Last of . these years. (1967) ineludes 

major losses for one cOmpany which.have a substantial.effect on the 

industry statistic's. Thus; the ratio of profit before taxes to 

shareholders equity for the.industry as reported 4y CALURA, declined 

from 17.7% in 1965 to 10'.47. in 1966 and 3..47. in 1967. 	• 	. 

The shortness of the  te  period and the special 

circUmstances in-1967 make it  impossible, in a "normallt .  sense to 

-assess profitability ln the industry in comparison with other 

industries or with.manufacturing industries -as a-wholé. The 

residual percentage shown ln the last column.of Table C-26 cannot 

thuS be analyzed further with meaningful results. 

Use of Resources by Type of Activity • 

Further perspective on use of resources by the 	: 

shipbuilding and rePair inchistry is available from information 

provided by questionnaire yards on costs in new construction 

industrial and conversion work. Yards were asked forfthis infor-

-mation for four selected years: 1958.,'Ihich'predated-the opening 

repairs, 



TABLE C-27 

1 

CANADA 

RELATIVE USE OF RESOURCES BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
IN THE SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR INDUSTRY  

New Construction 	Repairs  
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958  

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 56% 	62% 	57% 	54% 	14% 	14% 	14% 	17% 

Use of Resources with- 
in the Activity: 
Materials 	53% 	62% ' 52% 	50% 	24% 	27% 	23% 	26% 
Labour 	28 	27 	27 	29 	36 	36 	37 	34 
Overhead & Profit 19 	11 	21 	21 	40 	37 	40 	40 

TOTAL 	100 	100 	100 	100 	100 	100 	100 	100 

Industrial 	Conversion 
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958  

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 26% 	21% 	24% 	25% 	4% 	3% 	5% 	4% 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 
Materials 	47% 	49% 	43% 	43% 	42% 	38% 	26% 	43% 
Labour 	21 	18 	22 	17 	35 	37 	43 	32 
Overhead & Profit 32 	33 	35 	40 	23 	25 	31 	25 

TOTAL 	100 . lpo 	loo 	loo 	loo 	loo 	100 	100 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards 
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of the Seaway and the introduction of subsidies; 1963, which was 

a year of good'actiyity after the effect of subsidy had been 

experienced; 1967, which was the.first year under the reVised , ' 

subsidy arrangements; and the most recent year, 1969, on an  

estimated lasis. 

These:data-are for questionnaire yards only,. and 

hence relate to a different, gtoup of yards than the DBS data 

presented earlier. Also, in.accordance with yard praCtice,' 

utilities and' indirect labour are included in overhead and this 

is a different treatment from the earlier DBS-datà. However, the 

questionnaire reslionses provide a valuable insight into' the: 

ppèrating.Conditions in the industry. To begin with, the following 

records- the summary picture fer all activity bythe questionnaire 

• yardsin Canada: 	 .  

Per.Cent Of. Value of Work': - 1969 . 
Performed Made up by: 	Est. 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Materials . 	4770 	'53% 	45% 	44% 
Production Labour 	28 	26 	28 	27 
Overhead & Profit 	25 	21 	27 	29 

Total 	 100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 

Setting aside thé àbnermal data or 1967 (which Were 

affected : by losses incurred by a yard that has Since ceased building),. 

materials -  have represented about 45% of thé value of activity, amd. 

production labour,  and  overhead and profit, ,  each about 271/2%. 

As Table c- 27 shows, these averagés - are.madé up.of 

varying cost  patterns, in' the different  types of industrY activity. 

For new construction, in which labour has been about 271/2% of the 
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value of work, the importance Of materials has exceeded 50% and 

of overhead and profit haà been of the order of 20%. These data 

indicate that in new  construction,  (which is .the mainstay of the 

industty's activity), the Margin for 6Verhead.and profit haà been 

substantially leSS than in all Of the industry's actiVities and 

than in.Many of thé othermanufactuting industries with which 

comparisons are being Made (aircraft and parts, boiler, and  -plate, 

fabricated structural metal: see Table C26). 	. 
_ 

The data appear to indicate, therefore,‘the presence 

of  very active compétition-among yards for the new construction . 

 business th,at ià available-, and a willingnesS to cOntractfornew: 

construction work at lower-than-industry margins in. Order to Obtain 

wbrk for the yard which will provide a basis for ,other, more 

profitable  operations.: 

• On repair work,Material input is lessancUlabour 

input greater than on new bonstruction. This - is reflected in the 

percentage for overhead and profit which is of the order àf 40%, 

the highest experienced in the' typesof activity.Catried on bY the 

• 
indus  try.  

On'industial work, the material;.labour and overhead 

and profit percentages ate very similar to those in the other types 

of industry that are being used for comparative purposes (Table 

C7 20), as would be expected if industrial wOrk  in  shipyards is to 

be  compétitive  with that done elsewhere. In interpreting these data, 

however, it should be  borne .in  mind that well over three7quarters of 



Per Cent of value of Work 
• Performed made up by: 

Materials & Utilities . . • 33% 	41% 	. 48% 	46% 
Production Wages 	37 	32 	30 	31 
Overhead & Profit 	30 	27 	22 	23 

Value added per $/wages 	$1.85 	$1.84 	$1.71 	$1,74 

$4.67 $4.81 

$2.53 $2.81 $2.73 

TABLE C-28 

CANADA  

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR  

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC DATA FOR DIFFERENT-SIZED YARDS  

1967  

Establishments with Value of Work Performed 

Number.of Establishments 	13 	- 	21 - 	12 	74 

Work Performed as per cent 

of Total Industry Work 
Performed 	4% 

Value added per production $4.60 
man-hour 

Average wage cost per 	$2.64 
production man-hour .  

Source: DBS Annual Survey of Manufactures 

Note: Value of work performed corresponds to value of 

shipments of goods  of  own manufactures, as 
officially reported. 

12% 	82% 	100 

	

$500,000 	$1,000,000 	Over 	All 

	

-999,999 	-4,999,999 	$5 Million 	Establishments  
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the industrial work done by the shipbuilding industry in Canada is 

carried out by a few large establishments in facilities that are to 

a large extent.separat&from shipbuilding operation's. Industrial 

work in other yards is on a Much More restricted scale. 

Conversion work, which is relatively small in total, 

falls between new construction and repair-work in its.ùse of resources. 

There is no pattern in éhe content of conversion work, which depends 

on thé nature of the job to be carried out. 

In.summary, within the overall activity of -shipbuilding 

yards, it woùld appear that oVerhead- and Profit margins are low on the 

neW construction work which is the principal activity in the industry, 

relatively higher:on repairs, and normal in  industrial work for  that  

type of work. 

Effect of Size of Yards on  
Use of Resources 

Theforegoing analysis has been for the shipbuilding 

and  repair industry as a whôle, including the large, medium and Small 

yards.' A question arises as  to the effect of variations in the level 

of performance in different sized yards and Èhe 'desirability that  the 

 analysis shquld proceed beyond industry averageà  fo  t this - .reaSon. 

Table C-28 has been set up to examihe this pôint. It 

shows for 1967 the relative importance of yards hy— threè broad size 

classes .(leaving out those with less than $500,000 of sales), and  

displays alsci some of the broad,assessment measùres developed earlier. 

It will be nôtéd that . the twelve-establishments' with 

sales of over $5 million accounted:for oVer, 807.of total industry . 

Sales in 1967. Because of their weight in the averageS, the assessment 
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ratios for these twelve  establishments are  net far frem.those›of 

the industry as a whole. The'general effect of larger yards in 

1967 were: 

a relative increase in pUrchased materials (probably 
associated with a relatively greater.involvement in 
new construction) - 

- a relative reduction in labour utiliiation _ 

- :a reduced percentage fôr overhead and profit • • 

- generally higher labour rates 

- a reduction in value added per wage:dollar 

- increased  output :.per man,hour 

But on  the Whole,  the variationsin resource use and • 

performance are relatively small and industry, averages are thus . 

considered te be signifiCant and meaningful for «general analytical 

purposes. 

Comparisouef .  the Canadian and U.S. 
Shipbuilding  Industries 

As was mentioned above, data on the U.S. industry 

alone are availabl&-in a form comparable generally to that for Canada: 

Consequently, it is the ônlY country with which direct comparisons 

càn be Made. Certain definitional differences betweenthè U.S . . and 

Canada are not serious enough to invalidate the cômParison. It 

should be noted that all U.S. data are shown in U.S. dollars ànd 

all Canadian data in Canadian dollars; the  Canadian devalUation in 

1962 would affect the cOnversion between the two currencies:and in 

any event  trends in performance rather than,absolute values.are being 

assessed. The following brief review dépes not purport tô bean 

exhaustive analysis of the relative positions of the  two shipbuilding 

industries.. 	 • 	. 
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5.75 
5.40 
5.37 
5.22 
5.12 
4.90 

5.19 
4.75 
4.54 
3.95 
3.44 
3.55 

r 	- 

TABLE C-32 , 

CANADA  AND U.S.A. 

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIPREPAIRING  INDUSTRIES  

1961 - 1966 

Value added  per dollar of - 
labour cdst for production 
and related workers 	 

Average wages per man-hour 
paid for production and 
related workers 

Canada 	U.S.A. 	Canada 	U.S.A. 
Canadian $  	Can.;:dian $ 	U.S.  $  

1966 	1.85 	1.66 	2.55 	3.46 
1965 	1.96 	1.63 	2.43 	3.31 
1964 	1.95 	1.67 	2.35 	3.21 
1963 	1.70 	1.66 	2.22 	3.15 
1962 	1.53 	1.65 	2.14 	3.10 
1961 	1.74 	1.62 	- 	2.04 	3.03 
Per Cent 
Change 1961-66 	 257. 	14% 

' Value added per Man-hour paid 
for production and related 
workers in current dollars 

Canada 
Canadian $ 	U.S. $ 

1966 	4.10 
1965 	4.75 
1964 	4.58 
1963 	3.78 
1962 	3.27 
1961 	3.55 
Per Cent 	. 
Change 1961- 	• 

1966 	32%  

Value added per man-hour paid 
for production and related workers 
in constant dollars and as an inde>1 

Canada 	U.S.A.  
1961 Canadian $  Index  1958 U.S.$  

	

146.2 	5.52 

	

133.8 	5.28 

	

125.1 	5.31 

	

111.3 	5.39 

	

96.9 	5.19 

	

100.0 	4.82 

46.2% 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
U.S. tureau of Census: Annual Survey of Manufactures 

Notes: 	•For Canadian data the procedure adopted was to apply the D.B.S. index 
. of Real DomeStie-Product for the shipbuilding and repair industry 

to 1961 value added dollars, and to divide the resulting dollar 
series (of value' added in constant ddllars) by man-hours for 
production andrelated workers. 

For U.S. data the procedure adopted was to apply the U.S. Department 
of Commerce implicit price deflator for ships and boats  to  the current 
value added dollar figure for each year, and to divide the resulting 
dollar series (of value added in constant 1958 dollars) by man-hoors 
for 'production and related workers. 



CANADA AND U.S.A. 

SHIPBUILDING:AND SHIPREPAIRING  INDUSTRIES  

NEW CAPITAL EXPENDITURES  

1961 - 1966 

Expenditure per $ of value added 	Expenditure per production and 
related worker 

U.S. Canada  

Canadian,cents  U.S. cents 

TABLE C-31 

1966 	4.6c. 

1965 	4.9 

1964 	7.7 

1963 	4.3 

1962 	6.3 

1961 	8.4 

Canada 	U.S. 

Canadian $ 	U.S. dollars  

3.9c. 	$472 	$462 

3.7 	498 	407 

3.1 	752 	338 

2.4 	357 	254 
I 

2.4 	456 	245 

3.4 	601 	333 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
D.B.S. Public and Private Investment and Business Finance Division 
U.S. Bureau of Census: Annual Survey of Manufactures 



CANADA AND U.S.A. 

SHIPBUILDING. AND SHIPREPAIRING INDUSTRIES 

PURCHASED MATERIALS AND UTILITIES, WAGES OF PRODUCTION AND RELATED  
WORKERS, OVERHEAD  AND  PROFIT AS PERCENTAGES OF VALUE OF  

. WORK PERFORMED  

1966 

CANADA 	U.S. 

Purchases 	44% 	42% 

Production Wages 	30 	35 

Overhead and Profit 	26 	23 

Total 	100% 	100% 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census,of Manufactures ' 
U.S. Bureau of Census Annual Survey of Manufactures 

Note: Value of work performed corresponds to value of shipments 
of goods of own manufacture. 



CANADA AND U.S.A.  

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIPREPAIRING INDUSTRIES 

1961 - 1966 	• • 

Value of Work Performed 

- Canada 	• 	U.S. 

Canadian $ million 	. U.S. $ million  

1966 	294 	2339 	. 

1965 	275 	2078. 

1964 	234' 	1826 

1963 	209 	' 1680 

1962 	172 	• 	1670 

1961 	138 	. 1621. 

Per cent increases: 

1961-66 	113% 	. 	. 44% 

Sources: D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufacturers 

U.S. Bureau of Census: .  Annual Survey of Manufactures 

Note: 1. Value of work performed corresponds to value of shipments 

of goods of own manufacture. 

2. Both the Canadian and U.S. data refer to commercial 

shipyards and do not include naval yards. 
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To illustrate, iirst, the relative growth of. the 

two industries;:their total Values of wOrk performed have been 

shown in Table C-29. The rate of growth  of thé  Canadian industry 

has been much faster oVer the period, 113%, compared with 44% for 

the U.S. commerCial industry. 

Table C-30 shows the proportions in total value of 

Work performed made ùp by purchased materials and utilities,' 

production and related WageS, and overhead and profit in 1966 in 

the shipbuilding and repair industries of both countries, this 

being the latest year for which U.S. data are aVailable. Purchased 

material is higher in Canada but  labour ià higher in the U.S,, 

indicating that the industry is even more labour intensive than 

in Canada. Overhead and  profit was somewhat higher in the.Canadian 

induStry id 1966 than in the U.S. 
' 

Table C-31 :presents  information on annual new capital. 	. 

expenditures in relation to value added-and the number of workers in - 

both the Canadian and 	industries. The.U.S. shipbuilding industry 

seen to..have invested relatively  les  s in:capital- itemethan the 	 • 

Canadian industry. 

The saine  indicators have been used with respect't6 

.labour in the U.S. shipbuilding and repair inchistrylas were used 

earlier,for the Canadian industry. Table C-32 shows value added.per 	 • 

dollar of labour cost, average wages per man-hour and value added per 

man-hour.  Value  added per dollar of labour cost has been very similar 	 .1 

in both industries and has been maintained at roughly the saine  level 

throughout.1961-66. However, over .the same period wagesperman-hoUr 
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in the Canadian industry have risen much faster (25% compared with 

14%). Bilt output per man has also risen faster in Canadian ship- 

building: growth of value added in current dollars per man-hour from 

1961-66 was 32% for the Canadian shipbuilding and repair industry 

compared with 17% for the U.S. industry. Dèspite this,.the absolute 

level of value added. Per man-hour was'higher in 1966m thé U.S.' 

industry than in Canada, as meaàured in currentdollarS, though the 

gap has tended to narrow. Translating the data into constant dollars 

by the•methods described in the fOotnote to the Table, it aPpears 

that the volume of output. per man-hour in . Canadà has increased : 

 considerably faster in 1961-66 than in the U.S. (46% .compared with 

14.5%). 

In summary, output, investment,..wage  rates and 

productivity.have all increased at à considerably faster rate in the 

Canadian than in the United States shipbuilding and repair industry 

in 1961-66. 	• 

. Canadian ShipYard 
Facilities and Methods  

Introduction  

Recent Years have seen major changes in the facilities 

and methods used to build ships. 

In several countries, very large shipyards have been 

established that specialize in the production of*blilk  carriers and 

tankers  in  excess of 200,000 DWT, and - that use àsseMbly line and 

automated techniques to the greatest extent possible., 
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Accompanying this very significant development has 

been the adoption of new methods and - practïcéS in existing.yards 

. for the building of ships of a great variety of types. These-

methods and practices usually constitute an adaptation of the 

 techniques being used in .the very large yards'to the extent that 

they are .applicable t6 the scalé of operations and the production - 

• flexibility that is necessary for such'smaller yards. 

Shipbuilding yards in Canada fall'into the latter • 

category. The mix of vessels they have.produced, the limited 

- market open to them,.and•the fluctuations in their activity - which 

have occurred, have •all had an effect on the technical  and management 

- practices in Canadian, yards. 

-• In order to obtain-  an assessment regarding this, the 

Committee.  decided that visits be Made., and questionnaires be sent 

to a representative number of Canadian yards with.the -putpose 

- establishing  the building  facilities and technical methods 
and practices now being used in the Canadian industry. 

assessing the potential for introduction of new technology 
in light of practices elsewhere and of the prospects for 
Canadian yards in terms of the tonnages-and ship types' 
that have - been,projeeted. 

. 	The Dominion Bureau of •Statistics classified 74 

establishments to the shipbuilding and ship repair in4ustry in 

1967. Three other establishments not listed by D.B.S. do building 

or repair work. •Seven establishments listed in 1967 have closed. 

, Thus . the.present composition of establishments-by type and by 	. 

size as defined belOW is as follows: - 



CLASSIFICATION OF YARDS THAT ANSWERED 

ILIL9I2g=t1APILMIL2[1.±MLIUMUM 

REPLIED TO 
QUESTIONNAIRE  . 	VISITED  

TABLE C-33 

CLASS 
CODE YARD 

X 
X 

X X 
X X 

X 

(M) 	MAJOR SHIPBUILDING YARDS 
(With average employment over 
850 during period 1958-69) 

Burrard Dry Dock Co. Ltd. 
Davie Shipbuilding Ltd. 
Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd. • 
(Halifax Shipyards Division) 
Marine Industries Ltd. 
Saint John Shipbuilding & 

Dry Dock Co. Lid. 

INTERMEDIATE SHIPBUILDING YARDS (I ) 

(With average employment between 
450 and 850 during period 1958-69) 

Canadian Shipbuilding & Engineering' 

	

Ltd. (Collingwood Shipyards Division) X 	X 
Port Weller Dry Docks Ltà. 	X 	X 
Yarrows Limited 	 X 	X 

(S) . • SMALL  SHIPBUILDING YARDS 
(With average employment under 
450:1:Wring•period 1958-69) . 

Allied Shipbuilders Ltd. 
B.C. Marine Shipbuilders Ltd. 
Bel-Aire Shipyards Ltd. 
Ferguson Industries Ltd. 
Hike Metal Products Limited 
Manly, John, Ltd. 
McKay-Cormack Ltd. 
McKenzie Barge & Derrick Co. Ltd. 
Passpebiac 
Star Shipyard (Mercers) Ltd. 
The Fishermen's Loan Board of P.E.I. 
Vancouver Shipyards Co. Ltd. 

x 	 x 	 II x 	 x 
, x 	 x 

x 	 x II x 	 x 
- 	 x 
x 	 x II x 
x 	 - 	 I 
x 	 x 
x 	 x ll x 	 x 

• 
(B) 	BOAT BUILDING YARDS 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Company Ltd. . 	.X 	. . 	X 
Chantier Naval Ltée. 	X 	X 

(R) . 	SHIP WAIR YARDS 	- 

Canadian National Newfoundland 
Dockyards  

Canadian  Naval.  Dockyard (Esiluimalt) 
Canadian Shipuilding &'Engineering 
Ltd. (Pori Arthur Shipbuilding Co. 

Division) 
Canadian Vickers Ltd. 
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Major Yards 	- 5 
. Intermediate Yards 	- 3 
Small Yards 	- 13 
Wood Boatbuilding Yards 	• - 17 

	

Ship Repair Establishments - 32 	.... 

The criterion used to determine which shipyards and 

boatbuilding establishment Would be requested to fill in question-

naires and be visited, was based on the receipt of subsidy. paymentS-

of $100,000 or more annually during 1966-68, with some slight 

modification - in order tià obtain a reasonable  cross  section of the 

• industry in each.regicin. 	. 

Visits were made to 24 yards and questionnaire replies 

were received from 23. of the 24 that were asked to supply this 

information. Evaluation of the'information in relation to Methods 

and practices being used  in  other càuntries was based . on information 

for foreign-yards obtained fràm the publications in the bibliography. 

Since the-facilities .  and methods'used byyards in 

•Canada vary with the size.and variety of vessels being built, it is 

desirable to  adopta  classification system•for yards. Several  bases 

for .ClassifiCation are possible; the one-chosen was based on eMployment, 

. as follOws: major yards average employment .  in 1958-69 exceeding 850; 

• intermediate yards - average employment in-1958-69 between, 450 and 850; 

small yards - average emplOyment in  1958-69 of  less than 450. Table 

C-33 lista the classification and names  of. the  yards visited and 

those that replied to the questionnaire. It might be noted that two' 

of the yards ClaSsed as..intermediate on the basisof empioyment are 

capable of building ships up to 730 feet in length. 



B - BOAT BUILDING YARDS 

R - REPAIR YARDS 

CLASS  CODE  

M - MAJOR SHIPBUILDING YARDS 

I - INTERMEDIATE SHIPBUILDING YARDS 

S - SMALL SHIPBUILDING YARDS 

A. OWNED BY THE NEW BRUNSWICK GOVERNMENT 

B. THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS GRAVING DOCKS MAY NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE 

FOR MAJOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 

C. USING GRAVING  DOCK AS BUILDING BERTH 

TABLE C-34 SHIPBUILDING AND SHIPREPAIRING FACILITIES 

QUESTIONNAIRE YARDS 

SEPTEMBER 1969 

SIZE OF LARGEST 	BUILDING BERTHS 	MARINE RAILWAYS 	
ELEVATOR TYPE 	

FLOATING DOCKS 	GRAVING DOCKS 	
CRAIn1 ES 

VESSEL THAT 	 DOCKS 
CLASS 	 BUILDING BERTH 	OUTFITTING WHARF 

NAME OF YARD 	 LOCATION 	CAN BE BUILT IN 	SIZE OF 
LARGEST  CODE LARGEST 

	

ONE PIECE 	NO. 	LARGEST 	NO. 	 • 	CAPACITY 	NO 	CAPAC ITY 	NO 	SIZE 	NO 	 1.40. 	CAPACITY 
(FEET) 	 (FEET) 	 (TONS) 	 (TONS) 	 (FEET) 	 (TONS)  

ATLANTIC REGION 

HAWKER SIDDELEY CANADA LTD. 	 M 	HALIFAX, N.S. 	500 x 	80C 	360 x 	80 	250 TO 3,000 	- 	1 	25,000 	1 	571 x 	79 	5 	125 	3 	40 

SAINT JOHN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK CO. LTD. 	M 	SAINT JOHN, N.B. 	1,100 x 120C 	
1 	1136 x 125 

400 x 	50 	- 	_ 	- 1 	453 x 	60 	4 	75 	5 	25 

FERGUSON INDUSTRIES LTD. 	 S 	PICTOU, N.S. 	275 x 	60 	1 	350 x 	60 	. 	i 	2000 	_ 	_ 	- 	2 	15 	1 	75 

THE FISHERMEN'S LOAN BOARD OF P.E.I. 	 S 	GEORGETOWN, P.E.I. 	160 x 	36 	1 	500 x 	40 	2 	100, 600 	_ 	- 	- 3 	10 	1 	12 

ATLANTIC SHIPBUILDING CO. LTD. 	 B 	LUNENBURG, N.S. 	140 x 	30 	3 	160 x 	40 	- 	- 	- 	- i 	15 	1 	12 

MIDDLE 
CHANTIER NAVAL LTEE 	 • 	B 	CARAQUET, N.B. 	200 x 	30 	1 	200 x 	30 	i 	600A 	- 	- 	- 	1 	15 	 - 

CANADIAN NATIONAL DOCKYARDS 	 R 	ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- i 	560 x 	70 	DATA 	NOT 	4VAILABLE 

ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

DAVIE SHIPBUILDING LTD. 	 M 	LAUZON, QUE.. 	900 x 140 	9 	1000 x 120 	- 	- 	- 	- 9 	85 	7 	80 

MARINE INDUSTRIES LTD. 	 M 	TRACY, QUE. 	500 x 	75 	6 	450 x 	96 	2 	2000,5000 	- 	- 	- 	4 	40 	2 	31'' 

CANADIAN VICKERS LTD. 	 R 	MONTREAL, QUE. 	- 	- 	 - 	- 2 	25,000 EACH 	- 4 	15 	4 	60 

1150 x 120B  

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 	 R 	LAUZON, QUE. 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- i 	600x 	62B 	DATA 	NOT 	AV4ILABLE 

GREAT LAKES REGION 

CANADIAN SHIPBUILDING & ENGINEERING LTD. 	I 	ICO
SAME AS FOR 

LLINGWOOD, ONT. 	730 x 	75 	730 x 	75 	- 	- 	- 	518 x 	56 	120 	BLDG. BERTH 

ST.. CATHARINES, 

PORT WELLER DRY DOCKS LTD. 	 I 	ONT. 	730 x 	75C 	170 x 	40 	- 	- 	- i 	737 x 	80 	3 	125 	1 	55 

HIKE METAL PRODUCTS LIMITED 	 S 	WHEATLEY, ONT. 	80 x 	25 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	RENTED 	10BILES 
SAME AS FOR 

CANADIAN SHIPBUILDING & ENGINEERING LTD. 	R 	THUNDER BAY, ONT. 	730 x 	75C 	2 	700 x 	68 	- 	 - - 	 730 x 	78 	4 	25 	BLDG. BERTH 

PACIFIC REGION 

NORTH 	 2,000, 

BURRARD DRY DOCK CO. LTD. 	 M 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	500 x 	75 	3 	500 x 	75 	1 	1500 	- 	3 	10,000 & 12,000 	- 	3 	87 	4 	95 

YARROWS LIMITED 	 I 	ESQUIMALT, B.C. 	425 x 	78 	3 	425 x 	79 	1 	2500 	- 	- 	- 	45 	2 	25 

ALLIED SHIPBUILDERS LTD. 	 S 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	400 x 	80 	1 	400 x 	80 	1 	SOO 	- 	1 	300 	- 	1 	40 	1 	30 

B.C. MARINE SHIPBUILDERS LTD. 	 S 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	140 x 	42 	1 	200 x 	60 	2 	750, 1800 	- 	- 	- 1 	40 	1 	50 

NORTH 

BEL-AIRE SHIPYARDS LTD. 	 S 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	350 x 	70 	2 	350 x 	70 	1 	100 	1 	150 	- 	- i 	25 	- 

	

10, 	50, 

McKAY-CORMACK LTD. 	 S 	VICTORIA, B.C. 	200 x 	50 	 100 & 1500 	_ 	- 	80 x 	15 	ONE 	2 5 	TON 	MOBILE 

McKENZIE BARGE & DERRICK CO. LTD. 	S 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	325 x 	80 	2 	325 x 	80 	2 	400, 900 	- 	- 	- 2 	25 	1 	165 

NEW 

STAR SHIPYARD (MERCERS) LTD. 	 S 	WESTMINISTER,B.C. 	250 x 	50 	4 	350 x 	60 	3 	150 TO 250 	- 	_ 	- 	3 0 	TON 	MOBILES 

VANCOUVER SHIPYARDS CO. LTD. 	 S 	VANCOUVER, B.C. 	300 x 	68 	- 	 1100 	- 	- 	5 MOBILES UP TO 15 TONS 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 	 R 	ESQUIMALT, B.C. 	- 	- 	- 	- 1 	1150 x 120B 	DATA 	NOT 	A VAILABLE 
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I  

It should .be stressed that What- is being examined 

is shipbuilding methodS and practices; net individual shipbuilding 

yards. The intent of the assessment is. to  provide a basis for 

determining in what respects, and under what conditions, Canadian 

yards miàht be able to ftirther enhance their technical CapabilitieS; 

Building Facilities and Assembly Techniques  

The size and degree of sophistication of facilities 

in Canadian shipyardb vary from the major yards with modern 

equipment, some of whièh are 'capable of building bulk vessels'up 

to 85,000 or 100,000 DWT, to  the very Small Yards having a minimum 

amount.  of  equipment-and capable of building wooden- boatà. only. 

• 	• 	Table C-34 lists the exiSting launchways,:marine ' 

railways, floating  docks,  graving/building docks and majer crane 

facilities in the shipyards which were visited ànd/or.filled in 

questionnaires. Also listed :in Table C-34; is the dimensions of. 

the largest VesSel which can be built in one piece in each of these 

yards without any  major changes to existing facilities. 

Shipyards with privately owned graving docks have 

the alternative of . usingsuch -dockseither . for the .construction 

or  repairing of ships. The Department of Public.Works graving 

docks are primarilY for repair and may net be made-available  for 

 major...new construction projects.. 

The general range  of :building  facilities existing . 

in Major Canadian shipyards corresponds broadly to thé.domestic 

and export ship:requirements-that have prevailed in .post war years 

and does not vary appreciably from that existing inmedium.siZed 
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shiPyards in the United States, United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan and 

other teuntries. 

• >Specific information is limited on foreign yards 

that are comparable  to thé Intermediate and small Canadian yards, 

but it is Considered that little difference existi; particularly 

in the new.Canadian yards. Three of the small yards in Canada • 

have eleVator lift type docks which allow for a flexible yard 

layout suitable ,for both shipbuilding or ship repairing using  the  

saline  haul out or launching facility. All three of theàe yards are 

relatively new. 	 • 

The Major and intermediate yards liated.in Table C-34 

and many of the small yards have  adopted the practice of'producing 

the steel hulls of ships in- sub-assemblies or blocks,:weighing any-

where frem 5 to 100 or more tons depending toan eXtent.on.the 

; 	. 
available cranage in a particular yard. These Stibab,Semblies,,-  or. 

blocks, are either produced complete in the steel shops or partially 

assembled in the shops and nompleted in the proximity  of the building 

berth.. They are then.placed in position on the building berth where -

they are fitted to adjacent blocks and welded together. Sub-assembly 

• 
of blocks of steel work in the shop offers many advantages, among 

which are ease of planning the work, easier allocation of workers 

and more effective supervision atthe sub-assembly location... On the 

building berth sub-assembled blocks reduce the number of major'lifts 

and allows for better co-ordination of various trades. The larger 

the block size the greater the economies derived.froM  the  method - 

of construction depending on the type of vessel being built. 
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. 	This Method of steel assembly is in ,general use in . 

world Shipbuilding. Major foreign shipyards producing Very large 

bùlk carriers are equiPped with cranes capable of handling blocks 

up to 800 tons with.  the  majority of such yards being capable of 

easily handling block  of 300 tons. However, the size of the . 

blocks  produced by shipyards in Canada cannot be determined on 

the basis of the'largest block size desirable for'the largest ihip 

which can be produced, as management must take into acdount the mix 

of vessels they may havé to produce  and  may decide oh an average . 

block size of 50 . to 60 tons.despite the fact'that they coùld 	' 

produée much larger blocks. This has ah effeet on required floor 

area of steel shops, capacity of shop cranes, CapaCity of trailgrà 

for transport  etc. • 

Outfitting at the sub-assembly stage is a further 

practice that is widespread. In the major foreign yards piping, 

electrical installation, ventilation systems, beds. fcitailxiliaries, 

components and so on, are alUinstalled in the blocks, in the shops, 

or at outfit areas, and the blocks are transported to the berth 

where the sections are Welded together and' the outfit:installations 

are connected. While it is difficult to determine the exact. 	' 

tangible savings realized by'outfitting of the blocks, it can be 

readily apPreciated that installation of equipment in the blocks 

is much easier than it would be on the building berth after the . 

units are connected together, where access becomes limited an d. 

 handling is greatly increaàed. 
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,With the exception of most major yards, Canadian . 	, 

shipbuiders consider hull work and - outfitting work as two yery 

distinct phases in shipbuilding, and carry put these phases  at 

 different times during the construction of a vessel. Several 

Of the major yards carry Out some outfitting-work priàr to the 

'erectien of the blocks at. theship, that is at-the same time as 

the blocks are being built - in the shop. However, lack of lead.: 

time and the ,  need for materials'and components to be purchased 

from world wide sources i)revent the yards in  Canada from 

obtaining full benefit from block outfitting in the - shops. Some 

piping,'elettrical and ventilation work can be carried,  out at 

this.stage'but it isdifficult to finalize the outfit in any-one 

block prior to erection ôn the berth. Another factor limiting 

block outfitting is:that  the  layout . Of  the: steel  ShOpà. is such 

that few can àutfit blocks indoors because this woilld greatly 

reduce steel production. Weather conditions in the average 

Canadian shipyard makes it generally impractical to outfit 

blocks in thé , opén on .a  year round basis, In Canada, to take full 

adVantage of outfitting of blocks pripr . to ship assembly, it would 

be desirable to have covered areas for Such Work adjacent to 

warehouses handling all ,  outfitting components. However, this 

wàuld only be of benefit if sufficient lead time was available• 

to Permit delivery of allcomponents and materials prior td 

commencing outfitting of blocks and this,.in practiçp, is nnt 

always possible. 
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•Planning and scheduling  

• 
Canadian shipyards have the  reputation of being - 

among the world's CaStest producers of custom designed ships 

when production time is measured from'date of contract - Signing . 

•to ship delivery. Historically, most Canadian shipyards have had 

a relatively mall order book and have built a- wide variety of 

Thesefactors combined, present a difficillt situation in 

relation to detailed planning and scheduling in the early stage' 

• 
of a Contract due to: - 

7 lack of sufficient lead time for préparatinn of detailed 

drawing and technical data, ' 	• 

- lack of sufficient lead time for proeurement and delivery' 

of materials. 

Information for detailed planning and Scheduling 

of materials and labour originates from the estimate:, detailed 

drawings, specifications and purchase.orders. In the early 

stages, therefore, the planning derives from the actions of the 

departments performing these fiinctions. • This does not mean that - 

no detailed planning takes place but that; originally, planning is 

a function of the events instead of the other way around. Major: 

yards, in most  cases,  plan originally on avery broad basis and 

then proceed With detailed planning as  soon as information is 

available. In somé cases, however, and particularly  in the  small 

yards, details are left to the supervisory staff, to be handled 

on a day by day basis. 
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to 
The questionnaire Eo the yards asked what kind of•

planning.technique'was being used. Pive major, one interffiediate, 

and one small yard indicated that they Make use of netwOrk planning, 

either cPm or PERT. None of the  other yards Showed:that -they 'used 

any kind of planning whatsoever, but they are known to use bar 
• 

graphs tà plan the major activities involved in cOnstruction  of  

ships. These bar graphà usually plan fUnctions on a very broad , 

basis with the details left out so that they can be dealt with as 

required. This sort of planning requires that the details be taken. 

care of by a number of individuals (superintendenta„feremen, - chief 

draftsmen, purchasing personnel, etc.) and since thesè individhals 

• do not have the same overall View of the yard objective, the 

decisions theY take tend to be department oriented rather  than  

• project oriented. . 

It is considered that the degree:of planning :chine 

by those yards using.Critical Path or Pert is  on a par - with that 

recorded.in  British and American- yards. It is interesting to.  note 

that the Canadian yards -using network planning generally are the  

yards using more advanced building methodà, including outfitting 

at the stab-assembly or block stage. In theae yards (as in 

similarly sized yards in other countries) network planning usually 

incorporates completion dates for preparation of specifications, 

the completion of drawings for hull work, and thè Completinn of 

drawings for advanced outfitting which is also coordinated . with 

schedules for the hull wo -rk... Also included is the plàcihg. of 

orders for materials and eqUipMent as well as required delivery 
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dates. In major yards abroad, which buil very large ships, network' 

planning etends:to detailed direction ofd.ndiVidual workers 133i task. 

Such a degree of planning and  scheduling ds necessary for - that type. 

of operation but is not Appropriate to the Canadian situation. 

PurChasing and expediting  . 	. 

Except for à few cases,'Canadiat shipyards are : 

independent from eachother and, furthermorà,,the majority.of the ships. , 

Ordered from Canadian.yards are of individual design or "one off" type. 

. This neceSsitates the:pnrChase of Material and equipment on a per 

ship basis. • 	- . 

. 	Because of their  location  with respect to steel 

suppliers, it is often necessary for yards tO. carry a large. steel .- 

inventory. Many,yaAIS invOlved in ,steel repair work. carry- a quantity 

of steel in various.shapes and plate thicknesses so,that they May be 

in a good position to commence work immediately should. a.repair job 

- come up:. 

,The,relatively low and varying :demand  for.  individual.  

items of equipment used in ship construction has limited the 

ability of Canadian suppliers to, manufacture economically  in,  this, 

country, and has resulted, in purchase of foreign equipment to an • 

extent that is estimated elsewhere:in this report at 40% of the total 

value of materials and equipment used. - 

In consequence, there are added cests and lengthened 

delivery times compared withforeign competitors. Correspondence.; 

expediting, and customs clearance, together with the freight, 

insurance and duty costs, add to the delivered price of the equipment 
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and are reflected in the 'cost of Canadian bùilt vessels. The need 

to deliver the vessel in the minimùm'time, - coupled with arrival of 

materials perhaps as late as a few weeks before delivery of the 

ship, prevents"Canadian yards from taking full advantage of block 

outfitting. 

In contrast to the above situation, yards in 

coùntries such as Gèrmany, JaPan, Britain, Sweden and the United 

States are often part of large corporations controlling other ship-

yards and/or manufacturers ofsmaterial  and'  equipment reqùired in . 

shipbuilding. In Many cases, Steel is obtained - from . t4e parent or 

sister.company. which is often located:near the 'shipyard. -Stee l . 

inventory can therefore be kept to a minimnm, to,the point where 

some major Japanese yards carry only nine to. fourteen days supPly • 

of steel. The main and auxiliary equipment is often obtained'from 

within the corporation or from, manufaCturers in the en:Se-vicinity 

which.results in communications between-  thé yard and the supplier 

being much superior to the Canadian situation. . - Also, since the 

yards are, often part of 'a  group of yards, and in Some cases build 

conventional ships in series the ability to order multiple 	• 

components to the same specifications is frequently the rnle, whereas 

for Canadian yards, it is the.exception; Multiplè-procureffient also 

can result in more importance being given to the order by the supplier 

from the point of view of both priée and delivery. Such opportunities,. 

however, are not open té  Canadian Shipbuilders. . 
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• 1 

I. 

hi le almost  ail yards in Canada continue to use 

wooden templates to some extent for lofting, there is  a  substantial . 

usage: of more  advanced techniques. 	• 

_ 	Five  yards  reported use of, tenth scale lofting, and 

in three of  • hese the tenth scale lofting is adaptable for tape 

control. Anôther yard USeS the photo projection technique. The . 

praCtice . in .  Canada is generally to use the more advanced method  of 

one tenth or one hundredth scale drawings directly in conjunction 

. - 
with flame cutters,-  Which is sOmewhat different from that elsewhere 

e.g. in japan; the trahSition from  one tenthto full scale is by 

use of projection towers. 

Studies have been underway in the U•S•, Europe and 

Japan for a number of yearà On the develàpment of computer  programmes 

intended - to replace.the conventional design, drawing and lofting 

stages of ehip construction. • One sùch system.is called - Styrbjdrn 

and is described in the article on the Swedish Shipbuilding  Indus try 

 which is listed in the bibliograPhy. The makimum value bf:such 

systems . can, of course, be obtained only whén - a large volume of 

series production vesseis . a.re  beingHpuilt. 	, 	' 

• Steelwork  

The value of - steelwork. (that is the total cost of 

the material and direct labour used) represents some 307  to 4570 

of the cost of an average Canadian huilt.ship. This isobviously 

an important area for improvements in methods and Practices, and 

one in which some of the major, intermediate and small Canadian 

yards have made changes in the past. There is potential  for 
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further improvement,'hut  the  extent  to  which  this may . be . achieved 

depends in part on the  volume and diversity-ofyork available. • 

The flow of steelwOrk is described in some  detail so that comments 

may be made on the preaent situation and possibilities for change. 

Upon receipt; steel.  is cheeked and stored either 

Outside or under cover. The Storage of plates,and shapes occupies 

a large amount of space since'it is desirable to stockpile in a 

way that will permit quick withdrawal when .reqUired with the leas t .  

amount.of sorting, handling and rearrangement. Some major yards 

order steel by standard-sizes as fàr as possible in order to 

minimize the storage space and handling required, hilt-difficulties 

occur when such . Yards are engaged'in the construction of various 

types Of vesselà at the same time. 	. 

Canadian shipbuilders have adopted two diffèrent. ,  , 

basic •systems for storing steel as reCeived from the:mills and  for' 

handling it between storage and fabrication . , Thé medium tolarge 

sized yards store the plates on. the flat and use overhead bridge 

cranes to retrieve  and carry ,to the shop. The traditional hooks 

and grabs are generally used to lift the plates but a few  yards 

use  magnets. The small to medium sized yards generally store 

their plates on edge in racks, Mainly consisting of uprights to 

keep the plates from 'falling over, and retrieve from storage and 

carry to the shop with mobile equipMent such as cranes or lift: 

trucks. • 

Three major and One intermediate yards are 

equipped with mechanized facilities to prepare  the steel  surface 
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prior to the start Of fabrication.. These'facilities consist of à 

conveyor system  to conVey the platesthrough a drying and descaling 

process (sandblasting or shotblasting) and a paint priming system 

prior to delivery to the .shop. In thé majority of these cases 

plates are te-identified manually. The cost of such facilities 

is about one-quarter of a Million- dollars  depending on size and-. 

degree of sophistication. 

Upon entering the .shop the steel goes through the 

marking and burnËlg processes. While hand Marking, hand 'burning 

and exy plane . burning are still extenàively usetl, a number of 

labour SaVing devices have been adopted by someyards. Apong 	. 

these devices are one-tenth scale equipment, one-hundredth scale 

negative and tracing equipment.. Three:of the yards have  tape. 

 conttolled equipment for flame Cutting:>of. shaped steel. The cost 

of a complete medium size tape controlled burning setup.is in the 

neighboilrhood of a quarter of a million 'dollar's. 

• • 	Full benefit:from expenditures on.suCh equipment 

and on mechanized steel:preparation depends on A high degree of - 

utilization, which in turn requires both, a conSistently good: 

 volume and a well balanced flow of work. 	- 

Following the burning'operation, the steel-is sent 

to an area for panel fabrication as applicable; then it Is 

assemblecrinto sub-assemblies ôtblocks. 	The transfer from the 

burning to:the paneIand sub-assembly - area is done either by over-

head cranes or with mobile equipment. In either case . it requires 
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manual operations to hook the plates onto the crane ancLto operate 

the,crane to the assembly area. Here again a few major yards 

. make use of electro,magnets to lift the steel. • 

Thé steel-assembly Crew uSually consists of skilled 

workers of different trades, main1Y'platers, shipfitters or ship-

wrights, tackers, burders.and welders. Becausé . of the strong trade-

demarcation that exiSts in Some  yards,  it is-diffieult to allocate, 

the right number of men in  each of thèse trades and keep the 

efficiency high at all . times, regardless of the fluctuation in the 

demand for each one of, the trades at various times while the blocks 

are being assembled. -  This problem-of demartatiOn is Virtually 

• non-existent in the small yards. 	. 

The building of- the blocks is one stage in the 

. 	. 
oonstruction Of a vessel where detailed planning and coordinating-• 

is:most neceSsary in order to avoid:costly delays. - In some Canadian 

yards,the blocks are built from indiVidual components:whereas in -- 

ether yards,, mainly those capable of handling larger . bleCks-, the 

individual edinponehts are - welded into minor sub-âssemblies before 

being made' part of the blocks.' Most yards are equipped With the ' 

standard unionmelt welding machines for straight-line welding. Six 

yards haVe'inVested in Some fOrm of automatic or semi-automatic 

welding equipMent for-panel fabrication. One Canadian yard is_ . 

equipped with prototype  one  side welding equipment. The use of 

this equipment eliminatea thé neceSsity of-turning the plates - - 

through 180 degrees for back welding. - 

Iir 
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' 	From the above description of the practice's presently 

onployed by Canadian shipyards; it is obvious  that iniprOvementshave 

been 'made in steel handling, maOcing,'burning.'and .  welding. In 

general, such imprevements require substantial capital inveatment 

which will only be undertaken if it can be baeed on confidence in a 

future substantial  volume of Work. These'Conditiona have not 

prevailed for Canadian yards and  thus the improvements that have - 

been introdticed  •have not yielded the full benefit which is available 

when they are built into à production  line and-Matched With.equipment 

of similar capacity. .There is a-distinct limit to thè productivity 

gains that can be realized in a shiPyard even with . the latest - 

steelworking equipMent unless a major investment is made 'in handling 

equipment. That $  in turn,.is-subject to varying degrees of product-

ivity Increase 'unless the:yard can be laid out with its steel 

stoèkyard, its  fabricating shop, and its bUilding:docks orlaunchways 

in as near a straight line as-possible, where full benefit can be 

gained froni à reduction in handling. - 	: 

Volume of work.cohpled with series production has: 	- 

permitted many of the major yards in foreign countries to introduce. - 

a substantial degree  of automation into  their steelwork processes. 

The effect of automation has been evengreater  in the newly built 

yards which havé been laid out in a way that takes maximum advantage 

of mechanized flow processes for steelwork. 

Another factor favouring foreign yards is a reported -  - 

modification in the traditional attitudes of labour. In Japan, 
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traditional deMarcation of trades . is.paid to be in the process of 

elimination, with it -being CoMmon  fo . 	to carry out tasks 

in more than one trade as opposed to the single craft-oriented 

workmen in most countries. This trend is reported to be developing 

in Sweden alse, and it should be noted that more British yards now 

 have so-called "flexibility labour agreements". which allow for a 

reduction in trade deMarcation. The possibility of similar changes 

in . Canadian yards merits continued exaMination by management and 

labour.' 

-. Some comments on the future inveatment possibilities 

in Canadian yards are.appropriate on the basis of information : 

obtained from yard questionnaires. -Twelve  of the.  responding yards : 

indicated a widh to increase the capacity  of  their yards either in 

terms of the volume  Of work -  they can handle or. the size  of  . Ships 

they can produce. Three of these are major yards that have plans 

to improve their steelworking facilities in an organied and 

integrated fashion,taking further advantage efautomated methods,. 

>so that the end result Would be a more  modern and efficient  shipyard. 

Volume of work would be  a major factor in putting these plans into 

effect.. It iS evident from - the questionnaire returns that thede 

are yards which are also pursuing improyements . in other areas 
• 	1 

as part of a progressive development programme. 

Outfitting  

Outfitting,  as  known to the shipbuilding industry, 

covers a large number of interlOcking activities involving many 

trades such as those engaged on machinery installatioppipe fitting, 
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electrical work, sheet metal work and joiner work etc. These 

activities' are less adaptable to  automation than those related 

to the steelwork where'automation in material handling and 

fabrication can be achieved to a fairly large extent. Also-, ' 

during the.outfitting period, it is necessary to-  eMploy several 

crafts in the same areas Of  the  ship at the same time, resulting 

.in the poSsibility• of crowded. eonditiOns and lower efficiency. 	' 

. The interlocking requirements Of the. activities, that is the 

necessity Of having the wcirk of a Certain trade completed - before 

that Of other trades can.proceed, calls for detailed schedUling, • 

The Control of . thià schedüling iSmadé.mere diffiCnit due to the 

fact that a -number.of tradesmen maY be.working for sub-Contractors 

andthus are not the direct responsibility of yard supervision. 

The large number Of Purehased components - required teoutfit a 

vessel emphasizes the importance of timely deliveries'of these ' 

Components  for an efficieht Outfitting : operation. -  This applies , 

not only,to shipyard purohases but also to coinponents supPlied by 

the shipoWner. This highlightS the necessity of intergrating the 

purchasing and expediting in the overall:mitfitting schedule 

16i.11 of the major Canadian  yards  and some of the inter-.- 

 mediate and small yards develop a very detailed schedule for  .the', 

'outfitting, taking into,censideration the integration of ptirchasing 

and expediting of components with the reqUired completion of each 

 phase of. outfit work. Major. yards, in general, carry out block 	„ 

.outfitting to the maximum extent possible dependent on delivery of 
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materials at'that stage. Some . other yards pay inadequate 

attention to the planning and scheduling of'outfitting work, 	• 

purchasing and expediting sometimes being carried out without 

sufficient regard to the vessel delivery committment. Also, in 

such yards detailed scheduling of the work sequence of the various 

trades and the allocation Of the men is left to the yard. supervision 

to be dealt with on a day to day basis without the benefit of an 

overall plan. 

Since it is impractical for some yards to employ . 

skilled workers in all trades involved in ship  construction,  it is 

necessary to,have certain phases of outfittine :carried °tit by sub-

contractors. The number of trades or types of work.sub-contracted 

by the yards varies from one to six, the average for the coUntry 

being two. This average hàs remained fairly:constant . from 1958 to 

1969. An exception  to this generalization is the, Atlantip_region 

where a substantial increase  in the  amount of work sub-contracted 

has taken place in the last two years; this is dealt with more 

specifically in the section on the Atlantic  region. It May be -. 

noted also that,.in small yards, muCh of the outfitting is carried 

out by sub-contractorsparticularly..such work  as  piping, electrical„ 

sheet metal, deck.covetingand inaulation. The main.function of the 

shipbuilder :  in such casWis therefore to coordinate the sub-contract 

work in order to avoid concentration Of labour in one area and still 

achieve the delivery date of the vessel. ,: 

Outfitting in foreign yards, other than the. very large 

yards, is carried out in Much the'same way  as  it is In the major and 
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intermediate yards in Canada. With a trend towards outfitting at the 

block stage and emphaSi's en detailed planning and  scheduling but 

with some greater use of sub-contracting as •a reàult of the 

geographical closeness of. building  yards. Very large foreign yards 

employ detailed methods that are not always appropriate for Canadian 

circumstances. 

Management Controls  

The major shipyards in Canada record their expenditures 

for labour and materials on.a detailed-cost schedule covering from 

150-200 main accounts with 2 or- more sub-sedtions for each Main 

account, each of these in tUrn being broken down into trades, . 

requiting in a fairly detailed breakcLoWn being redorded for each ship 

buiit.. 	 - „ 

Smaller yards generally use less elaborate Cost: 

accounting .system - and deal with labour and material distribution on - 

a very'broad scale covering steelwork; piping, electrical' work', sheet 

metal work, machinery, etc.,  in 'lump figures. Others simply record 

labour.expenditures dn.'a trade classification baSis. 	- 

Estimates  for  ships  are,  for the most part, Prepared 

on the same -format as the recorded _costs in order, to make-fultuse of 

historical data .  for, similar ships. There are exceptions i.e., in 

the' case ,  of steel,  an  overall "evaluated" manhour per ton figure'will 

be used rather than applying hours to each steel account or,sub-

acCount. Simiiar exceptions apply to other  sections.. of the Ship 

estimate. 	 • 
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From the-above it follows that  the shipyards with the_ 

most sophisticated cost accounting system are also  the  best equipped 

to prepare a budget for material and labour expenditures on a fairlY 

realistic basis when a contract is received, _However,. in some 

instances, such  information ,  is insufficiently broken down on the 

labour side te provide the production supervisàr with more than a 

general control of labour throughbut construction. This applies 

even in steelwork which is the most readily measurable  aspect of 

construction, and since much less detail is generally aVailable in' 

outfitting than in steel, control tends to  be less:effective. 

Detailed control of the application àf, labour hours is therefore_ -; 

left very much in the hands' Of the supervisors of the variouà trades 

even in some major yards with fairly de.tailed cost•accounting aystems. 

• 	Seventeen Of the responding yards stated that they,, 

compare man-hour  performance  with the budget and  with physical - 

progress weekly, three yards compare once a:month, and twp yards 

compare results• only  on complétion of. a Contract.. Considerable 	- 

skill is required, Particularly in the early stages, to estiffiate 

with reasonable accuracy the actual physical pregrese achieved 

during,such short pericids,_ when estimates are based On the 

coMpletion of fairly large mounts of, work. 

Developing pretice elsewhere; particularly In yards 

engaged in series production; is togarepare a working budget for 

each work item. A number of foreign yards uSe.work meaSurement to 

determine time estimates, and in some cases the  workers:are on an 
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incentive plan wherehy their earnings are •related to . the amount of work 

they perform. The full scale implementation of such budgeting. and ., 

reporting systehis is justified only if there is à substantial 

volume of•work, but there is-no doubt that the tendency is toward - 

control of smaller items and this is beneficial for line supervision 

and management.. ' 

Use of Computers.  

Computers are  being increasingly ,  used for various ' 

operations in Canadian:shipYards. The following table indicates the 

extent of - use in various  classes of shipyards.. 

'Major  Yards  -•Int.erMediate Yards  >Small Yards  

ShiP calculations - 	4 	 4 
Lines-fairing 	 2 
C.P.M. or ?ert 	5 	1 	. 	1• 
Cost and production control. 	 2  
Accounting 	.4 	- 	-2 
Stores inventory . 

It will benoted that-the':Major yards are  making the greatest use of 

computers at the present time. However, one small  yard. uses the 

computer for all  of the applications listed: , It should be mehtioned 

that many small yards use the services of consultants for all or moàt 

of their .  technical Work, and tl-rus most of these yards maY-baindirectly. 

using computers, at least fôr ship Calculation's. 

ing recognition on the  part Of management of the 

be obtained from computers in Canada as in. foreign countries. - . 

Ovèrhelad and Management Functions  • 	• 	• 

In order .,to.nbtain an indication of the activities of 

me 

that 

'Application 

There is an increas-

degree of assistance 
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shipyards in overhead and management fiinctions, the questiennaire 

aàked yards to break down their .  current (September - 1969) employees T 

by type of activity.: . 

Replies indicated  that 77% of all employees were 

engaged in physical work" and 237.  were in the overhead and adminis-

tration  category. The table below shows -the, breakdown by function 

• of these personnel: 	',- 

Percent of Total 
Overhead and Administration 

Employees 	 Function 

' • Marketing 	 . 	3.5% . 	.  
Research and Development 	 1.3 
Design and  Drafting -  . 	. 	13.0 . 	. . 	. 
Production Control, 	. 
•. Planning and Scheduling 	, 	' 	' 3.9 
Supervision 21.8 
Management 	 • 3.9• 
•Maintenance,  Cranes and Stores 	30.5 
Other ' 	 22.1 

Total, Overhead and Administration 	100.07. 

While these figures may not be fully representative 

because they relate to the position in • one month only and because 

of differing definitions and càtegories among yards, they provide 

	

the basis 	in conjunction with information obtained on visits - 

for the following general comments. 

An average, Canadian yards employ one white collar . 	. 

worker. for each 3.3 blue collar workers. Altholigh there are not 

up-to-date comparable figures for other countries', in 1967 this 

ratio averaged one to '2.6 in 39 Japanese shipyards of varying sizes; 
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in the sanie yards in 1962, the .ratio was one to 3.1: This indicates 

the emphasis being,put.on clerical",.technical and managerial skilla 

by Japanese yards and also the effect of increased automation in 

these yards. -  A very similar trend took place in Swedish yards 

between 1958 and 1967, these again comprising a range of yard sizes. 

It is interesting to note . that those were years of progress  for  • - 

shipyards in.those countries, when  production volumes increased 

considerably and reported man-hours per DWT ton in 1967 declined to 

betweon one third and one half of the level in 1958. 

The-Market for ships  in Canada  has been euch 

very little market research has leen foUnd to be justified by 

Canadian shiPyards. In addition, very.few yards other than the 

. largest have had personnel engaged sblely in sales for either new 	• 

.ships or ship repairs. Custômer contact for-new ship sales is 

generally maintained by the senior executives of a company backed . 

up by the design, estimating and purchasing staffs. Captive business, 

created by direct control of shipyards by owners Of shipping 

companies, or personal relations with cuStoMers,have been,Signifi-

cantinfluendes on the  attitude.of . individual Shipyards towards 

marketing in the paet, ,Some major yards employ agents in - varione 

countries to maintain contact with owners for ship repair work. 

Competitive tenders are now commoù for shipbuilding 

and to a large extent  for  ship repairing.. The policy of Customers 

concerning detailed specifications and design plans varies  from 

thoSe who Supply complete.details,.to those who simply' outline their.  
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requirements and leave it to . the shipyards to prepare the design 

and specifieations and to . submit a price. 

.Major and intermediate yards and some small yards in 

Canada have their owà Naval Architects, Marine and Electrical 

.Éngineers and support staffs who are capable of producing . detailed. 

designs, specifications ànd ,  working drawings for any type of vessel 

in the range of their shipyard building . facilities. These shipyard 

designers and technicians are supplemented by the firms of consult-

ing . Naval Architects and Marine tngineers practicing .threughoüt . 

Canada. 

Many of the small Yards employ the  services of 

consulting Naval Architects and Marine Engineers for the..preparation 

of designs, specificationsamd.working draWings. These consultants . 

in aome cases support the management in thé supervision and  inspection 

of the work, assist-in scheduling and planning and'deal with the :  shiP 

owners-and supplierS on Many technical points. Such à service is . 

particularly benefiCial to small yards as they gain, by receiving 

up-to,date adyice .without the need to - maintain a Staff of , designers 

and technicians on a,permanent basis. 

International marine circles'and professional societieà 

are well aware that research and•development by government and private 

professionals in Canada have contributed substantially to .ship design. 

Special designs for cable-laying, icebreaking, lakers, self,unloaders, 

ferries', package freighters, research vessels, naval units, tugs and ' 

speCial service barges havé been accepted as leaders:in.their 
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respective  fields. Canada has also led the world  in  many areas of 

detail designing including the  application of.aiuminum and special . 

 high tensile steels, use ef plastic piping-, - ,remote control  of  engine 

rooms, use of controllable .piteh propellers and boW  and  stern- 

thrusters -. While developing  designs and téchholOgy that.hàve been 

found usefurelsewhere, Canada has had acceSs to:the research and 

development findings in other Countries. 

The high fluctuation in déffiands on thé  industry have, - 

' however,...created serious problems for shipyards and consultants-with 

regard to the - retention  of  capable eXperienced staff members... When 

the workload drops off, such personnel leave Canada for . the,United 

States and are lost to the industry with the result tharreplaceménts, 

reqUired as Workloads increase; must be recruited overseas. ThiS-

results.in  a.lack of Continuity in procedure and the neceasity fer a 

"training period" while neW staff members become familiar with the 

conditions and methodS used in Canada.' 

In majorshipbuilding countries, individual shipyards 

are often part of a group:of yards, either Within - one corporation -  - 

or by some, MUtnal agreement, and itis.therefere not necessary for 

each yard to maintain individual marketing  and. design teams. .These 

functions.in  such.yards aré carried bv.tby a central-office staff 

with each yard responsible for, detailing and drafting. 

Shipyards in most other shipbuilding countries empley 

a much larger percentage of uniVersity graduates than do Canadian 

yards. As a rule theY are hired upon graduation,frem university, are 

given the opportunity te develop and gain experience, and eventually' 
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are promoted to the managerial ranks thereby providing their company 

with continued talent and strength: 

A new development, with marketing and wider:1.mph-

cations, is the association sinCe 1967 of à number of shipbuilding 

companies in different countries for exchange - of:technical information, 

common Purchasing policY, joint study of marketing requirements, co-

ordinated development of new design, and Sharing of research and . 	• - 

development costs. . This association, called The Dorchester Club, 

comprises yards in West Germany, the United Kingdom, ItalY . and the 

Netherlands. A communication from this Club to the Committee indi-

cates that, technical and:morking grouPs•are co-ordinating all 

activities in the fields  of design, standardization and researCh 

and development.. CoMmon - designs and standards have  been established 

and different yards are building a number of like vessels to these ' 

designs. This kind of association' among companies is a practice that 

may become increasingly.prevalent.. 	• 

Ship Kepair 

Based on Dominion Bureau of Statistics (1567) data 

with a few known reviSionS, it can be stated that there are fifty-

eight ship repair- establishments .  in Canada, Of these, thirty .-two - 

are in the ship repairing business only— three.Of them on a major 

scale - and the otber twenty-six are combined with shipbuilding or 

boatbuilding facilities..  The  . eight major - shipyards in Canada all 

se 
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engage in ship repairing resulting in a total Of eleven major ship 

repairing establishments. 

Ship repairing represents approximately'20% of 'total 

industry business on a dollar value basis. HoweVer, in relation -

to the total  business of the shipbuilding yards only, ship repair 

constituteà some 147.. 	• 

• 	Major ship repair facilities exist in St. John's, 

Nfid.; Halifax, N.S.;.Saint John, N.B.; Lauzon, Sorel 

P,Q.; Port Weiler, collingWood  and  Thunder Bày, Ont.; 

Victoria,  B.C. 

. 	As was showt.in Table C-34, there are four graving 

docks  in  the Atlantic region with capacities ranging . from 10,000 

tons DWT •up to abolit 100,000 tons DWT;  one  floating dock with a 

Maximum lift of 25,000 tons; one elevator lift type dock with a • 

maximum lift of 2,500 tons; several marine railways.with lift 

capacities ranging from 100 to 3,000 tons. 

The St. Lawrence region has two graving docks 

by the Federal Government and operated by the Department of Public 

Works With capacitieS of about 15,000 and 100,000 tons DWT- - 

respectively; two floating docks each with a maximum lift of 25,000 

tons and capable ofbeing comhined by Use of one section to : lift a 

maximum of 27,500 tons; three marine railways of 300 tons, 2000 

tons and of 5,000 tons lift. 

The Great Lakes region has three graving docks; two 

of which are capable of handling maximum (730') size Upper Lakers; 

several small marine railWays also exist in - this region. 

pWned 
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,The Pacific region has two graving doeks, one_owned 

by the Federal Goverment and operated by the Department of Public 

Works!' with a capacity of about 100,000 tons DWT, and one small, 

privately owned of about 406 tons DWT capacity; four floating  docks 

of 300, 2,00.0, 10,000 and. 12,000 ton maximum lifts; two elevator 

lift type docks of 150 and l-;100 tons maximum lift; twelvé marine - 

. 
railways ranging in size from 30 ton lift up to à maximum of 2,500 

- ton lift. No doubt several other marine -railways exist in this 

region but details have not been obtained. 

The normal - facilities and , manpower available at 

shipbuilding- yards, the use of  docking facilities for the dual. 

purpoSe of building  and  repairing, and the-contribùtidn of:ship 	' 

repair to  the everall . workload to levei 'off fluctuations in new  

construction erders- .- all of these emphasize the importance of . , : 

Ship repair work to shipyard management.: 

Some major ship repair establishments .operate indepénd- 

ently from shipbuilding Uperations, each having ita awn  major  docking 

facilities. One.of theSe isHlocated at St -. John's, Nfld., one at 

Montreal and one  at  Thunder Bay, the latter bacrearrying on ship 

repairing along with.industrial operaticins. 	- 

Some shipbùilding  yards  operate without any drydocking 

facilities of a major nature.and make ùse,of Federal Government docks. 

This applies at Lauzon, P.O..; and Victoria, B.C. 

Many smaller establishments not associated with ship- , 

building and not-having anY.!'haul- -out" facilities playa . part in ship 
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repairing services in certain areas. Such establishments are found in ' 

the Montreal, Toronto, Welland Canal, Thunder tay, areas where they 

are important in servicing the large inland fleet and ocean-going ships. 

The Atlantic and Pacific 'regions also have a number of siMilat repair 

establishments all of which ,carry out afloat repairs. 

In other Countries, as in Canada, ship repair  • s carried 

on both tcgether with,  and independently of, shipbuilding. Again, the 

possibility of operating a specialized repair facility depends on the 

volume of work available. In this connection, a recent paper presented 

at Europort '69 on the "Rationalization of thé Japanesé'Shipbuilding 

Industry: Today and Tomorrow", suggests tbat the trend will be to 

divorce shipbuilding from - ship repair operations. as shipbuilding becomes 

more and more . automated and, as a consequence, demands differing skill s .  

fromythose required on ShiP repair. The author of-that report algo - 

suggests that future ship repair facilities in Japan and in certain 

appropriate situations elsewhere will be large-scale operations'.with. 

several•docks concentrating'on ship repair Work only. Lack of sufficient 

volume in'any one area.would make it imPractical ,to jùstify such a large - 

establishment in Canada'. 	. 	 • 

Somewhat related to repair is the salvage of vessels in 

distress - and refloating of aünken vessels, and. Canada appears , to be well ' • 

served in'this respect'with salvage Services .being available on : both 

coasts, the Gulf of St. Lawrence and,iniand waters, either associated with 

or separate from shipbuilding operations. On the St. Lawrence, where avail-

ability of salvage services is'particularly important if blockage of 
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the ship channel or the seaway is to be avoided, one shipyard special-

izes insalvage work using personnel, equipment and facilities un a 

scàle that is available only in a major shipbuilding yard. 

SummarY  

Generally speaking, the existing facilitiea in most 

majerand . intermediate yards in Canada compare faveUrably with similar 

sized yards in other countries-.' The,-metheds used by auch . yards  for  

planning and scheduling, purchasing, loftwork,steelwork,Uutfitting 

etc., bear - direct comparison with thèir counterparts in other 

countries. In fact, in certain aspects of automation,  detailed 

planning and scheduling, and outfitting:of Steel asseMblies prior.to 

erection, some  of. the major yards may well be ahead .  of 'foreign.yards 

of similar size. 

This is not to suggest that Canadian yards_ .do nbt  have  

potential fer further ittprovement in facilities and methods. Some:' 

yards are less advanced than ethers. All yards need to continnally-

be improving their performance if they-are to have maximum opport.:- 

unities for,competing in their traditionardomestic markets and in 

,new developments.. 

Major yards:  in  Canada  are not to be compared with. the 

very large yardsin major shipbuilding . cenntries as the  demand 

situation is entirely different. In Canada, such yards are limited 

to building vessels up to  100,000 DWT-whereas major yards in foreign 

countries have facilitiea for building vessels up to 500,000 DWT . or. 

more. Furthermore, Canadian .yards  must  have the ability to build all 
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types of veSsels, generally on •a "one off"  bai, and do not have the 

benefits from Series  production  that are available to major foreign 

yards. - 	: 	. 	. 

The small yards in Canada., with aIeW  exceptions, do 

. not.employa Substantial,degree of modern technology other than 

Partial sub-assembly:of steel. NeVertheless'these  yards have  proven 

.that they are capable of. obtaining a high -productivity rate,' • 

probably  due  mainly to a lack of rigid trade demarcation. Comparable 

data, for Small yards in other Countries is-ndt available. , 

The availability of an adequate and efficient ship 

repair induStry to service the coastal and inland domestic fleets, 

the ocean-going fleets and the fleets of. Provincial and Federal 

Governments is most important. Present repair facilities in Canada 

compare favourabiy*with facilities of'similar capacity4n other 

countries. It should bé noted, howevér,.that Canada's docking 

facilities are limited - to the range of8,000 to 100,000 DWT, and 

this will be insufficient to service the large dry cargo ships and 

tankers that will be Operating on both coastà in the immediate future. 

The Indùstry's Relative CompetitiVeness  

- 	The previous sectiOn has described ln some . detail the 

faèilities and methods used in the-Cahadian shipbuilding and ship 

'repair industry. However ;  full assessMent oe the relative competitive-

ness_of the Canadian shipbuilding induatryrequireS,  in addition, à 

comparison of ship prices and productivity in Canada with those=in _ 

other countries. 	 • 	. 	, , . 	 . . 	. 	.. 	. . 
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' Many previous investigations into national ship 

building studied by the comMittee, have attempted to carry-out such 

assessments, including studies by the Canadian Maritime Commission, 	, 

the U.S. Maritime Administration, the Geddes Committee.in the U.K., 

the Patton Committee  ut the U.K:, the Webb Institute of Naval 	- 

Architecture,  and others. . •These efforts have met with limited succesa. 

Most recently, the U.S. Maritime Commission has awarded a.  major contract, 

to a leading firm of U.S. naval architects tà study alternative methods 

for determining construction differential subàidies. 

DeSpite the difficulties,, such meaSurements aré sign- . 

ificant for the present study and the ComMitteeapplied considerable - 

effort to this matter in order to trY to establish some reasonable 

comparison between Canadian  and -  United Kingdom yards, the latter 

being  the  major competitors for Canadian shipyards undér'existing 

regulations. 

All aVailable literature on this subject.was reviewed . 

 .including material put forward by members of the Committee. -. Early 

in the study, the ComMittee considered.apProaching Canadian and U.K. 

yards for quotations for' five different types bg VesSels. However, 

it was decided not to proceed on this basis since:the information 

Would be for a hypothetical situation, would-not be.prepared on a 

truly CoMpetitive basiS, and '0ou1d not provide a realistic.coMparison. 

In another approach,. prices  for varions .  types. of ships 

were obtained from anumber of shipping companies, consultants, the 

Department of Industry, -Tradeand Commerce,-and - from.shipyards. 

Unfortunately the number of such . prices-was limited, and in any event 
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àn effective comparison of prices quoted by different shipyards 

is very difficult even When the yards are quoting on the same 

specifications and plans, due to the differing interpretation of 

shipowners' requirements, the degree of choice-of equipment 	• 

allowed by the shipowner and probably most important oi all 

the.aMount by which a shipyard might shadé its price:in Order to 

obtain a contract. CompariSon of prices is therefore not the 

best basis for comparing efficiency or .productivity and it is 	- 

preferable to make  •such comparisons on the basis'of actùàl 

performance rather than price quotations,  if possible.  

The United Kingdom  publication .  "Motor Ship" publishes- . 

details of eStimated material  and labour costs for three different 

types of veSsels in October Of.each yéar.  One of these estimates 

Was compared with An actual estimate for a very similar-Ship, 

prepared under competitive conditions by a Canadian shipyard. While 

thAdetailed comparison did provide information in relationto 

apparent productivity  and  Price .  differences, it Could not be used 

generally because it was a .single comparison, the, ships were not • 

identical, and while one estimate was prepared on a coMpetitive basis 

the other was mainly for information.  

• 	- A more general assessment is possible:using the 	. 

.questionnaire which  was  completed by Canadian yards  for the Committee. 

Responses yielded  information on the breakdown of material, labour, 

and Overhead and profit combined, for new construction in the years 

1958, 1963, 1967  and  1969. From this  information  the average 

percentage breakdown of these elements on a Canada wideHpasis was 

derived as follows: 	. 
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Material 	55.0% 
Labour 	27.0 
Overhead & 

Profit 	18.0 

Total 	100.07 

The Geddes Report on the U.K. indUstry, page 

"The Make-up of costs varies widely between different 

classes Of-ship, but the range for:most-ships of 

over 5,000 gross tons appears to beas 

Shipyard overheads, 	ardund 10% -  
Shipyard labour 	, 15-20% 	. 
Steel 	15-20% 
Main engines 	10-15% 
Other machinery 	. 15.e20% 
Other hull materials 	. 

• & equipment 	• 	around 207e" 

These figures give the following approximate ranges: 

	

,Material 	60-75%. 

	

Labour . 	15-20% , 

	

'- Overhead 	107 	- 

After allowing for profit at 5% (the Canadian figures 

including a profit percentage) the average for U.K. built ships - can 

be taken as: 

Material 	• 67.5% 
Labour 	17.5 
Overhead 
& Profit 	15.0  

.100..0% 

It is pOssible on the basis of the . Canadiaa 

average percentage breakdoWns to asSess  comparative ébsts. and , 

productivity  if an  estimate is  made of the difference.between Canadian 

and U.K. material coSts!..1 This was done by taking into account the 



Material 	67.5 $2,000,000 
Labour • 17.5 . 519,680 
Overhead 
& Profit 445,440  

100.07, $2,965,120 

15 ..0  

. 	55.0 
(382,000) 27.0 

$2,270,000' 
1,114,290 >(342,800) 

18.0 	742,860 

100.0% $4,12 7,150 
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average percentage of materials bought..overseas by Canadian yards: 

and alloWing for_freight, duty and agents coMmissions,and- by 

applying a differential for Canadian versus U.K. prices for materials 

bought in  Canada. This procedure resulted in an estimated differential 

of 13.57. for materials used in Canada over the cost of those in'the U.K. 

The comparison that follows is based on the Canada -and 

U.K. average percentage breakdowns shown above  and on  other-basic 

criteria as follOws: 

- Canadian material costs 13.57.  over U.K. material costs 

Canadian average labour rate $3.25 per  hour in 1969 as 
reported by .clhestionnaire yards 

- U.K. labour rate $1.36 per hour based on data published 
by Shipbuilders' Council of America for 1968, increased 
1.5% for 1969 on the basis of information from "Motor. Ship". 

- An assumed material value of $2,000,000 for the ship built 
in the U.K. 

Application of this data results  in the  following 

comparison: 

- United Kingdom 
Dollars Man-hours  

Canada 
Dollars  Man-hours  

Comparing man-hours, the average Canadian breakdown 

shows 39,200 hours less than in the . U.K. or approximately 10% . higher 

productivity'. 	 . 	• 
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Comparing prices,  the  Canadian figure is $1 .,162,030 

in excess of the U.K.,:an amount which is equivalent tà approximately 

287. of the Canadian price. 

This assessment could be challenged on the grounds 

.that the U.K. percentages given in the teddes Report cover only the 

range for commercial ships:over 5,000 gross tons whereas the Canadian 

average percentages cover.the total mix of vessels built in Canada 

including naval and otherigovernMent vessels: however, a check was 

made by a Committeemember covering a group of Canadian shipyàrds and 

taking into acconnt'-only merchant vessels  (large, medium and  sina11 

tankers, large and medium bulk vessels, package 'freighters, Self-r 

unloaders, coasters, passenger ferries etc.,) &Lint over a long period 

and valued at over $300 million. 

The average percentage breakdown obtained from this 

survey was as follows: 

Material. 	55.07. 
Labour 	• 25.0 

* • Overhead 
Profit 	20.0 

• 100.0% 

Éubstituting these .percentages for those shown in the 

exaMple above, the result 1..s that preduetiVity wOuld appear . to be . 17% 

higher in Canada than_in the U.K. and the U.K. price would be approx-

imately 2'6% lower than the Canadian price. As .a Point of.interest, if 

it  was assumed that Canadian material costs Were only 7.5 percent over 

U.K.Jmaterial costs, the productivity would be approximatelY 14% higher 

in Canada and the U.K..price would be.approximately 24% lower than the 

Canadian price. 
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CHART C-2 

MAN HOURS PER GROSS REGISTERED TON 

CANADA - JAPAN - UNITED KINGDOM 

1958 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 1970 

SOURCE:  

A) U.K. ALL SHIPS - SOURCE GEDDES REPORT OF G.R.T. LAUNCHED AND 
NUMBER OF WORKERS EMPLOYED ON NEW CONSTRUCTION. 

B) CANADA ALL SHIPS - SOURCE SHIPYARD QUESTIONNAIRE. 
C) CANADA COMMERCIAL SHIPS ONLY - SOURCE SHIPYARD QUESTIONNAIRE. 
D) JAPAN CARGO  LINER.- SOURCE JAPANESE SHIPBUILDING SURVEY 1969 

SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF THE MOTOR SHIP. 
E) JAPAN ALL SHIPS - SOURCE PAPER ON RATIONALIZATION OF JAPANESE 

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY - TODAY & TOMORROW - T. SUZUKI NOV. 1969 

1975 
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An6ther means of assessing relative performance is 

by comparison of man-hours of labour per gross registered ton: of 

ship produced. chart C-2 gives a comparison of information 

available from vatic:ills sources although comparable data for United 

Kingdom'yards after 1965 is unfortunately not available. 	As is 	. 

indicated by the -data,  Canada 's  Productivity on  this  basis is much 

higher than the U.K. for all types of ships and there is an even-

greater difference when-Canadian productiVity is compared  for  

commercial  ships only. 	 - 	. 

" 	Comparing  the  Canadian data-fot commercial  shipa 

only and the Japanese labour/GRT for a cargo 	it ià interesting 

to note that between 1958 and 1963, using this method of assessment, 

- the Canadian level of performance Was .  higher than the Japanese. 

-However, since that time,thetrend has been toward higher JapaneSe 

productivity despite an increased level eproductivitY in Canada. 

The histotical performance in  • apan for all types -  of ships.is  aiso 

shown in the chart and,here.the effect of large tanker production 

is very noticeable.. The auehorities quoted in Chart C-2 project 

further increases in Japanese prodUctivity,in the 1970'e.. 

Summarising the data presented and fully recbgnizing. 

the difficulties and limitations in- an assessment of_this nature, - 

it appears that the.price of the average:U.K. bùilt veàsèl may .  bè - 

in  thé range of 25-3070.lese than the price of. a Canadian built Vessel 

and alsci that average productivity in Canadian àhipyards is hetween 

10 and 15% higher than the average for U.K. shipyards. 
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CHAPTER.VI  

GOVERNMENT POLICY AND THE INDUSTRIAL POTENTIAL  

' Introduction  

This chapter discusses in summary form the potential 

for the shipbuilding industry in Canada in light of the information 

and assessments made earlier. 

• Policies of both Canadian and foreign governments have 

been important influences on the paat performance of.the'Canedian 

industry and Will be important determinants  of the induatry's future; 

These'policies are thus examined in the first sections of the chaPter 

under three headings: 

gOvernment policy  in  Canada tOward Shipbuilding 

- government policy in Canada toward shipbuilding in coMparison 
with policy to other industries 	, 	• 

--, government policies in Other-countries toward ahipbUilding. -  

- Thisleads to commenta on the industry's potential on 

the basis of its capacity and of the. demand and stipply possibilities. 

The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the costs and benefits 

.for shipbuildingin Canada. 

Canadian 
Government Policy 

Toward Shipbuilding 

Government policy toward shipbuilding in Canada is 

discussed under three headings: 

- government procurement 

- protection 

- fiscal arrangements 
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dovernment Procurement  

For  Many years, it has beenSeVérnment policy that its 

shipbuilding requireMents,Whether naval or  cWitian, shOuld be 

purchased'in Canada. ,This policy has generally been followed, (with 

occasiOnal exceptions e.g. ferries and aubmarineS), and government 

purchases of àhips and of repair services have been major.components 

of, -shipyard . adtiity. 

As the data Presented earlier in Table C-18 showed, 

new constrùction for gevernment departments during.1958-1969 ranged 

betWeen 22 7e  arid 52% and averaged jusé over orie-third Of  total new• 

construction throughout the period. It is estimated that repair 

work on government vessels represents 10-.15%_cif the shipbuilding 

induséry!s total repair:wotk. clearly, then, governMent.procurement 

has been a majer.factor in the. operations of the shipbuilding and-

ship repair indUstry in Canada and in the continuance of the 

industry. 

Placement: of,government orders was a combination of 

allocation to regions  and coMpetition within regionsup to 1965. 

Since ,  then; under changed'pOlicieS„government contracts have 

generally been awarded to the lowest qualified bidder, with 

CompetitiVé tenders On à national basia except in spécial situations 

such as emergency  repaire or limit en Vessel travel (where work 

is carried out in the region where the ship is based).and exCept 

for  work that was specifically allocated,to the Pacific  Région 

during the 1965-70 transitional period. 
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The projected volume of government new construction 

requirements, presented earlier, together with continuing government 

conversion and repair requirements, indicate that government work will 

.be of substantial importance in the shipbuilding industry's future 

activity, even with the limited government orders that are foreseen at 

the time of current budget stringency. Certain matters associated 

with this require comment: 

(i) Although little is known at the present time regarding 

future naval requirements, there is a little donbt that 

there will be some continuing demand for naval vessels 

of types required to discharge future defense plans. 

Along with this will go the requirement for quality 

assurance programmes, whereby only yards that have met 

certain predetermined standards •of organization, planning 

and performance will be able to tender on naval contracts. 

• The initial cost and the manpower training involved in 

introducing such quality assurance programmes is sub-

stantial, but it is generally considered that - given a 

reasonable continuity of work - savings will be effected 

• in performance that will make the effort worthwhile. 

The effect of these requirements could be to further concent- 

rate the ability to meet naval requirements into fewer 

yards - a process that began with national tendering. 

Naval work could thus be less significant for the industry 

as a whole, although depending on the volume of activity, it 

could be very important for certain individual yards. 
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(ii) Regarding non-naval government work, anaSsessment is 

currently' beirig inàde 1)3, a government inter-departMental 

committee of the desirability of placing all government 

civilian,shipping under one Operating anthority. The 

rationale for this proposal is that it would enhance 

the level of goVernment ship utilization and this cOuld 

lead to â reduction in new ship requirements  on, the part 

of government due to greater Usage-of existing shiPs. 

A further outcome .from such à development cduld be the 

adoption of practiCes and . procedures that would .enàble 

the-shiPbuilding and repair indüStrY, and the various 

marine - siapply industries, to Perform more effectively. 

A study by marine. consultants in 1965 folind that there. 

was scope for improvement in procedures in goVèrnment, 

- purchasing for defense veSsels,, ând . l.t is considered 

that suet.' oppOrtnnities continue to exist .  in all govern-

ment marine purchasing. Adoption 'of uniform tendering 

. procedures, equipment specificatiOn_by function rather' 

. than by clase:of eqUipment,.and co-ordination ofPur 

Chasing, are.examples.of areasin which benefitscould 

be realized. 

(iii) It is also understood that the policy regarding naval dock-

yards is being examined by an inter-departmental committee. 

Such facilities are necessary to provide bases for the 

operations of the fleet and to supply naval ship repair 
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facilitiès, particularly in electronics and weapons 

systems where particular capabilities are required. 

It would be reasonable to eXpect that, havingproVided 

such facilities,  the. attempt will-be Made by the 

government to use them to the greatest extent possible, 

rather than go outside. At the same time there is a 

question here of considerable -cbneern to  the ship-

building industry-- the extent tà whiCh naval dockyards 

are being used 

and conversion 

over and above 

and should be used for repair, refit 

of naval and non-naval governmentships, 

some predetermined.level that Might be, 

• • aàsociated with numbers of personnel employed, since it: ' 

is not possible to determine costs in government- 

' - 

 

establishments in the same way as:in commercial operations. 

. These comments briefly illustrate - some Of the aspects 

resulting from government being a major source of business for the 

Canadian shipbuilding industry. GOvernmentwork ProvideS a sub-- . 

stantial basis for industry activity, is keenly sought after, and 

in certain cases mayHpe essential for yard'survivaU. However; 

government business brings about increased,:detailed„government 

involvement in industry operat  ions  and puts the government:in a 

pàsition to have a major influence  on the development of the industry. 

Past experience and current,tendenCies suggest that , 

government and the industry will be closely - associated in future. 

The matters for consideration then become the areas in which such 
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close association should be exercised, the way in which it can 

be most effectively carried but  in the market and coMpetitive 

• and technological conditione foreseen in the future. 

•Protection 	• 

The  second main element in Governinent policy tOward 

shipbnilding-in Canada is in the area of Protection, as exemplified .  

in Tariffs and gubsidies. 

Tariffs  

Thé tariff provisions applicable to shipbuilding have 

been in effeçt for some-time (generally dating back to the-1,930's) 

and have been little affected by the Kennedyy Round. • 

The main change in recent years was the removal, in 

May 1966, 'of the long-standing provision that perMitted drawback Of 

99 Percent of the duty on goods used in the construction and recon-

struction Of ships'in-Canada. This waa done-in conjunction mIth• 

other changes at the sanie  time which are referred to later. The 

government announcement at the time of the change stated that the 

Ship  Construction. Drawback Regulations ''had been introduced : at à 

time when Canada's narrow industriàl base made 14 diffiCult-for the 

shipbuilding industry to find domestic .sources,  this is no longer . 

the case". 

Certain items relating to the shipbuilding industry 

continued to have duty free entry under particular  provisions: 

(i) ships, vessels, engines and parts, for use in commercial 
fishing. 

(ii) other ships, if Commonwealth built. 

(iii) iron or steel masts, angles, beams, knees, plates 
and sheetà for, ships or , vessels. 
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(iv) manufactures of iron, brass or other metal, of a class'or 

kind not made in Canada, for use in constructing or 

equipping ships or vessels. 

(v) .diesel or semi-diesel engineS, of a clasS or kind not made 

in Canada, and parts thereof, for tiSe in constructing or 

equipping ships or vessels. 

Apart from the above, all other : items are dutiable . 

.including, Particularly, non-Commonwealth built shins for use in'the 

coasting trade on which the duty rate is 25%. 

. 	It will be obsetVed that an anomalY exists  in 	. 

tariff  structure for items important  to the shipbuilding industry, in 

that the duty rate is zero for an end-product (Commonwealth built 

ships) whereas there are duty rates for.ship compônents. This is the - 

reverse of regular tariff practice where the duty- rate ascends from 

zero on rawmaterials, through rates on seMifabricated products, 

highest rates on end-products, this structure-being adopted to foster 

domestic manufacture. The zero rate on finished ships stems from. , 

agreements and  the Canada Shipping Actof the early 1930's, ànd Was 

apparently designed to give Commonwealth (primarily U.K.) built ships 

a preference in the Canadian market over other foreign ships. It is 

also relevant that U.K. builders are permitted by.their tariff act to 

	

import free of duty all components used in building ships for 	- 

domestic as well as export business. 

The zero.duty rate in the Canadian tariff for Common-

wealth built ships is at variance with practice elsewhere in,Canada's 
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tariff  provisions.  Recognizing that a differential prevails' between 

the Most Favoured Nation and British Preferential  rates in  Canadian 

tariffà generally, an appropriate British.Preferential rate:accomPany- 

ing.the 257. Most - Favoured;Nation rate might be of the 'order of 20 7.. 

Subsidies  

In May 1961 the government Introduë.ed construction 

subsidy measures designed "toinake it possible for Uanadian'ship 

Operatorsto• obtain new VesselS from Canadian 'shipyards,at reasonable 

and coffipetitive prices inStead . .of being . .forced to havethem.built • 

abroad because of the . lower construction coSts that prevail in other. 

countries'? (Hansard', Page 4711, 12 May 1961). . 

Subsidy rates were established,for non-fiShing vessels 

at 40% to 31 March 1963 and 35% thereafter; on fishing vessels thé 

rate was 50%. The underlying purpose of the subsidy rate for commercial 

vessels was to bridge the gap with the cost of a ship built in the 

United Kingdom, this source being competitively the most important 

because of the zero duty on ships imported from there. 

Under the subsidy regulations, the Minister of Transport 

was empowered to stipulate the amount of Canadian material that was to 

be incorporated in the ship in order to qualify for subsidy. Application 

of this tended to make ship and subsidy costs somewhat greater than they 

would have been in the absence of the Canadian content regulation. 

As has been described earlier, introduction of the 

subsidy coupled with changed market conditions resulted in a substantial 

increase in activity; new commercial construction grew as follows: • 
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$ Million 

1961 	$ 63 
1962 	103 
1963 	130 
1964 	126 

In February 1965, subsidy was suspended pending.review 

of policy by an interdepartmental committee, and the government 

announced a revised  programme of assistance for the industry in 
. - 

January 1966. The 'government statement included the following 

indication of purpoSe: 

"A first objective is that Canada shOuld maintain a 
healthy and viable. .shipbuilding industry.. The program 
is designed to assist in the.imprOvement of overall 
efficiency.to the point where the industry will rely 
on assistance or protection no greater than that 
which is accorded Other similar Canadian:industries." 

The provisions of the new policy were: 

resumption of subsidy, 1 January 1966, at 25% for three years, 

and then reducing by 2% a year to 17% by 1972, these rates 

applying to commercial (non-government, non-fishing) vessels. 

(An amendment set the decline after - May 31, 1969 at 1/2% per 

quarter up to February 28, 1973). The 17% rate was stated 

to be roughly equal -  to à 20% . tariff protection for the ship-

building industry. 

continuation of the current :  50% subsidy rate for fishing 

trawlers. (This was . reduced to 35% in December 1967). 

Canadian content requirement to.be withdrawn. - 

Ship.Construction Drawback Regulations to be withdrawn (except 

for military equipment). 
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- amendments  robe  made to the Canadian Vessel Construction 

Assistance Act (discussed in detail belM. 

. - transfer of shipbuilding àubsidy responsibilities  from  the  

Canadian Maritime Commission  to the Department of Industry. 

This policy revision changed  fundamentally  the  function 

of the  ship construction subsidy. Whereas  the  subsidy had earlier been 

directed to equalizing the priCes of Canadian built and U.K._built 

ships, its purpose under the new policy was to previde protection for 

the industry at a levet that WOuld eventually be siMilar to*that  for  

otherCanadian industries. The changed : function Of the stibsidy ied 

to a new coMpetitive situation for the Canadian shipbuilding industry, 

and accordingly devaluation of the pound in November 1967 was not 

followed by any change in Canadian shipbuilding subsidy rates. The new 

policy rePresented recognition that the zero  tariff  rate for entry - of 

U.K. ships was inaWopriate although thereMedial meanS continued to 

be construction subsidy rathe r  than tariff change. 'Imposition of . a 

20% B.P. tariff rate would have achieved much the same result as a 

17% subsidy with  the  added effect, however, of raising Canadian prices 

for Shipping to the level indicated by Canadian ship4ilding çàgts, 

and thus of raising the - price of Canadian shipping services._ 

While the eliMination of the Cànadian content,. 	- 

requirement allowed Canadian shipbuilders free choiCe of  sources of 

 supplY, the withdrawal of the Ship Construction Drawback Regillations 

reqùired the.industry to pay duty on iteMs ,  that had earlier been 

imported virtually duty-free. As a result, class,or kind rulings I - 
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which determine duty status for certain products, e.g. 'diesel  and  

semi-diesel engines, havalécome. significant , fdr the industry  and  

the intetpretaticin given in these ruline has,not always been 

considered satisfactory. 	 • 

Canadian  

Canada has reserved the inland coasting trade weat of' 

Anticosti  Island  for  Canadian flag vessels since 1 *January 1966, and 

the statement is sometimes made that this represents *further protection 

of the domestic market for the  Canadian.shipbuilding industry. 

This is not*so.. Reservation of trade to Canadian flag 

vessels dôes not reqùire that the ships be built in Canada, and it is 

not difficult for commonwealth-built vessels to obtain Canadian 	, 

registry and sail . in this coasting tiade. (It is possible for other 

foreign vessels to engage temporarily in coastal trade if'suitable 

Canadian vessels are not available, on payment of monthly asseasments 

equal to 1/120th of.thé.value of the ship.) 

The . decisidn for a Canadian ownet as to whether to , 

build a vessel•for Canadian flag operation éithet in Canada or abroad 

(particularly in the U.K.) depends largely on the relative  costs and 

financial arrangements for the alternative situations. 

Fiscal Arrangements  

The major fiscal arrangement that has been important 

for the Canadian shipbuilding industry operates indirectly through 

influencing the financing arrangements of shipowners. It embraces 
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accelerated capital cost allowances for Canadian bijilt ships (33-1/3% 

straight line per annum compared with the normal  15% on a.diminishing 

balance for this kind of equipment) and exemption from taxation of 

recaptured depreciation 6n disposal of a. ship provided the.proceeds - 

of disposition are to be used for construction or conversion in . 

Canada of a Canadian regiStered ship under conditions satisfactory to 

the government. 

I. 
Provisions of this type date from the passage in 

December 1949 of the Canadian Vessel Construction Assistance Act, the 

purPose of . which was to encourage modernizatian of the Canadian .fleet 

and shipbuilding in Canada. Permission to use proceeds of disposition 

by third parties :encouraged the development-of "angel plan" arrange-

ments under which ships were &hilt fôr non-shipping companies and 

leased back to ship operators under hire purchase. agreements with 

• an option to purchase udder, favourable terns (generally about 60% of 

the original cost of the ship). The ability of both .  the original and 

the final owners to claim capital cost allowances gave Tise to tax 

advantages; in effect some 160% of the value of the ship was being 

depreciated successively by the two owners. These arrangements 

became particularly prevalent in the early 1960's after the . .intro-

duction of the subsidy. 

The Canadian Vessel Construction Assistance Act was 

repealed in March 1967 and its provisions relating to accelerated 

depreciation were incorporated into the Income.Tax Act. It had 	, 

originally been intended to withdraw the exemption from taxation of 

recaptured depreciation following disposition of 'a  ship, but this 

provision was continued in respect of.proceeds from disposition of 
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vessels owned before 1966 so long as the procèeds are used for 

replacement before 1974. If the taxpayer does not make an 	• 

immediate  replacement, a.deposit must be made at leaSt equal to 	. 

the tax otherwise payable as guarantee  of replacement. - 

. 	The teturn of such depàsits when a replacement  is 

-built by the,taxpayer or.by  any other person before  1974,.. ha.  given 

rise to buying and selling of deposits (or the right to redeem 

deposits). Also,  incertain cases individual shipowners have foUnd 

it more adVantageous to finance a new ship in whole or in  part with 

the, proceeds froM  disposition of old ships .  than from.subsidy. This 

latter practice could increase . .further as the rate of subsidy 

declines and as the 1974 deadline for use of proceeds apprOaches. 

The combined effect of the accelerated depreciation 

and replacement provisions has been:that a substantial part of 

Canadian commercial shipbuilding in post-war years has been financed 

through these types of arrangements. 

A survey made in 1967 for a governmentindustry 

committee that was set up to study ship financing, fOund that the 

proportion of Canadian built ships financed by mortgages was 

relatively low. Owners did not require mortgagdfinancing to a 

major extent. On the part of the lenders, more collateral secnrity 

was (and is) required than on other types of real property loans 

(since certain provisions of national and international maritime 

law pre-empt.the rights of even first Mortgage holders), there.is 

a reluctance to loan on individual ships and a preference for fleet 
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• 

loans, and - particularly, Very recently - there is generally ample -

deMand  for  money in more familiar fields. A specialized agency 

. for ship mortgages of the kind that ib found in other countries 

does not exiSt in Canada. . 	. 

The substantial tise in interest rates in recent 

years has meant that'the portion of.shipowners' financial require-

ments that cannot be met from internal  sources must be found at 

rates that are high relative to earning opportunities and to rates 

offered in other shipbuilding countries. Notes prePared for the 

Govermnent - Industry Committee on Financing recorded that the 

terms-and..conditions .on which shipowners can borrow  in Canada are 

less favourable than those available in many foreign countries; . 

this matter is returned to later. 

No conclusive - evidence Was presented tothat 

committee that  business,  had been loSt by Canadian  yards due to 

unavailability of financing on satisfactory terms and the committee 

did not reach conclusions on the matters it was considering. A . 

 suggestion that a lump.sum interest adjustment payment, which would 

correspond to the excess over 6% of the interest being-paid .for an 

80% mortgage over 10 years, replace the accelerated depreciation 

provisions of the  Income Tax Act did not find favour and was not • . 

proceeded with. 	. 

With the limited extent td which regular financial 

channels have been used, credit terms have not been a'major problem 

for Canadian shipowners up to nowhecause deferred income taxes . 
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arising from accelerated depreciation and use of proceeds have 

been the sources of funds for much of their purchases. These 

.solirces may become even more important as subsidy rates decline 

and 1974 approaches, but preblems in financing are likely to 

intensify . after  1973, particularly if interest rates continue. 

 at relatively high levels.. Also, the profit position of some' . 

shipowners 'does not permit them to take full advantage  of fast 

write- of fs, and in their  cases  present high interest rates and 

searcity of.coMmercial financing could act  as  barriers.  to thé 

building of. nèw Ships. 

The financing provisions- relating to exPortsales 

should be noted. The Export Development Cerporation can provide 

financing of long-term and, in exceptional  cases,  Medium-term 

credit for major export sales of capital -equipment and services 

 (including ships) up to $800 million, of which $600 million is for 

lending by.the Corporation for its own account and $200 million 

Is for Government account. The terms for financing are understood 

to be those which.were,agreed by the 13 major shipbuildingnationS. 

of the Organiatien for Ecenomic Co-operation and Development to ' 

be effective July.1, 1969:  maximum  duration 8 years; minienm down 

payment 20%; minimum net interest rate 6%. Commitment and' 

guarantee charges applicable in Canada result in an effective 

interest rate that is above 6%. 
• - 

• Canadian Government Policy Toward 
Shipbuilding in Comparison with Policy to Other Industries  

Thé foregoing analysis of the pelicies that are 

specific te the Canadian shipbnilding industry indicates that the 
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following  are the main components: 

- govetument procurement, both naval and civilian, in amounts - 

• that are significant for the industry. 

- proteètion to domeatiè production through either subsidy' vis- 

a-vis Commonwealth-built ships or tariffs aPplying to other 

foreign-built ships: The leVel of Protection for ship-

building has been higher than that for manufacturing 

industries generally; it is being reduced to the general 

level in stages. 

- special fiscal Provisions (accelerated depreciation) that 

are advantageous for shipowners-and hence benefit Canadian 

shipbuilding. 

It is very difficult, in general, tO  compare the 

impact and worth of Specific policies for different industries, and 

to assess the relative level of government assistance being offered. 

One industry, e.g. Shipbuilding, may receive protection from-subsidy 

rather than through tariffs as in other industries; the effect may be 

similar but subsidies are highly visible and easily measurable. 

Tatiff tatea-Will.vary between industries because of, different 

historical,  and recent'decisione as to the degree of protection 

for the particular activity. Accelerated depreciation provisions 

allow for deferment of taxes and thus provide a benefit compared:to 

. regular provisions. Participation by different  industries in 	- 

government research, development and manufacturing programmea . will 

vary and may take different.forma - shared cost, repayable grant, 
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tax rebates etc. r and it is thus. difficult to quantify the relative 

benefits obtained from such  programmes. Indeed,'theimire techncilogi-

cally oriented industries coilld be said to benefit to an extra degree 

from higher education iq.scientific: disciplines and thus-to be 

particularly favoured'by government expenditures on higher education. 

While it is very diffièdlt to measüre precisely the 

exact  level of . .benefit received by individùal indUstriés from govern-

ment programmes generally, it is possible tO'draW the following 

general conclusions: 

- shipbuilding probably has benefited-to a greater extent than 

other manufacturing industries from policies that are 'specific 

to an industry. 

- shipbuilding probably has benefited to a lesser extent than Other 

manufacturing industries from policies which . are  general-for 

all industries. 

• 	. These general policies refer to the 'government programmes 

for research, development and manufacturing, which are designed to 

upgrade scientific and technological skills and abilities in Canadian 

manufacturing industries. In general termà, these programmes apply in 

areas of high technology,. high development content, and high risk, 

have sometimes originated in the defense sharing environment, and are 

often aimed at export markets in either defense or civilian fields. 

The aerospàce and electronicS industries. are the most 

common Users of the programmes. Shipbuilding has been a relatively, 

small participant up to now,,although at leaSttwo companies in the 

industry have recently qualified for assistance of over $1, million 
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each under the Industry Modernization for befense Export programme. 

• 	The question arises as to whether some inherent 

.characteristics in shipbuilding as an activity,  or in shipbuilding 

as it has been carried on in Canada, limits the applicability of 

science and technology and thus of these assistance programmes in 

Canadian shipyards. 

While the assessMents in earlier.sections wère not 

specifically directed toward this question, they do .cast some light 

upon it. Iè would sèem that, for thé general rùn Of ship, neither 

the 'design  nor  production  stages provide Significant scope for 

scientific or technological innovation. * Rather, the asseasment of 

yard technology hasindicated. that the Most promising areas for 

change in Canadian shipyarda are in layout, planning and organization 

of basicproduction flow ancLprocessea. To be sure,, specialized 

equipment will.often be required and this may well come under the 

provisions of particular assistance  programmes. But development of 

Canadian shipbuilding - capabilitY for established types of Ships 

would appear to require assistance measures that are more production 

than R &. D Oriented, and this has-important implications relative to 

the need for Canadian yards to modernize.and with regard to the present 

non-availability of goVernment programmes. to assist such modernization. 

This is not to say that possibilities for Canadian 

yards, arising from more advanced technology, should bé disregarded. 

As the assessments  of  new deVelopments indicate, there is a growing. 
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potential foi-  specialized types of ships - icebreakers, self- . 

unloading barges, hydrographie and research vessels,  off-shore 

and oceanology ships and equipment - and in Many of these fields 

Canada already has special cmnpetence or is in a position readily 

acqUite it and to take'a Lead. If Canadian shipbuilding is to 

become a supplier.to world markets, it is essential that every 

effort be made to perforM effeetively in the.sophiaticated • 

marine equipment and vessel field, where scientific and technical 

excellence can redute . the effects of higher coStsfer basie 

materials'and laboür.  This Tequires recognition  by indilstry and 

government  of:  

7 the opportunities that exist 

the actions, individual and joint, that are necessary to 

seize, the opportimitiea 

There would appear to be scope for the development of industry 

government policies and programmes to realize the potential . .that 

is available. 	 • 	• 

Government Policies in Other Countries 
Toward Shipbuilding  .  

The foreword to the publication "Maritime Subsidies", 

issued by the U.S. Department of COmmerce in 1969 stated: 

"With very few exceptions, the major maritime nations and those 

' that are in the procesa of developing their maritime industries 

extend . some form of aid, however large or small, to their 

shipping and shipbuilding industries."' 
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The publication, like Many other similar publications, 

goes on to examine in detail the assistance practices that are 

followed. It lists the following types of aid to shipping and 

shipbuilding  industries and  examines their utilization in 49 . 

individual countries: 	 • 

- opetating subsidies 	• 

- construction subsidies (levels of whiduare sh.oWn in AppendLzV) 

- trade-in allowances. 	• 

- government loans at low' interest rates 

- ' interest subsidieà (the difference between the intereat rates 

charged  by cOmmercial banks and-incentivé - rates established' 

by the government) 	•: 	 • 

- credit guatantees 

- accelerated depreciation 

- . tax-free reserve fUnds 

- duty-free  imports. of  materials for ehip  construction  

- -cargo prefetenee 

- cabotage restrictions 

In addition to these direct and indirect 'subsidies, 

aids and grants, the publication notes that many goveràments provide 

a number of other social, economic and political types of assistance 

which have an impact on the competitive factors involving à nation's 

maritime activities. 	 • 	 • 

The detail of thé kinds of measures that havé been 

adopted singly or in combination by different conntries varies in 
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accord with thu history of development ofahipbuilding, - ship owning,. 

and foreign trade in each country. But the Prevalence Of .  these . 

 measures indicates that government asàistance and intervention  in 

the conditions within whiCh the industries  operate, hàà been the, 

rule rather than the exception, and thià •as, in turn, been recognized 

.by countries in establishing their own courses of action. 

The adverse effects of this behavionr have not been 

overlooked. An article in the.O.E.C.D. Observer in Aiiguàt 1969 • 

stated: 

"For*more than a decade, the role of government - assistance in 
the shipbuilding inchistry's fight for markets has irown more 

. and more decisive. The net  result, however, has been that 
- increased aid in one Country provciked retaliation in others, 
while delaying the industry's unavoidable adaptation to : 
changing market conditions and  to technical progress"«; 

' 

 

In  recognition ofthis, 13 shiPhUilding countries 

'in 0.E.C.D. signed the Understanding on Export Credits for ships 

• already referred to.* 

The 0.E.C.D. Council also passed a resolutiohim mid - 

1969 on Government Assistance to the ShiPbuilding Industry (from which 

the Canadian delegate abstained because  of the proceedihgs of the-

present Committee on Shipbuilding in Canada). This recommendation 

described the Understanding on EXport Crèditsàs an ààsential:first 

step towards "the reduction of all factors which distort normal 

càmpetitive conditions", and instrùcted:its Working - Party on - Ship- 

building to concentrate now oh the Temoval 

shipbuilding competition - resulting from: 

obstacles to normal 

* Signatories were: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,. 
• Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Stiieden,. 

. and the United . Kingdom. . 
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- direct building subsidies 

- customs tariffs . or any other import barrier 

discriminatOry  ta  x policies 

- .discriminatorY official regulations or internal practices' 

- specific aid for inveStment in and restructuring of the 

domestic.shipbuildihg industry. ' 

While this recommendation records no more than an inteht, and has 

as yet not been succeeded by action by any major shipping country, 
• 

it does record the broad policy that major shipbuilding nations 

considered Should be pursued, 	- 

An.extensive description of assistance Meaeures in 

individual countrieS is giVen in the U.S. Department of . Commerce :  

publication already referred to. -However . , the major features of 

policy in the United Kingdom are particularly, relevant. to Canada -

and are now.described briefly,.including developments that occurred 

very recently. The shipping agreements of the early 1930's gave 

British ships a.prefetred position in Canadian market, and ships 

from that country - imported under zero tariff - offer the main 

competition to canadian builders and provided the initial basis 

for Canadian subsidy policy. 

. 	According to information from the Department of 

Industry, Trade and Commerce, the following are the main elements 

of current U.K. policy toward its domestic shipbuilding and ship 

owning: 
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(a) Investment Grantà are made both to shipowners and shipyards. 

For qualified shipowners of U.K. registered Ships, InVestment 

' Grants replaced  former  Investment Allowances (which had 

depreciation of 140% ef capital costs). ShipoWners  are  now 

paid a subsidy.of 20% of the cost of new-vessels, regardless 

of the country of building, with depreciation Up - to the 	. 

capital ecist of the ship to the owner to-be taken at any time. -  

In NoVember l96'à Measures were taken to limit the conditions , 

under which theàe grants would be giVen for foreign built 

shipà. Other limitations include pro- rata repayment  of  the - 

' .-grant if the vesSel is sold or loSt within fiVe yeers; ,  pro 

rats repayment if chartered to fereign owners.; restrictien 

under . certain  provisions  to U.K. reSidents; and provision' 

for fishing vessels under SeParate legislation. • 

Fer shipyards, Investment Granta are available toward thé cest 

of new productive equipment. Thé base rate fer shipyards' 

• is 207., the same as for all manufacturing establishments, 

except that there ie-a higher- rate (originally 45%, now 40%) 

for establishments located in defined development areas, 

which include most of the major, shipyard locations. Northern 

Ireland is.covered separately, at 45%. 	. 

(b) Loans are.made under_guarantee of the Government,.under the. 

Shipbuilding-Industry Act, with respect to the purchase, by 

• - owners of U.K..:registered ships from U.K.. yards, of  ships 
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.of 100 . GRT and oVer. The limit, originally set at 200._ 

. million pounds, was doubled'in becembà 1968 and raised . 

 again, in early 1970, to .600 million.  pounds.. Loanà 

made under thia guarantee carry interest at a nominal 

rate of 51/2% (6% effective rate) and are for an eight 

yeàr terM. As the current prime lending raté by U.K: 

batiks  is 9%, the baàks are, in effect, subsidizing 

interest' costs. 

Approval of loans is given by the Government only when the 

building yard is satisfactorily carrying out thé regrouping 

or other reCommendations of the Geddes Report. The - loan 

,may be up to 80% of.ship value prOvided imported equipMent 

is not used when similar equipment ià available from à . 

U.K. manufacturer, in which case there ïa a pro-rats 

reduction  of the  credit. 

(c) Payment by the governMent to shipbuilders . of 2% Of the value . 

of new bililding. Initially this payment applied to export. 

. business only and was intended to provide compensation for 

indirect taxes. Subsequently this payment wàs extendéd'to 

' 	domestic new building also.: 	• 

(d) 'Duty free import of all components used in ship construction. 

The . aboVe are the.main provisions applicable  to 

U.K. shipbuilding and ship owning. They indicate that the . United 

Kingdom is imPlementing commercial, fiscal and monetary measures of 
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assistance  to these industries on a major Scale and this, perhaps, 

is not surprising in view  of  the significance of the industries to 

the U.K. economy and in light of the competitive conditions that 

exist internatienally. 
( 	. . 	. 

The extent of U.K. assistance measùres is immediately 

relevant to-Canada because of the preferred position occupied by U.K. 

ships under Canadian coastal and tariff laws,and regulations. This 

makes U.K. grant, credit and loan  arrangements of immediate competitive 

significanCe to Canàdian shipbuilders and ship ownerS. 

As regards shipbuilding, the, comparison of assistance 

measures is between the U.K. Investment•Grants for-the purchaSe of 

productive ,  equipment, and any benefits to Canadian yards from R &.D 

programmes. (National government procurement operates in the U.K. as 

in Canada). 

For ship owning, the 207.  Investment, Grants, depreciation 

as rapidly as desired, and the availability of loans at low interest 

in the U.K. are to be compared, in-benefits,.with the subsidy and with 

the accelerated capital cost allowance prevailing in Canada for those 

who can fully utilize it and.with the higher lending rates and lesser 

availability of credit. 

.Besides these measurèS which affect the.current operations 

of shipyards and ship owners, there have been the continuing activities 

in the U.K. of the Shipbuilding InduStry Board which, with fùrther 

grants and loans, has been encouraging the grouping df yards and 	, 

changes' in  methods recommended by the Geddes' Report.. 
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The following sections ,discuss in general terms  the 

 .potential for the industry in light of its capacity and the dèmand 

and  Supply possibilities that exist. . . 

Capacity 

.The building facilities in the shipyards of Canada 

have.been deècribed earlier in the report, and the technical 

capabilities of the industry-  and the range of ship types it can 

produce have also been commented on. It is desirable also to have 

a masure of the productive capacity ôf the yards, for assèssment. in, 

-relation•to the volume  of work that has been. available and iè in 	-. 

• prospect. 

HI 
Such a capacity measure, expressed as gross registered' 

tonnage Output of new vessels per year, has been established on the 

basis of employment and output data obtained from questionnaire yards. 

Questionnaire yards estimate their full employment 

figures at a total of 1 .6,000 men:annually for new constructiOn,,ship 

repair and industrial work, which corresponds to an estimatedtotal 

of 21,000 mèn for the induStry .as a whole. The number that would 

be. employed on new ship construction only, based on the distribution 

of  work force and - mix of vesSels that prevailed in the pàst twelve 

years, would be approximately 10,000 men in questionnaire yards. . 

These estimates are based on the existing shipyard facilities in the 

industry being « fully eMployed, 
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The estimated potential output per year of.new vessels • 

by all shipyards in Canada, in gross registered tons, was derived from 

• the following: 

(a) the potential work force engaged in new constrUction  in 	_ 

• questionnaire yards, approximately 10,000  men. . 

'(h) • average gross registered tonnage output per man per year 

during the 1958-69 period. 

.'(c) allowance for increased productivity . during'the 1958,69 

• period. 

(d) allowance for  the output of yards,  not  ceVered by 	• 

questionnaire, that Were operating at the end .of 1969. 

The estimated current potential output resulting from 

this eamination is 370,000 gropà registered tons per year for thé. 

total shipbuilding industry in Canada. It is recognized,  of 'coursé, 

•that a shipyard with several latinchways capable of accommodating 

seaway size upper lakers and a steel output Capacity of 50,000 tons 

per aunt= could theoretically preduce seven Such vessels per annum, 

which would amount to approximately 126,000 gross registered tons • 

for that yard alone. HoWeVer, the 370,000 

based on the average mix of vessels built ever . the 1958-69period. 

.and ià not the theoretical maximum GRT  output of  new ,  vessels by the 

industry. 

Of the total capacity represented by this potential . 

output, it is estimated éhat 128,000 grbss registered tons .4s 

located in the Pgcific.Region, 164,500 gross registered tôns in the 

Great Lakes  and  St. Lawrence RegionS,  and 77,500 gress régiStered 

GRT output as estimated is 
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tonS in the Atlantic region. Questionnaire data for the Pacific 

region show that.over 80Z: of; the  total GRT produced . over ,the past 

tweiVe years has been in barges (90% in 1968-69):. The'reiult of 

 this is reflected in a higher potentià1 GRT ôutput for the region -

than would be the case if the mix of vessels .was similar to that 

in othet regions. 

• 	' In comparison .with the calculated capacity for all 

Canada of 370,000 gross registered tons,' average output during  the 

 1958-69 period was 151,000 GRT per year. In thè more recent 1965-69 

period, average output was 189,000 tôns a year and when it is 

recalled. that Several Yards were in operation then that  'have  since 

ceased building, the industry was evidently operating . at lessthan 

50% of 'capacity in recent years. 

Demand.  

The demand for ships projected for the 1970-79 period 

was shown in Table C-I3 earlier,--the overall requirement being 

175,100 GRT per annum during 1970-74 and 177,700 GRT - per annum during 

1975-79. This projeCted deMand covers thé total predicted commercial 

requirements for coastal end inland fleets together with fishing 

vessels and government, naval and non-naval requirementà, insofar.as 

theseare known at the present time. However, it does not necessarily 

follow that all such vessels would be built.in  canàdà. Under eXisting' 

regulations, any of these commercial and fiShing vessels could be •' 

built in a Commonwealth country and brought into Canada duty-:free 

under Canadian or  British registry,:depending on  the particular:trade. 
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• The forecast of new construction for commercial  ship-

owners during  the 1970-79 period is 162,300 GRT per annum. ôf this 

. tonnage, the requirement for the Pacific Region is 53,500 G.R.T. per 

annum,• for the Great Lakes and St.  Lawrence  Regions 96,000 G.R.T. per. 

annuM,-and for the Atlantic Region 12,800 G.R.T. per annum. , 	• 

• .  The  Pacific Region requirementa are mainly for barges 
11 

and tugs, and so far this Region has been able to retain this as More 

or less "captive"  business.  However, a yard  .in Singapore is 

reportedly able to build these vessels for,considerably less than 

Pacific Region yatds,  and the  increased size of the barges and tugs 

on the West Coast together Withthe zero:duty  rate on imports frdm 

COmmonwealth countries casts doubt on the future Market being avail-

ableentirely to Pacific Region yards. 

In the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Regions, the major 

portion of the deMand is expected to . be  for Great Lakès bulk carriers. 

A continued slump in the inland Shipping market could -result  in the 

new construction requirement over the next 2 or 3 years being well 

below the average forecast for the wh.ole period, With a heavier demand 

for neW ships in the last 7 or 8 years of the period under review. 

Although alMost all new ships operating in Canada'-s inland trade have 

been - built in Canada in recent yeara,'this may not continue. The 

combination of labour problems -  direct and indirect - and slow 

movement of grain have had adverse financial effects for shipping 

coMpanies. These.factors, e9upled with the effect  of thè reducing 

scale of subsidy and high cost of money, coUld result in inland . 

 ciperators,nrdering United Kingdiam built shiPs. Such.iessels would 
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be brought in and Filaced tinder Canadian Registry. 

Another development which may oCcur is amalgamation 

of Canadian inland shipping-  coMpanies arising from financial 

pressures on smaller companies. This Would bring about further - 

integration of inland shipping operàtions to obtain maximum'use . of - 

cargo capacity and te this extent could reduce the demand for.new 

The introduction in the near future of 1,000 foot 

upper lakers by the U.S. inland fleet operators Could have an 

adverse effect .  on the market for the services of the Canadian . inland 

fleet. At the present time  •Canadian operators; with the building 

 subsidy, accelerated capital cost.allowanees, and lower operating • 

costs; have an edge on their U.S. competitors in Canadian,U.-S. 

trade. ,This could'change with the.lower  cargo. ratespossible with 

the use of 1,000 foot uppèr lakers which carry approximatély ,,twice 

the cargo of the 730 foot seaway size vessela. Any  change  In U.S. 

government policy regarding assistance to the U.S. lakes - fleet could 

also be adverse to . Canadian participation in Canadian-U6S. tràdès. 

1h the Atlantic Region,- ..ehe forecast requirement for 

new ships is 12,800 GRT per annum, a substantial part of which could be 

-in barge and tug type transportation.  Such veasels could also be 

built overseas in Commonwealth countries and brought into Canada to 

operate under Canadian flag if "within inland liMits; or on Common-

wealth registry if operating on the .East Coast. Again, the declining 

rate of subsidy in Canada and the high cost of màney compared with 

-credit terms in the U.K. are. factors Which could result in orders 

being placed overseas. 
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In all, the projected demand of 162,300 GRT per annum 

,for commercial  ships stands in some risk of being high because • of the 

considerations mentioned abeve. The projection is lesa likely te be low. 

•- SupplY  • 

Referring to  the total 176,400 GRT annual potential 

demand .for new construction during the next ten years, this would 

result in an estimated operating rate of 48% of capacity for all  

yards. If all government newconstruction requirements were to 

:be placed in Great Lakes, St. Lawrence and Atlantic Region yards 

• dùring the 1970's, the potential demand for Pacific,Region yards 

• weuld'be 53,500 GRT per year or approximately 42% of the  total 

estimated capacity in that region". The ether regions might have - 

a potential demand of 122,900 GRT per year or approximately 51%.  

of their total estimated capaeity. Both calculations presume that 

all the vesselà required .%Yould be built in Canadian shipyards. 

The estiMated currentA3otential capacity,for ship-

yards in all regions is based on current produCtivity, and does 

not take into account increase's in productivity which will undogbt- 

edly occur over the next ten years, even without major changes in 

existing facilities. Any such increases in productivity would 

have the effect  of  lowering the operating rates in .the yards:. 

• . Considering all of the factors that have been 

mentioned just above, it is  possible  that the yards in thé Pacific 

. region may have an operating capacity of Something less-than 42% 

during the next ten. years..  For the Great LakeS and St. Lawrence . 

yards, the position would appear to be.somewhat more favourable since 
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.they could achieve' a 517.  Operating raté by building 78% of the 

commercial - demand.prOjected  for  their regions and 60% of the governMent 

and fishing vessel demand; here also, howàver, cOmpetitive-developments 

and productivity increases would act to lespen operating rates and there 

• is the possibility of particularly low demand in the early 1970's. In 

the Atlantic ikegion,the yards wouldneed to build 22% of the Great.Lakes/ 

St. Lawrence Region requirements, 40%  of  the Government and fishing 

vessel demand, and all of th è Atlantig.region demand to achieve a 51% 

operating rate which, again; could well be lower. 

While an otierating rate of 75% of  capacity wotild be 

generally considered àatisfaetory by the industry, rates of operation • 

at the.iridicated levels-are much too low for attainMent of Whigh-,degree 

• of productivity and it - is necessary to consider means of increasing 

.operating  rates. in  the. industry aS a whole. Essentiallr„the options 

are to increàse volume .1D.to reduce capacity (or a combination of these) 

• and each is disciissed in tUrn. 	 • 

- Increased volume, over  and  above that forecast to b -&-' 

available from coastal and inland demand for ships and shipping services, 

could be available for the industry from five sources: exports, new 

developments in the Arctic and off-shore, closing of the coast to 

non-Canadian built vessels, establishment of a Canadian flag, Canadian 

built deep-sea fleet, and expanded manufacture of heavy industrial 

non-marine products. 

With regard to exports, higher labour rates and 

material costs prevail in Canada than in most other countries that 

build ships for world markets. (It is not possible to assess the 
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'differences precisely.in the absence of the necessary basic data; 

sample labour  rates  in certain countriea are shown in Appendix V). 

It is unlikely that these costs will generally increase abroad at-

a fastet rate than In Canada and thus narrow the construction 

differential, and in any event: it would be unwise to rely on SuCh 

a development. 

The possibility of Canada supplying ships to the 

world market thus depends on its relative productivity in.ship-

building. The earlier examination of comparative ship prices and 

productivity in Canada and the U.K. indicated that productivity 

in  .terms of labour man-hours•ia appreciably:highet in this country 

and has been increasing.over the years. Productivity is increasing 

in other Countries also, hoWever, and it is thus highly unlikely 

that Canadian Productivity cbuld be. increased - sufficiently to com-

pensate generally for higher labour and material costs even with 

very substantial capitateXpenditures. 	• 

. 	For construction of  giant bulk carriers for export, 

for instance, it would be necessary to invest very considerable 

amounts of capital in.facilities comparable to those elsewhere. This 

is,not - a feasible proposition for thé Canadian - industry. Canadian 

yards would be competing with a number  of  foreign yards.that are 

already established and that have the capacity to supply world . 

market demand for ships of this type. 

In constrùction of smaller cargo vessels for expOrt,. . 	. 

substantial capital expenditures would also be necessary for series 
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production. In this way Canadian building productivity would be 

conàiderably increased, but labour and material .  cost differentials 

would still preclude Canadian*yards being fullY competitive in 

World markets on a permanent basis in the absence: of  additional 

measures of assistance. There may well be opportunities for 

Canadian  yards  to take care of - special situations such as those 

ariaing from present long delivery times; but these would .  be  

temporary and not to - be cOunted  on  as a regular source of business.  

As mentioned earlier, there mayalso be foreign 

markets. for specialized naval, oceanographic and research vessels, 

in the construction of which Canadian yards-haVe knowledge and 	. 

expertise. Measurea by  the indùstry and government .  to ImproVe the ' 

possibility of exports might well be beat directed to these types 

of shiPs.and markets. 

The second principal possibility for increaSed . volume 

for the Canadian shipbuilding Induairy is in the area of new develop- 

ments, including particularly those arising in àil exploration offshore. 

Again, the ability of Canadian yards to supply a substantial part of 

the types of marine - equipment and vessels that will be required may 

depend on enhancement offekiating production and technical capabilities. 

A further important matter regarding these developments 

will be government policy .regarding the terms and conditiOns under 	• 

which foreign suppliers may be permitted to participate. Such matters 

. are'currently under stUdyby another body, but this ComMittee on 

:Shipbuilding wishes to record the significance of these_potential. 
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markets for the Canadian shipbuilding industry in light of the rela-

tively limited demand that will likely exist for the.industry in its 

- traditional .  markets. 

Other possible new deVelopments exist in Arctic move- . 

melt, but the timing of these  and the  Conditions that'might proVide 

a market for the Canadian shipbuilding- induStry are highly conjectura l . 

 at present. 

A third posaibility would be•closure of the Canadian 

coast to non-Canadian built vessels. At present, CoMmonwealth built 

and other foreign built vessels can engage'in Canadian coastal trade 

in accordançe with governing regulations regarding'carriage Of freight 

and paSsengers in particular areas, and provision of Other shipping . 

•services e.g. tugs, dredging etc. is open to 'ajupplier - from any . 

• • country. 

As the earlier analysis has indicated, replacement of 

non-Canadian built ships by Canadian built vessels in the coastal 

trades would .not be immediately significant because feW nonCanàdian 

ships operate in these'.tradeS at the present time'. On thé West  Coast  

and in  inland coaSting business virtually all cargoes-are carried in 

Canadian built ships. On the Atlantic Coast there is aome.participation 

by U.K. built ships, bût it ià estimated  that  their replacement by 

Canadian built ships would add less than 5.,000 GRT to present fleet 

tonnage, 'rising tà at moSt 20,000 GRT by 1980. Also, closing the 

coast might not result  in 'a  full* transfer of  demand.  for  ships tob 

Canadian . yards, since any resulting riSe  in the price of Canadian ship-

ping services could have the effect of diversion of some traffic tb- 

• other Modes of transportation.' 
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Closing  the. coast might also be advocated, however; 

on the grounds that new  building  orders for the Canadian lakes and 

coastal fleets might bè placed abroad if Canadian yards cannot 

Meet the situation Created by declining rates ef subàidy and more . 

expensive financing. This in itself is not, of course, an absolute 

argument for closing the coaàt, since the objective being sought, 

- building in Canada of ships for the Canadian domestic fleet - 

might be better accomplished by'other measures. 

A fOurth possihility for inèreasing Volume i8 the 

establishment of a Canadian flag,-Càhadian built, deep-sea fleet.. 

The. benefits and - costs Of operating such a fleet are being stùdied 

by the Canadian Transportation Commission.' If there is justification 

for such.operatiens,'there May be potential volume  for .th  Canadian - 

shipbuilding industry in constructing ships for the fleet-provided. 

the necessary assistance is available. 

Finally, increased volume fer the shipbuilding 	. 

industry may be possible through expanded manufacture of heavy 

industrial, non-marine, products. To do this on à sizeable - scale, 

howeVer, and to be competitive with large well established heavy 

industrial firms, the shiPbuilding industry would have to invest in 

special facilities that wend be, to a large eXtent, "separate from 	: 

their shipbuilding and ship repairing operations.' A fewyarda already 

: take part in this type of work. However, the -majority ef the. yards 

are not located in areas where there are broad markets for seml-,finished 

and finished products and a generally extensive.industrial base. Whilè 
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yards will undoubtedly attempt to increase their volume of industrial 

work', this isunlikely to be more than a supplement, generally, to 

• their main activity of shipbuilding and would make use of common 

• rather than special facilities. 

Turning now to colisideration of decreasing capacity 

. by closing down some yards, the effect.Would be to concentrate new 

construction in fewer yards and to increase theie activity. Product-

ivity weuld iàprove becanse of the greater relative  volume of work 

and less fluctuation in the labour force for individuàl.yards. While 

such actiorLwould improve  the situation regarding  ne w construction , . 

there could be à problem in maintaining adequate • ship repair 	. 

- capability in some areas.. 

• Shipyards in ,Canada are generally located hundreds of 

miles apart, serving thousands of miles of coastal-and inland Waters, 

(except for the Vancouver  area - where there  are  .a  number  of  small yards 

and à major.. yard). ReduCtion in the number of major crintermediate 

size yards•that presently act in the dual role of shipbtalderSa.nd 

ship repairers could preatea major problem for shipping companies 

requiring ship repair service unless some yards wobld have a large 

enough repair  volume  to continue with'ship repairing without any 

shipbuilding activity.- 

During the past three or four years three shipyards'nave 

closed - Victoria Machinery Depot, B.C., George T. Davie Ltd., Quebec and 

Kingston Shipyards Ltd., Ontario. In addition,,Canadian Vickers Shipyards 

• 1 
•Ltd. Montreal, closed their shipbuilding facilities and retained a ship ; 
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.repairing operation. ,The closing of the facilities listed has,not 

thus far affected ship repair capability because other shipyarda 

continue operations in the same areas or, in the case of  Canadian 

Vickers Ltd. .and Port Arthur Shipbuilding Ltd., ship repair facilities 

are being maintained without shipbuilding. 

• Summary  

In light of the.prospective SupPly/demand balance 

for the  Canadian industry it is evident that there is a surplus  Of 

shipbuilding capaéity. Actions by the industry and government with 

respect to exportpossibilities and new-developments may improve the 

demand position and thus raise yard operating reteS. the apparently 

limited opportunities.for doing so withOut major policy changes. 

.suggestà, howeVer, that the contraction in the number.of shipyards 

in Canada which haS been occurring fot some years will continue. 

There is heed for major shipbuilding facilities at • 

strategié locations on the coasts and inland waterwayS. Itese . 

 yards Would..concentraté on the efficient  production of largersized 

vessels for the domestic Market and would be in the beàt position.to  

Supply export markets under appropriate assistance arrangements. They 

could also supply the ship repairing needs of the Canadian domestic 

fleet and of international shipping, in conjunçtion with independent 

ship repairers. There.would,alsa be.a requitement for a limited 	. 

number of smaller shipbuilding yards in Canada to àuPply smaller 

Sized vessels to the domestic market -(and abroad, if possible) and 

• to Meet local requirements. 
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Canada: The Costs and Benefits 
of Present measures of Government Assistance 

to the Shipbuilding'Industry  

Onee-component Of the Terms of,Reference of the Committee 

was that it should examine and report on the costs and benefits of 

present measures of government assistance to the induStry. 

This sectien makes subh an assessment to the extent that 

available knowledge and data allew. It also comments, when approPriate, 

ou some of the conceptual and practical problems that are encoUntered 

'in coSt/benefitwork and that make it difiicult to establish dollar 

values. 

Coàts of Assistance  

As the:earlier:analysis indicated,  the main avenues of 

government assistance to the shipbuilding industry in Canada have been 

ship procurement, protection through tariffs and subsidy, and fiscal 

provisions including accelerated depreciation anUavoidance of taxation 

on recaptured depreciation provided proceeds of disposition are used 

for ship replacement. The costs of theSe government meàsures are 

assessed in turn. 

Government Procurement 	 • 

Consideration of government procurement as an element 

of assistance  to the shipbuilding industry, raises in 4 fundamental way 

the difficulty'of establishing the costs and benefits Of alternatives, 

because ideally it would be desirable to assess-  the  situation as it is 

now in Comparison with what it would have been had the. government not 

satiàfied its shipping requirements in Canada. 
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As Can be readily appreciated,  the  attempt to carry 

out such an assessment is highly conjectural in general terms, and 

would be.particularly speculatiVe for the shipbuilding and ship 

repairing industry. Elements for conaideration would include the 

price differential at which government naval and civilian ships 

might have been bought abroad rather than in Canada and circumatanceà 

under, which Canadianyards might have satisfied government require-

ments in the absence of government assistance for commercial 

ShiPbuilding. . 

The attempt to.èarry out such.aàsessments would - 	: 

require a substantial nuMber of. aàsumptions of queStionable validity. 

It is n .ot, therefore, possible to measure practically the costs and. 

benefits of government'proCureffient. While it is obVious that 

government work amounting to one-third of industry activity in-

.1958-67 has beén of major benefit to the industry, it should also be 

recognized that-the costs of the procurement Policy can be attributed 

to the policy objective of national independence as well as to industry 

support. No meaningful comparison of benefits and'costs can thus 

be made in respect to this  aspect. of government assistance.' 

Tariffs and SubSidy 	- 

-Canada l. s commercial policy has generally been to 

protect domestic manufacturing industry.through tariffs,.and the 

tariff structure that has evolved  ha  s been reasonably . similar.for 

- manufacturing  industries. 

For the shipbuilding industry, however, an Important 

exception to general tariff practice has already been noted, whereby 

U.K. built ships can enter Canada at zero duty rates. Given  the .25% 
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Most Favoured Nation tariff that exists, an appropriate tariff rate 

for British built ships would bé some 20%. This 20% rate is 	.• 

•approximately the equivalent ofa 17% subsidy (i.e. deductiOn from 

danadian eosts). It. follows, then, that  •the firàt 17 percentage 

pàints. of any subsidies that have been given should be regarded  as  

• the extensiàn of protection to shipbuilding in the - same Way and to .  

a similar extent as the tariff protection afforded other industries, 

although in the readily visible and measurable Siibsidy eorm rather 

than diffused'through priceS in the ecànoMy as With a tariff. • 

The following table lists the subsidiea disbursed up 

to' March 31,. 1969: 

$'000  
Fiscal Year 	Trawlers 	Other 	Total  

1961-62 	$ 	- 	$ 2,025 	$ 2,025 
1962-63 	796 	21,704 	22,500 
1963-64 	5,475 	34,525 	' 40,00 0  
1964-65 	3,749 	28,251 	•  32,000 
1965-66 	4,948 	35,565 	40,51j 
1966-67 	17,883 	17,938 	35,821 
1967-68 	20,463 	• 18,869 	39,332 
1968-69 	5,132 	17,201 	22,333  

Total 	$ 58,446 	$176,078 • $234;524 

Taking into account the subsidy rates ehat applied in 

particular years, and attributing 17 percentage points to a general 

level of protection, it is calculated that some $116 million of 

subsidy payments were protective in nature and $118 million were 

subsidization as such .  Thé summary calculations are as follows: 



TABLE C-35 

CANADA 	 11 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT  

	

SUBSIDY AND CAPITAL . 	 1111 
ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS  

1961 - 1968 	 11 

$ Million  

1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 	1968 	II 

Subsidies: 

11 Agricultural 	$ 94 	$ 128 	$ 140 	$ 143 	$ 142 	$ 156 	$ 178 	$ 212 
Emergency Gold Mine 	12 	14 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	14 
Maritime Freight Rates 	13 	13 	11 	17 	10 	20 	14 	14 

II Movement of Coal 	17 	18 	19 	20 	26 	32 	34 	12 
Grants to CBC 	66 	71 	75 	84 	93 	107 	133 	142 	-' 
Payments to Railways under 

the National Transport- II 
ation Act 	46 	50 	70 	76 	68 	136 	120 	96 

Miscellaneous 	37 	28 	25 	24 	16 	30 	30 	28 	11  

Total - Subsidies 	285 	322 	355 	379 	370 	496 	524 	518 	11 

, 
Capital Assistance: 	 11 

Construction of Commercial 
and Fishing Vessels 	1 	14 	34 	35 	46 	28 	43 	28 

I Northern Railway Line 	- 	8 	20 	25 	13 	2 	2 	3 
Winter House Building 	- 	- 	- 	14 	17 	17 	- 	- 
N.R.C. re Research in 

Indus  try 	_. 	- 	1 	2 	3 	4 	2 	- 	II 
Industrial Employment 
Opportunities 	- 	- 	- 	- 	3 	14 	17 

II Expansion of Scientific 	. 
Research 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	1 	12 

Other 	17 	16 	19 	13 	9 	8 	6 	12 

Total - Capital Assistance 	18 	38 	74 	89 	88 	62 	68 	72 	II 

Totals, Subsidies and 
Capital Assistance 	$ 303 	$  351_  $ 429 	$ 468 	$ 458 	$ .551_  $ 592 	$ 590, 	II 

, 
Sources: DBS National Income and Expenditure, and Governments Divisions. 

II 

Note: 	The data in this table are for calendar years, whereas the data on 
page 157 were for fiscal years. 

	

	 • 
• 

• 

• 
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million  
- Trawlers 	Other 	. Total. 

Protection 	$ 24•$ 92 	$ 116 
Subsidization 	34 	84 	118  

Total 	$ 58 	$ 176 	$ 234 

Thus on average over the period,.about 507  of - subsidy .  

payments'have been protective in nature, this  proportion  being some- 
. 

what highèr for commercial vessels other than trawlers. ' 

• . 	The extent to which subsidy or assistance is.being 

provided to other fields of activity is of interest, although it 

should be recalled that other, less visible; forms of  assistance are 

often.of very great importance in many industries. The Dominion 

'Bureau of Statistics records assistance information under two 'headings -, 

Subsidies and capital assistance payments. The data for the-period. 

1961-68 is shown in Table C-35.' 

Subsidies to other modes of transportation are partic-

ularly interesting in relation to shipbuilding subsidies, recalling 

that the final effect of the mesures  respecting ship building and 

owning has been to reduce the cost of shipping services below what 

they would otherwise have been. As thé Table.shoWs, paymentà - to 

railways under the National Transportation Act, whiéh have been made 

since 1961 so as to Maintain:freight  rates  at redùced levels, in-

creased from $46 million . to a peak of $136 million in 1966 and were 

. $96 million in 1968. Maritime freight rate payments 1have  varied 

between $10 - $20 million per year. 
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Fiscal Measures  

It should be noted that the absolute level of subsidy 

disbursements for shipbuilding is affected by the extent to which 

Proceeds from dispoàition, rather than subsidy,  are  used to finance 

new construction. This method has been found attractive in recent . 

years and total use of - proceedà in 1968-69 wàs of the order of $30 

million. With the declining.rate of subsidy and the aPproach of 

1974 when ability to use proceeds ceases,  relative  Use of subsidies 

and thus the apparent cost of direct assistance to the induStty could 

Well be affected, to the extent that proceeds are aVailàble for use. 

It is not possible to assess the cost to the treasury 

arising from deferment of taxes through Use of proéeeds for replace- 
. 
ment, nor is it  possible  to measure the similar costs ariSing from 

the accelerated depreciation provisions under the IncOme Tax Act. ' 

The interdepartmental committee which, in 1965, reassessed subsidy 

provisiols and levels, gave conSideration to'such'assessments, but - 

concluded that the necessary assumptions, would have varying degrees 

of validity and that any precise cost to the Crown would be 

difficult, if not impossible, to calculate 

Benefits from Assistance  

On the benefit side, as on the cost side, full 

assessment would require consideration of benèfits arising from 

industry activity at various .  levels corresponding to various types 

Or levels of government assistance. . This iS not .Practicable and thus 

the analysis proceeds by examining the benefits from the industry 

activity that actually occurred under the conditions that:prevailed. • 
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As a Preliminary, however, Some general matters regard-

ing incidence of heneata Should be mentioned. For instance, ship-. 

building suhsiOies during1961-65 carried' aCanadian content require-

ment end part  of the'benefit in those yearà therefore was received by 

Canadian suppliers of steel and other equipment. As a further 

.eXamPle, the intense:CoMpetition that prevailed'among Canadian ,  Yards 

for new construction has led to price quotations that  have  yielded , 

"below norMal" margins for Overhead and profit; in effect, part of 

the benefit went to private shipowners:and - it May be noted -'to 

the governffient in respect of ità orders. (As a further complication 

here ., there is a substantial degree of integration or affiliati 

between someCanadian shipyards andipping coinpanies, and 	, 	• 

establishment of the incidence of benefit as . letween builder and : 

owner becoMes even more difficult). As a final exarriple,,it can be 

postulated that the effect of à-zero tariff  on  U.K. ships  and of • 

a subsidy designed tnequate Canadian shipbuilding costs with those 

in the U.K., - wes to prbvide shipping services in Canadiàn waters at 

rates les8 than they othèrWise yoUld have been  The ultimate • , 	• 

beneficiaries were,  the userà of thé services,  whether' they were 

consumers, producers or governments,  and meaSureMent of the benèfit 

• is virtually impossible at this level of diffusien. 

Not being able to assess benefit in any final sense,. 

the procedure adopted is:to ekaene  the.économic resources that were 

utilized by the industry,' in:terms of employment generated and 

materials . censumed. .Further sections canment.on balance of payments 

implications and oh indirect effects arising freinthe,industry's . 

 primary activity. 



CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT IN THE SHIPBUILDING 
AND SHIP.REPAIR INDUSTRY 

1969 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 

9,166 
9,913 

12,733 
12,893 
12,362 
11,911 
12,797 
12,500 
10,001 
9,814 

10,352 

15,385 
15,720 
18,929 
19,492 
18,586 
17,137 - 

 18;011 
17,620 
15,039 
15,113 
14,384 

TABLE C-36 

1969 Dec'. 
Sept. 
June 
March 

1968 Dec. 
' 	Sept. 

June 
March 

1 

1 

Total Employment in 
the Industry, as 
reported bY the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics .  

Number 

13,292 
14,758 
16,281 

• 17,210 

14,576 
15,463 
16,410 
17,067 

Employment on building, 
repairs and conversions, 
as reported by member 
yards of the Canadian 
Shipbuilding and Ship 
Repairing Association  

Number 

7,366 
8,175 
9,904. 

 10,940 

8,978 
8,951 

10,625 
10,915 

Sources: 1. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Annual Census of 
Manufactures  1959-67;Employment  and Average 
Weekly Wages and Salaries for later periods. 

2. Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association. 
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Empl oym en t  

•• Total employment.in the shipbuilding and ship repair 

industry àùting the 1960's fluctuated between 15,000.and 20,000 

according to D.B.S. data relating to all the firms and all the 

activities in the industry. Employment increased after the beginning 

of the decade along with increased activity, but in recent years there . 

 has been a substantial debline  'as  a.  number of yards ceased operations 

and volume of work drOpped from the Peak in 1966. • 

	

The D.B.S. data are shown in Table C-36 opposite, 	. 

together- with employment figiires domPiled by the Canadian Shipbuilding 

and Ship Repairing Association; These latter data relate to'ship-

building, repair .  and conversion activity only (i.e..exCluding-the • 

direct labour engaged on industrial work and a proportionate share 

of the indirect labour and salaried overhead personnel), and thé data 

are for .the member  yards  Of the Association,  which nimibered 12 at-the 

end of 1969. The Association figures are,  however, tiseful as -a-

Supplement to the D.B.S. information; the trends in .yard employment 

they show for the 1960-'S correspond to those indicated by.  the D.B.S. 

data (though at a level -that is about 60-70% of tOtal. emPlOyMent in 

. the industry), and these yards carry out a .very large Part of- all 

new construction activity. 	• - 	• 	• 

As the table shows,  there has been a substantial 

contraction in effiployment in 1968 and 1969  from the levels,that had 

.prevailed during 1962-67. The'decline began toward the end of 1967 

and the trend hàs been steadily downward since (although monthly 

figures are subject to some Seasonal . fluctuations).. By  December 1969 . 



TABLE C-37 

CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT DATA FOR 
SHIPBUILDING LOCALITIES  

Locality 

EmplOyment in 	Employment 
shipbuilding, 	in all 
ship repair and 	manufacturing 

conversion 	activities 

Average 	Late 	Late 
1966 	1969 	1969 

Halifax 	 1,200 	1,200 	8,000 
Saint John 	1,175 	1,800 	7,500 

Quebec 	 2,850 	1,000 	23,000 
Sorel 	 1,550 	1,300 	8,500 
Montreal 	1,850 	500 	270,000 

St. Catherines 	700. 	100 	20,000 
Collingwood 	850 	75 	1,600 
Thunder Bay 	125 	50 	6-,200 • 

Vancouver 	• 1,100 	1,500 	70,000 
Victoria 	 1,200 	450 	5,200 

Sources: Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
• Department of Manpower and Immigration 
Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association 

Notes: 1. The shipbuilding employment data for Vancouver 
relate to all yards in the area. 

2. The shipbuilding employment data refers to marine 
activities-only. Significant employment In 
'industrial activity'is also provided by,yards 
in the St. Lawrence RegiOn and to a lesser 
extent elsewhere. 

3. The shipbuilding employment data for. Halifax and ' 
. Victoria excludes the naval dockyards. 
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the level of employment in all activities by all the yards in the 

industry was less than . four-fifths of the average employment in 

the peak year 1966_ With the marked  décline in new  construction,  

the level of emploYment in marine activity (exéluding industrial 

work) in Association  yards decreased even more sharply, to leàs 

than 60% of the average for the year 1966. The December 1969  marine  - 

employment figure in Association yards was the loWeet monthly figure 

since the early 1950's. 

'Employment in the ehipbuilding'and ship repair-industry 

in Canada as a whole is a relatively small,component in tôtal 	. 

employment; in 1966 the nuMber of wage and salaried personnel in 

the industry were 1.27 of those  in  all- manufacturing Industries. 

The shipbuilding'industry is'a significant provider.of work in Certain 

areas, however; Table . C-37 records employment information ,for the main 

shipbuilding localities on the basis of data from the Dominion Bureau 

of Statistics, the Department of Manpower and Immigration, and the 

Canadian Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing Association. It may be 

noted that the data for shipyards in the localities relate to employ- 

ment in marine activities only (shipbuilding, repair and conversion), 

and do not include employment on industrial work carried out in 

shipyards. To the extent that such work is done, shipyards are a 

more significant centre of employment in a locality. Brief comments 

on individual situations follow. 
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Halifax 

Shipyàrd employment in Halifax in late 1969 was 

about the same as in 1966 and was .sone 15% of employment in - 

all manufacturing in the area. When  the level  of  Shipyard 

activity declines, workers are reported to Wait  for an 

improvement rather than to move to other occdpations or 

areaS. Some yoUnger yard Workers have left  the industry for 

'construction when laid-off. 

Saint John  

Employment in shipbuilding and other marine ,  work 

in Saint John at the end of 1969 was substantially higher 

.than in 1966 and was over 20% of total effiplOyment in all 

manufacturing industries in the area. General shipyard 

labour does not move in response tO lay-off; but *skilled 

technicians andlabour can and  do go elsewhere.. 

Quebec. 

• 	The number of workers employed in shipbuilding 

and other marine work in the Quebec area toward the end of 

1969 was only one-third.of that in 1966; one of the two 

yards closed in 1968 and the volume efactivity is down. - 

 The importance of thé reMaining' yard in the local 

employment situation is not fully reflected by the data in 

the table, since the data for all manufacturing relates to 

the Quebec metropolitan region and.embraCes the activities 

primarily of small firms producing mainlY non-durable 
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products 	ShiPbuilding is.one of the few - metal fabricating 

activities  in the  area and is the major employer in Luzon; 

Shipyard workers who are laid-off normally wait for resumption 

of work. There are few alternative Occupations for them in 

• the area and althàugh some movement to Sorel'ocCurs, thia 

is temporary only. 	• 

Sorel 

Employment in shipbuilding and other marine work' 

in late 1969 was slightly beloW the 1966 level and was 15-207 

of  total local employment in manufacturing; a siMilar amount 

. of emPloyment was provided.by the industrial work carried out in 

the shipbnilding establishment in Sorel. 

Montreal  

EmplOyment ;in shipbuilding and mariné work in 

Montreal in late 1969 was. only one-third of that in 1966. One 

:repair Yard closed. in 1967; the other yard ceased shipbuilding 

during 1969 and now carries on Ship.repair work only in 

conjunction with indùàtrial work: The employMent is a small ' 

part of total manufacturing employment in the Montreal .  area. 

St. Catherines  

EmplOyment in shipbuilding and other marine work 

is a comparatively small part of total manufacturing employment 

in St. Catherines, even when shipbuilding activity is al:give the 

:very depressed 1eVel at the end of 1969. WOrkers -  are reported 

to pe mobile between shipbuilding, motor vehicle, and.other 
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manufacturing plants in the area; which includes.St. 

Cathbrines, Welland, Niagara Falls, Tort  •Erie and Pott 

COlborne. At the end of 1969 the yard Obtained an order 

for two ferries for Prince Edward Island, and this.will- 

• result in.increased -employMent early in .1970. 	. 

Collingwood  

The shipbuilding industry is more important in 

the employment  situation of Collingwood-than its depressed 

Condition at the ehd Of 1969 indicates. When  the yard 

• operated . at  a high level, s as in the. mid 60%, it was 

. employihg perhaps one in two of the workers in local 

. 	• 
manufacturing industries. After lay-Off, workers donot 

move from Collinwood but wait for activity, to• recover. 

A recent order..fer an upper laker will result in increased. 

eMployment in the yard early in 1970.. 	• 

Thunder eày 

• Shipbuilding and ship repairing  in Thunder Bay is 

reported to be  no  longer a significant steady employer. No 

ships have beenhuilt for several years but.converSion  of  
1 

freighters to self-unlOaders has provided several hundred 

jobs each winter for the last five years, the Wcirkerà being 

seasonally laid-off from other jobs. Ship repair provides 

employment to a .Variable extent, depending on the nature Of 

the work. 	 - • 
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Vancouver 

Employment in shipbuilding and other marine work 

in Vancouver was greater at  the end of 1969 than in 1966, . 

but is a small part of total employment in manufaCturing in 

the area 

Victoria 	- 	 • 

• 	 Employment in shipbuilding in non-GoVernmeht yards 

. in Victoria iate in 1969 was one-third that in1966. One .= 

Yard clbsed at the end of 1967 and activity:at the other 

declined. Thé Department of Manpower reports that Many workers 

'have obtained employaient at the Esquimalt dockyard, where 

activity has inèreased, or have moVed to work in other 

manufacturing indUstries. A number.of skills are transferable 

and shipyard workers are now lesà dependent on shiPbuilding 

than forMerly.- 	• • • . 

The abOve•information indicates the importance of 

shipbuilding as a. source of employment in major shipbuilding centres. 

Yards located in smaller towns have also been most.important in:their 

local employment Situation... It is desirable to e:kaMine in cleser- 

detail the costs involved in supporting these levels of employment. 

As the earlier discussion indicated, the .readily 

identifiable.cost element in assistance programmes for the shipbuilding 

industry is the subsidy paid  on commercial vesaels and trawlers. The 

total aMount of silbsidy.paid  in 1961-62  to .1968 .-69 was $235 million, 

of which some one-half haa been calculated to be protection equiv-

alent to that for  other industries and one-half has been subsidization 

as such. 



$ 1,810 
3,170 
1,980 

$ 2,050 . 

$ 14.5 
7.2 

20.0 

$ 41.7 

$ 4;990 
4,450 

$ 4,670 

$ 20.9 
27.8 

$ 48.7 

Avegge  Major  
Canadian Yards $ 196.6 	$ 2,390 

TABLE C-38 

1 
CANADA 

SUBSIDY  AND EMPLOYMENT IN MAJOR  CANADIAN SHIPYARDS  

Subsidies Paid 
1962-63 to 1968-69  

Total 	Total per Man- 
Paid 	Year of Employment  

Million 

Atlantic  
Halifax Shipyards 
Ferguson Industries 
Saint John Shipbuilding 

Average, Atlantic 

St. Lawrence  
Davie Shipbuilding 	$ 38.9 	$ 3,030 
Geo. T. Davie 	11.3 	2,810 
Marine Industries Ltd. 	12.0 	1,280 
Canadian Vickers 	13.4 	1,300 

Average, St. Lawrence 	$ 75.6 	$ 2,070 

Great  Lakes  
Port Weller Drydocks 
Collingwood Shipyards 

Average, Great Lakes 

Pacific « 	 . 
Burrard,Drydock 	$ 	4.4 ' 	760 
Yarrows Limited 	12.4 	2,450 
Victoria Machinery Depot 	13.$ 	3,490 

Average, Pacific 	$ 30.6 	$ 2,070 

Sources: Department of.Industry, Trade and Commerce; , Canadian Shipbuilding 
and Ship Repairing Association. 

Notes: 1. The employment figures relate to shipbuilding, repair and con-
version activity Only, and exclude industrial employment.' 

2. Calendar year employment has heén related to fiscal year 
subsidies for shipyards that accounted for over  80) of total 
subsidies of $235 million. 
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• 	Information is available on the amount of subsidy 

paid tb individual yards and this can be related to yard employment 

to obtain an indication of the .cost of Supporting these  jobs. The 

result of doing this'is 'shown in Table C-38, but interpretation of 

the data must recognize the great importance of the mix of ships 

built in individual  yards and whether these ships were financed by 

subsidy or use of proceeds. Yards that were more heavily engaged 

in commèrcial and fishing. vessel constrùction woüld record a 

higher Value of subsidy per job than yards in which government Work', 

conversions and repairs were môre important. Similarly, usé of 

. proceeds . rather than Subsidy'would affect thé apparent cost Per job. 

Despite these limitations, evaluation Of subsidies in - 

relation to employment does provide'an indication of the local and 

regional, as well as the  national, effects of theasSistance . programme. 

Table C-38 shows total subsidy disbursements-in'1962-63 to . .168-69 and 

the average amount of subsidy per man year of employment over that ' 

period, fort.welve  yards  that Cé.rried out a Very large  part. of the 

new  construction and  received over 80% of the total sUbsidieS paid.: 

The employment data from which subsidy per man year is calculated 

refers to direct labour in building, repair and cônversion, plus a_ 

proportionate share of indirect  labour and overhead salaried 

personnel; it does not include employment in the yards on industrial 

work, which would be attributable as a benefit arising from sùbsidy. 

to the extent that a yard might not have carried on any work - 

building,. conversion,.repair, industrial - in the absence 'of  subsidy. 
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The :table shows à Considerable variation -  in-subsidy 

per man year of employment .from yard to yard because Of the influences 

already mentioned, but a similar value on average in the Atlantic, 

St. Lawrence, and Pacific Regions at just over $2,000 per man year. 

En the Great Lakes Region, where over 80% of new construction in 

the period was in dry cargo vessels to which subidY was applicable, 

the value was higher, at over $4,500 per man year. The national 

average was some $2,400 per man year. 

Recalling the . earlier finding that One-half of,subsidy 

was protection, the data indicates that the average actual SubSidy 

cost per man year of employffient has been about $1,200 (hiring 1962-63 to 

1968-69: In.  the recent years Of the period, when Subsidy'ratés:for 

both cemmercial and fishing vessels:have been declining, .thiS average 

'subsidy rate would be lower, but evidence on.  thisis obscured by 
. 	. 

declining construction activity and eMplOyment and by a greater use of 

proceeds from disposition rather than Subsidy in'finahcing new ships. 

The great signif_icance of shipbuilding as à source of 	• 

.employment in certain areas - the Atlantic, • St. Lawrence, and Upper s 

.Lakes - and the average,actual _cost of subsidy per man year of 

employment there (about $1,000 in the Atlantic and St. Lawrence regions 
• 

and seine $2,250 in the Upper Lakes) is to be viewed in the conteXt of 

the industrial and employment development programmes which have 

recently been introduced by the Department of Regional EconomiC Expansion. 
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The purpose of the Regional Devèlôpment Incentives Act 

is described by the Department as being to create new job opportunities 

in regions of slow economic growth, and the programme provides capital 

incentives to industry for manufactimers establishing,'expanding or 

modernizing plants in designated regions. 

The present regions, designated for à three year period 

to July 1, 1972, include'all of the Atlantic Provinces (except Labraeor), 

eastern and northwestern Quebec (including Lauzon but not including 

Sorel and  Montreal), northern Ontario (not including the Georgian Bay 

area)., ara S in the Prairie-provinces, and parts of interior British 

Columbia (not including the coast). • 

For .a nèw plant or new product expansion the incentive 

is up to 25% of Capital costs plus Up to $5,000 for eath job Created 

in the Operation, provided the total benefit does not exceed $12 Million, 

or $30,000 fôr each job created,- or one-thalfof the capital to be 

employed in the operation. 

Materials  

As was shown in Table C-20, shipbuilding and ship repairing 

uses relatively less materials than the average of all manufacturing 

industries (44% compared with 57% of sales). This is associated with 

a higher degree of labour utilization and indicates that the ship- , 

building industry gives rise to relatively less employment indirectly, 

through.purchases from other industries, and relatiyely , more directly. 

An important factor in materials usage by the industry 

is the extent to which its requirements are satisfied from within 
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Canada's productive resourceà or are imported, but little information 

has been readily available on thé dOmeStic and import content of 

. Materials uSed. The recently formed Canadian Association of Marine 

Equipment Industries were unable to develop data - régarding this. . 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics publishes statistics on materials 

used in the industry and also reports,- separately, imports of steel, 

machinery and bther commoditieS in varying degrees of détail. 	' 

Unfortunately, these.data relate to product  imports for use in all  

industries.; no information'is available  on  imports for use in. 	. 

particular individual industries and the input-output  work which . 

 has been done nationally and provincially is for selected single - 

yèars only and is not detailed enough by industry tà bé- . useful in 

this respect. 

In redognitiOn of this problem, the questionnaire sent 

to yards asked them to report the Canadian content in their material 

usage in four selected years, 1958, 1963, 1967 and 1969. Responding 

yards stressed that there was a major degree of estimation in their 

figures, and they provided information in a form that related Canadian 

content to their total value of work performed rather than to their 

value of materials. The following were the responses' from question-

naire yards: 

Canadian content as Per Cent of Value 
of Work Perfotmed  

1969 	1967 	1963 	: 	1958". 
' Region: 

Atlantic 	76% 	717 	71% 	89% 
St. Lawrence 	74 	83 	80 	75 
Great Lakes 	84 	78 	83 	79 
Pacific 	70 	73 	71 	65 



- 

, The proportion of Canadian content has been reported 

to be generally in excess of 70%, • with a value of 79% in 1963 •(when 

specific Canadian content reqUirements prevailed).* Snbsequently, 

with cessation of Canadian content provisions, there was soMe' 

decline›to 78% reported for 1967 and 75% in 1969. 

The Department of Supply and Services prôvided-thé 

Ccibmittee with.data•regarding the material content in certain . 

government vessels that are of recent or current cOnstruction. The 

data, which again contain sôme degree of estimation; are: 

Vessel  
Completion 	Canadian as Per Cerit.of 

Year 	Total Material Purchases  

John Hamilton Gray 	• 1968' 	- 	63% .- 

Parizeau 	: 	1967 48 - 

Limnos 	1968 	53 

Louis St. Laurent 	1969 ' 	67,- 

Quest 	• 	1969 '- 	55 	. 

	

• Protecteur ) 	1969 	› 	62 
Preserver ) 	. , 	1970 	. 
'P.E.I. Ferries 	1971 	'- 	, 	50 - 

This information suggests - a Canadian,materials •content 

of between one-half and two-thirds in these ships, with an average of 

about 607.. This  average may also be applicable More widely to ship-

building industry activity as a wholà. The value of materials in - 

work . performed'has been45% and if 60% of materials are purchased  in 

 Canada, the Canadian content in thé value of work performed would bé 

some 737.  provided all other'services are purchased dômestically. 

This corresponds closely'to the actual Canàdian content reported by 

questionnaire yards for 1969. - 	• 	
. 



TABLE C-39 

CANADA' 
STEEL PLATE USED.BY .  

SHIPYARDS 

Thousand Tons  

Used by 	. Supplied by 	Domestic Supply 
Shipyards 	Domestic Mills 	as Per Cent of Use 

1968 	98.2 	35.3 36% , 

1967 	108.8 	46.4 	43 

1966 	105.3 	82.3 	78 

1965 	132.3 	103.6 	78 

1964 	92.1 	90.3 	98 

1963 	91.0 	79.3 	87 
1962 	73.4 	63.7 	87 
1961 	64.7 	58.3 	90 
1960 	56.3 	28.6 	51 

1959 	59.0 	21.1 	36 

1958 	45.3 	11.1 	24 

Source: 	Dominion Bureau Of Statistics 
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Information on steel usage is also relevant. Table 

C-39 shows the Steel plate used by shipyards in marine and industrial 

applications during each rear  and  the tonnage supplied by domestic 

mills,.both as reported  • y 	'The data are.drawn from different 

sources and may not be  on. the  same definitional baàis. Also they do 

not take account of inventory changes and . are_thus not a preciàe • 

indication  of  Canadian Content in each year, - altheugh they can:be 

taken : as an indication of changes in the level of Canadian content 

over a number of years. 

.With the introduction of subsidy and Canadian content 

provisions in 1961; domeàtic pnrchases'of steel.rose'sharply, loth: 

ittabsolute terms and as a per cent of total usagei,and 'remained at . 

a high level through 1966.. Termination-of-Canadian  content  under,  the 

revised subsidy arrangements was followed by a substantial drop in 

the position of domestic steel in 1967,  and  this decline "con -tinned 

in 1968. 

Since steel  usage in  shipyards-in reçent years has 

been only about 13% of the value of all materialS purchased by the 

yards, the deéline in the domestic content of steel cannot . be  taken 

as indicating'the magnitude of a seneral decline in the Canadian.  

content of . all material and equipment Purchases. The data does 

, illustrate, however, some downward tendency  in domesticPurchases 

hy Canadian shipyards. - 
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One other effect from the revised policy arrangements 

pi .lhe mid-60's shoUld be nOted. The reMoval of the duty drawback 

. *provisions caused Canadian Shipyards to concentrate their imports 

of dutieble materials in thé U.K. because of the much lower.tritish 

Preferential duty rates. ACeerdingly the source of supply has been 

effectively narrowed, and deliVery and prices from the U.K., to 

Canada are not always as good às those to other countries. It 

might be noted that  Canada  is  an exception  among shipbtiilding 

countries in not providiniduty  drawback  on ibported coffiponents, 

according to  the EConomist, March 1968;  in partiitular, Canada's. 

chief Competitor in supply of ships - theU.K. - provides duty 

drawback to its shipbuilders. 	• 	• 

„ The.changed policies.of the mid60's have  also had .• 

an effect from the point of vieW of suPpliers. Thus, whereaa the 

shipbnilding industry took over 10 7. of the steel inchistry i s.domestic 

shipments'Of plate in eaCh Of the . years ,1962, 1963, 1964 end :1965, 

by 1968 that percentage had dropped to 3.5 7. and, as the earlier 

table showed, the decline was from 104,000  tons  in 1965 4o  35,300 	' 

. tons in 1968. In this.connection, it is worth noting the COncluding 

remarks of the Chairman  in the Tariff Board Report, Reference 139, 

under which duty free _import of steel for Shipbuilding.was continhed. 

"Tn.many countries, as wellas Canada, the shipbuilding industry - 
is assisted in a number of Ways  and the particUlar problem 	- • 
of the steel producers might be re-examined to . determine if. . 

'some measure beyond'the scope of:this encrdiry could be 
adopted Le encourage the use of canadien .steel,by shipyards.. 	, 
located . on theSt. Lawrence, in British Columbia  andin thé 	, 

#41. 	cOsts to thé shipbuilders,!' 
'...Maritime .Provinces ‘nthout e  at the'same time, increasing, 
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CANADA 

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 
OF SHIPS AND BOATS  

IMPORTS  . 	EXPORTS  

No. 	luku0221 	No. 	$Million  

1968 	41 	$ 13.4 	737 	$ 2.3 

1967 	52 	5.3 	681 	1.8 

1966 	93 	22.0 	100 	1.5 

1965 	195 	5.8 	160 	1.1 

1964 	100 	1.8 	• 	131 	5.8 

Note: 	Pleasure and sporting craft are hot included in 
the data. 	• 

Imports tnclude lifeboats, other boats, dredge 
hulls, launches, ships, commercial fishing ships. 

• 
Exports include fishing boat's, lifeboats, floating 

dry docks, dredges and parts, hulls, gillnetters, 
ships, ships sold for scrap, trawlers.' 
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As regards.sUppliers of other materials, earlier 

analyses have  indicated the'relatively limited sca1e of the 

shipbuilding industry . in  Canada and the -dispersion of.its activity 

over . a wide  range of  ship typeS. This has - meant, from.the suppliers' 
r, 

' point of view, that the market for individual 'components Or items of 

equipment has been limited,.and often .too Small to support manufacture 

in.Canada. The -earlier attempt to  encourage  Canadian manufacture 

through the Canadian:content regulations has been abandoned. 	• 

. In suàmary, the information-which has been developed 

suggests that some 60% of the materialS used  in shipbuildingliave. 

been of Canadian origin in recent years, with 40% imported.  While  

the proportion may change from yearto-year with changing supply and , 

competitive  conditions,  it would appearthat - in relation to 1967 

materials usage totalling $130 milliOn by the industry - some $80 million 

was supplied from domestic Sourdes and $50 million Yas imported. 	- 

Balance of Payments  , 

Besides balance of payments  implications  arising from 

imports of materials', there are direct - effectâ deriVing from.the 

import and export of shilis themselves. 

Table C-40 records the information  available on trade 

in ships in recent years. Ab indicated in the footnote; the data 

relates to a variety of ship  and boat types and  .the large nuMber of . 

vessels recorded indiçates that trade yus normally in Smaller sized 

vessels.' 	 • 
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The recorded sizeable tradOvalues in certain Yeats 

were primarily connected with transfer of flag on older ships.• . There . 

 has. been little effective import and'expott of new ships' in recent 

• yeara.. 

During the period shown in the Table, the rate of 	, 

subsidy  for  non-fishing commercial Ships declined from,35% in 1964 - 

to 25% in 1968. Whether  imports f  ships Will become more significant 

in future depends On circumstanées yet to be seen. The subsidy rate, 

after being 25% for three years; began to deeline at 1/2% per quarter 

after May 1969. Howeiet,.any effect . arising from . the reducing rate - 

of subsidy 'has not yet been experienced because of the . few ships that 

have been ordered during the recent deptessed conditions in.  the , 

Canadian market for shipping services. Nor ià it expected that thé 

effect of the reducing rate of subsidy will be evident  in the  immediate 

future, since resumption of orders on any sizeable scale is unlikely - 

to occur  for  some time. When it does, and Should business be ,Placed - 

abroad rather than in Canadian  yards, the balance of payments:effect 

will be an indication of the value of the economic activity in tèrms 

of employment, material purchases from domestiC sources, .profits, and 

taxes.- that will be lost to thoCanadian:economy. 

While not directly related to the coats and benefits of 

shipbuilding assistance, data on the balance of payments situation for 

ahipping services  may be of interest. 

. 	The information for Shipping  services  between Canada and 

the United States through the St. Lawrence Seaway and the,  Great  La4s 

is as follows: 



TABLE 0741 

CANADA  

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

OCEAN SHIPPING  

1948 - 1968  

.$ Million  

ReceiptS  EXpetiditUres 

' Operations 	Expenditures 	Expenditures 	Payments to 	Balance 

of Canadian by foreign 	abroad of 	foreign ships 	an Ocean 

Ships 	Ships in 	Canadian 	for carriage 	Shipping 
	 Canada 	Operators 	of imports 	Account  

1968 	195 	110 	186 	237 	(118). 

1967 	193 	. 112 	177 	.213 	( 85) 

,1966 	• 179 	100 	175 	210 	(106) 

1965. 	169 ' 	• : 	93 	- 	176 	203 	(117) 

1964 	•:' 	162 	80 	161 	174 	• 	( 93) 

1963 	. 139 	74 	. 	150 	184 	(121) 

1962 	125 	72 	130 	175 	' 	(108) 

1961 	113 	67 	130 	164 • 	(114) 

1960 	103 	55 	. 	114 - 	157 	(113) 

1959 	- 	92 	48 	- 	107 	- 	146 	(113) 

1958 	103 	43 	96 	113 	( 63) 
1957 	128 	- 	44 	' 	113 	108 	( 49) 
1956 	136 	' 	48 	104 	105 	( 25) 

1955 	. 115 	' 	45 	95 	77 	( 12) 

1.954 	82 	' 	35 	67 	66 	( 16) 

1953 	82 	41 	' 	60 	75 	( 12) 
1952 	- 	102 	43 	64. 	71 .. 	10 

1951 	100 	40 	60 	76 	4 
1950 	' 	70 .  . 	38 	38 ' 	' 	. 	66 	4 

1949 	93 	40 	. 44.  • 	' 	50 	39 

1948 	125 	48 	51 	.46 	56 

Service: 	Dominion Bureau of Statistics 

Note: Receipts froM Operations Of Canadian Ships includes: 
- gross earnings on exports 
- charter operations , 

- shipping between foreign ports 
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Enland Freight By Vessels 
Between Canada and the United States. 

$ Million 
Receipts 	Payments  Balance  

1968 	$ 47 	$ 28 	$ 19 
1967 	43 	24 	19 

1966 	44 	33 	11 
1965 	38 	27 	11 
1964 	38 	31 	7 
1963 	30 	29 	1 
1962 	28 	27 	1 
1961 	21 	23 	(2) 
1960 	21 	24 	(3) 
1959 	22 	25 	(3 ) 
1958 	14 	17 	(3 ) 
1957 	18 	21 	(3 ) 

Canada was in deficit with thellnited States in the late '50s On 

payments for shipping in the Lakes and St. Lawrence. With the 

changed trading conditions which gave Canadian ships access to - 

carriage of ore to the United States, and with the growth and 

modernization of the Canadian fleet during the 1960's, this 

deficit became a'surplus which recently has apptoached $20 million. 

As regards deep-sea shipping, the Canadian ocean-

going fleet is now of negligible size. Data on the Canadian balance 

of payments for ocean-going shipping may nevertheless be of interest, 

and is shown in Table C-41. 

Balance of payments  data for ocean shipping meaàure 

the following: 

receipts arising from Canadian operated ships, including 
gross earnings in carriage of exports, earnings from 
charter operations, and earnings in cross trading betweén. 
foreign ports 
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receiprs arising froM expenditures by-foreign ships in 
Canadian ports 

- expenditures abroad'of Canadian operatiOns, including 
charter payments 

- payments to foreigners for çarriage of imports to 
Canadian ports. 

It may be noted that such data does not embrace all shipping trans-

actions, but only those with balance of payments effects. 	. 

! The course . of developments, in the ocean shipping 

account has been in several distinct stages. In the conditions of 

the late 1940's, when Canada had a sizeable deep-sea fleet and world 

ocean shipping was disrupted, Canada had a surplus on . ocean shipping 

account. Duting thé 1950 ° S, as the Canadian-owned fleet ran down, 

and ,  world shipping recovered, the surplus changed to a deficit that 

by 1958 waS $63 Million. The main component of the change was 

increasing carriage of Canadian imports by foreign ships. Canadian 

operators continued to function, but increasingly as charterers 

rather thanas owners!. 

The opening of the Seaway in 1959 btought about a 

higher level of deficit on ocean shipping account. Carriage of 

Canadian imports by foreign .ships continued to increase, and along 

with that the expenditures by foreign ships in Canada. Canadian 	• 

operators expanded their chartering activity markedly, as indicated 

by both their receipts and payments abroad. The net effect was that ' 

the level of over all deficit on ocean Shipping account has shown  no  

change in trend, but has fluctuated.around a.level just over $100 

million . pet year.. 
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The foregoiàg data regarding the balance of payments 

for inland and ocean-gOing shipping services iS to be. viewed in the 

context of Canada's overall deficit  on  goods and services, which in 

recent Years has been: - 

$ Million  

	

1969 	• ( 801) 

	

1968 	'( 111) 

	

1.967 	( 499) 

	

1966 	(1,162) 

	

.1965 	(1,130) 

	

1964 	( 424) 

Indirect Effects  

It is generally agreed that assesàment of the benefits 

from an activity should:recognize fully the primary effects, in'terms 

of purchases'of materialS and services, provision of employment, and 

rewards to. management  and capital. Moreover balance of payffients 

effects'should also be• taken into account' when  alternatives are 

• . present of domestic production or imports. 

Beyond this there is the matter of the Secondary' effects 

which flow from the basic cemponents of activity.  Thèse comprise the 

purchases, incomes and employment which are induçed throughout the. 

economy and which are referred to as income or employment multiplier 
• 

effects. At one time it was considered that meaàùrement of such 

effects was extremely  important in  benefit/cost work,  but more recently. 

• this view has heen modified fox several reasons. 

Such multiplier effects commonly occur, since they. • 

arise from almost any  aspect of economic activity. What should bé 	2 

measured, therefore, is the.differential multiplier effects that might 
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